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4,no-marr;agc, politr :applicable only to women,, g person claiming 6 have been daiaged by the policy must show
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that the policy,Liseff was the,cause of the,damage. woman Who has Just married, for example, Cannot resign'

. , . 4

for her own.conveniencoLsuch as to move-to'ihe city where ber huaand livcs,and then invoke the aid of Title
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Physical Characteristiotand Cdyabilities . .
. ' / ''-

.

Aside from restrictions placed by state yrqtective laws on the liftlit of objectes over a certain weight by

women, many employers independently ,adhere to an equivalent policy, thus excluding women from a wide range, of,.

usually better-paying jobs. But employerS,,too, have been generally unsuccessful in invoking the BFOQ exceptibii

to Justify such weightllifting limitations, which are frequently fiel at about 30 pounds--ek,en-though women are
I

- I

accustomed to handling this much weight and More when they caXe for children.in,infancy. ;

'
:7-

, -

The defect in such a,policy, in ter* .of Title VII, is that it depepds on a stereotype about women as a

class. Or, as was said in'one case:
- ,

.

The premise of Title VII * * * is that women' are .now to be on equal ,:footirig men.

* * * The, footing is not.e4ual if a male employee may be-.appointed to a particulars
on a showing that_he.ts physically qualified, but a femafe-employee is denied an

opportupity to demonstrate personal\physicaI qualification..

Notwithstanding' the foregoIng, however, one court has said in passing that where an employer can demon-
,

strate it is Impossible or highly impractical to deal +kt.li women on an individualized basis, it may apply a

reasonable general Aclusionary rir14.
. .

III a 1973 chse, the issue was not the weight the employee could lift, but the weight of the employee her-
,

;

self. It was-htd the employer violated rifle VIl jby a policy requiring production workers to weigh a minimum

of 150 poundswhere the requiremont,excluded.large numbers;of women,and there was no showing the weight require-
.

, .

.
- ,

ment was directly related to job.performance., Similarly, Might requireMents imposed only on £emales have been .

, f 7

held to violate Title VI I. .

,.

The questio0 of whether an,./mploycroan invoke the BF011 excepiloil to-require pregnant female employees:6
-,T .

. -.... - : , .

take mandatory mfternty lqavest arhitrarily fix times during.pregnapcy is considered in a later section of

1
. , -. .

this study; but at is noted herwthere is authority supporting the right ofwan emj1°oyer to exclude pregnant em-

ployees frpm coriaTderation forpialotiolf,when the new job,oan be shown to be strenuous.
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Mfemale college stileiit,,Afor example, who brought an action agiinst phiplOyexstwhich had allegedly engaged
r. 1 4

in sex di'scrrmination in hirihg wheni:they Anterv4ewed ..itt her college, had apparently, not actually applied for a
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I.

,FOREWORD'

The Equal Rights for Women in Education Project has been deluged with requests for more specific

information about the law as it affects women in education since the publication of our "A Digest of

Federal Laws: Equal. Rights for Women in Education." This booklet is in response to these requests.

We would like to thank William Pearson, who was indispensable to the completion of this project.

He conducted all the research and prepared this publication.

To Yr. Terry Saario of the Ford Foundation we would like to convey our appreciation-for her cbntinued

interest and support.

'T

I.

Paula Herzmark
Project Direct
Equal Rights fo in Education

01,



."4 Origins

In earl 1975, tiie.,Equal Rights for Women in.Education Project, funded by the Ford Foundation through the

Education C ommission of the StateS, retained a legal consultant to make a study of. federal court decisions as

INTRODUCTION

the affect the equal rightS of women in education. Thig is that study.

Rationale

Various federal laws now prohibit sex discrimination in one Or more aspects of education. But what' a law °

says is one thing, what a court says about its interpretation and application is often another. Moreover, judge-

ma'fle law alsb opvrates outside statutory parameters. A need was therefore felt to supply a definitive overview

of federal court....le(i,ions in this new and fast-moving area of contemporary jurisprudence.

Focus.

Laws prohibiting sex discrimination can affect the rights of women in education yrs employees, as self-

employed specialists, and as students. Each of these areas is important, but because the Lases decided to date

are overwhelmingly employment cases, 'the main focus i in this area.

-Goals

This:study has had two overriding goals:

1. To make an intensive, expert sweep of the 'relevant federal cases and derive from them the
judicial principles appfidtible to the concept of equal rights for women ill education..

2. To present the results of this sweep and deKivation of pAnciples in nontechnical language
easily understood by lay users of resources,del'eloped by the Equal Rights for homen in Educa-
tion Project. This entails difficulties and risks. Not,all"legal language, particularly at
the decisional level, can he translated into relatively clear, precise English. Legal phrases
and words of art acquire certain inevitable nuances. It has been necessary ito strike a
judgmental balance between the gopl of clarity, and th:ydangers of oversimplification.

Users

this study lisas been prepared for all lay users of project facilities. lhodgh addressed to individual women

in education, it is also intended to he a resource tool foi women's groups, educators, administra?tors,

andlegislators, nd personnel of state agencies with the, delivery system.

Uniqueness

To the best of the consultant'sf knowledge, there is no other present sin'gle source for the specialized

material contained herein.

Limittitions

lime, fi!nding, and the necessity to present the research findings in a reasonably compact publication. limit
4

the total presentation. It would be, possible, for example, to write many hundreds of pages on Tit1C?SII of the

xl



Civil Rights Act of I9o4 alone. the same is true, of other covered topics. The sruily therefore cannot be
, .

..
,

exhaustive as to all d-speos of each law or principle discussed. On the otlifr hand, dkl basic, relevant data

Is noted.
. ,.

. .?
.

(
.

.. 4
Ar z Z .

. l
1 Scope

. ...-
.-

.

i
-, !

For the reasons stated undei Limitations, N4s study cannot deallb\baustiel> With all existing problems
I

_
: _:,.,

and. material. II> 6,1 of eNample, a t972 "computer pri.,ntout by the Duartment of Justice revealed that over800
t

. .

sections of the Unit6d States CodefLontained sex-baSed references- -and these do not include those sections that

*.s

lack such referenco but are nevertheless discriminatory Ln 4pplLeatio*

Outside the scope of this Study, accordingly," exc ept a,s jiicidentally.mentioned, are:

1. State laws and court decisions.

2. Remedial and procedural problems,, and class actions to the extent not included.in the
foregoing

3. "Pattern or practice" litigation.

4. , Consent decrees, such as the well-kmihn Philadelphia-decree entered into by the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company and the Equal Employment' Opportufiity Commission.,

5. Discrimination against minorities. -
.

b. Reverse discrimination (i.e., situations where meh allege discrimination because women ,

receive preferential treatment).'

7. Employment quotas.
1 *

8. Womer0.s'rights in other areas, such as, but not limited to, family law, name changes, and
abortion.

9. Ail laws directly or indirectly mentioned in the rast appendix'to this-study, Appendix V.

10. PendAg and settled cases.

Porm:ito

This study is in two parts. Part I contains the nontech ical presCntatOon of overall findings. , Part II,

consisting of extensive appendices, authenticates, supplement , and proviaes the source for'P;rt I.

a

How To Use This Study

f The following is noted as an aid to iLilization of this s iidy as as'iNrhold:

1. The appendices, written in a more legalistic stye, are difficult andwcomplicated, but lay
users do not have to read them in order to deriv the intended behefits, Those users, 4

however, who wish more information on certain po nts or who have ,special interests in the
`whole field of sex discrimination will find them particularly useful, since they are far more
extensive and detailed than Part 1,

0

Those who do read 'them do not have to read them order, but each is written on the assump-
tion a reader is familiar with previous appendice . In any event, however, it is desirable
to have read Appendices A, A-1; and C before proc eding with later material.

4

2. At the end of Part Istihe're is a quick-reference _urinary of essential Part I material.

a. All, cases referred to in Part-I, unless otherwise oteI, are federal court cases. Whether

degignated by case title or without, all such case are fully-cited in the appropriate

appendix dealing with the same subject matter. I

4

xii
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a

Caveat
,

Though preparedby_.1 lawyer,` this study 'is not intended to offer Legal advice. Nor is it intended io be
.... ... . .a do-it -yourself kit (or lay users. There is -no substitute for legal advice at every stage of an actual or

.
.., , - - ,,i,_

prospective problem, and every user with such a pjobLelsyshouId seek suth..advice from an attorny of his,?Ilev,
-ti,

. e .
or flits own choos,ing.

r

I.

Oft

4
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William Pearson
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RiSOURCL SURM,OF EEDLIN, COURT DECISIONS AFFECTING'
16

, ..
. 4. ,k

(QUA!: kICHIS FOR.OME:IN EDUCATION-

.

O

s.

Of

Woman's Rights Convention--A conventionto discuss
the social, civil 'and.religious rights ofwoman will
be held in the Wesleyan Chapel, Seneca Falls, New,York,
on Wednesday an&Thur;day, the 19th and 20th of July

.

.current * * *.

Announcement in the July 14, 1848 issue of the
Seneca County'&urerSdrieca Falls, New York

\
We hold these truths to be self-evident; that all men

and women pre created equal; that they are endowed by
'their Creator with cOrtain inalienable rights; that among
these are life, liberty, and thd pursuit of happiness * * *.

. The history of mankind is a histOry of repeated i'njuries
and.usurpations on the part of man toward women, having
in direct obje.ct the estabIrshment of an absolute tyranny ,.

over, her. To prove this, 1;t fact' be submitted to a
candid world.

He has monopolized nearly all th profktable employments,
and from those she is permitted t follo'w, she receives
but scanty, remuneration. * * * .is a teacher of theology,
medicine,or law she is not, known,

ire has denied her the facilities for obtaining a
thorough education, all colleges being closed akainst.
her.

s

Excerpts from, the Declaratiorrof Principles,
Seneca Falls Convention, July 19-20, 1848

4 6,

0

4
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America, more thl anywhere else in the world,
cat has been taken col!stantip to trace clearly distinct
gPheres of action for'the two sees, and.lioth are required
to keep, instep; but along paths that are'never the same.

- You will never. find0American women in charge of the external
relations of thp, family, managing a business, or 4ntefer-
ing in politics *

de-Tecqueville, Democra y in America (1835)
,

N

AW
,

HISTORICAL 'INTRODUCTION: T4 FLOWERING OF ROMATIC PATERNALISM

II 6*

.Just over a hundred years ago, Myra Bradwell of Illinois astonished the Illinois"Supreme Court by asking

to be permitted to practice law in that state. Her application was rejected with.dispatch--the legislaturP,

the court-was'sure, had never intended that this privilege should extend equally to men and women-and Mrs.

Bradwell thereupon appealed to the,United Stalts Supreme Court. She was being denied, she said, one of the

privileges aria immunities Of citizenship guaranteed by the Constitution.

The state of Illinois did not even bother to be represented by counsel, and fared none' the worse fN its

cavalier-sel,f-confidence,,for the Supreme-Cout held that the right to practice law was not ore oftle privileges

and immunities of citizenship. In a fambus (or perhaps infamou3J concurring opinion, Mr Justice Bradley explained
'

%by this'shouldbe so: ,' )° '

>t ., .
N.. I

Theolatural and.proper timidity and delicaCy which belongs to the female sex
evidently' unfits it for Many of the occupaIicins of Civil life. The constitu-
tion of the family orgailkzation, whipi I'Sfounded in tli6 divine ordinance, as
well as in tle nature of thing', ilintates the domeitic sphere as that which .--

properlybelongs to the domain and functions of womanhood* * *. The para-
mount desting and mission o women are to fulfill the noble and benign offices

. t of wife and mother. This i the law of,ihe Creator. '.
.

-, % ,
i

Two deoaciips after Justice Bradley's fortuitous discovery of thq Law of the Creator, Belva Lockwood applied
4 , c"4 - _

--

to the,etate'of Virgini,a to practice law there. Belva Lockwood had been the first woman a mated to the bar

of the United 6tates Supreme Court aind was a member of the District of Columbia bar, as wel as that of several
. - , .

states. Vrrginta had a statute
c
prouiding for the automatic admission of anj, "person" admitte to practise in

.0 -

0 .

the Dj astrict of Columbia or any state, but the state's highest court decided a woman was not "person" within
. .-,

the. meaning of the statute, and in due course the decision was upheld by the United Stat.es preme Court.

Yet on April 15th, 1975, almost exactly a centuryofter the judicial enunciation of the aw of the Creator
1107.

and the unfitness of the female sex for many of the ovcupations of civil life, the present Supreme Court would

say through Justice Blackmun:

o No longer, isthe female destined solely for the home and the rearing of the family,
and

r
only the male for the marketplace and the world of ideas. * * * Woman's activities

. . 'and=responsibulities are increasing and expanding. * *6* The pre2ence of women in business:
, in AwroftSsions, in government and, indeed, in all walks of life * * * is apparent and

'etr-OPer subject of judicial notice,

How didwe get from.the romantic paternalism of Justice Bradley to the implied egalitarianism of Justice

Blackmun?
c

s,

1. .
changed judiLial .climate are outside the. scope of this study, a passing glance at women's culturally assigned

There are many answers, of course, and though the cultural and similar forces largely responsible for the

afi
A



in nineteenth-century

------f-a,....7-

. ferior creatures, .Was it not a fast: this, Nen. `1.aad'sniallet. brain-s--tafiri: Was : .

it not apparent to or, Cry orietliat the4:;--,i4gA 14.1.-1;;.. w.aS*-11oltep..7tra.T.,41ftIt.fe.;144-:,.,...;...:,:'
sent hilly creatures of emotion..ratne:1,t1S.R- ...reatFL31,,,..1.V.lati-rit Tnt-iialiiTe-7,-.wlicrse --:-.. --..-powers of content ration were .:0e.,Tgl,,y-,',.6tftil-t),.(1...oa iiile--crTe-g1.-ve Yt 1 swm.re- ` - ..)
stricted almost. entirely to kit rritean.:.,..thi. birthi-C-...7,-L-*-- Wolenhiiii_p .e:tica,l/Y.-
no- execut iv e; abi li..ty , were quii-e-14.6.5.1`e to man,a tre"--4.1ci4e1rI * ,dept tt.-s",..-,.inC.::- 4.for

t
:,./"" : ;:or ..

Vd; .

ri .7;

society is appropriItcp**4-ilk"v/IA-tAtif''re----.Ptli".. v.bas'§aid:
-

77"

_.:---

t) or*
In the nine,telnth century it was fAiT.I./-gbilktra.ltelcokf.t.I.ki.t....woment..were

-i -competing with men in the busir.e-d...pierfeaslonaltsSrl-J., isti6h ,
preposieruns, for women were he,l-a47osse'sii-neither 1405
the equally. unatainable staM10.y. ..}lan'sflace was
woman's place vtis definitely; ; 4i' hoete -.,

110

out .in -the.;:w Tit earning a- 1 g.ia-v0 A
A . ..

,/ ..... - --

_,-...' -
In the early niiirteenth denturyi4vrtiovec,theindustrial Revolit4ion was ehanging,traditioncil p.it-1,..e,rns,:a.f...,.... i .. -.-..'.- ----,-=--"....-___ r.--4,..ts..;,,.

. :------'"labor, particularly w ith" respe.-t to tad:: foi- r17:d'one (by both men.41,t).1- wolen) at home. Wome.e_at thex...lep---,-t-rwl, - It,--
.;
1,.. . .,_ - ., ...

. ',/ . ;".7 . .
.. ...7-:::.%.;,:..1.,:_. ;-,..,.,...'

----.
Of the CLOI1OMI, -,tale grade-1.11,1y began moving ,int the ,zextile rtuli,,ACr small factories the new age of roathiti--. -7.----

. / / . '-.1: .

.-- ---,-,...,,__,_ Y7., 0 .......
was making possible, sometimes at bpIf the pay men in another part/J.5'111e Flame banding migtrt,beiie;.ii.wang,/ '41-..*

. / *: :. . i '-.. --.^tIr-qr .3.:
' It would be redundant here to cite die faMiliar and appallinestall..1,tw....s on the long hours work-ed-, &he loW - 2.

' . .
' . .! ...t. Ai^

1 .wage, paid, and the swe,,it;'hup cohditi,ons encountered in th'e new indust6-al,.emironment; -but as the cetti.iry drew ,.; '.- `,,'.. T. , - i-,,..-n:,to a close, womeil et i,.:s...s, among other.), set ilium- persuading the sthOr.eo _piss
.
laws antend.oll to shield wo-

men fromAhe' harsher aspects of, the new ern. ironnlent. ,These- so-La 1 led "prdtect ie laws ,'' regulating such matters.,-.,-
. - /

--:
r as ,tbe. hours women,4...ould work, the weights theyep.1-- uld lift, and sometimes the,..specific occupations in which they.

.. --; -- .

. ...--' / - - A

,-could engage,, are,today--through oneof those curious and not un-COmmon historical turnabouts -- generally - opposed
,,- r

.

by womenoctriiists', because, experience has clemon,s!rated such laws tend to -limit employment oppoTtunities,
4

But ,at the end of the nineteen.th in,j-,ty0inn-ing of the twentieth century,- this was a nonexistent i ,site. The."., I.,* question then was, were such legislative intrusions into business and commetce constitutional"tutionar .The nsci-7/
, y,tIme in 1908, when the U.S..8upreme Court upheld an Oregon`m.txinum;hours law for:women. There were echoes of/ 'Just ice

t

The

4
"-Bradley. s romantic patersn i,sm in the Court,;.s'oprnion:

.

That woii(i's physici.S1 Structure and th -performance
at a diSadvantagein the s'truggle for bsistdnee- is

`'.7" .

DiffereniYa,te'd by 1.1)se..inatters, from_ the other sex
class by heys-.elf,,an'cl:Idgislation 4ekigned for her p
even when .hike legislation is-dot necessary for,men,/. .(fimphas is suppll.ed.,),' : .

underlined; wlrIls- in the,ihve quotation arc Worth noting
. - . ,.

portant to an underst.aad'ing ofitlie methodology courts emphay- in rut'ing on certain ,kinds of conS.tati.V.Lenal
/ - %

:te.ir .
\C.

challenges to al levd.S.ex disc tplunaii,on. That legsl concept is the Idea. of "permissible classifiklit'Aon."
1

of maternal functioas place her
obvious. * *

ghe'is prope/Ly plaCed in a
rotection may be sustained,
and could not be ststaiped.

11/4

. . t,
, because they suggest a lAhsiincept ,-

,Thus, the Court in'190tel was saying it was constitut,ionally perm issible for a state to classiffy men and W`Qmen s%\

. ..\.
differently with re%pect to the maximum number of-hSurs it allowed:them to work. And why was it "permissIbl,b

I / . . t.
Becans.e,' said tfie Court, women we-reWeakei- than men, less Ale to fond for themselves, and -it wps,therefore

e I,. . . . 51 , ,.
I

reasonable, as. measured by prevailing social values, for a ;state to, passr laws extending them extra protection,
I /- . /

.. . .(In tte 'decades to .follow.f. however, this paternalistic concan for the ;'weaker " 'sex would not deter the same
..., Sr- - e l' ..

.
i iudgeswho upheld proiective laws dealing With maximum

prodding minimum wages f`or women. This tfrid111f.Ap gisfation,
i

and Aetr, female employees, alreAdy )tufiLally,'Lategortzed as
. '.. ...' ,

. s

hours from str4ing down - -until ,I937---protective' laws
I

.it seemed, interfered with the right of empiloyeis

less able to fend for theins'elves in the busirti-
;` , -.1

'I 11-

. ,

.1, I.

4,-
t s-
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INRQDUCT9' IL' C(L RITCCTION

/
..;

-

.-; / ..i '
' - - -

- _-,. :7
- '- ,1ti 1t1i.teApore the re1atonship, in sex dicri nitioPa,ses1 between iruasthle.cJ4ssi-,

_* #- S S S 'S

S / I

- -Ctituton's Fouteeth Ajendsient, p;ovdes, n part

, to its jurasdictioh the equaproec9on'cr4'.Tie.laws (5)

7
_cmany onstitutunal mandates,- uotl lang1e as at once broad, hortatf, an/ ague, kithe

-S 4 5 -
-5--- S ' S S ?

/st ring oijct toary a"alysis of Ats meaniig ikt realutThn the ect1?J4rdteLioV cLiUie is no

, ie r1it51ritcon.ducomtter hoi. tlisct atorQri1. IL&;a shield on]y agihnst state.
5',. -

- 55-'--
"S5 ;_ S

S
action thir j.ou'.t.Ts 1iwe,er laiu extixiled tjs con.c.' f state ac1in to include actron taken by scj-\, -

- - 5.._

iinivrities,and itir entitles n' thç private scor 1f iE can be. shown thastj:he stte is significait'lyin.
-.

1 5._ai- 0'S 5 5 -- - - S *

vq1d with aheir ac)tvities Later sect,ioj'is tf this sttdyVl take up the subject in more
5-' . -S ,- -

Thc courts flavç 'ong puz:red'oer the relationship an the eqial-.
$1 F

protec'tan Clause At irious time9, they bace pIre4t4c lljtntests fth determining whtherme parti- -
- - 5----, 5

--5 _"S'.i' * l.tI .5 ------ - -

ctkilr action a state (often simply the enfótccitit ofIaw) is.opstitutionaU prohibite4 iitetcn-
- *-__. -. - - - ---

be roughly chkracter-i-d as follows ,. - _ . '5

- S -
S - -S5____ -, 5--- 5- -_ -- S

-- '. ' - - -
I. -Tbe-"-reasonableness" or "rarton$asisveit... Ti tsks two qw&txons

S id the- state have a e.onst utionJypmib1e phi law, - -- -;.-,.
4

nd is the classification employed iil(the .taw usedresonab1S' to further thit
I purpose7 1n this test if any set of-facts can bej nccivecf tflituuld e--T -

çhe law a permissible purpose, then he exJ-st,enee of-tht set .o----fatsmust bo- -
S assumed; the person chalIengint1i 1when cayries th1e burden -o5showi-ng the -,

Iaw',s clas,?ijiication does not ie enall-ycari3,y out its purpose. -5----- :.'- t

2 The stP,ict judicial scrutiny teSt.,'-Thrs tost s ap1 led where a ourt h
-

- deciUed that the classiluicaUon '4pod n tjie- Laidñdr challenge .i,s 'kin- -
herently suspect" (sucas based on,i'ac) or afcts a fundi-
mental right (such as .the v0t. this test sks two' different questidns:

S did the state have a purpoe- dveridin public impornc-c 1n assing the law,-
and is the classificatfon dstabshd by the law necessary to accomplish -that iur-

When '.tricç scrutny is te facts necesary to sustaui the lawwill -
not be assumed ça JIT the 'atna15.sjs' test) ind rnttst he demonstrated. 1n-- - -

addition, the stax bears p.bthdc oproaf on mhether less drastic alternitive's
are simply not ayi3labe.

Lt one compares, these t15o'tests, it bcpn! 4prent si plaintiff has a much better chince of..sucçessfellyI-S--S-S.--
Lhah1enging anal1egedly dicriminatTQry stao lwif a court can be persuaded to use the 11ct scrutiny.L- test,

---S -. -- - ,-. .--t. -
S ;..:- -----

otniy heausc the defenlot h the li'dth1 1usifying, the c1a*sf1cation useti jnthe Tta, bi-tiLsobçcaiise
- - ', .a

he cçnirt will tare-fully examine- thç -. - -

- '

In ,the si declts afte tlie-Oregon-cacaintipned abie, the. -Smpreme court applied the fsirst, or"ration4l
-'S S

-: i- 1' i I - .- > -

basis, test to all alleged se dasqitminition with respect to 1 stite 11w sind
-

- - - ._ - -5. S/
- no plai4tiff f pxe;ei. Biir in7j_Xsodmed to nrn., rhe Lqurt fur the first time truck iown an

S -, -
5 i - :- -

5_S

- / - j ,4___5s___., 5--_ S -
-, * -

-

- Idaho law on tli ground It- 1solnrf * S - ,
I t S i

J t I

The Ia riues.tior said men stti'e to$e' effreJ wom,ei wien wo inUividuals onç i nun thes oUiet a
-

t ' * -

- :i. '--.- r i
- - -' ' - S '-----

wom in wcfe othu-nyi5sc cqiill) dnt tld ti t manage the busiic'ss piohlems inked in cttl ing the ect itp.

. -
- - - -

S :_-T- ; Y' ', -- '- -
- - 5--
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of a deceased rolatite 4"bothr Iiiir,13.4t-- in the law was an assumption, ;that men wntild, general ly look ter'
or .. . , . e .

% I,., ,.1... - . "
such estates better than wskint:,n, but attorneys for Idaho also thane `the atgunklt the .classification by-sex ti-is ,

r

Ca--.2 ' ----

justified becait'se it eliminated the ites.esslits _fol. i tune-consuthinj_,,Possibry t'ra:t ts'Ais.eourt hearing on which,
.- , . -

. ,, /of- ttto..4ompeting applicants was, sictuallybett--quali);iid; But fheCour-Usaid that to give thiCti. ,,niiof pie,;' --.. ..,. r ,- , ./...- 1. ---/,, - 1
. .-.-- _

. , Terence to men merel-Y-to el 151.1nate 'arpou34.4-c,..ii 1,-ng,',w.is to. make the very kind of artrary. legislative choice
-4-:-._. :

___.......,
4 I ' / r''' , .1 .

r

ifforbidden by :t.lic:.--Nual. pi-otectiorpclaus'e, A c.)," yif 'cation of this ind had to res-t upon some", ground of dif -_ '"__-
-___ - , , .. ,^ / ,. % 'J.,/ fir ,,,

-,
k

o i. '' . . s .....--

- ference Iprm sn, a fair aa(). substantial' .'1641' at .i.r& Ti t6 ,Iiit; object of tre. legislation;s:-..-., -- 1, e
Nke

,

.

.,

is,iylic ttit.t...:t:;t-t, 43-.1 not go sp 5!..17as to,'Cle.iiareisex -a suspect classification, requiring-st-ri,c,t or close
:2 '7 ." 7 .:. / ' , ' I / ' / /

\ .. .._ ' ."'' ,). , , , , . ,! ,..,, "rational_judicial scrutiny, yietcrtleleess,00ved aw,i ilt'in tri,...stiadi.ticrnal basis". test-of-sex -discrim.inat-ion,
' .L.ISC:., becitise under the tratAtienal test a 6u,sti-Reation such as the administrative.convenien.ce of eliminating

, fi I / ;..., _.
., . .7..../ - , ,. .. - -..

, -,,a court hearing would hate be&n's'uffi,41ent ,to sailrold the challenged classification, - -.
. i

-7. ,in "a .19 -3 case, howeteri_prin/ality {but not a insjorityj of the Court did declare gex, like nice, to be
-....._, .

a-suspect classification. It was a significant step, though on close.r analysis not as significant as..
:";:/\, e.-. ,,,,-- acts- . -

..: women's ri-g-firs'-...a.d...tits had at first hoped, because subsequent decisaons .in 19,74 and early 29:75, often favol-.

.. able to, wom6n, net ertilents s- demonstrated that a majority of the Court was unwilling to accept the philosophy
-... - 1/4,

....,....:_-_...e,4471,44V `taut pluraltOty, kl'he relevant recent decisions are discussed in Appendix A.)

-. _ - -',1 '- - .7", \-,..1 *
.-"......s 'a' . ' .

', lo sier& r,,kee:Ilit, 0-rrent star -{a7 of equal protection doctrine as applied in sex discriminatilin cases, it
. .. ,..,,, N,,- 1 .-is clear the, , t-tprom,e Gihirt has a bandCiked the paternalist I approach of the 190A.Oregon case mentioned earlier:

,.. -, ,
Discarsied,fteo,- is Iht-ttaditional -"-nitional basis" test, in which a challenged l'aw would be upheld if any set

- '',--<i:-. '. A ...
of f.i.ct;could be Itotielted that would: sustain ;;., ,In its dace beginning with the 197-1 1-dah,o case---is a new--- .... ,,,, 4. 1 % c

''' "" : I ''.. '
I

standard of retleow.
1
soMewhere betweeit'''f.,:ttonal bas4

%

and "strict scrutiny." In applying this standard, a
* . ., ..%

.
. .

# court will examine( not; only the puriis?se4- flip legil..1.c%.te` classification but also the underlying assumptions. , it' . I 1

te, ison which it is btisr,d1 and archaic and.tle'rlikk\tr,sex-basci 'generalizations employed- ih such assumptions will
. ....et

''.. i.4i I" '' ,
-" %-.

not be sustained. . t- \ ,,, :
i..- t

' 1

the prsicLic,41 result of the motemenc toward ,i standard' re'qCw more demanding than the, traditional ''rational' ..

. 't I '4 - . 4.
.

basis" test is beneficlitt 1\ to all women pl.irtntiffs\iit:ssx discrl-mitttion cases brought on equal protection
.4 ,'
... 1 1 .'" %... .'. k

(Scgrounds -as et idenced by e Supreme Court uses 1}5i4 iN.i,yirs, areav's'ice 1971. ee Appendix A.) The next great
"-, ,

change will come if and sack A majority of thb Court \41-nes, sex to be F suspect classification.
k

\'

..\ 4, t
,I N,,,

v-..., Iv N \
\A,' .
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HISTORICAL fr'`TRODUCTION: l'eST.-1sIVII.1VAll' C.IVII. RICEll'EAC'TS
\ \ ...

\\
, \

In the years follow] he Civi,I tOr, Congress pas,s d seVaTal
A

laws intelndAd both to implement various con-
,

%.I - :,stitutional amendments designed to ensure the freed slave; fthe tr .riAlits and to.'? event intimidation of freed. ',I'. . , " ,, I

slaves, federal officers, and others by t'be isu Klux Klan. ,Ilse To, have ,beemu. historically to combat
i . r

44( 't \,. A

-racial di.,criminat ion, and. some of them, th0ligh probably nevel inetiae, Originall,Vita apply to sex discrimination,

VI '2- -- - , .(,'i -\ . ' !'.4 t
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have been

7

1

so applied in the recent past. Like the equal protection clause, then, thwe laws are fundamental

to,an und 'rstaliding of current legal developments-involving sex discrimination.

Fliree of these laws pertinent to this study are Sections 1981, 1983 and 1985(31/of Title 42 of,the
E.

United Stls Code.

.

la-youghparaphtase.,-Section 1981 provides that every person shall have the same right to the full and

eqinil-enef-it of "AU. laws acid proceedings for the security of persons and property as is enjoyed by white.

,

to similar rough paraphrase, procidel tliat every person who, under color of IL .- subjects

any- other pei"son to the deprivation of any rights, pricileggs, or immunities secured by the Constitution and

laws can be 'tied by the injured party.
-t

'-Section,1985,(3) provides that if two or more persons conspire for the purpose of depriving any person-.or
,

clas of perzOns of the equal protection of the laws, or of equal privileges and immunities under the laws,

addifone-t more Persons engaged in the conspiracy do any act in furtherance of the conspiracy, whereby some-

one elseelse is deprived -of exercising any right or privilege of a citif,eti, the party,.so deprived may sue any one

or more of the Conspirators for damages.

With respect to these laws, the courts have said:
. .

1% They bave not-been repealed by implication by other laws--such as Title VII of the
ivil Rights Act of 1964--dealing with the same subect matter.

, .
2. ReliCf may be pursued concurrently and in conjunction kith Title VII, supra.

3. State procedures need not be exhausted before bringing suit under these laws.
A

4. The courts will apple appropriate state Statute of-Limitation's in actions
,wrought under them.;.-,

npay,n-eistatemdft, and injunctive relief are available as remedies.
i

Each of the three will be briefly discussed below..

Seetion'1981

4
\ number of courts have held that.Section 1981 prohibits 'priate employment discrimination on the basis

'of race. However, most courts that l/e consider& the issue of whether Section 1.981 prohibits similiar dis-
.

crimination basedon sex have concloed it doei po .4,%otwithstanding these cases, the argument has been made

that the statute should be iibexal, interpreted", so as to make it applicable to the employment rights of, women.

/

3 . .f
. . r .

. ..... ,, .

r ....'
, 4

Section 1983 .

.0 ...; i
: i

% M 2

e greatest numbeiii er.cae4 inliolvillg alleged 'se\ discrimination in violation of .equal protection concepts

. if, /
. r ;

hal._ been brought undia.47Ltjon 198.3.. 411 dealing with such cases, the courts hive to make an initial determina- ,
, /,

Lion as to whether )le .efendant is.0 '' ,,/ person" within the legalistic meaning of the statute itself, and whether/ii

e ,/l, / I.1 v/ r , ,

the defendant has;bcfd,acting 'plao ,k:'olor of law." If the answer is Aegati!,e to eithdr of these two questions, 1

/ t / l'

! r '/iii '

.. t
the plaintiff Fafil;; tA,Make heir 76.

of 11
,4 1-01.,/
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As to the.farst determination, there has been considerable ition on whether school districts!, foi

example,.are technically "persorw," within the meaning of the sect and cases e\ist on both sides of the

que,tion. \101CLACY, :AMC cuults recognise school aistracts'a "p " for purposes of "equitable" t lief

(such as reinstating an improperly dischargedteacher),hut not to loses of assessing money damages. Yet

even where a school district is not recogniaed as a "person" as far amages are concerned, it has been held

that certain officers of the di-srict could becheld liable for the being sought.

[he basic question is complicated by the fac:t that in 1973, the,
J

eme Court said a municipal cqrporationi
0

was not a "person" withan the meaning of Section 1983NegardbesS' of ler the relief sought was damages or.,

equitable relief. To the extent a state 1i makes a particular scho trict something an the nature of a

municipal corporation, it thus would not hea "person" within Section

On the other han'cl, in 1974 the Supreme Court refused tp review a se where it had bee; held, without dis-

cussion"that a local hoard of education was not a municipal corporation and thus kas.ribt outside the.,:teach of

Section 1983. Furthermore, the Supreme Court has decided other,cases1an which equitable relief,wiis sought finder
2,

Section 1983 against a school board, without discussion of whether th ool board wits a "person" within the

meaning of the section.
..,

.
i

tirik if

, .

[he second initial determination in Section 1983 'action, namely her the defen4ant was acting "tinder

color of law," has consistently been treated as being identical with t ta4 ermination cc' whether there is "state

!

action" under the equal protection clause, as discusT1 earlier. It is,411 order-noK:tq oteisome of the extreme-

ly geueralifed ground rules. I

It

Basically, the courts determine the degree of state incolvemont necessary to invoke the equal- protection
\ '.

t
,clause almost on a case-by-case basis. the Supreme Court, In fact, has taken,n* of the difficulty of making

such a determination, as follows:

(T)o fashion and apply a precise formula for:recognition of state rest
sibility under the Equal Protection Clause is an "impossible task" k ich

"this Court has never attempted." * * * Only by sifting facts...and we gh-

ing circumstances can the nonobcious involvement of the State,%in private
conduct be-attributed its true significance.

-----...,..,.......! Some lower courts have tried to he more precise. In 1971, a district court deliberating the claim of a
:,.....
--,,...._

-. female professor at the University of rennsyll,ania that she had been,delnied promotion and tenure because of

-..-
4-

,-Ait.js,Q,,flumerated five factors material to a determination of whether the university was acting under color

.:"...---..: ----- 7
.

Of stTrtqql.i,thin the meaning. of Section 1983:

---, : 4.'
'1, The degree to which the university was dependent on suite aid.

--

2. cliextent and intrusiveness of the state regulatory scheme.

3. Whether the scheme connoted state approval of the activity or
whether the assistance was meiely-Trovigd to all without such
connotation.

1. In common parlance, a municipal corporation is a city or town. But in legal par -

lance -, such special official agencies as a water district-or school district are

sometime considered to he municipal corporations.

4 ,

\
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4. The extenho which the university seed a public function orb acted
9s a surrogate, for the state.

S. Whether the university had legitimate claims to recognition as a
"private" organization in associationdl or other constitutions 1 terms.

A developing line of cases has also begun to invoke the concept of "state action" to chal'nge the

legality of state grants of tax exemption to an organi,iation that discriminates on racial groun s in its ad-

).
mission or membership policies. Presumably such a theory could also be appliedrto discrimination based on sex.

Section 1985(3)

. .

In 1971, the Supreme Court held that Section 198501, unlike Secti. 1983, does not, require "state action,"
i,7,..

at least in cases involving private conspiracies aimed,#t invidiously discriminatory deprivation of,the equal
.

rights secured to all by law. In a further examination of Section 1986+3), the Court said:

The language requiring intent to deprive of,;equal protection or equal,

privileges and irrimudities, 'means that thcrOust be some racial, or per-
haps otherwise:,0#ss-based, invidiously di'st °Minatory animus behind the
conspirators' action,, 1

1.

,'

/
The conspiracy in the case was motivated bY racial las, and the decision expressly reserved the question

,

,.

of whether a conspiracy motivated b Omidiously discriminatory intent other than
,

racial bia4 would be action-

c
.

runder Section 1985(3). In two recent federal cases..i, owever, both involving allegations of employment

discrimination by female teachers at institutions of hix education, it was held the section could support an

action for sex discrimination.

The current status ef S eetions 198,1, 1983, and 19'4' ..an he summarized as follows:

-&,i. ,

As to Section 1981, the weight of authority seems t1O,he that it will not support an action for sex discri-
(, J5c

let'
'

mihation.
% .

. ,

sir
Section 1983 does support an action for sex discrimuolion, but a plaintiff must establish that the de-

fendantacted"undercoloroflat there was action" in they sense contemplated by the ,,) 4
l,. .

Fourteenth Amendment.,' (Such instances wrIl be noted on occasion in later .sections of this study.)

(here is confusion among the lower courts as to whether a school district is a "person" within,the meaning

of Section 1983, but the better and more recent law woqiTscem to be that is such a person (unless the dis-

trict, beyause+of state law, is considered a."municipal corporation").

A plaintiff unable to prove "state action" might want to turn to Section 1985(3), since under this section

it is nop necessary to establish the defendant acted under color of law. BA this advantage is offset by the

necessity of proving a conspiracy, not always -an easy m/er. Ito\e basic; however, is the fact that the Supreme

of action against sex-based discrimination.Court has not yet ruled on Whether Section 1985(3) crew ev4ari-cause
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Among the NAY votes on the amended Civil Rights hill-,
t ' February 10th, 1964:

Smith

.Mr., SMITH, of Virginia. Mr. Chairman, tI is amendment is

offered to prevent discrimination against women. Now, I

am very serious about this amendment.

Mr. ANDREWS of Alabama: Mr. Chairman, rise in support '

of this amendment.

. Mr. WATSON of South Carolina. t com4n my distinguished

leader froth Virginia for presenting thi splendid,amendment.

Mr:GATHiNGS of Arkansas. I do not want to discriminate
against a job applicant because of her sex and I hope this

body will approve the amendment.

Edited'selections from debate during Ladies'

$ Day in the House, February 8th, 1964 (110'Cong.

Rec. 257-7-84).

Andrews
Watson

Gathings

1110 Cong. Rec. 2804 -S.

THE NEW ERA: TITLE VII OF THE CIVIL:RIGHTS ACT OF 1964

:=4,

The tirst fedoral legi'Nation nequiring women to be paid.the same as men for equal work was the Equal Pay

,
Act of 190 (to be discussed in a later section of this stady)., but the first federal legislation affecting not

Just pay but,all employment rights of women was Title VII of the Ciyil Rights Act of 1964.

It is an ironic footnote to history, th reforey thak this sweeping remedial legislation,-in a sense a '

Magna Carta for women in the field of gm loyment, became law not because it was an idea whose time had come but

because of raw accident--specifically, the tactical miscalculations of Southern" opponents to, the Civil Rights

Act as a whole.
4

Title VII was part of a legislative package I omo by President Johnson in response to the groiving poli-

tical power bf the civil rights movemen , acting principally n behalf of blacks. The bill had sections various-

ly dealing with the prevention'of discrimination in public acomodations, public education, and certain federally

assisted programs, Title VII dealt with diScrimination in employment.

On Saturday, February 8th, 1964, one business day Wore:the vote on the bill, Congressman Howard E. Smith

of Virginia, the oqtogenerian chairman of the House Rules Compittee, rose to offer an amendment including sex

as one of Title VII's prohibited forms of discrimination. In3sisting he was serious, he enttrtained his collea-

gues by reading a letter from a lady who urged that the billshould also correct the present imbalance between

)

males and females, so that every spinster could have ,a husband of her own. He engaged in banter with Congressr

/'
man Celler of New York, who, though opposed to the amendment was moved to offer someftncient doggerel:

Lives there a man with hide tough

Who says, "Two sexes'.are not'enough."



*There,was, of course,, method in the eleventh-hour tactic. The Southern bloc hoped to split the majority

(

coalition of Democrats and Republicans favoring the bill by getting into it something so unpalatable the cure

wou4 seem,worse than the disease. As one Southern Congressman after another gallantly urged fair treatment
.;.,

for the fair sex, Congresswoman Green of Or4on, duly noting that the session would probably go down in history

as "Women's Afternoon,"o4id resignedly:

I wish to say first to the gentleman who offered this amendment and to others
who by their applause I am sure are giving strong support to it that I, .for one,_
weiCome the conversion, because I remember .when we were working on the equal pay
bill that * * * those gentlemen of the Muse who are most strong in their support 4

of women's rights this afternoon, probably gave us the most opposition when we
considered the bill which would grant eqyal pay for equal work just a few months 41

ago.
C 1

.
.

Yet after all the oratory, irony was still the leading player on the stage. The'amendment passed, but so

did Title VII, and nothing would ever again be the same,'

gl;

As a Magna Carta, though, Title VII, as finally passed in 1964, was flawed. It created an Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission but gwie it no significant enforcement potf-S. More important to women in education,

educational institutions were exempted entirely. 4

Both these flaws'were coirected by amendments in 1972, and itow most educational institutions (whether pri-

Yate or public) employing 15 or more people are subject to Title VII. Accordingly, many of the earlier Title

VII sex discrimination cases involving employment discrimination in a,factory or other business enterprise will
44.

mord often than not be applicable to educational institutions. Simi.larly, cases involving racial discrimination,

are frequently applicable to sexual discrimination. As a result, there is a large body of judicial` precedent

on which to draw in order to measure the impact of Title VII on women in education though at the same time --

. because 'educational,institutions so recently came within its purview and because it often takes several years

for cases to reach the decision stage and he reported--there is a present scarcity of officially reported cases

directly involving educational institutions.'

What does Title VII, as it stands today, provide'

In foreshortened substance, it provides'it is an unlawful employment practice to refuse to hip or to

discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual with respect to his or per

co7ensation, terms, conditions, or privilege4 of employment,2 because of such individual's sex (or race,

col r, religion, or national' origin).
. ,

"R.

1. It is another ironic footnote to history that this Magna Carta, for women
in the field of ernpjoyment uses masculine pronouns throughout.

qi

2. Different'standards of compensation, etc., are permissible pursuant to a'
bona fide seniority ov merit system, or one measuring quantity or quality
of production, or Om employees work in different locations.
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It gives the Lqual Lmployment Opportunity- Commission, of FIN, a federal agency, powers to enforce Title

VII and aid aggrieved individuals,, by court pr9ceedings anti otherwise. furthermore, aggrieved individuals,
. ,

. .

by filing 'charges within 180 days after an alleged unlawful employment plavtice occurs (different rules apply

when a complaint was made first to a state agency), and byl receiving and acting in timely fashion upon the

EEOC's statutory notice of a right to 'Sue, May also undertake court action.

the courts themselves are given broad remedial poweri. Under appropriate cirvumstances, they7can enjoin

an employer's unlawful practices and also older affirmatile relief, such as reinstatement ()Chinn; with or

witalt back pay. Important10,., courtS,may°allow the prevailing party--other than the EE0C-or the United

States--a re..is'onabTe attorney's fee (thStIgh in practice such fees seem not to be allowed to prevailing de-
l',

fendants). 4

One of the dlifects in Fitle IIfrom the standpoint of aggrieved individuals is the time-vonsuming pro-

cess inherent in filing a complaint with the 1-10C and waiting for the Commission to take action, or halting

for the passage of the timy requiredbefSie the "right to sue" ripens. This is one reason individuals some-

0
times bring what otherwise might be a.litle 1II action under the provisions of the pose-Citil War Civil Rights

Acts discussed in the previous section, i'or as Indicated there, the courts hate said tat these acts were not

preempted by Title VII, and that*It was not neces.sary to exbaust the administrative ramedies provided by title

VII before invoking them. It shpuld also 'be remembered that an'otherhise proper Title II action can be com-

bined with these acts.

The remainder of this sectiqii is ill with general principles (derived from court decisions) as they

.
. ,

affect the rights of 'women in education with respcvt to title V1I's prohibition on sex discrimination in em-

ployment.
.

Subsequent sectidns will deal with specific problem areas, such as hiring, maternity leave, fringe
. 0 I

benefits, and So on. t v

v
v

0

The philosophical heart of Title VII is,a prohibitioh.on the application of stereotypes,abaut women as a

class to any individual woman. The,favt, f6r example, that an employer believes single women are undesirable

in certain jobs because sooner or later they will get married and then mote away with their husbands, or that

1, 4 i
. rH

married women are undesirable in certain jobs beuause they are more likely to get pregnant, will not sustaiA a
. .

v..,

refusal to.hire a particular woman. She must qualify qr fail to qsfalify on he own merits.

a ,

Entry to Title VIP--The PNeutralRUle" Concept

le
It is convenient, for purposes ofclassification, to speak of discrimination (sexual or otherwise) as

. , t
"facial" or "faclolly tral,' The simplest example Of facial discrimanation based on sex occurs when an

employer refuses to 11lire an applicant similly,becapse the applicant is female. But if this same employer

states that anyone who can run the, hundre(*yard dash in ten seconds will be hired, say, as a bank clerk; this

seemingly neutral ruler-if ort assumesfOr the moment most men can run the hundred-yard dash faster thail most

women and that speed in running has nothing':to do with the job performance of a bank clerk--results in facially

neutral discrimination against women.

V
criminatory.

In practice: of course, neutral rules are not.as absurd or patently dis-
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In a leading Supreme Court case invo. ing "neutral rules," blacks challenged several of an employer's

hiring and transfer practices, one of i ich required new employees to have a high - school education as well as

to pass two aptitude tests in order be assigned to more desirable departments. The evidence showed that

white employees hired befote these quirements were put into effect and who had not completed high-school

or taken the aptitude tests had to tinued to perform satisfactorily in those departments. The Court then de-
0

tided that both these seemingly niitral practices did, 'In their actual operation, discriminate against blacks

and thus violated Fit'le VII. I ortant general printiples were laid down, and they are equally applicable to

situations involving sex discrimination. Specifically:

\bsence of discriminatory intent does not redeem employment procedures or testing mechanisM (such as the

aptitude tests above) thatoverate as built-in hiring or promotion obstacles'for the discriminated-against

group and arc unrelated to measuring job cipability. Furthermore, practices neutral on their fate, and even

neutral in terms of intent, cannot he maintained if 'they freeze the status quo of prior discriminatory. employ-

ment'practices 1r-unless they can he justified by.business necessity.

The concept of business necessity has been defined by the courts as follow,:

("l)he applicable test ,1.,\) not merely whether there exists a business ptirpose for ad-
hering to a challenged practice. The test is whether there exists an overriding
legitimate business pimpose such that the practice is necessary to'the safe and
efficient operation of the business. (Emphasis supplied.)

In another application of the "neutral ruld" concept, a court found unlawful the discharge of a female

employee during a company economy drive, because, notwithstanding ten years service, shehad acquired no senior-,

ity rights feven though company policy permitted her male counterparts to acquire such rights).

fire "neutral rule" concept has a long reach. In one case, a seeminglyIwutral promotion procedure was'inl

validated when (1) die recommendation of an employee's immediate,;uperior was the single most important factor

in the promotion process, (2) immediate superiors were given no written instructions concerning the qualifications

necessary for promotion, (3) the agtual controlling standards ivere `ague and subjective, and (4) there were no

safeguardi.to avert discriminatory practices.

.11) extension of this same reasoning, an absence of objective criteria inn employer's hiring and promotion

practices can, if this'ab-sente of criteria has a discriminatory effect, result in a violation of Title VII.

the "neutial rule" concept also brings under judicial scrutiny educational and experienq \requirements 'un-

posed b) employers when such requirementshav a discriminatory effect and are not demonstrably related to job

performante. Most \a involving "educations ' requirements, however,'have dealt with blacks who have been ex=,

tlut1C-td from certain jobs betause;they lacked a fligh-school diploma, the courts have not yet confronted such ques-

tiuw, as.hhether ,1 requirement for a Ph.P. for certain academic pOsitions violates Title VII if the requirement

results in distiimination against women who previously could not get into some aleas of graduate study because

of sex quotas.
I

the Ildna Fade Occupational Qualification Exception
t

Nut -4-y fac1,11 sex disttimination in employment is urrio9tful. One important part of litle 1:vides that

\,
fd -

(,)
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it shall not be an unlawful employment practice to hire'employees on he basis of sex where "sea is a bona

fide occupational qualification leasonbly necessary tithe normal operation of that particular business or en-
s

terprije:"
.114;

.

What -do EhOse few words within quotation marks really mean?

In the dIte in Longiess before the passage of Title,VII, t.(s.siggested that one eiample of a.bona, fide

occupational qualification, or B10Q, might be that of an elderly woman I a nursing home who desired a female,

A

rather than a male, nurse. The LLOC, which.by its reg91a,t.ions has said tie exception must be narrowl-y interpreted,

postulates "authenticity" as/a justification foe 1111-0Q (such as the need or a male actor to play a male role, or

a female actress to play a female role). 0,viously, too, occupations such \as wet nurse or semen donor, where a

physical characteristic unique to one se\ is necessaq, would meet the BFOQ\standards. But actual court cases in-

\volve more subtle 1110Q distinct!ons.

one of these distinctions, the Weeks test, is fundamental and will be considered here. Other, narrower dis-

tinctions will be separately treated in a later section.

the Weeks test -arose from a situation in which a woman was denied consideration for a particular job in her

company because the job sometimes required the lifting of hems of.equipMent weighing in excess of 30 pounds,

and her employer felt this factor made it too strenuous for women. The employer therefore argued that the job

qualified for a3BFOQ exception. But an appellate court, objecting to the argument's implicit stereotyped assump-

tion that few or no women could safely lift 30 pounds, said that in order to invoke the exception, it was not'

enough to show that most women could not perfoim the job. instead, an employer had to show it had rctonable

-

cause tobeliee, that is, a factual basis forbeliecing, that all or substantially all women would be unable tau

It.

o

The Sex-Plus-Factor

Two months after the Weeks decision, supra, the same appellate court opened the door to an 'interpreiation
. t

of Title VII that many women's rights advocates felt would make the.Act largely ineffective.

A woman who had answered an employer's newspaper ad for a particular job was told female applicants with

- pre-school age children,were not being considered. There was no similar restriction on male appliclig.

the appellate court decided this practice did not violate Title VII because not all women were excliIded

from consideration. Rather, it was the combination of being a woman plus the factor of having pre-school age

children that resulted in exclusion.

A disseAting judge pointPd out that this concept, which he called "sex-plus," would permit employers to

discriminate against women in hiring and othertemployment practices simply by combining sex with almost any

1
other factor--age, height, marital status, and so on--to restrict their job opportunities. The case was simple,

he said. A woman with pe-school children could not qualify eor the job, a man with pre-school age Children

could. Therefore the exclusion, no matter how it was masked, was based on sex.

Subsequently, the Supreme Court overturned the majority decision, and as amresult the concept of the
, .

it) I
sex-plus factor is generally considered dead. r..
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Statistics
-

Statistics are a vital tool Or plaintiffs in Title VII ALtion. A number of courts have salad that

statist its alone can sometii s establish a,prima facie case.3 In one such case, an untenured female

assistant professor wh alleged she was about to be discharged becau4c of her sex introduced statistical cvi-
- f

dente to show, 0 ng bther thingsi that out Of 401 faculty members.in the school of Medicine where spe wils

ployed, ()fp fitc women had tencipe. six departments had no women at all, and cleten had no tenured *omen. As

a resq1t, she became the fitst academic woman to obtain,a preliminary injunction under Title VII.

But statistics showing discriqMpation are not the whole story. For example-,''a clefondant might, still pre-

vail by coming,forward with etidence showiiig not th, the statistics were incorrect, but that the decision not
.

to Reote the Plaintiff berselrwas bastd entirely n considerations other than sex. ir)n the other hapd, ap

emplcifocannot refute statistical etidpace pf disc Puanation in hiring, for example, by s.kowing that no women

ever applied (Qr employment, because the employer ,reputation for discrimination might have had a "chirling"

' effect on inquiries.

Also, statistics have more probative talue w en the employer has several thousand employees., Thus, one

. ,

coft largely disregarded statistical evidence o discrimination against women heLausC the employer hid only
..

ninety employees.- And whel)\it has been proven that -there is low Cmpfoyment of women by a particular employer
o

.e ,t ,

, .

and the statistics establishing this fail to establishdiscrimination in a legal sense, It may be because the
4 ' eh

0 ..,

plaintiff has, failed to Shoat there was a pool of qualified applicants for the jobin question. o

.:?

.

-Back Pay and Other Fquitable Relief /
t , /

the i'ssue of back pay is invoked in many fitle VII cases, but whefher it is in fact/.'warded to a pre-.

--t,
is ,

o

tailing plaintiff is discretionary , the courts. hate said. ,There iikeriip 1c authority, foi- example, to support a

refusal to award hack pay, et en when ifis..iimination-its proven, if the employer can how it acsd innocently

: f

and in good faith.

the award of back pay, in shoat, is not intended to he punitive. Rath(' , it is intended to rehore the

reiiplent to hei rightful economic status absent the effects of the unlat ul diStrimination, and a court will

balance the equities betiteen the parties and,decide on a result ansiqtent with faitness and 1he'oterafl pur-
i

poses of 'title VII. 4

A court.also,has broad discretionary powei to fashion remedies which prevent futuTe discrimination and

correct the effects of past-discrimination. If it seems appropriate, a court cad et en retain jurisdiction

of a c:,ise for,severaIyears to ensure that the particularrremedial measures it has mandated. will he carried (1.tit-

3$ .In law, a prima facis case is one that suffices to bear'out the
claim of the party presenting it until contradicted and overcome
by other evidence,
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Summary
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. Basle to rule kiI is the philosophy that stereotypes about women as a class cannot be.applied'to women

as individuals. y k.
anAimilar employment decisions invofvingblacks and whites, employers-are expected to be color-

blin

t

By the-same token, an hiring and similar emploftent decisions involving men and women, employers are ex-

pected to be sex-blind.

*"rniptoyment pract-ices neutral of their face, and even neutral in terms of mitent, cannot he maintained if ,

grey freeze the status quo of prior discriminatory empl47nent practAces--unlesshey can'be justified by busi-

Y
ri6Xs necessity. Butthe concept of business necessity requires that there be an overriding business purpose

such that.the prctice is necessary to the safe and efficient operation of the business.

,

Discrimination is also permissible if sex is a b6na fide occupkitional qualification, r BIOQ. But ,an-eM-
.

plOyer invoS

o

g this defense has the burd'en of showing it has reasonable cause, believe, that is a factual
..

.

. c . . ..- .

basis for Ilelleving, that all or substantially. all women would not be able to perform the particular ,job.-

Employers, -however, cannot evade the mandates of title \AI by introducing a "setiNlvs" factOr into their
4

appraisals. For example, they cannot treat a woman with pre-school age children differently than they would

treat a man with pre-schqZage children'(unless they can demonstrate the existent of a BI:ft.

1

WiihA the medhankcs of a Title III case, statistics can often be a deciding factor' in proving sex dis-

crimination.
.., . .

But they are not the iole case and, even if unrebutted, do not overc,ome evidence establishing
J .

red or promoted fbr'totally different reason:1. .

'...._

The award of back pay`to a prevailingplaintiff in a laic VII case is.not automatic. 'Ilse courts, ,:s in

.' .

that the pprticuliar plaintiff Was not

,

the other remedies they fashion under Title \Al, will 'try to balance ttle equities and ane144ut
r,

sistent with fairness. .
,

' - -,

,

Witli all the foregoing as a generalt,introduction to the operation of'Iitle VII, the nvit sections wtl
0 '

-

examine spqcific areas of sex diseriMinasion in employment.

a result

c"4

o

4,4

-Re

r e /.1
.
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SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT -- HIRING, PROMOTION, TRANSFER

17

ft

The pedestal upon'which women have been placed has all '

too often, upon closer inspection, been revealed as a cage.

From the opinion of Peters, J., in the
California Supreme Court case of Sail'er
Inn, Inc. v. Kirby

,f

Hiring, .promotion, and transfer are treated together here because in general similar principles are applied,

to Orablems4in each of these areas . it

The first part of this section continues with an examination of the BFOQ 'exception begun in the previous

section, except that here the focus is on specific areas of application, namely, customer or similar preferences,

maritiai status, state protective laws, and physical characteristics or capabilities. At the heart of al! of them
4 0

is the concept, set out it the legislative history and EEOC regulations, and uniformly endorsed by the cqurts,

that the BFOQ exception must be interpreted narrowly.

The second part'of this section Mien confiders cases involving hiring,. promotion, and transfer, but not

Pnecessarily involving the BFOQ concept.

-

Part I

Customer and Simila1 Preferences

In a Fifth Cir,cuit case in which the Supreme Court refused review, an airline argued that its policy of ex-

C

cluding men from jobs as flight cabin attendants was justifiable as a BFOQ because the evidence showed.ferAles

coufil yttgr atten to the psychological needs of its passengers and because its passengers overwhelmingly pre-
.

ferred to be s rved by female flight attendants.

The Fifth C cult rejected both arguments. A single-sex requiremens 'valid, it said, only when the

essence of the business operation would.be undermined by not hiring members of one sex exclusively. Customer

preferences could be taken into account only when based ou the company's inability, otherwise, to perform the

primary.functioh or service it offered.

The principle enunciated in the case applies equally to women denied jobs in education because coworkers

or students prefer males.' The exclusion can be upheld only if the educational institution would otherwise be

unable to,performathe primary service it offers.

I. There are certain eusa,ions, such as thqse imposed by conventional norms of privacy, viz.,
a male4attendant in the boys' locker room, afemale attendant in the girls1*-locker room.
But the norm of privacy rather than the preference of the students creates the BFOQ.

11-.7
ro
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State Protective Laws ,

.

it; i 1 ,

1 8

.. I /
: .1! : ;.

I. r . , ,

In the section of .this study.dealang Cit1the equal protection clausertWasobserved that a 1.908,0regon
. `.

k.v
L . .- *

,,-4 , Lase established a judicial precedent Yur upholNQ:state prateLtite laws pftended to shield wOme';,'from em f *-.6-`'

.t
N ,

N Tloyment situarsons
econsidered

harmful to their Tip,altOtwT`ese undesir4blefipm the standpoint of 'a particui'ar ' ''.
. ., 1...

. . , .

s,tgtural bias. These laws rake uny forms. Sometimes't4gy directly ep,C.11itile women from.spqcific occupatians,
\

.

\
' i % !

. SUO .0 bartending. Sometimes they.,Indirectly exclude women from certain occupations by $imiting theweights

they ia11. lift, the hours they can work, or the times of the day dtAing: which they can, work. Sometimes they

v

L

. ,

::': 1°1'

, ,

: i

, .

limit employment opporaunities in more subtle ways by requiring evplcfyes to give women special rest areas,

\ .' 1,

I! .
.

,

.

lunchroo s, meal period or work breaks, the practical result beYing *that some employers, to avoid the expense

Ii o
4:1

s: simply refuse to hire any women. And sometimes these 1,,./ws require that women
L ;t :e

,

of corn lying with such 1

,

receive premium pay for overtime when men do not. l I
:' t .

I

When these laws are challenged pursuant' to Title UI's prohAltions on sex discrimination, employers have
It

. ,
. ,

argued, butIon the whole not successfully, that the laws themselves create a BFOQ. And when the courts
.,,

con-

front state brotective legislation which conflicts with Title VII, they face the difficult decision of whether
1 .

1

to invalidate the offending \law c,i- to ext nd it so it protects the excluded sex. Another diffiCUlt question

is, who should bpAr the cost of the discrimination perpetuated by such laws' Women argue. that they have lost

..,...., l t - t

money because of, the pfoteLtiNeNgislation, but through no fault of their own,.and that therefore they should

'.
.

be reimbused. ,6i'voyers, howet r, argue that they should not have to pay-back wages because they were caught,

:,.

but through no faaktof their 011i, between conflicting federal and state requirements. A numbor'Of cburts,

accordingly, have refused to allow back pay when the employer has .been able to demonstrate a good faith re-
.

"\ ,

liance on the state law. k

f, ... ,

..,,
.

Invalidation has bee.ri more common than extension, probably bechuse extension,,as one court has said,

.

w,,old constitute usurpation or tfte -lepslative.power that hn6 been vested exclusively in the state Legisla-

turn'
-

Marital Status

In 1971, the Supreme Court refused to review a case in which it

,

was held that an airline stewardess had -
/I

been wrongfully dischSrgedifor violating a company policy requiring that stewardesses remain unmarried. No

_ -

such policies applied 'to male flight cabin attendants.

The appellate court had found that thqono-marriage rule wastAot a BFOQ for the position held:by. stewardesses '
. .and. .

nd also noted that the airline had been led p ruleule after receiving complaints from husbands about
. . .'

the irregularity of theiy wives' working hours. But this justification was insufficient; because Title yii re-
.`III

,

(mired that there be a correlation between the condition pf employment and the satisfactory.performancle of '

..,
,.f %

the employes' occupational duties. The, complaints of husbands did not meet this requirement. ;'1
:

,

By the same token, an educational institution cannot automatically terminate a single woman's employment !

because she marries ( less, of course, it applies the same rule to single men). But if an employer does !Axel'
i T ,

c)0111Q `!
4,

\, 7.':"

4

.
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4,no-marri,age,p4iti :applicabl, only to women,, a person. claiming t4O have been damaged by the policy must shovq

' ',' :, -,,
_. '..,'

te. ,, . , : .

that the polacy.liself was. the,cause of the
-

damage. 'A woman Who has ,just married, for example, Cannot resign'
1

,

for her own convenience'. -such as to moyeto the city were her hu4band lives,-and then inyoke the aid
._ ., . .

..-

.

,
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Me,
^ A

'

4 7',, 4 ,/ .
' .

Physical Characteristics anj. Cdpabllitids
'''''

.

.. - .
014s

Aside from restrictions.placed by state prqtective laws,on the liftiek of objectes over a certain weight by
.

women, many employers independently,adhere to an equivalent policy, thus ex,luding women from a wide range_ at:.

usually better-paying jobs. But employerS,too, have-been generally unsuccessful in invoking the BFOQ

to justify such weight - lifting limitations, which are frequently fiz(el at About 30 pounds- -even- though women
.- - : . . , ,

accustomed to handling this much weight and More when they ca5-e for children -in infancy. '.::- ''

. -.7-- : "'
...

The defect in such apolicy, in termts.Of Title VIJ, is that it--depepcis on a stereotype about womeni ag a

of Title,

class. Or, as was said in'one case:

The premise of Title VPI * * is that women are.now to be on equal Ibotiiig -ith Ben.

* * * The footing is not.e46a1 if a male employee may be-appointed to a pahiculn:posi-
tion on a showing that he.15 physically qualified, but a female -emp loyee is denied an

opportunity to demonstrate' personal 'physical qualification._

V
Notwithstandinr the foregoing, however, one court has said in passing that where an employer can demon-

.%

strate it is impossible or highly impractical to deal §ath

reasonable gener'al Aclusionary rir14.
;

rn a 1973 chse, the issue was not the weight the

.

self. It was-hirtd the employer violated Title VII,by a polic'y

of 150 poundswhere the requiremqnt.excluded.large numbers; of

women on an intlividualized basis, it may apply a

. -

employee could lift, but dig weight of the employee net,

requiring productson workers to weigh a minikon

women.aild there was no showing the weight requir,

ment was directly'related to
f

herd to vio late '?itle VII.

. :

The questio0 of whether
.

;

job'performance. Similarly, ,height
7

requirements imposed only on females have been

an_Imployer,Fan invoke the Bfell excepilort' to,,Tequire pregnant female

-
take mandatory mgterryty lqavesait arbitrarily fixed,times during,pregnancy is considered in

this study; but at is noted-herwthere As authority supporting the right ofvean employer to exclude pregnant co-
,

R
emOoyees:c'o

a later section of

ployees tram corpfideration for_gianotiotcwhen the new job,qpn he shown to'be

I:I ,^

4

,.
('`'

4 %4

: " ! t
4 ;,, _. :. /-, , :'

.. .4" i - 0 { - " .

, .0' . 1,),

P4,11.14,Aates wart's in wliioh
I°

the'couris dilspose of typical
, . - I ' .4 . ,

'''' '' ' '

Part II

trans' fer, practices.

Aofelpale college

t(

in sex discrimination

t ,

[.,.

s,tudentfor example, who brought an

strenuous.

Title \II problems in hiring, promotion, and

1

action against 6ploye.ntwhich had allegedly eng4gcd

in hiri4 whenAhey nteraelged t her college, had qppafeptli not actually applied for a

'

I
.

a

f") : r
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j4\h4rseif. It was held that this was not necessary if iiie ias deterred fiOMmaking application and seeking

\ , %
an interview because the defendants had indicated an express

%
reference for hivi g males.

In another case, in which a better qualified m le was appVrIted to a managerPa't l position, discrimination

was nevertheless found to exist because a female emp oyee apply-11w for the same pAtion had been told that
.

...

the job "wasn't suitable for a woman."
\

%\
But the fact discrimination against women in general has beenwm to exist in an%eeployer's,promotion

.
policies does not necessarily mean an individual plai.ntiff will prevaalt In o uch cos, evidence of general

discrimination against women was overcome by a showing that there was nApbsition open wh \Inhe particular

:plaintiff sought advancement, that she was an aggressive employee who onized her sdperAk and that her

employment record did not substantiate her claim she was doing an outstanding:6b.
r

%
a

In another promotion case, a court objected, underthe "neutral rule" concept to an employelsk\ tonvalidated

. ,

proced4res for prototion to management -level jobs which gave special weight to tedinical degrees, nril tary ex-

Al
. ,.! :.

%
Perienre. and prior sexvisoTy experience (when teaching, which one of the plaintA shad gone, was to con-\,, , ( '

',

sidered "s,uperviso17,1" expei-iencey: ..: : \, %.
- ' ,

4 i . \ .
._ \

Ily"the same
!,
token' apy.,hapha7,arepromotion system is now suspect. On the other haa,%if an employer can
\ 4

, .
_6 \ tdemonstrate it weighed each person's taleftts in good faith and then chose the man over the.sr%lomin (or the womaik \

. -
%ea . % ,....

over the man), no cases- made under'TitleVII.
\...\''

.

'i

-3
s4.,

Summary
t;

1:

In general, women in education cannot be denied a particular job bechuse students or coworkers (or

-t, 1

.

1pr groups) prefer the job to be filled by a man. Such preferences do not create a BFOQ, because the langil
-',

cif Title VII permitting a BFOQ eiceptiori.when "reasonably Necessary to the normal operation's of an employer's

.
\ . .

\.-.\
business requires atbuglmess nqcpsi:yre-St.not a bus/be'S's Convenience test.

4
, 1 s...

, . '
Women in education cannot bb!1;tccFs.,:to3a.iarticular job because the educational institution would

1%

otherwise be in violation of a state_protec.tiveklaw. Thus, they cannot4bedenied the right to teach night-
\Z'S,..

school courses because &tate law prohibits women from working theyaTter.a certain time in the evening. Nor can th N'

I

be denied jpbs which require pore work per day or Per week thdn is permitted by such laws. Similarly, female

cus'todia'l workers in educational institutions cannot be excluded from better-paying mare custodial positions
..

. ' .

simply becaUse 1 legislative restrictions on physical exertipp by women.

Such irdtective legislation does not generally justify a:BFOQ exception, and to the extent, but only to the
. 4., -%

4

extent, it coitfliges With Title VII, courts will,declare it ihvalid, or Is extend it to the excluded sex.

Marital status alone does riot jusiify a BFOQ exception, and an educational institution which treats'female
i t

t
. . .

employees whp marry or are married differently fr.om male employees who marry or are married is in violation of ,

1
1,

Title VII'. , l
4

.

.
, 'f , ' : 1

, /., .,

,Policiesior..educational institutions excluding women frdm a particular job because of stereotyped assumptions
. /'"

- , ''-i e ' it' , 14.

about the php,ica't,,abijity Of women in general to'hatidle the demands of the job do not qualify for a BFOQ exception.
.. i ,. ,. .-

%/

t ,

. ( . - e

3 0
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Nor can such an institution's pcdicy recidiring females to meet certain height, weight, and similar arbitrary
1

physical standards So qualifenthe-same policy does not extend to males and business necessity is not in-

,

volved).

In other general aspects df hiring, promotion, and transfer practices, it has been held that a,woman charg-

ing an employer, with sex discrimind4on in hiring ddes not necessarily have to show she actually applied for em-

ployment and was rejected in order t
1

have standing to sue. Her complaint may be sufficient if she alleges in

the alternative that she was deterred from making application because the employer had indicated an express pref-

erenc.: for males. ,

Nonvalidated procedures used by.educ4tional institutions for promotion to management-level jobs which have

the effect of favoring males over female, such as the giving of special weight to military service, are objec-
,;

tionable. .
Even where an educational institution promotes a better qualified male in preference to a female, actionable

discrimination may still exist if th employer refused to consider the female for the position because of her sex.-

no
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SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENTRECRUITING
4.

the message of litle 111 is gel. "old-boy" recruS-,t,afig networks (when they result in discrimination

against women) are out.

In one appellate case, involving a challenge by blacks to an employer's practices of. word-of-mouth recruit-

ing, and of recruiting for skilled personnel only at all -white institutions, it was said!:

Under word -of -mouth hiring practices, friends of current employees admittedlY-received
the first word about job openings.' Since most current employees are white, word -of-
mouth hiring alone would rend to isolate blacks from the "web of information" which
floss around opportunities at the company. * * *

* * Nord -of -mouth hiring and interviewing for recruitment only at particular
scholastic institutions are practices that are neutral on their face. However,

under the facts of the instant-cage, each operates as a "built-in headwind" * *

and neither is justified by business necessity.

The .:asc sent back to a lower cc,.rt with instructions to devise an affirmative-adtion recruiting plan '

for the employer, and to keep it from restricting its recruitment to all -white (or predominantly all-white)

campuses while maWaining such a racially imbalanced work force.

Everything said above can reasonably be applied to the recruitment of women in education. The courts,

ho%e.er, do not order educational institutions to recruit in specialaoays when discrimination has not been shown.

1s one court has said:

Only upon a shc:.ing of unlawful discrimination will formal open recruiting or some
'other recruiting method be mandated in lieu of word -of -,mouth recruiting. Where a

pattern of past discrimination appears, recruitment procedures that might otherwise
be classified as neutral will no ldnger be accepted as non-discriminatory. * * *

However, absent such a showing, word-of-mouth recruiting will not be barred.
(Emphasis supplied.)

un occasion, yob- recruiting brochures which are replete with feminine pronouns or that carry slogans such

as "Fat for a Queen" can help establish discrimination if.,brochures for othet jobs in the same institution are

lr Aimilarly male- oriented.

In another aspect of recruitment, women graduates of-a Isa% school charged that the school allowed employers

which engaged in discrimination against women to use it'S facilities to'reciat law students. They contended

the school was operating an "employment agency," and that as such, it was violating Title VII.I The court,

though agreeing that the law school was operating an employment agency, said the school did not have to make a

determination as to whether particular firms were engaging in discrimination, nor did it have to prohibit them

from recruiting, since it had performed its duty once it referred all prospective employees, including women.

(Additionally, the school required each firm to interview all students'who indicated interest.)

The question has also arisen as to whetherne%spapers which publish sex-designated help-wanted ads are

"employment agencies" in the sense of Title Iii. Without, exception, the fe0era1 courts have said they are not,

and thus there is no violation of Title VII if they segregate such 'columns. But one court was moved to give

the newspaper defendant some informal judicial advice:

1. Title Vii also prohibits discrimination by employment agencies.
n dr,
V1 4



It seems appropriate to suggest, * * * hoer gratuitously, that the position '
of the p-laintifis is an idea whose time htig'come and that serious-consideration
be given to a revision of the classification practices in employment advertising
without reference to and free from,the coepulsion or jurisd4ktion of the court.

e.

In\a Supreme Court case nalinvoll.ing Title VII, consideration was given to a PittsburgW(ordinance which

prohibited any employer from publishing sex-designated want ads. Another part of the ordinanceAohihited any-
,

cae else from helping in the doing of acts made unlawful by the ordinance. A newspaper charged with having

violated this latter section by accepting such sex-designated want ads contended that the ordinance breached

/

its First Amendment rights. But the Court held that Lice-advertisements were classic examples of so-called

"commercial speech," and as such, not protected by the First Amendment.

In another type of want ad issue, a male job-seeker read a newspaper ad for stewardesses placed by an air-

line in the "Help Wanted--Females" column. There wasrno corresponding ad.ert.sement for cabin stewards in the

;'Help Wanted--Male" column, and he brought suit under Title VII without ever having applied to the airline for

a job.

The airline, accordingly, argued that since he had nb,er applied for employment, he had not been injured
/

and therefore had no standing to sue. To this argument, an appellate court replied:

But this position requires-too much. the very appearance at an employer's offices
of one wtid had read tie distriminatory ad biit nevertheless continued to seek a
job, wenled demonstrate that the reader was not deterred by this unlawful practice
and therefore not aggrieved`; Thus, if we were to hold that Hailes cannot challenge
this advertisement, then-nOhdy,could ever complain of this practice which Congress
has so datectly prosCribed. :Romeyer, we refuse to rule that a mere casual reader o

of an advertisement that violAtes!'this,Section may bring suit. * * * To be aggrieved
under this 6ubseftiowa person' must be able to demonstrate that he has a real, present
interest in'the t)rpeof employment advertised. In addition, that person must be able
to show he wad.- effectively deterred by the improper ad from applying for such employ-

ment. (Emphaais..-.'supOlied.)
A
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15 bISCRIMINATION IN DIPLOYMENTDISCIIARGE

N

This delicate area of employer-employee relations, often charged with bitterness and unspoken grievances

on both sides, can lead to complic.iTtd Title VII fact situations in which the influence of discrimination, if

any, in the actual discharge is difficult t.D.isolJte in the sense of leading to abiding legal principles.

Most discharge controversies, in short,.are,decided on a case-by-case basis (unless the alleged sex discrimina-

tion in the discharge falls within general Title VII principles discussed in previous sections).

An exhaustive study of the varying situations in which discharge is held to be or not to be in violatro'n

of Title VII's prohibition on sex discrimination is outside the scope of this study, but Appendix D-2 notes a

few instancek in which the conduct of the employee herself negated the charge of discrimination, and one in-

stance in which the discharge, though seemingly justified, led tb a violation of Title VII because of the'em-

ployer's retaliatory conduct after the employee filed a complaint with the EEOC. A later section of this

study concerned with sex discrimination in educational employment notes additional discharge cases.

4

(

e

t.
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4.7

What she (the plaintiff) should do is to work for the re-
peal of the biological law of nature. She should get it
amended so that menichared equally with women in bearing
children. If she could prevail upon the Great Creator
to so order things, she would be guilty of violating the
equal protection of the law unless she saw to it that man
could also 'share in the thrill and glory of Motherhood.

* * * In the matter of pregnancy there is no way to
find equality between men and women. The Great Creator
so ordained the difference, and there are few women who
would wish to change the situation.

From the opinion of Ellett, J., in the 1975 Utah
Supreme Court case of Turner v. Dept. of Employ-
ment Security

k

SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT--MATERNITY AND PREGNANCY POLICIES

4

In general, two main types of, cases arise in connectiqn with sex discrimination charges related to mater-

nity or pregnancy in employment. In the first, the employee challenges mandatory leave policies imposed ax a

fixed time during pregnancy, or mandatory recovery and return periods after the birth of the child. The leave

policies so challenged usually mean no pay during the period of absence from work and sometimes entail a risk

the`' individual will not recover her job.
3

, In the second type, the employee challenges the refusal of the employer (or a disability plan) to extend

the same benefits for temporary absence caused by pregnancy as it does for absence due to temporary disabil-

ities generally.

The two types of caseswhichsometimes involve equal protection concepts rather than Title VII) will be

considered in order beloW. .

.

Mandatory Maternity or Pregnancy-Leaves

In most of the decided cases, the women plaintiffs have introduced medical evidence to support the argu-

ment they were not physically disabled from gerforming their duties on the job, while the employers have usually

responded with evidence to the effect that pregnant women In general required assistance, or that the particular,

mandatory rule eliminated the administrative problems involved in making individual determinations of disability,

(1n a large number of these cases, the plaintiffs have been teachers, but because Title VII ad not include,

educational,institutions unt0 1972, the earlier teacher cases wereusw;lly.brought under the equal protection

clause. What folloWs imme4iately below, however, is a synthesis of court decisions both before and after the

effective date of the 1972;amendment (hut prior to an-important 1974 Supreme Court decision which is discussed

subsequently):

School board policies flatly requiring every pregnant teacher to take a Mandatory
leave after the fourth through seventh month of pregnancy deny equal protection.

School board policies granting maternity leave to tenured teachers but not to un-
tenured teachers deny equal protection.

'1

\
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I 0
School board policies requiring the dismissal of pregnant teachers at the end of

a certain 424fith of ftegnanoy penalize them for being women, and it is immaterijI
whether_ the pregnancy was voluntary. The state must demonstrate a compellinrin-
teresCA) ilstify iuk;h poliets because the interest involved is a fuddamental one
in that (1 it coneeins the' acknowledged right of women to bear children and (2)
it demands khat teachers' select either employment or pregnancy.

Since ne fwo pregnancies are alike,. the decision,..as to when a pregnant teacher

shoulddiscontinue,working is a,ilzatter best left up to the woman and her doctor. -

While it is true that some women pre incapacitated, by pregnancy and would be well

advised to adopt regimens less strenuous than those borne by teachers, to say this
is true of all women is to define that half of the population in stereotypical terms,
Any rule that seeks to deal with 01 pregnant employees in an identical fashion is
dehumanizing to the individual woman involved.

Though continuity of instruction is an important value, where a pregnant teacher
provides the school board 'with a, date certain for commencement of leave, that value
is preserved.

The fact a preg ant teacher may cause classroom distractions because embarrassed
children giggle, aught and make'snide remarks does not justify a mandatory leave
policy. Whateve may have been the reaction in Queen Victoria's time, pregnancy
is no longer a irty word.

In 19-4, the issue of mandatory maternity lea'es for teachers reached the Supreme Court in Cleveland Board

of Education I,. Lafleur. Two circuit court case both-of.which had been decided on equal protection grounds,

were under review In the first case, a pregna teacher had to take unpaid leave five months before the ex-

pected with the application for su leave to be made at least two weeks before her departure, and

she could not return to work until the first n xt regular semester after her child was three months old. In the

.,)

second case, the teacher had to lease work at least four months, and to gi**Ippoticet least six months, before

the anticipated Lhildlorth. Re-emplOment was guaranteed no later than thp first day of the-school year after

the date the teacher as declared re-eligible. In both cases a physician't certificate of physical fitness was
14 V

required prior to the teacher's return.

the Supreme Court eaShed the following conclusions:

1. Both ado nce notice. provisions were wholly rational and perhaps even necessary to
serve tl objective of continuity of education. A school board, in short, has the
right demand."substantial advance notice" ofpregnancy.

2. The abso e requirements 'of termination at the end of the fourth or fifth month of
pregnancy violated due process (equal protection was not discussed) because they
created a conclusive presumption that every pregnant teacher was physically incapable
of teaching after these^onths had been reached.

A

3. Nevertheless, a school board probably may have a blanket rule requiring termination of
employment at some firm date during the last few weeks of pregnancy-if the rule is

supported by medichl evidence showing that pregnancy in these latter days has a dis-
abling effect on performance, or by non-medical evidence showing, for example, that
substitutes could not be procured without some minimal lead time.

4. The return rule that a mothe4 had to wait until her child reached the age of three
months before the rule began to operate was arbitrary and irrational. But the return
rule guaranteeing re-employment no later than the first day of the school year after
to date the teacher was declared re-eligible (which also required a physiciap's cer-
tificate of her physical fitness) was proper.

Lafleur, therefore, does not.abaish all mandatory school board maternity- leave policies. School boards
o

(and other employers) may still establish policies that do.not arbitrarily infringe upon each individual woman's

teaching capabilities. But mandatory termination and return dates must be justified by sufficient evidence.

r
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Exactly this kind of accommodation took place in a subsequent California case, where a district court up-

held a rule requiring a pregnant teacher to take a leave at the end of eight months of pregnancy. The school

district, following the suggestions in'Lar

ity of pregnant women that late in term

had presented medical evidence relating to the declining abil-

erform effectively, as well as evidence relating to miscalculations

by doctors as to the predicted date-of delivery.

In another case decided after LaFleur, it was held to be proper to require a teacher to submit a resigna---c?
- t

tion upon learning she was pregnant when the resignation was used as a notification device to promote continuity

of instruction by allowing school officials to plan for the coming semester, and when the teacher was also al--

lowed to continue teaching as longs she was able-, But to avoid a violation of due process, it was incumbent

upon the school officials toigive such a teacher a priority right to return to teaching when the first available

pOsitionin her field became vacant.

LaFleur was also applied in a 1975 Virginia case, with respect to a school district's policy of requiring

a teacher who became pregnant prior to reporting for duty at the beginning of the school year to obtain a release

from her contract. Back pay was allowed to a teacher dismissed because of the policy.

EXclusion of Pregnancy-Related Disabilities from Disability-Benefits Coverage

This is the other major area of controversy relative to employers' maternity policies, and the weight of

judicial authority, under both Title VII and equal protection doctrines, supports the principle that where'an

employer makes payments to employees for temporary disabilitie's, either directly or hrough a private insurance

program, it must,treat pregnanLy (whether or not abnormal) as a temporary Asability an make payments to,0.1am;7,_

ployee absent from work because of pregnancy on the same basis as payments are made for other temporary dis-

4 4
abilities.

The fact pregnancy may be a voluntary condition, whereas many temporary disabilities are not, does not lai-
c

...minish the principle. .'or it the increased cost%)T such coverage a valid abjection.

However, in 1974 the Supreme Court upheld one type of limitation on disability payments for pregnancy. It

said there was no violation of the equal proVection clause'if a stata.operated disability insurance program

it, funded entirely by contributions deducted from the wages of participating employees excluded from coverage any

-work loss resulting from normal pregnancy.

This same Lase is additionally impwItani because a frequently discussed footnote to the opinion takes the

position that the exclusipn of pregnant women from the disability insurance(program's coverage was lilt an ex-

clusion based,on sex, thus raising a quetpn as to what the Court will L) when it eventually oSit-fiCinla Title

VII case involving disability payments for preglincy. A number of, lower courts have taken the position tbiet

the footnote does not affect earlier Title VII decisionsrequiring employers to treat pregnanLy as they do any

other temporary disability, but there is nevertheless uncer.tainty because of the footnote, and the issue

lieved to he on,its way to the Supreme Court.

'

3

.'
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Miscellaneous

'Title VII vi.a.shelll to be violated when an employer discharged an unmarried preghant office worker who was

approximately five and a half monthslpregnant. the evidence showed that her pregnancy alone did not interfere

s

with her job performance and it was therefore concluded she had been discharged because shd was unmarried.
.

In a similar case, it was held that a school distriq's policy of refusing to employ unwed parents as

teacher's aides denied equal protection and due process. Unwed parenthood, it was said, was not necessarily

evidence' of present immorality, and there were reasonable 'alternative means by which to remove or suspend

teachers engaged in immoral conduct.

In another similar case, it was held that a board of education violated the constitutional rfghtof pri-
4

4.6.

vacy of a tented, unmarried pregnant teacher when it cancelled her employment pursuant to a state statute
N'

authoriiing such action for immorality, where (1) the evidence upon which the board acted had its source in

disclosures al board official solicited from the teacher's physician regarding her pregnancy, (2) the evidence

failed to show the teacher consented to the physician's disclosure of hei private communications with him, and

(3) the board made po finding the teacher's claimed immorality had affected,her competency as a teacher.

,

But inlanother recent case, an unmarried teacher who was transferred from her classroom teaching position

after she notified her superiors of her pregnancy was denied injunctive relief. It was said the teaching ter-

mination was justified by legitimate educational concerns because the class she taught, composed of special edu-

cation students, particularly needed a learning environment free of the disruption and tension likely to be

engendered by any public controversy which might arise. And there as no sex discrimination, it was said, be-

cause there was no evidence males were treated differently.

In an entirely different context relative to Maternity policies, it has been held that a husband and

father teaching at a city college has stansiihg to sue on equal protection grounds when the college refuses to

,extend to him the same child-care leave privileges it extends to women teachers.

Summary

The courts have made clear that mandatory leaves imposed by employers on pregnant employees at arbitrary

times during pregnancy will no longer be tolerated. Stereotypes about the capability of pregnant women to work

at their jobs are objectionable, as are ,tereotypes about-the amount of time a woman must remain away from her,

job after childbirth.

OA the other hand, the Supreme Court has indicated that employers might be able to make blanket regulations

requiring mandatory leaves at some firm date during the .Iast few weeks of pregnancy, provided they establish the

reasonableness of such regulations by medical and other appropriate evidence.

Employers are also entitled to make reasonable rules concerning the time of return to work by the employee

after childbirth. In LaFleur, t1;e4upreme Court found 'reasonable a rule that a teacher would $ecome eligible

.for re-employment upon Submission of.a medical certificate from her physician, with return to work being guaran-

teed no later than the beginning of the next school year following the eligibility determination. At the same'')OPQ
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time, it tound it unreasonable to require the mother to wait until her child reached the age of three months

before the return rules began to operate.

Many courts have held, with respect to Title VII and the ELOC guidelines concerning,prognancy,"that the

female emplqyee wholeaes work temporaKiAbecause of pregnancy must receiAe the same benefits as are accorded

other employees.who are absent from Work because of tempodry disabilities.

The Supreme Court, however, has not considered whether Title VII, as the EEOC guidelines maintain, re- .

quires such treatment. In a 1974 case, though, it said that a state disability insurance program which ex-
.

cluded Elallai pregnancy from coverage.was not an unconstitutional classification as far as equal protection

was concerned. The decision, and one of its footnotes, creates uncertainty as to exactly how the Court wx,11

eventually deal with this aspect of Title VII. OP

O

0:

0
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SEX DISCRIMINWION IN EMPLOYMENT--PRINGE BENEFITS

litle iii, as noted earlier, provades that it is an u nlawful' employment practice to discrimin'ate with re-

spect to "compensation, terms, conditions, or pri)iileges-of employMent" beeause'nex.
.

i 1
-

The cases in the, previous section dealing with maternity rind pregnancy policies constitute one

..,

broad example o,f Title MI6 protection in areas of educational employment other than compqnsation per se.
. '

Other frihge benefits oeeducational employment are similarly protected.

One of these iwportant coverages is of course, pension benefits. But the concept of "pension benefits"

_ involves at least four subconcepts:

1. The equblity of actual periodic payments received by male and female pensioners.

2. The equality of monthly contributions made to the pension plan bymale and female

. employees. . ,

'

, '

. .

'Me equality of monthi37 contributions made to the penhon plan on behalf of le and
female employees by the employer. 1.-

. -

4. The length of service necessary to qualify for a pension (as between men and wom
of the age at which an employee may (or must) retire (as between men and women).

. , '

The courts have agreed that length of service or the age at which an employee may (or must) retire cannot

be different asobetw)en men and women employees, and by implication they seem to have said that periodic pay-
.

ments received by male and female pensioner6 should, most aSes, be.the saw..? There is also authority, to

indicate monthly employee contributions should not be dif erent as between the two sexes, even where actuarial
. .

. . .
, 0

. , .

thus,
.

tables show that womeri...as a class live longer than men arid are h more laely
:.,

to receive retirement benefits

. 1

(f a.
.

4 .

Pension_benefits aside, seniority itself is a lso d fringe benefit of emloyment, 1 and if extended to males,

e,

must be extended to It etales in an cquivalent employment situation. Thus, an mployer which lays off female

employees while retaining males with less seniority violates Title VII if the discrimination is based on sex.

=
Free living quar ors provided 4n a university building for a male employee but not provided. for his female

for a longer period.

counterpart,carilead to a violation of Title VII. Other factors, however, such as adaifional duties, may justi-
.

y the practice.

Similarly, women employees of educational institutions who travel on the institution's business are en-
,

titled to the same kind of hotel accomodations and transportation perquisites as their male counterparts. #4

4,-
.

There is ,even authority suggesting that rf an employer holds a spqcial recreational event fol. male em-

ployees (in the.actuarcase, a golf tournament and stag), it must offer something approximatly similar for fe-

'male employees (in the actual case, a style show and luncheon).
2

Soniority--particularly in unionized environments- -has two a3pects. One

wideseniority,the other is departmqnt seniority. Plant-wide 'seniority

moment of employment and usually determines vacations, retirement-and sever
recalls. Department leniority, where it exists, accrues only from the time a

work in a particular epartment and determines the line of upward progression t
ployee transfers to another department, she must begin anew to accpmulate departme

is'plant or institution-
accumulated from the
ce pay, layoffs, and

employee begins to
re. When an em-

al seniority.

2. The judge in the case may not have realized he was indirectly endorsing another stereo

women. Perhaps the ladies would fiave preferred their own golf tournament and stag.

about .
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SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT -- LAYOFFS PURSUANT TO A SENIORITYSYSTEM

$

In light of the recent economic c4pate, the problem of how o reconcile layoffs due to business conditions
41.

with the federally imposqd requirements of no iiscrimination in employment has acquired increasing importance.

. . t
In many institutions, traditionally, a "last hired, first fired" policy is in effect, either formally or infor-

mally, and if the particular employer has lieu; unionizedthe pojacy is mos; likely part of a collective bar-

gaining agreement. In any event, if such seniority procedures operatemembers of the discriminated-against

group-last hired are going to be predominant in the group-first fired. Does seniority, therefore, defeat the

intenof Title VII? The answer to that question is complicated by the fact that Title VII, itself provides

\

-;- .,

-.-thatitshallnot. beunlawfvforanewloyertoapplydifferentterms,conditions, or privileges of employment
,

.

pursuant to ,a bona fide seniority system,.provided that such differences are not the result of an intention to
r.

.

. '
discriminate. . ..

g .
,

The gases that have considered the problem have generally involved minorities rather than women, and

unionized rather than nonunion ehvironments, but the principles drawn from them would apply, if there wore a

-bona fide seniority system within the meaning of Title VII, to women employed in those segments of a particular

educational institution not actually unionized.

° The first Title VII case in this area arose in Louisiana in,early 1974. Pursuant to a union contract, the

last man hired-wat always the first to be laid off, and laid off employees were placed on a recall list and re-

mcployedi as needed, in' the reverse order of the layoffs--i.e., the most senior employee on recall' would be the

,first to be re-employed. As a result, All bfacOhired since 196S,had ben lgt'd off, and ,the. first 138 persons

on.the recall list were white. - '' 4

4.

. Under-these fi6i, the trial court directed the employerijo recall; without laying offany incumbent ern-
,

ployees--enough blacks to resaire the racial percentage of the work 'force that existed as of the.daie the last °

new emp yee was 'hired. And 1f future layoffs had to be made, they were to he allocated A that the ratio of

blacks to whites would remain unchanged.

ew months later, the first case involving women arose. Female police officers in ClevelAnd-obtained a

tex rary restraining order against the city, wivich was pqaaning'twe day later to lay off 89 officers, 1340

who would be women, because of financial problems. Thisswould mean that while 87 percent of the women'hired
,

in 973 would be laid off,, only 42 percent of the men hired that. year would be Jaid off--even though women

4

constituted only percent.of those hired in 1973 and only 1.9 percent of the total police force. In view of

t

the disliarate effect on women and the likelihood the plaintiffs would be able to show a history of diascrimina-

tipn against female applicants,rthe district court ordered that those laid off be not more than 8 percent female.

But in the first appellate.decisien on the issue of discrimination in layoffs based on seniority, the

. seventh Circuit reached a result.opposite from the'two previous cases and Upheld a r.last hired, first fired"
\

seniority system. Title VII, it was said, mandated that workers of evaY race be treated equally acGording to
. .

their earned seniority, but it did not require that a worker be granted 'Fictional seniority or special privi-

. leges becausg of his race: e \,)0

11 I
...........

c,
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I

Title VII speaks only-to the future. Its backward gaze is found only on alresent

practice which may perpetuate past diScrimination. An employment &eliority::!IsteM

embodying the "last hired, first fired" principle does not of itself/perpetuate past

discrimination., (Emphasis supplie.l.)

Sex discrimination in layoffs was the issue 1.11 a 1915 Third Circuit case, where a similar "last.hired,

fired" policy was upheld, and where it was said that Congress, ,in passing Title VII, had not intended that an

automatic violation of the Act would pccul- whenevex!emalerNere disadvantaged by reverse seniority layoffs.
a

To summarize, the Third and Seventh Circuits. have sald, in effect, that Title VII permiis an employer to

lay off employees pursuant to a plant-wide "last.hired,first fired" bona fide seniority system even if such a

.
system perpetuated past sex-discriminatory practices. The Fifth Circuit is about to rule.on the same issue, and

undoubtedly it will proCeed in due course to the Supreme Court.

Lven given the holdings of the Third and Seventh Circuits, there is at present no case lay on whether an

informal or unwritten but consistently followed "last hired, first fired" seniority system (as opposed to, one

,formalized by an employer-union contract or incorporated in Civil Service or similar regulations) would qualify

as bona fide for purposes of excepting layoffs from: discrimination charges pursuant to Title VII.

"..

'Z.-Z.,

6

A

1
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" '? SEX DISCRBINATION* IN EMhOYMENr--NEPOTISM
I

0', %
.., ,,....1,

-
ii,, / o

It is not uncommon for educational in.ritutions to 44've rules prohibiting a husband and wife (or similarly
. ,., ,.

,... > ,
k. 4.

closely related personsA'rrom working in t same department, or sometimes even in the same instit tion, but no

,,?
Title VU education cases in,t1his area !lime yet been officially rep6rted since such institutions were made

m 0
11..

subjecyfnitle VII in -

se
In an earlier case, in kiveli a female biology teacher at a public junior college challenged on-Constitu-

tional grounds the action of thbeullege 6 not iseliring,her beLause of just such a ,departmental policy, and in-
,

...---

, w .f .. '..... 1,...*41 4., if. ,

whiyh the appropriateness of the.pblisiy' itself was net-fil.,isinte, the rationale.of such-policies was -said to be ....-

'..
..... . ---.-- .

......,...-....--; 7............._.;:...-

.
, ..........-.'

..'
...'"'"-, r /..

,
that of discouraging Wepalsikantl ftrigiitisms avoiding Vie emergence of1175z,iplillapt proti.e0S, inhibiting per- .

."
, ,;,.,. -

;.- .......-

_ --;
.-sonal and professional clique%,'In vy'hicii. the.husband and wife woulii-si4e-with eAeh'other, an4 preyentingolle-i... . ,-, ,... ...

...-' . .7 ..

1.-- , spouse' s, frequently taking the teaching as 7fg-- p AT -of -the other. .

=,-,:v - -... _ - - ---:- . - -. ....- . .- -P. ---

In one noneducational title VII4Ae.in this ar.oa,-a.wodanfhaOgngtd7.;n a''4/11e'6policy which prohibited
. , .

...

!' ,
a husband and wife from working in the'stirD\derriftrftrattS I,' ',3:4;e111Told that following her martiage, either

). ,..40 A
she or her husband (who worked iii the jeptirtment) would have to decide which of them would ,transfer, take

. -,... -... s...

. .41 . - ,.,
a leave, or resign. Neither made an electihi 'ail was termin4led: , ...--."7

.
...

t'--. . .

The particular department operated arouh.).the ,,l'ock, and rployees were always.concerned with What shift
t ' -

1 , s: / i . .

they might be assigned. The trial court LoncluEled "Chat if a.husband an wife were elpployed in the same depart-

. , z r
"I 's:/' 0 tment, they would naturally attempt to arrange simi ar \ .o ing schedules and, if they lwere unable ro, do so/ this

. .

might -bae^an adverse effect upon their performance ,or cause inconvenience to the company in trying to accomo-
y

1 t.
date them. Thus the policy had a legitimate business purpose and there was ,therefore no sex discrimination in

violation of 'title VII.

In a state court case brought under a state HAman Right?.. a different.result was reached under sub-7_
stantially different.facts. The plaintiff and her husband were speech professors At a state university with a '

similar nepotism rule.: As a result of this rule, the plaintiff had been denied "term" appointMents and been

forced to take "temporary" assignment,, since.her marriage. Because of these temporary appoiMtments, she had

been denied fringe benefits and tenure rights," and when she subsequently applied,for maternity leave (a benefit

accorded to "term" appointees), her services were terminated. a 0 I

ihe rule was struck down because in none of 27 nepotism cases at the university had a husband been required

to accept a "temporary" appointment, and because the rule had sometimes been waived when the university sought

.tu attract a "star" professor whose wife also wanted to work. Under thesp.f04ts, it was held the rule discrimi

nated against women.

.4

.
But because of the dearth of authorities in the title VII.area, it is not presently ipossible to make a

judgment as to whether women in education can successfully challenge similar nepotism rules (although if a

plaintiff produced. evidence similar to thAt produced in the state court case above, and if there was no showing

by the defendant of a legitimate business purpose similar to hat shown in the airline case above, such a

Challenge might prevail).

:
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SErDISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION IPLOYMENT.

..-
.,-- -

... f

..:,- While thejudicial,principles and dec.-kg-ions discussed in previous sections all affect the employment
c

..-
tltw of women in education, apd many of the cases which lie the source for these principles have arisen in an

--,

educationa environment, this section deals exclusiely with cases involving educational hiring, promotion, and .:

- ,
.,--- .

: .

r .,-,,, , It i* not a 96urt4s prerogative.to interject itself into the educational institution
A

t -r- !:1
and to requir,d,such institution to..elther hire or not hire a professor. .While such an

,-,
institution Lannor be permitted. tCrefuse employment on unlawful and impermissible grounds,.

its exercise of adAscretion ineftising to hire an applicant because it is felt that such

termination,. It will also 6e,seen that most of these cases involye equal protection theories..rather than Title
-

41 -16ecause,,as was, noted culler, women in education did not acquire the right to invoke Title VII until 1972,,

and the decision and teportimg process lags far behind the actual commencement of lawsuits.

With certain exceptions, the courts have historically tried to aveid investigating. the correctness of legis,7
.

lative findings of fact (with respect, 'post often,,to the need for a particular enactment). The lee's"lature is.

-

one branch of.government, the judiciary another, and each, so the theory goes, keeps its fingers out of the

other's, business. This is mentioned 'herd, because a similar theory (though based on a different rationale) oper-
, ,

.

ates.in the field of education. Courts, in short, are reluctant to interfere with decisions made by educational

bodiesin" the'proper exercise of their professionalunctions.

An example of.this rel4tance is apparent in the following case, brought under Sections 1981 and 1983 of

.the post-Civil har,..Cp711 RIghts Acts by a female who failed to get a job with a university as a music teacher.

,

She claimed that this failure was a result of sex discrimination, but after the university had produced evidence

that the refusal to hiie'her w based on persOriality clashes:, the district court said:

person could,fidt:harmodiously perform his or her duties should not be disturbed by a court

in an actidit of:this character., , :.7

In a similar decision .It 057, a lower state court,/an order bf a state Numan Relations Commission directing the

'- :::',
. t .

,full-time employment of a.Cenfikeassistant professor of English was overturned. Though concededly she hat been

.,

told many times she would ta.yestp,get a doctorateLtkqualify for full-time employment, she contended the require-
', .. -. - .

. --
ment was a sham intended to hide kexidiscriminationA The court took the position that while reasonable minds.

might differ as to whether the Epglish Pepartment should have such a.equirement, particularly when other depart-

ments did not, the establishment of such a policy. was nevertheless.the prerogative of the administrative officers

of the college. v

A case in the area df promotion, brought under/Se/ ction 1983, echoes this same reluctance. The plaintiff was

4
an associate professor who had been teaching almost, twenty-five years at the same university and had been request-

ing appointment to fuil professor since IRV. Though she produced evidence of a pattern of discrimination against

women by her employer, the university demonstrated through testimonY that the decision not to promote her was

based, solely on her record. The trial court explained its dismissal of her complaint in these words:

4
The criteria for pro * * ;tion to full professor are especially exacting . The Court

finds that these criteria are reasonable * * * and that they were reasonably applied in

this case. * * * It is indisputed that such evaluations are necessarily judgmental, 'and

the Court will not substitute its judgment for.. rational and well-considered judgment

of those possessing expertise in the field. 41.:
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In another promotion case brought under Section 1983 by a female assistant professor at the University of

Pittsburgh, the question was raised as to whether there was sufficient "state involvement" in the private uni-

versity's affairs to permit the bringing of this type of action (see the discussion of the post-Civil War Civil

'Rights. Acts in the first section of this study).

It appeared that, pursuant to a,PennsyIvlinia statute, there were state-appointed trustees on the univer-

sity4s governing board, the state conzributed approximately one-third of its budget, and its bonds were exempt

from state taxation. Although the diAtrict court felt these factors did not establish the degree of state in-

volvement necessary to invoke Sectiou.,1983, Ineappellate court had sufficient doubts to send the case back to

the district court for the taking of 4dditional "Adence on how the trustees functioned, what their tenure was,

andhow they were paid for-their services, T1e appelllate court was also troubled by a provision in the same

statute which provided that the university was td be.dn "Instrumentality" of the state in its system of higher

education. This, the court said, seemed to suggest pronounced state involvement in the university's affairs.

The question of "state involvement" was also one.of the issues in a Section 1983 case brought against the

University of Pennsylvania, a state-aided institution, by a female assistant professor who alleged she had been

denied promotion and tenure because of her sex., Here the district court enumerated five factornppropriate to
. -

a determination of whether a university was in fact acting under "color of state law":

1. The degree to which it was dependent on state aid.

2. The extent and intrusiveness of the state regulatory scheme.

3. Whether the scheme connoted state approval of the activity or whether
the assistance was merely p'rovided to all without such connotation.

4. The extent to which the university sertred a public function or acted as
a surrogate for the state.

.4
5. Whether the university had legitimate claims to recognition as a "private"

organization in associational or other constitutional terms.
'.'

After applying these factors to the particular situation existing at the University of Pennsylvania, the

court found the necessary degree of "state involvement" to invoke Section 1983.
s

Another issue in the case was whether the plaintiff could invoke the aid of Title VII, since the alleged

acts of discrimination had taken place prior to the 19'2 inchkion of edu4tional institutions. It was held

.
:.

she could, because the alleged acts, as well as her employment, .11.011 continue east the effective date of in-

. 41.t, ..

elusion, and Title VII was intended to reach continuing effects of gist discrenation as well as present dis-

. ,''.,crO\Yination. . V, .
r .

.

1

-

What kind of evidence does it take to rebut a charge of discrimination in employment termination (or hiring

or promotion)? The evidence varies, naturally, but in the Title VII case of a dean of women whp alleged she had

been terminated because of sexual bias, the allegation was rebutted by evidence of her absenteeism, tardiness,

inability to deal with needs of students, and lack of the educational requirements needed in a reorganized stu-
.i

dent personnel office.

r
Vt4
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In another Title VII case, it was held that a college had not acted unlawfully when it refused to renew

the contract of a black counselor who had participated in illegal and disruptive occupations of the college

president's office and who had refused to discuss standards of conduct appropriate to college employees.

In a Title 4II (and Section 1983) case in which a female college teacher sought a court order to prevent

her apparently imminent termination, which she alleged was. the result of sex discrimination, the request was

denied essentially because she was entitled to an adMinistrative hearing and review by college officials be-

fore the actual termination could become effective. In short, she had not exhausted her administrative reme-

dies..

ib
On the other hand, a woman whoN d been an assistant professor without tenure in a met al school for

approximately file years successfully sought a court order preventing her otherwise imminent termination until

her entire Title 4II'action had been decided on the merits. However, she produced a mass of statistical evi-

dence showing historic employment discrimination in the medical school between men and women, as well as evi-

dence of damage to her professional reputation and impairment of her ability to get a job.
4",

The complexity of this type of problem is illustrated by a somewhat similar Title II case arising in New

York, where a female Ph.D. in anatomy failed in an effort to obtain a court order to prevent a university medi-

cal center from allegedly demoting and then terminating her because of budgetary problems. Even though the

plaintiff raised the issue of sex discrimination by showing that the medical center, notwithstanding, the budgetary

t

1%4

ceproble, d hired other professors'who were male, the evidence lacked impact because she had failed to show

a profession, comparison between these professors (and their experience and skills and the purposes for which

they had been hired) and herself.

In concluding this section on educational employment, it is also to be noted that:

1.. Several cases at the university level have held (consistent with most other cases
on the subject) that an action for sex discrimination in employment cannot be
brought under Section 1981.

2. Two recent ca ies at the uni,versity level have held that an action for sex discrimi-
nattion in effeloyment, base4 on conspiracy, can be brought under Section 1985(3).
One recent case at the same level, but involving racial discrimination, seemingly
rejects the legal possibility oe a conspiracy between a university and its administra-
tive officers acting officially on its behalf.

3. In the related area of recruiting at this level, it has been held that only upon a
showing of unlawful past discrimination will formal open recruiting or some other ,re-
.cruiting-method be mandatedbyacourt in lieu of word -o- mouth recruiting.
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SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION

Previous sections of this study have been concerned with federal court decisions affecting equal employ-

ment rights of women in education. 'This section concerns itself with federal court decisions affecting other

rights to equality of women in education.

Admissions

In, early 1970, female students managed to gain admiston to the al male University of Virginia at

Charlottesville. HoW did they do it?

They did it by convincing a federal court the education offered at Charlottesville was of higher quality--

and also had a unique "prestige" factor--than that offered at other statersupported institutions. All this,

the argument went, denied equal educational opportunities to women and thus offended the equal protection clause

Later that same year, men tried and failed to gain admission to an all-female state-supported South Caro-

lina college. Here, though, there was no evidence to suggest there was any special feature which would have

made the college more advantageous educationally to the male plaintiffs. 3.1

Recently- Congressmen Edwards and Waldie of Calitorniaibrought actions.' to have women admitted to the Air

Force and Naval Academies. A district court said the refusal to admit females did not deny equal protection,,

in that the policy was reasonably related to a legitimate governmental int rest in preparing young men to assume

leadership roles in combat; but an appellate court sent the case back to he district court for a further in-
..,

vestigation of all the Issues surrounding the main/challenge.

Another kind of admissions problem arose in Boston several years ago. The 'Plaintiffswere,a group of

girl students who took an examination for admission as seventh -grade students to the presOgious Girls Latin

School the next fall, D.en though boys/ who scored 120 or better out of a possible 200 points on the examination

were admitted to Boys Latin that fall,/ girls who scored between 120 and 133 were not admitted to Girls Latin.

The differential admission standards seemingly arose because the Boys Latin building had a seating capacity

for 3,000 students and the Girls Latin building had a seating capacity for 1,500 students.1 Because pf the dis-

parity in seating capacity, school officials, in evaluating the results of the examination, fir4 determined how

many seats wo d be available in the Boys building. 'They then counted down from the top possible store unt4

. they had acce a number of boys equal to the number of available seats, which thus established the cutoff of,

120. A similar technique with reference to the number of seats available la Girls Latin resulted in the cutoff

of 133.

Notwithstanding the lack of overt discriminatory intent, it was held that the use of separate standards to

evaluate the examination results violated the equal protection clause.

, .

e

1. Apparently no one challenged the disparity between 3,0p0 opportunities for boys and only
1,500 opportunities for girls to attend these prestigious, college - oriented schools.

41
-Ak
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A similar problem (though it arose not from seating capacities of two buildings but rather from a school-

district policy) was considered in a case involving San Francisco public schools. Girl students challenged an

admissions policy to a(special college-preparatory public high school, which required girls to have a higher

academic average than boys! The requirement had been imposed becau e girls of this particular age performed.

better than boys academically and the school district wanted an approximate balance between the sexes in the

e"
specialaschool. The court said, however, that since the district had offered no evidence to show that-a bal-

ance of the sexes furthered ehe goal of a better academic education, the policy offended the equal protection

clause.

Athletics

Cases alleging sex discrimination in athletics seem to fall into two categories--those in which girls de-

sire to play in interscholastic athletic competition dillboys' high school teams, and those in which younger

girls desire to play on boys' Eittfe League baseball teams. The categories will be considered in order.

It appears that all the fifty states have some kind of an organization (whose members are high schools or

school districts operating high schools) winch establishes rules governing interscholastic athletic competition

among high schools in the state. Until the recent past, many, if not all, of these organizations had rules pro-

viding that females and males could not compete on the same team. This had two discriminatory effects: one,

it kept girls out of interscholastic competition in many sports; two, it meant girls could not play certain

sports even in their on high school.

Beginning in the early nineteen-seventies, individual girls, each of whom happened to be exceptional in

her sport of interest, began to1challenge, at about the same time, the sex7reStriitive rules of these various

inter4 astic athletic associations. These challenges, brought on equal protection grounds, have involved '

golf, tenw, cross-country, Cross-country skiing, swimming, and gymnastics, and in most cases they have been

successful. In two situations where they were not, the courts were influenced by the fact that the respective

defendants had changed their practices so as to provide a separate competitive sports program for girls.

Because these challenges usually involve Section 1983 of the post-Civil War Civil Rights Acts discussed

5

r
- earlier, the courts first have had to &Trine. whether the defendants, usually high schools and the state

interscholastic athletic association, (1) were "persons" and 't2) acted under "color of state law" within the mean-

ing of Section 1983. Fhe courts have found no problems in either area. The defendants are "persons," at least

for the purpose of injunctive relief, and the interscholastic athletic associations are so entwined with the public

schools that'any action they take is under "color of state law."

It has also been said that even if participation in a school athletic program is a "privilege" rather

than at:right,"girls still cannot be treated differently from boys in an activity provided by the state. The

:underlying issue, in short, is not the right of girls to play a particular sport but the right of girls to be

,treated the same as boys unless there is a rational basis for treating them differently.

A CI
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The following general principles emerge from the decided cases:,

1. The various court decisions have so far been restricted in their application to
noncontact sports, and some courts have plainly indicated they would rule other-
wise in the case of contact sports.

2. The various court decisions come from cases in which the female plaintiffs are
usually exceptional athletes. Some courts have limited their decisions to that
particular factual situation; others have been less restrictive; one court, in
fact, approved an injunction enjoining the Michigan interscholastic athletic
association from preventing any girls in Michigan from participating fully in
noncontact varsity interscholastic athletics because of their sex.

3. Even with respect to noncontact sports,.there'is as yet little judicial opinion
on the question, sure to become more important as time passes, of whether "sepa-
rate but equal" facilities for girls would satisfy constitutional requirements.
,At least two courts, however, have,implied such facilities would be proper.

The "Little League" cases, involving girls from eight to twelve who have been excluded Prom playing on

League baseball teams by Little League rules, have also generally been brought under'Section 1983 and there-

fore require an initial determination of whether the local Little League (or its homegrown equivalent), usually

a private nonprofit corporation, is-actins under "color of state law." In one case, now on appeal, there was
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found to be sufficient state action when the baseball diamonds utilized by the local Little League were owned

by the city, adherence by the city to the League's specifications for such fields was primarily for the benefit

of the League, and the general public was often precluded from utillzing these facilities as a'result of the

heady schedule engaged in by the League. But the court also took the position that, baseball was a contact sport

in which the "contacts" were sometimes violent. Accordingly, it found that the rule excluding girls was bas5d

°Ira pal of safety and was therefore reasonable.

' An opposite result on the question of special danger to girls was recently reached by a, New Jersey state

court, where it wastsa.id that expert testimony presented to a stare civil rights agency on boys' and girls'

W
anatomies, reaction times, and maturation permitted the agency- to have found as-a fact that girls of ages eight

to twelve herd not subject to materially greater hazards of injury while playint baseball than boys of the same

age group.

It is also to-be noted that the pareht Little League organization, which in the past has disciplined local

affiliates for permitting gir16 to play on League teams, is a federally chartered corporation. In late December

of 1974, Congress amended its chi ter to open the League to girls. In law, nothing is certain,ut it seems

likely this congressional action will dispose of most Little League litigation.

Rules Affect Students

.400

Rules excluding unwed mothers of school age from attending public hig sclroo-ls have been ,uttessfully

challenged under Sectl,,on 1983.
1

/lo the argument that the presence of unwed mothers in the schocils would be a bad influence on other stu-

dents, the courts have replied that school boards do indeed have the right to exclude a student if her presence

would taint the education process, but that they cannot do this_without conducting,a thorough hearing at whith,

the student must have an opportunity to show hear qualificatidns for remaining in school.
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Qualified exclusion for pregnancy has also been faulted. In one Section 1983 case, the plaintiff was a

pregnant unmarried high school senior whb was told, she had to stop attending regular classes--though she was

also told she could use the libra --normal school hburs, participate in senior activities, obtain tu-

toring at-ati? cost, and take sxamination

The hearing for a court order to r verse the:, decisiZirs Illu es nicely the kind of testimony a'

plaintiff in such a situation should present. First the student's physician testified she was in excellent

health to attend school. Another doctor testified that exclusion would cause hermptal anguish which would

affect the course of her pregnancy. A ps'ychiatrist expressed the opinion that young girls in the plaintiff's

position who were required to absent themselves flom school became depressed, and that this depression would

have adverse effect:on the child. A social worker testified it has better to give the individual girl a

choice of whether to remain in class or have prfVate instruction after regular sclipol hours. The final touch

of impressive expert testimony came from the chairman of the Guidance Program of the Harvard Graduate School

of Education, who said the program the school officials had established for after-hours instruction was not

educationally the equivalent of regplar class attendance.

Not surprisingly, the Court order was granted.2.

Allegedly discriminatory on-campus residence rules have also been challenged on equal protection grounds.

Thus, a college's requirement that all unmarried women students under 21 not living withthear parents or a

close relative reside on-campus could not be sustained when the sole reason.for the rule was the college's ohm
1

4

need to meet financial obligations arising out of the construction of dormitories.

In a vase involving a college'scu0'eh regulat.ion, the female student who brought suit on equal protection

0100f,
*

grounds was less successful. The regulations in question required certain women studepts but no male students

4'
to be in their dormitories by prescribed but shifting times (depending on q.e day of the week). In upholding

o'

the regulationSISAainst"the claim of discriminationbased on sex, an appellate court said that the different

classificationAor female students C4as.justifiable on grounds of safety. Women, the court felt, were more

likely to be attacke later at Aight and were physically less capable of defending themselves than men.

Finplby, a iesid'ncy ulefor college tuition purposes, in which a female married student presumed to
-

have the domiLillt f her husb d (thus sometimes losing eligibility for reduced tuition), may deny equal pro-
,

tection if married women constitu the only group whose classification for such tuition purposes is 'tied to
9

the classification of someone elso.
13

0

'2. In-a case not directly involving sex discrimination, thesexclusion of a sixteen-year-old
girl from participation in many extracurricular.activities simply because she was a
divorcee was.held to be a denial of equal protection. It has also been held improper
to exclude married students from such participation.

4

r-
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EXEgUTIVE ORDER NO. 11246

Executive Order No. 11246, as amended by Executive Order No. 11375, requires government contractors,

subcontractors, or contractors working on\federally assisted construction projects not to discriminate on the

basis of sex, to take affirmative action to remedy the effects of past sex discrimination, and to counteract

sex-discriminatory barriers to equal employment opportunity. Regulations apply the Order to contractors and

subcontractors holding contracts for more than $10,000.

If an educational institution, for example, has a federal contract, the Order reaches (and theoretically

protects) all employees of the institution, not merely those doing the contract wqrk or physically located

in the facilities where the work is done. Administrative reviews to determine whether the educational Insti-

tution is actually in compliance with the requirements of the Order may be initiated by the concerned federal

agency or Uy the employee affected. In appropriate circumstances, the institution's federal contract can be

terminated or suspended for noncompliance. 4'

In 1969 the Women's Equity Action League initiated the'strategy of filing formal complaints with the

'Department of Health, Education and Wel-fare'in cases where it felt educational institutions holding federal

om..4contracts were in violation of the Order. ,And in November 974, the League, joined by the National Organi-

zation for Women and other women's groups, filed suit against HEW and the Department of Labor, alleging,

among other things, a*governmental pattern of nonenforcement of the requirements of the Executive Order as

they applied to educational institutions.

The courts have said that Executive Order No. 11246 is a.proper exercise of presidential power, that it

possesses the forte of statutory law, and that it has not been preempted by Title VII. It has been said,

too, that the mere fact the Executive Order might force an educational institution to adopt certain hiring

and promotion goals for women (to the $ossible detriment of men) does not, violate that part of Title VII

making it an unlawful employment practice not to hire or promote a particular individual because of that

individual's sex.

In other words, the use of "goals" in affirmative actin programs undertaken to correct past discrim-

ination against women are permissrible pursuant to the Order. But when the corrective action by the

institution moves from the use of "goals" to the use of "quotas" in, for example, hiring, the courts are

' far less easy. Some courts have opposed any kind of imposed quota hiring s stem, whale others, in special

circumstances, have permitted the use of "one-time-only" preferences to correct imbalances caused by past

One problem inherent in Executive Order No. 11246 is that once an employee or appli,caritw,for employment

has filed a comglaint with the appropriate federal agency (HEW in the case of educational institutions),

he oniShe has no control over the proceedings.

't
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From time to time, aggri,eved individuals have challenged this part of the Order's, operation, but withdut

noticeable success. rhoroqs, for example, a principle in general contract law which sometimes permits a

yerspi not directiNinytvad in a .ontractual situation but who is intended b4the contracting parties to

reap certain benefits from. the LontraLt to sue to enforce it on the theory that person is a "third-party

beneficiary.." But efforts by aggrieved individuals to enforce "third -party beneficiary" Claims under the

Executikce Order against the contractor itself- =for example, against an educational institution with a

federal contilict--have. been rejected.

At the same time, some decisions hate suggested that individuals aggrieved by a contractor's failure

to comply with the requirements of the Order can obtain a judgment In the nature of mandamus1 against the

federal offi.ials charged with enforcement. Other courts have added the qualification that the aggrieved

indlidual must first exhaust the available administrative remedies. In the case of a woman in education,

this would mean she would first have to initiate and pursue an appropriate complaint with HEW.

And recently it has been said that if an aggrieved individual has in fact exhausted all available

administrative remedies prodded by the Lxecutie Order, he or she than has standing to maintain an action

against the employer directly.

1. Mandamus is a legal word of art used to describe a court order requiring a government
official to perform an act belonging to his public, official, or so-called ministeria
duties.

0

Ak
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The manager of the'Western Division of defendant,' ''

* * * when warned * ,\ * of the imminence of passage in '

Congress of the Equal Pay,Act Of 1943, remarked, "The
Congre'ss would never pass such a foolish law as that."

This "foolish" law is now before theCourt for inter
pretation * * *. The case for the plaintiff was presented

., by a feminine attorney of the Department of Labor,' resisted
by a masculinelattorney of the Nevada Bar, and considered'
by a Judge who, for the purposes of this cage at least, must
be sexless, a possibility not apparent when the oath of
office was taken and one which may bespeak the appointment
of older judges.

THE EQUAL PAY ACT

From the opinion of-Thompson, J., in Wiriz.v. Basic
Incorporated, the first case (1966) decided under
the Equal Pay Act

t

Since at least 1945, there have been periodic attempts to enact federal legislation providing that women

must receive the same pay as men for the same kind of'work. For varying reasons, these different attempts floun-

dered--until )963, whenCongressipassed the Equal Pay Act.

The coverage of the Equal Pay Act (hereafter referred to.as the EPA) is defined in highly technical statutory

language replete with references to:an employee's connection with "commerce," but for practical purposes here it

can be said the EPA applies to almost every kind of educational institution. However, until 1972 it did not

cover individuars employed "in a bona fide executive, adminietraive, 'or professional capacity." As a result,

,

the existing judicial precedents have developed from cases involving women employeps who are generally at the

lower end of the wage scale. Many of these principles remain valid for womenemployed in executive, administrative,

or professional capacities, but new principles applicable to the special complexities of this type of employment

are sure to emerge as cases now in the courts reach the decision stage.

The EPA provides in.substance that an employer mint not pay different wages to employees of opposite sexes

in the same "establishment" for "equal work on jobs the performance of 'which requires equal skill, effoA, and

responsibility; and which' are performed under similar working conditions."

On the surface, this'language seems straightforward enough, but lawyers in lawyerly fashion, have success-

fully challengpd, tested, add argued the meaning of each operative word--"establishment," "equal work," "equal,

skill," "equal effort," and so on--with the result that the decided cases are filled with learned -and often con-
, !

. fusing explanations of what these words, so innocuous in everyday English, really mean in the 'special world of

. legal oratory.
6

To complicate matters furthe,r, the EPA provides that pay does,-not have to be equal where it is made puituant

.._. ,

to Ni), a seniority system, (ii) a merit system;
i

(Ili) a system which measures earnings by quantity or quality

of production, or ,(iv) a differential based on a her factor other than sex." (Only lawyers could devise a

phrase as arcane as "any other factor other than s ,"and as might be expected, litigants' attorneys have had
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a field day with it.)

Finally, the EPA provides that an employer paying a wage in-conflict wiih the law's requirements must not

reduce the wage of an employee in orderto brahg itself into compliance, That is, if women are, receiving less

than men, the employer cannot loweemep's wages, it must increase women's wages.

Annurieved employee Was the.rIght to sue the employer and can ask for, among other things, bas ay and

liquidated_ damages. The Secretary of Labor can also bring an actwn-to recover back wages or he can ask for an,

Injunction, but once the Secretary sues, the employee's right to do so is terminated.

It 'should also be kept in mind that one part of Title VII exempts differences in compensation authorized

by the EPA.

With all the above as a general introduction, and with the promise of more confusion to come, its possible

to consider the decided case's.

The EPA, one court has said, was intended as broad charter of women's rights in the. economic field, which

sought to overcome the age-old belief in women's inferiority and to eliminate the depressing effects on living
9

standards of reduced wages for female workers and the economic and social consequences that flow from it.

In accogdante with this remedial philosophy, it was said in a 1975 case involving a challenge to a, salary

equalization formula by which sa.laries of female faculty members and administrative employees at the University .

of Nebraska were adjusted to bring them more into line with those,
"A.) of rule employees, that the fact a formula fpr

adjusting salaries was not applied to male employees did not violate the IAN in the absence of 'any evidenLe males

were actually being paid less than their female counterR4rts.

t 4,

The Supreme Court has recently0'said that in an EPA case, the plaintiff has the burden of proving the employer
.

2
pays different wates'to employees of opposite sexes for equal work on jobs the performance of which requires

equal skill, effort, and responsibility, and which are perforMed under similar working conditions" in the same-

establ4shment. Once the plaintiff has carried ttia's bdften, the burden shifts to the employer to show the.dif-
..

-ferential is justified by a senioritysystemi a merit syglem, a system which measures earnings by quantity or

quality of production, c:"'f any other factor other than sex.
- A

These various burdens wiiiNV4'6t examined in order.

Equal Work
. .

For the first few years of the there was uncertainty,as to whether its legislative history required
;: v

-...,,,.

... . \
theterd "equal work" to be treated as the qevalen't of "identical work." But in 197v0, the iudicial principle

was firmly established that the compared jo s need not be identical but only "substantially equal," But the

degree of equality is difficult to define. One court has said:

While the standard of equblity is clearly higher than mere comparabilitylk lower

than absolute identity, there remains an area of equality under. the Act the metes and

boundS of which are still indefinite. * Like many otherlegal4concepts, that of
equality under the Equal Pay Act is susceptible of definition only by contextual study. '

.

In other vords, the court is saying, the definition of "equal work" depends tqfa great extent on the fhcts

t0.1

a
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of the'particular case. Nevertheless, the courts generally agree on these points: . dr.
. ,

4
for the operation of floor b'Uffers and similar devices and the skill required by female custodiansfor cleining

.venetian blinds with tools were "equal." Thus, even if the duties are different, these can still be ygmal skill

if the two jobs are fundamentally similar.

Even where special skills are required, a pay differentialis not justified if this part of the job requires

an insignificant amount of time. And if a differential is justified, it should be applied only to the identifi,

able prod ing'Which the special skills are employed.
s\

t

1. While small differences in job requirements can easily be made, they make no real
difference where the work is substantially the same.

2. The EPA does not authorize courts to equflize wages merely because two substantidlly'
different jobs are worth the same monetarily to the educational institution.

1

3. Jobs can have different titles and still be substantially equal, but two jobs a not

necessarily equal because they have the same title.

4. The controlling factor is job content, zn educational institution's job
dpscription.

5. Where jobs are substantially EaUaldifferences in subsidiary tasks do not render
them unequal, in the absence 6f evidence showing that the subsidiary tasks require
significantly greater skill, effort,'and responsibility.

6. 'A jobtperformed 5y women during the
.

tday a an educational. institution which is sub-
stantially equal to a job performed by men at night must have the same base pay
(though extra pay can be added to base pay for night work as'long as it is open to
both and women).

1/1

Illustrativdlof these general concepts is a.recent case in which'a school district employed a femal4 as a

teachei- and a girls1:softball coach, and a male as a teacher and boys' softball coach. Both had no particular

experience in coaching, but the male was paid one-third more. The duties of both coachs consisted of recruit-
.%

ing and supervising teams, accounting.for_epipment and .niforms, and arranging schedules of practice and

outside games. There was a violation of the EPA, the court said, because:

There may exist incidental differences in the jobs toerfermed by the male and female
blit such differences are inconsequential and are not performed during any substantial
period of time, nor do they require greater expenditure of skill, effort and/or
responsibility.

ti

Equal Skill

The administrative interpretation of "equal skill" provides that skill includes such factors as experience,
o

training, education, and ability, ,and must be measured in terms of the performance requirements of the job,
e

furthermore, possession of a skill not needed fo meet the requirements oT the job cannot b nsidered in making

a determination regarding equality of Skill.

In a case in lying male and female custodians, it was held that the skill required by male custodians

4

Equal Effort 1

"Equal effort" includes mental as well as physical exertion, and to justify a diffe,rential'it must be shown

that the more highly paid job (1) requires extra effort. 621coniumes a significant,amount of the tune of all
1,4



those whose pay differentials are to be justified in terms of it, and (3) is of economic vaaue commensurate with

the pay differential. /
1.'i;

Many cases ha%e considered the "equal effort" qqestion,in compar.isons between the jobs of male and femAle

custodians employed by edicational institutions. In one representative case, it was said:
e .

The additional duties performed by (male) custodiaqs, including climbing high, ladderSi
working on scaffoldingoperAting floor scrubbing and buffing machines * * * do not

require a delree of skill, effort and responsibility which differs in an appreciable

from that required of the matron custodians'in the peffiormahce of their routine duties. !
Moreover, these additional duties performed by the custodians occupy only an iniubstantial
amount of each Custodian's time. . 4, ;-

'

Equal Responsibility
'

"Equal responsibility" deals with the degree of accountability required in the perfbrmance of the job.

In a case invol/ing a retail store, a wage differential was held not 'improper where ono Male department

head, in addition to the responsibilities he had in common with women department heads, was also in charge of

46

the warehouse and home delivery.

In a case involving a bank, a wage differential was not improper whew the duties elf a male exchange teller

were such that his errors could not be easily corrected in the internal operation of the hank, while those of a

.-
female note teller could be. In addition, even wheti a note teller tempor4ily took on the ,Faties of an exchange

.

teller, the particular exchange teller was not relieved of accountability and responsibility.

Differences in the degree of supervision. exercisedeover'Male and female employees in jobs otherwist the
.

same, or differences in the'-degree of supervision they-exercise, can also justify wage differentials.

.

Similar Working Cond6itions .

There is nd Violation of the !XI if otheruise cqual jobs arc, performed undpr dissimilar ;4brking ditio

, . .

The Supreme Court has held tlit a man working at ni6....and doing the same work a a woman orking.dU the1

.. /
,..,

day does riot Ove.different "working donOtions" within the meaning of the EPA, ..
''

-,4

\
i..IN''',-

The wok "similar," the courts have said, isless exacting than the ord "equal,' and work ptiprmed In 0\

essentiad14;'the same surroundings v04.11 not justify a differential based on ' arity" of working condidA in
l,NI

.

Ns

Work per ()red by male and female custodians in _different parts of a school building, for example, doetto't '\tli .'\

;,,
e;,bk4, \

const>tute dissimilar working conditions. And in a. case involving a Sears Roebuck store, it was staid Thbiere ,..1c10

_ ,.

.- ,,,N, 7.. A

fact/ yobs are in different departments of an establishment does not necessarily mean they are perform V4r ,*
'

%
" 4f is .,

"

di5sinlilar working conditions.

The Same Establishment . ';

This is an area of special concern to women in eduCation, particularly those working for a school systeM

or for a university withautonomous administrative divisions in different buildings on_the same campus o0Fdn-,

different campuses in the same community, or with scattered campuses throughout an entire state.,

The Supreme Court has said the word "establishment," as used in the Fair Labor Standards Act, of which the

.or
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. i.

EPA is a part, means a "distinct,physical,place of business" rather than "an entire business or enterprise."
. 6 - , p/

t 0 . /

Thus, a unit store in a chain store syStem would constitute the "establishment," but not the individual ,
. .

departments within the store.
/

-

However, a court which was called on to decide whether a comparison between the wages, of a male in one ',

';
,. :, .'

e

college building and those of.females n.o her cololete 6611dings on the same campu s was proper concluded it wast
. , .

t

.
. 4t

because :
.

oe..
: --i . i .

r ,

: .- . II., t -

The Aefendant college is dOnstitutediqf numerous classroom, research, administration'
6 and residence buildings located on atthirty-acre campus in a rural community in-western

Pennsylvania. lAfendactt. ole4tly regards itself as a single integrated operation maintain-
ing centralized Ndministrlye, bookkeeping and personnel offices. Employees and, students

work and utilizeiall of de ertant's facilities as if the confines of the campus set the
eUt4ide boundry !sic) Of at large building or distinct physical place of business. (Emphasis

I ,.0.
.: ,r

I. ., :
. supplied.) I . *,* t II ;4 t I.. ,

. . A e .. a, /

And.although the concept oP fhe '4aMbfestablishment" yeas not an explicit issue in the1University of .

v. ..,.....
,

-
wir . ,.. 7.

,....,Nebraska case mentioned earlier in this sevtion, comparisons of salaries of male and female faculty members,
. -...

... 7 ,

.:_and alministratiye employees were apparently madeby,using the university's system-wide liob-classification data

-
,

s:' bnthree different campaes and at a county experimental station connected with the College of Agriculture.
,

:---(This is not to say, however, that different campuses do represent the same establis (ient.)

r It has also been hell that job'and pay comparisons between ale and female custodians throughout school

-1.:disr:Act,consisting of 35 schools -and an administration building were proper becau a the school board itself

viewereaCh employee as working within one integrated school,system.

. 6C-

r-
1

Affirmai'lve.Defenses

Even though...a plaintiff has proven all the elements regiired to establi ci,a violation of fhe EPA, there is

-nevertheless no violation if it can be shown the difference in payments to, en and women was made pursuant to

(1) a seniority system, (ii) a merit system, (iii) a system which measuresparnings by quantity or quality of

praduction, or (iv) a differential based on any other factor other than S x.

Under these exceptions, a de facto (as opposed to a. formalized) *en' rity system ha's been held to justify

',higher payments to a male sired two years befbre the female complainant.

6
. ...

With respect to merit systems in general, it was Said in one case /that the question of whether a university

Air*

violated the EPA by systematically discriminating,against female facu
I.
y members regarding their pay solely on

the basis of sex or whether the
,

plaintiff's teaching
:

job was within its exceptions because the pay of,full, as-
. -
.-. 1

; y

sociate, and assistant professors was based on merit and the quality /of their work products, involved material .
6 .

..- t I
, .

issues of fa ?t, making it improper io grant a- sufamark judgment. "ri
,

% t : i

^
, '';

. ss.
6 .

;
6

But where an educational institution has onlygeneral guidelines and no specific criteria for determining
1 e

) 1 X : , ... . .i 0/1

which employees are better and where within a srlafy range an employee should be paid, and merit raises have nOt,
.- 4, ! i

,

. I. .

been given, to female employees, and the opertitipneff-the-fferit sygtem has never been communicated to the involved

61 '

o .''''

employees, it'. will not justify a diffierentid : '

iii sa. n

However, court approval ht been given avmerit system in witch officers andAirectors of the defendant employer
' 6

I

1

neld quarterly meetings for the purpose of ev tutting employees, t and officers in charge of the various departments
1.

6*

1
2 14

`-'
,r".""7

.).1t
.1'..-4
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4r
of the business expressed their views as to the competence, interest, and value to ;Ole employer of the, employees

in question.

Nevertheless, an educational institution cannot consistently hire women at a lower starting wage and then

be immune to an EPA action because some women, after long periods of service, ultimately reach higher salary
A

levels than men subsequently hired. To condone such a practice, one court has said, would permit widespread

discrimination against women as a group, either automatically through general petiodical increments added to a

discIiminatory starting salary, or deliberately through the selection of a few women for favorable treatment or

a few pen for unfavorable treatment.

Where there is a bona fide seniority or merit system but the starting wage isLscriminatgry, the seniority

or merit system is not invalidated. Rather, the starting wage for of ected.employees has to be retroactively ad-
:

justed.

The fourth EPA exception, that of the payment of a differentia based "on any other factor other than sex,"

has, by its very nature as a catch-all, generated the most litiga on.

Under appropriate circumstances, prior work extierience and perior formal education can be a "factor other

than sex." But the employer has to show that the prior experience or the superior formal education is relevant

to the job in question.

Higher employment costs for women as a group than for men as a group (with respect to unemployment compensa-

tion, workmen's compensation, and accident and health insurance) are not a "factor other than sex." Nor is the

fact women have a weaker bargaining position in the marketplace.

On the other hand, _therehas been judicial rejection of a narrow construction urged by the Department of

Labor, namely, that a "factor other than sex" must always be a factor directly related to job performance or

typically used in setting wage rates.
. .

.

Many of the "factor other than sex" cases involve employer training programs, which if bona fide and applied

regardless of sex, can in appropriate circumstances justify unequal pay. But the courts examine .the programs

«F closely and tend 4to reject them if they are too unstructured.

Reconciliation of the EPA And Title,V.II

The two acts, the courts-have salt, cover thesubject matter (namely, compensation), and therefore the EPA

must not be construed', in/4745 that would, because of the exemption given in one part of Title VII for compensa-
4 ;t

tion differentials authorved by the EPA, undermine Title VII asca whole. The tail, in shcirt, must not be allowed

tp wag the dog.

Furthermore, Title VII rights are independent; of rights created by other statutes, such as the EPA,:and

where remedies overlap, a plaintiff may select the arnoe of relief that seems most appropriate.

, '
r i

..A

In conclusion, it canto @e emphasized toe strongly that the very special problems faced bytwomen in educa-

4

.n*.. .

tion when they ihvoke the EPA - 'problems, for example, inherent int;', way academic employees inlligher education
,:o. 'CIli
.-li

...t

,
1. # .....,A s / :
N
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are hired and promoted, or problems concerning the appropriateness of job and pay comparisons between differea
.

ollege divisions or university campuses--have not been judiciall

tive, administrative, or professional capacities so re

---."

.

I

7.

y resolved because employees in bona fide execu-

cently came within its purview.

C



education. (One-sex institutions changing to two-sex institutions have grace periods not material here,

and traditionally one-sex public undergraduate Institutions do not have to change present admission

policies.)

Title IX also exempts from its operation certain religious, military, and merchant marine educational

°institutions.

50

TITLE IX OF THE EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972

Title IX provides'in part that no person shall, on the basis of sex, he subjected to discrimination

under any education program receiving' federal financial assistance.

With respect to admissions, however, Title IX apples only to institutions of vocationaNeducation,

professional education, graduate higher education, and to public institutions of undergraduate higher
.,.

IAn amendment a the end of 1974 also exempted the membership practices of certain spedent social fraternities

and sororities, as well as those of such organizations as the YWCA, YMCA, Girl Scouts, and.Boy Scouts

Regrettably, it has to be said that as of the time this study was in preparation, there were no officially

reported cases dealing with this Important legislative addition to the equal rights of women in education. This

absence of cases is due in part to a delay in issuance of guidelines by the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare, in part to the normal delay between the initiation of a case and its decisiOn on the merits, and in

part, probably, to uncertainty as to whether aggrieved individuals have a private right-to sue under Title IX.

However, Title IX is .generally considered to be modeled on Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which

'
prohibits discrimination because of race, color, or national origin in any program receiving federal financial

assistance, and it has been held that individuals aggrieved under Title VI do have such a right.

It has also been held under.ritle VI that its provisions for a termination of funding where discrimination

is found to exist permit termination where federal funds "are administered in a discriminatory manner, or if they

support a program which is infected by a discriminatory environment * * *." (Emphasis supplied.) But if a

particular program receiving such funding is insulated from the discrimination found to exist in some other

federally funded program operated by the same institution, termination is not automatically justified on a

theory of "guilt by association."

This seeming restriction on termination of funding, however, does not necessarily mean that the broad,pro-

hibition on discrimination in Title VI (and by analogy, in Title IX) is similarly restricted to only those

federally funded programs in which discrimination has been found.to exist. It can be argued, in fact, that the

broad prohibition'extends to the overall education program offered by the beneficiary of federal financial

assistance.

It is to be noted, also, that the previously. mentioned 1974 suit brought by the Women's Equity Action

League, the National Organization for Women, and other women's group* against HEW mid the Department of Labor

under Executive Order No. 11246 also invokes Title IX. Similar though not as sweeping suits have been

instituted elsrhere.

GO

14f
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COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH MANPOWER TRAINING ACT OF 1971

0
AND NURSE TRAINING ACT OF 1971

These emong other things, amend Title VII and Title VIII of the Public Health Service Act of 1944,
X'. ' 1

as amended, by prohibiting the Department of Health, Education and Welfare from making grants, loan guarantees,

or interest subsidy payments to any medical or. similar health-training school unless the application for such

federal assistance contains satisfactory assurances the school will not discriminate, on the basis of sex in

the admission of individuals to its training programs.

There appear to be no officially reported cases involving these two laws, although they too are involved

in the s brought by theeomen's groups mentioned previously.

Notes to Partol

The two epigraphs on the title page'come respectively from Page 74, Flexner, Century of Struggle, Harvard
University Press, 1959, and Pages 307-9,.Gurko, Thy Ladies of Seneca Falls, Macmillan, 1974.

The de Tocqueville epigraph at, the beginning of Tbe_)Flowering of Romantic Paternalism comes from Page 977,

Democracy in America, edited by J.P. Mayer and Max Lerndi, Harper and Row, 1966.

The Ashley Montagu quotation in the first section comes from Page 181, Man's Most Dangerous Myth: The

Fa4lacy efface, 4th Ed., World Publishing Co., 1964R

The quotations from Congressman Celler and Congresswoman Green come from Pages.2578 and 2581, respectively,

of 110 Congressional Record (1964).

The epigraph at the beginning of Sex Discrimination in Employment--Hiring, Promotion, and Transfer comes

from Page 541, Sail'er Inn, Inc v. Kirby, 485 P.2d 529 (Cal. 1971).

The epigraph at the beginning of Sex Discrimination in Employment--Maternity and Precniaml Policies comes
from Pages 422-3, Turner v. Department of Employment Security,. P.2d , 10 FEP Cases 422 (Utah 197S).

-

The epigraph at the beginning of The Equal Pay Act comes from Page 787, Wirtz v. Basic Incorporated, 256

F. Supp. 786 (Nev. 1966).
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QUICK REFERENCE SUMMARY.(I)

Equal Protection Clause and Section 1983

Prohibition on all sex discrimination in education if "state action " involved.

Plaintiff must show alleged disparate treatment between men and women is based on arbitrary system
of classification. Plaintiff fails if court finds classification reasonable, not arbitrary, and that
it rests on some ground of difference having fair and substantial relation to object of classification.
But court does not have to accept at face value defendant's assertions of benign, noninvidious purpose
in system of classification. Archaic and overbroad generalizations about women as a class will therefore
be rejected.

Section 1981

Question of whether section prohibits sex discrimination is speculative at this time. But if it
does, "state action" not required. s*

SN."ri-bn-44985(3)

Does not require "state action" in case of private conspiracies aimed at invidiously discriminatory
_Ideprivation of equal rights secured to all by law. But there must be some racial, or perhaps otherwise
class-based, invidiously discriminEttory animus behind the conspirators' action. Supreme Court has not

--yet ruled on whether sex discrimination would be s675-51-1-ass-based animus. Several lower courts have
-said sex discrimination (at least in area of employment) does qualify.

(

fl---

Title VII ' , -,. .'-',,

Prohibition on sex discrimination in educatjonal employment. eyibis includes prohibition,on all seem-
ingly neutral employment practices that have pracPcal effect of fileezing status quo of prior discriminatory
practices--unless such practices can be justified by business neEestty. But the phrase "business
necessity': means there must be an overriding business purposetsuch 0,0 the practice is necessary to the

,,,

safe and efficient operation of the institution. ....,

t.

. IC,"

,': t
,, 4 .,

necessarySex discrimination also permitted if sex a bona fide occupational qualification reasonably c

to normal operation of'educational employer. But exception is narrowly construed and employeivmust show
it has factual basis for believing that all or substantially all women are unable to perform the particular
job. And the phrase "reasonably necessary" means discrimination on basis of sex valid only when essence
of employer's operation would be undermined by not hiring members of one sex exclusively.

. '

Employment practices possibly otherwise discriminatory also permitted pUrsuant:to bona fido.sehiority
or merit system, o'r when employees work in different locations, provided'such practices not result,-Of .

intention to discriminate, because of sex'., Differences in compensation also permissible if authpx.lV by
Equal Pay Act. - . .

1

Employer cannot escape mandate Of Title VII by combining sex with another factor, such aseparenthoody
age, height, etc., for purposes of employment unless same factor applied to males.

;..,.

Most state protective laws invalid to extent they conflict with Title VII.'

Hiring and promotion practices not shown to be authoritatively elated to job -performance generally
invalid if they result in discrimination against women, Educational employers Oust have defined criteria
for hiring and promotion.

Stereotypes about women as class forbidden. Each woman must be judged individually.

Specific Areas of Sex Discrimination

Mandatory maternity leave policies at fixed times during pregnancy (unless affecting only tast,few
weeks of pregnancy and medically,d.nd otherwise properly supported) Are unlawful. If employer has program
providing for wage continuation during temporary disabilities, - temporary Absence because of pregnancy must

.- .

be included.
i

..

A
Generally improper to refuse to hire unwed mother or to d..45harge unwed pregnant employee.6

0
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Generally improper to discriminate against women with respect to pension and other fringe benefits
of employment. However, not improper at this time to lay off women pursuant to bona fide "last hired,
first fired" seniority system. ,

With respect to academic employment in highereducatiOn, courts reluctant to interfere with educators'.
bona fide professional judgments.

In twoLsex schools, admission policies that discriminate against women as a class are improper.

High-school interscholastic athletic association rules that exclude girl students from interscholastic'
competition in noncontact sports generally improper.

Arbitrary exclusion of pregnant or female married students from school generally improper. A different
question may arise if both male 'and'female married students 'excluded.

College rules requiring only females to live on-campus solely for convenience of college generally
improper.

t!P

Executive Order No. 11246, as amended

Pphibits sex discrimination in employMent by educational institutions having federal contracts over
$10.,000. Executive Order reaches all employees of institution.

Aggrieved employee does not have right to sue allegedly offending institution directly, l'ut after
exhausting administrative remedies probably may bring mandamus action against government officials charged
with enforcement of Order.

Equal Pay Act

Prohibits sex discrimination in wages (including most fringe benefits).

Plaintiff must show employer differen tiates between men and women for equal work An jobs performance
of which requires equal skill, effort,,and responsibility under similar working conditions in same
establishment. But no -violation exists if .such different payments made pursuant to seniority system, merit
system, system which measures earning by quantity or quality of production, or if based on any other factor
other than sex. Also, employer cannot lower wages of higher-paid sex in order to comply with lay.

Work done at night does not justify base wage greater than samd work done during day, and night work
does not constitute different "working conditions."

Term "equal work" means "substantially equal." /
Term "equal skill" includes experience, training, education, and ability, and must be measured in terms

of performance requirements of job.

Term "equal effort" includes 'mental as well as physical exertion.

Term "equal responsibility" concerned with degree of accountability required.

Term "same establishment" means a distinct physical place of business rather than an entire business
or enterprise, but some cases have said a school system or small college meets this test when employer
itself treats all its operations as being part of one unit.

Title IX

Prohibits sex discrimination in any cducaiion program receiving federal financial, assistance, with
certain exceptions relative to admissions. Unstated whether aggrieved individual has private right to sue,
but probably does.

Titles VII and VIII, Public Health Service Act rc.-"

Prohibit sex discrimination in admissions by medical and similar health-training schools receiving
federal grants, loan guarantees, or interest subsidy payments. By HEW regulation, also prohibit such
discrimination against employees working in such programs.

Quick Reference Summary (II)

Shown on next page, but does not indicate varipuhcoverage exemptions noted elsewhere.

1.)a
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A FEW QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS'

.The few questions and answers that follow are illustrative only, and are intended to demonstrate She

complexlty of even simple situations, and thus the need to obtain legal advice when any such situations arise.

2. I applied for a job in the treasurer's office at a state university and did not get it because it was

necessary to take acompetitiveexamination in which, by state law, five extra points were given to anyone

who was a Vietnam veteran. The man.who got the job would have been three ,points below me without the special .

veteran's preference. Does this law violate Title VII?

A. Your question illustrates the so-called "nautical rule" concept. If an employer voluntarily gave such

veterans a preference, this seemingly neutral.rule could possibly discriminate against women because, out of

the total of all Vietnam veterans, only a small percentage would be likely to *Ne female. The fact the rule

is imposed by state law rather than by the employer does not sub?tantially alter the legal_ result. To the

extenOttich a.law conflicts with Title VII, it would probably be invalid.

It

2. The college I applied to for a job turned me down. Does Title VII entitle me to ask fOr its reasons?

A. Not as a matter of right, but in the event you decide to bring a charge of-sex discrimination and can show

discrimination exists, the college will have to supply its reasons for not hiring you, because it has to

demonstrate it used objective, well-defined criteria not based on sex. If it has no formalized criteria but

relies on undefined impressions of interviewers, it is in trouble.

1 I have had ten years' experience as ,a dean of girls in a high school. I recently moed to another ci

and learned of a job as dean of boys in a:highschool. the personnel director refused to consider because

the boys' dean, he said, had to he a man. UOes this violate Title VII °j

A. One theory has it that such a job does not qualify for a BFOQ exception, because the job of dean can be

separated into three components, administration, discipline, and counseling, and while counseling of bays

might Arguably be done better by\,11en, the sLhool Lould neertheless eparate.the job's components, per itting
6

a woman to perform the first two. On this theory, there is a isolation, but there is no flat answer. More

facts concerning the dean's actpal duties are needed.

2. I applied for a job as bookkeeper in a small boys' private school with ninety students-and ten t achers,
. ,

..

.

a secretary, a janitor, and, of course, the headmaster. Iwas turned down, and learned through'a friend it

was because the headmaster does not think women can hapdle figures. Does this violate Fitle

A. No, because the school does not have IS or 'more employees.

'4

The questions, whether express on the point or not, involve only the isse of sex discrimination.
They are asked by various hypothetical females. The answers lire provided by the consultant, who

is male, mortal, and fallible. Allowances should be made. Alldwances aside, the answers are
subjective an speculative, ''
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I applied for a job as bookifeeper in a Catholic seminary for priests. I am Catholic, but was turned

down because it is the policy of the seminary that only men can work there. Does this violate Title VII?

A. Title VIPs exemption of certain of the employment practices of a religious educational institution does

not extend to sex discrimination. Therefore Ipp seminary must establish that being male is a BFOQ for the job

of bookkeeper, and its preference for or policy of males only is not of itself sufficient to establish the

exception. On the other hand, if the refusal to hire women is based not merely on policy but on religious

tenets, there might be a conflict with the First Amendment if an exception were not allowed. .Title IX, for

example, exempts educational institutions controlled by a religious organization if applying it would not be

consistgnt with the organization's religious tenets.

I teach at a high school and am also the third-ranked woman tennis player in my state. To earn some extra

money, I applied for the job of coach of the boys' tennis team (there is no team for girls). A male teacher

with negligible tennis ability was appointed instead. Does this violate Title VII?

A. Probably, unless legitimate and necessary duties of the job require the coach to confer with the players

in the locker room, or to use the same locker room, showers, and lavatory, in which case accepted norms of

privacy would permit a BFOQ exception. But any preference the players theMselves might have for a male coach

would not justify an exception.

1 There are ISO teachers in the Economics Department at our university. Recently eight of us, four men

and four women, attended a professional conference at university expense. The university padd for separate'

hotel rooms for the men, but the women had to share two rooms with double beds. Does this violate Title VII?

A. More facts are needed. If men with' the same or a lower academic rank than the highest-ranking woman were

given private rooms, Title VII was probably violated. But private rooms for men with higher ranks than any

of the women might be justified as a perquisite of seniority or on a'showing that women who held this same

higher rank were also customarily given private rooms.

St. Recently I and'another woman from the Economics Department attended an interdisciplinary conference in

another city. Our university, which paid our expenses, required us to share the same hotel room, but paid

for separate rooms for two men with the same academic rank from the Psychology Department. Does this violate

Title-VII?

A. Maybe, maybe not. Title VII does not require that a female academic receive the sameperquisitesas an

other male academic of the same rank. It requires only that there be no underlying discrimination ,based on

sex. Thus, if female employees of the same rank in the Psychology Depar ment are.gi;en 'separate rooms when they
.

attend such conferences or if male employees of the same rank in yot rtment are required to share hotel

rooms in such situations, there is no violation, because the discr mi iqn is riot sex-based, it is depastment-
.

based.
N..

Furthermore, one of the uncharted areas of great complexity in the application of Title VII to educational

employment is this very question of Lumparisons between different academic departments. That is if you are in
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the English Department, can you compare your conditions and privileges of employment only with those of men in the

English Department, or can you also invoke comparisons with men in the other language departments? If learning

and teaching Chinese is far more difficOt than learning and teaching French (or English, for that matter),

.

perhaps such comparisons are invalid. And even if they are valid, can you,
A
as a member of the English faculty,

make comparisons with male members of the Physics or other nonlanguage faculties? Future litigation will have

to provide the answers.

2. 1 applied for the job of director of admissions at a boys' private school and was turned down. The head--

master said he had to have a man in this position, since it involved traveling around the country interviewing

prospective student and their parents.: Does this violate

A. If the only reason foe the refusal to hire i*a stereotyped belief women are unsuitable fcir jobs that

require travel, Title VII is probably violated. If the reason for the refusal to hire is based on the demonstrable

(aoppOs.ed to assumed) fact that only men can gain the confidence of prospective boy students in such inter-

viewing situations, the problem is more Complicated, but even here an employer would have to show that all, or

substantially all, women could not perform the job satisfactorily. On balance, there is most likely a vio-
:

lation.

2. I work in the Alumni Relations Office of a large university. My supervisor', a woman, won't let any of us

wear pants suits. *Does 'this violate Titl-477I?

A. The fact the supervisor is a woman does not negate the possibility of a violation if she is acting on

(behalf of the university and not on heron whim, and to the extent the edict is based on stereotypes about

what-16Men should or should' not wear at work, it is objectionable. There is a caveat, however. If women are

permitted to wear pants suits, the university might have to permit male transvestites lo wear dresses. Since

such a policy might conflict with judicially maintainable community norms of acceptable behavior, the

.,40W
university-mi. ght well argue it was entitled to forbid any employee to wear clothing considered (by community

tandards) to identify the opposite sex. Even within this argument, however, it would be difficu't to

tablish that pants suits designed for women were identical with community-defined conventional male attire.

n balance, therefore, the answer to your question is problbly Yes.

2. My husband and I teach Physics and Chemistry respectively in the same college. Because of recent budgetary

problems and theconsequent necessity to reduce the number of employees, the Science DepartMent has decided

to invoke a longrs anding but previously ignoted nepotism rule which says a husband and wife cannot teach in the

same department. oes this rule violate Title VII?

,

A. If, in.languaglp or application, the rule fortes only the woman to resign, it does violate Title yJI.

But if it gives the affected couple a choice as to which Of the two must resign, and there isl a legitimate

business'reAson behind the rule, it probably does not. But there As another issue your quetion negjects.

If the rule has bean previously ignored and is invoked now only to,proyide d means to bring the payroll

within manageable iroportions, it riluy be improper on other legal grounds.
C-t-7
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There seem to' be lot of Title VII cases saying that s,ince pregnancy is'a conation'fini4ne to women, it

..?6'

is improper to penalize them if they have to Abe absent from work becauseofgegnanc y. In line wili this

o

Abe,
s.

reasoning, is it a violation of Title VII if .tri employer discharges,,a. w9rian puse extreme physical dis-

comfort
' /

comfort during her periods consistently results in her Missing several days of Wog almost every month? \

A. Probably not. The fact that most female employees, whatever their discomfort, do not miss work on a.
.

regular basis, militates against special teeatment for those who do. And certainly there is no sex-based
/ To.

discrimination if an employer would similarly discharge a 4nale employee who was consistently abseiit because

of a physical condition peculiar to* males, such as prostaW trouble.

et

I have reventl begun teaching'in the History Department of a large university. Because of an affirmative
1 .

action program, inequities in the hiring, promotion, and salaries of women in the whole university systeM have
, .

been substantiak corrected. However, Iand other women in the departmeht find ourselves eachirig the least

P, .

desirable courses, such as the introductory history course required of all freshmen. Do s this kind of nepart-t

-mental policy violate Title VII?, ..

at

A. It is a tough call. The courts have a pronounced reluctance to second-guess discretionary professional

,judgments, and many such judgments are additionally protected by one or.more aspects of-academic freedom.

But if you could cleai:ly establish (and it would not be easy) that the teaching assignments themselves were

sexually discriminatory, there would be a violation, because teaching assignMents are one of the terms or

conditions of academie employment.

.. -
1 I have completed all the work for my Ph.D. except for finishing my thesis: I applied forsa eaching job

In the same university and was rejected because the department claims to have a policy of firing onlyPh.D.'s.

Howe,werthree months later a male who had finished his thesis but had not yet s

this violate Title VII?

ted it-was hired Does

V

A. Possibly, But if the exception to the policy was made because of some emergency (such as an unexpected

resignation), the department would certainly be entitled to hire the best qualified applicant. The male who 115d

!
completed his,thesis might arguably be better qualified than someone such as you, who had not.

.,0 ?.

--
I have ah M.A..and have taught several coursesip Compoker Programming for three years. A male with a

freshly minted Ph.D. and no teaching .e,xperience is teaching the identical courses (and has no otheropluties), 4.

but he is paid more. 'Does this violate Title VII?

A. Not if an equally inexperienced female Ph.D. teaching the same. courses 40ty be paid-the tame as the male

Ph.D. The dis mination is based,not onsex but on the kind of degree the employee
'

But female Ph.D. has ever taught these courses, and if there is no evid nce to prove (or disprowe)

that the employer pays male and fema.Ie Ph.D,'s of equivalent experielice the same, the question becomes more

di-fficult. Mgr*, cases have said at least with respect to hirifig and promotion practices, that educational

'7

Is

requirements producing a discrimInatory effect have to bS jib related,.and thus there is perhaps an implication

CS'
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-.. .
`. . .-that where seemingly sex-dtsLriminatory pay differe/ntaals are based on dafferences in education, th e superior
/ , .. v"

A .'

educ tion must be shown to yield superior job pei7formance. (Some C'ases decided/under the Equal Pay Act .1wVe

, roved higher pay where superior eduption is shown, but _it has also been-indicated that the,emplosex, must

/
,.*:'-'-'

/show the.nelev-ance of the superior edUcation to the duties the employees perform.) However, the cots is hay.e..
.,,,,

<

9
5,1

r- f 4
. .not yet confronted the, difficult question of whether the academic Tiactice of- paying the holder1 of a P)I.D. more

..than ;h4;nholder (where duties are the same and the differential would otherwise, be discriminaIory under llii,le.,
.

/
,' _ , . / ,--, :*/ -i

VII) is proper. On balance, the additional pay for the Ph.D. could probably be justified, btitin your.'OrtaLular

,case it could also be argued your three years' teaching experience, was an equalizing faCitor. ": ,, ,, ,e ...
..5,,

.....
1

..
.

1. / 6
g.. I am a new, Ph.D. and teach sel.eral courses in Computer Programming. A male with d new M.,A. teaches the

.., '' 4
',/..

, .a r3.identical courses and receives the same pay. Does this violate Title VI,!? 5L-
e . . .

A

A. Not necessarily. You would have to show that you department pays a Ph.D. more'tA han an M.A. when the
6

work

assignments are identical. r
$1

. A. I have just receiver a 15h.D.anti am teaching college Englis.h. We share the same buildigg with the Ills- .
r

tory- and Phi$:Osophy Departments. A male philosophy teacher who has just received.hkt li.D. receives:mord than

I do. Does this violate .the Equal Pay Act: -, -` -"--1.

: . i - 1.0 ....r.

. i ..-
'I

' '. .. \ 4, ..
.... You. are working in the sale establishirtent, but you are probably not performing e9ttal work.teckuaring equal. .

, ---- 1 , . ....-^

....., . ,
4 1 4

.. .. skill; effort, and responsibility under similar workii4;-cdnditions. It as a quetion of <ict, and tle courtif,,;,
...... ... "T .:- e ,

4, i <- . ., ,, have not yet 'confronted Olt question of whether academics of -the same rank indifferent department are per -..7,..
N--'

' ,' .. . '5 ic ' 5fdi-Ming eiiiial-work 4sance a shortage, say, of philbsophy Ph.D's might justjfy higher wages tbtougbout the .,

---'
A I .

:,1,. . , ,. ..
scan -e, it would seem-difficult for a count to order arbitrary equalization between male 6hIlosat teachers ..:',,* .
and female English teachers. i

;' .% '
, ' N

4

.
4 .'l

,..", ' . - 1 0

I hq've just received a Ph.D. and am teaching English at the South Campus of a community ccilleV. ;A man .
- a

VA
c c

.... - 5* . tk.,
who just-9-dLeived his Ph.D. ,and is teay.hing the same courses at the North Campus on the other side; b town ,...r ...

%VI-,_. ' .
..

-1- -\''
., receives mote than, I do. Do.s this violate the Equal Pay _Act?,

.

,- , . -:. . . : " . ,.... , ,
- - if

A. It depends on whether you are part,of the same establiskment, and there is not enough hjiidiLial apt -ortjty.,
,- -,. \

. in this area. tb' give 45 iritoTmed Xiiswer.. But, if the two campuses are administered as one indivisible,
..- .

,-
--''.-

cohesive unk, etc.; they coulfewell he one establTshmentia

V

- -c '4-
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF THE EQUAL

PROTECTION CLAUSE AS APPLIED IN SEX.DISCRIMINATION CASES

I

'

N.O state shall make or enforceany law'which shall abridge the privileges or immunities,
of citizens of the United States; npr shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty,
or prOptrtylWithout due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the laws. U.S. Const., amend. XIV, Sec..1.

. ,

4 4'

' GENERAL COMMENTARY::
I

The first attempts to invoke this part of the Fourteenth AMendment, and in particular, the equal protec-
r

tion Clause -, to challenge state action (usually state laws) allegedly involving sex discrimination were

hampered by, deeply rooted nineteenth- century concepts of woman's role in society. As Ashley Montagu has said:1
..r

'I. 0-

. 7'
In- the nineteenth century it was fairly generally believed that women were inferior'

creatures. )Vas it not a fact that women had smaller brains than men? Was it not
1",

e'
4apparent,to everyone that their intelligence was lower, that they were essentially
creatures of emotion rather than of reason--volatile swooning natures whose powers
of ,concentrationWere severely limited and whose creative abilities were restricted
gmost entirely, to knitting and childbirth? * * * 151qmen.had practically. no executive

ability, .karortquite unable to-manage the domestic finances,.and, as for competing
loth men in the-bpsiness or professional world, such an idea was utterly preposterous,

--'1- Or women were, held to possess neitherthe necessary intelligence nor the equally
`, unattainable ,stamina. Man's place was out in the world earning a living; woman's

Place was definitely in the hoMe.:. k.''

f.
4

.. . ,

Ci i , -
At was 4

-,,,, 4, ,

gainst thiS background and tradition that the United States Supreme Court, in Wradwell v. State ,
.1

83.1,&.'f 60+4111.) 130 (1872), upheld the denial to a woman of the right to practice law in Illinois.2 The,.<

--.. %; ,- . %\- .
..--..,,,.%. % 4, ,

.
. . .

riglit, it kaid,7was not one of the privileges arid- immunities of citizenship. In s famous (or perhaps infamous)
. ,

1 ei. 4 ' C ., ' ,' .

.,concuqingopinion, Jivtice BradIey-4aid (pg. 141): ,

-'4,1
. *'I'' .-:" ..

.

4. The natural and proper timidity, and delicacy which belongs to the female sex evidently un-

,
-...t fits itfor'many of the occupations of civil life. The constitution of the family

ti N,.4,, ,
organization,.which is founded in the divineordinance, as well a§ in' the nature of things,

c,.\ !!Y4 indicates the domestic sphere as that which properly belongs to the domain and functions
, ...-

:,,,,A. -N f of womanhood * *'?'. The paramount destiny and mission of women are to fulfill the noble and

4:4, benign.offices -of wife and moiher.".Tliis is the law of the Creator.
,t

. J.
't

:4 ,..=.1; y

.
gotwithstandlipg. ;Justice Bradley's fortuitous ,discovery 6f the Law of the Creator, women were simultaneous-

IN

C s'.' :-. w
,, r .,

IN eiltng.the labeitt force--at its lowest end--in ever ipereasing numbers. For example, the approximately
4 :, ' . ...

_,,.'' Ifveg . ...- .
,. .

,
.

. --,

-,,2,6dureDD'oyomen Ainfulilly employed in 1880 grew to 4,000,000 ten years later.3 But low wages, long hours, an
....... .:-.. f 4..

.

, -; ..- 4
, *

sweatshoP:Aonditioris were the rule, and activists such as Josephine Coldmark were accordingly trying to deyeldp
'

. - , e ag.
;

t N..!..V` , . .t . ,
,protect,tveOlegistAtion for women and ch;ldien. But were such fegislative intrusions into business and commerce

.

0/

I. ,.
?,- ,1

-
". ,

clic . 181, Man's Most Dangerous Myth: ..'llie Fallacy of Race, 4th Ed., World Publishing Co., 1964.
-4..4

. ',....-g
.

*2', ",,T1 noi. did, not even bother.to be represented by counsel. See also In re, Lockwood, 154 U.S.
il',,,ln' 11 .t. 1082 (1894). .

-> , .
4., .7%r, . .

liz-- Pg..' exner, Century of .8truule, liarvard University Press, 1959.. ,. .. i'i , i .

's ..-.
.../ .

P
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' 4 kO
constitutional? No one w..... tale sure, because the preme\pt, in Lochner v. hew York, 198 U.S. 45,

's 'AA % A,
A's. '

25 SiCt. 539 (1905), had invalidated similar protectiveNegjs1 tA>ti'(,maximum6hourq as applied to men.
1.

..

The answer came in 19,08 iosin the 1:ndmark case

...

of d on.208 U.S 412, 28 S.Ct. 324, when

i ...

the Courf upheld the constitutionali_j ty.of aliOregon maximum -hours law for women., The plaintiff, howeyer, . ...

. 0,,
was not a womp but a male laundry-owner-contest

spec egis

ing a ten-dollar f e for

t

tvkolated the law.4

\
ittonThe Muller Court justified special llAtidhhe:dions unLVT;which .women should be

r

permitted to work in these words (pg. 326-7);
. .

:.

lhat woman's physical structure and,lbe performance of maternal functions place her at
disadvantage in the struggle for subsistence is obvious. * * *

J : J.
-Differentiated by these matt )s froM the other sex, she is properly placed in a class by

her,self, and legislition designed foi her protection may be sustained, even when like
legislation is pot lecessary for mend and could not be sustained.

1 ,,
. ,

HigtoriLally., the Suprede Court has used'One of two tests to determine whether a state law offends the

equal protection elause. Infthe first, the "jeaAonableness" or "rational basis" test, the Court asks two

questions: did the s to ha,e a constitutionally permissible purpose in passing the law, and is the class-

. /

ification employed in the law. used reasonably to further that purpose? If any state of facts can bce conceived

that would sustain the law, then the existence of that state of facts must be assumed and the person who

.

is challenging the law cArries the burden of showing it does not rest on. a reaspn'able basis, but is instead

arbitrary. if

T 1.

. .
. .'

the second, or "strict judicial scrutiny" test, is invoked wben the Court has determined that the class-

.

ification employed in the law, as "si4ecty",or that a fundamental right is affected by the classification.
5

In this test, the Court asks did the state have a purpose of overriding or compellihg public importance in

f
passing the law, and is the classification established bq the law necessary to accomplish that purpose? When

.

the "strict scrutiny.' testis used, tile facts necessary to sustain the law will not be- assumed and must be

demonstrated. In addition, the sthte bears the burden of proof on whether ihe4chosen classification is
'1 ,

necessary and whether less drastic alterttj,ves are unavailable. For all these reasons he plaintiff has a
4'

1
.

mew
muck better chance of successfully challOging an ailegedly discriminatory State law if the Court can be

r,

k. .

1

I

i

.

4 .

4

.'
.

4. It i interesting to note that,in the immediately follows Court oases upholding

state roteetive laws, a, woman was among -Ole complainant, an nly one of their. Bosley v.

Mchatlih1in,,236 U.S., 385;%35 S.Ct. 345' (1915). Furthermre, tbelCourt dicrrillapplY
'wilier to minimum wages for %Open' on the ground it was the r iht of an employer and employee'
to negotiate a bargain without stoe interference. Adkins v hildrens Hospital, 261 U.S.

525, 43 S.Ct. 394 (1923)., In'.19574ihowever, a minimum-wage aw for women in he state of

Washington was upheld. West Coast Hbael Co. v. Parrish, 300 e.g. 379, 57 S'.C4, 578.

1! ! tifeH , -4::
.

Among court-defined fundamental rights are voting and inters k, travel. Eduction,,5.

at this time not. San Ahtonio En ependent School DiiStriOlv. Rodriguez, :411 WiS.
1, 93 S.Ct 1278 1973), refl. den'd: 11 U.S.'959, 93 S.Ct. a 9,(1973).

I
I 4i 0 f s.

, '
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persuaded to use thg "strict scrin-Any" test'.

.t

65

-,
-'

04
,

In 1948, the Supreme Court applied4the "rational basis" test to uphold a Michigan law prohibiting women

(excepr the wife or daughter of the male owner of a licepsed liquor establishment) from working as bartenders.

Goesaert v. Cleary, 335 U.S. 464, 69 S.Ct. 198. '

44 -

Writing for the majority with a merslow but patronizi* detachment,6 Justice Frankfurter said (pg. 199):

We are, to be sure, dealing with a historic. 4,11ing. We meet the alewife, sprightly and
ribald, ip Shakespeare, but centuries before himshe played a role in the social life of England.

And then, getting down to the businesstat hand, FrankfOrter continued:
6.,

While Michigan may deny to alt women opportunities for bartending, Michigan cannot play
favorites among women without'rliml orayeason. Tlie Constitution in enjoining the equal
protection of the laws upon StatesipreTTbdes_ixrattonal discrimination as between persons
or group g of persons in the incidence of the law. * * * Michigan evidently believes that
the oversight assured through ownihip of a bar by a barmaid's husband or father minimizes
.hazards that confront a barmaid wiiDout such protesting oversight. This Court is certainly
not,in a position to gainsay,such'bdlief by the Michigan legislature2 (Emphasis supplied.)

'.. A .

But .times (and sexual stereotypes) change,- :a3 in 1971 the'California Supreme Court, In(Sail'er Inn, Inc.
: ,I

v. Kirby, 485 R.2d 529, invalidated a state bartpliding law simiiar td the one upheld in Goesaert--because sex,
11

)

the California Supreme Court said, was a suspeat'Fliassificatie on;and therefore strict scrutiny was required.
,

,.. i

. - .

Then, a few months after Sail'er Inn, the U.S. pupreme Court,.ieReed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71, 92 S.Ct. 251
I a I.

I,

t19711, struck down for the first time anothpr itate law on the bound it discriminated'against women.

The law in question was a provision of the paho Code giviegin preference to men over women when persons
. t 4

i

of the same statutory entitlement class aPrill,pd oa probate c,;iii.fOr letters of administration. In reject-
,

1
0,

.
ing the argument that the elimination of art extra. probate courv.helaring on the issue of who should be appoint-

,

ed--the man or the woman--justified the claSOfication by gendei, he Court said (pg. .254):
.

* 1 *64 e ,
To give a mandatory preference to members of either sex Over members of the othpr, mercly to

,.. accomplish the elimination of healings on the merits,:gsito make the very kind of arbitrary
legislative choice forbidden by tili Equal UrOtectkon Oalise of the Fourteenth Amendment * * *.

1 ' i
:! '

.

While Reed did not go so far as to deldre sex, to be a susecF. classification, requiring strict or close
I la

i t

judicial scrutiny, it nevertheless n:pied all.from tha former "fat on61 basis" test, under which a justification

I 7 .

:.

such as "administrative convenience""would.hpe,bea sufficient:Itotsus0\in the challenged Idaho sysrem of

., 1 i , 1

.

f.

4 :e . t

/ i
. i_f I,

6. In Sex Discriminatiiimby LaI w:4A Stuertin'Judicia hers4ective, 46 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 675

1

(1971), JohnstoP ar41,0Knapp,ic aratterizing theme f4s as middle-aged, white males, said
(pg. 676): "Otir condlusionl ndepeRently reacbe01 but compleiely shared, is that by and
large the perf4rmance of Amprncan,jedges in the rft of sex discrimination can be
succinctly de4ribedtai rapqng:foiapoor,io abomi 6b1p."

4.

, -

.

{ a i , 4 0 V 4 , , . i
T. Significantly,itlle:th eeld s entin justices dO, challenge the majority's contention

that complete:exilufi it pfN men, ana bartendIng uld be valid. Rather, they dissented
because the eicce Cip. 'Spell d il ownersipSavor of (ems )elatives ef male oers but did not

;'extend to 401)4, 5.0f!A fip ale
1

:bOti!er,ior, tO;t1 i emale owner horself.

.
',.:! t .

t - j i. / # 1, . , t .I ' .. .1 j 11't
Ir. !4 ::: "e 0ii r: ''' . It . .

i' `' .
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0classificaiion. In effect, the Court adopted a third test somewhere between the two-tiered approach of

ba-sis" and "strict scrutiny." .

In 1973, however, a plurality of the Court did declare sex a suspect classification and applied the

"strict scrutiny" test to the military-benefits law,8 invalidating a requirement (justified by the govern-
.

ment solely on the grounds of administrative convenience) that women in the military prove their .husbands'

dependency in order to get medical and housing' benefits whe'n military men received such benefits auto-

matically for their wives. Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 93 S.Ct. 1764 (1973)

But a plvirality is not a majority, and it is therefore important "to examine the positions of the

individual justices in Frontiero. Brennan wrote the pluraliy opiniOn and was joined by Douglas, White, and

Marshall. Stewart wrote a cryptic one-sentence concurring opinion, in which he said that the classification

system chosen worked "an invidious discrimination in violation of the Constitution." (Presumably, he was less

than enchanted with the plurality's conclusion that "strict scrutiny" was required.)

More significantly, Powell, Burger, and BlackmUn, though also concurring in the judgment, objected to

a categorizing of sex classifications as inherently suspect at a time %lien the Equal Rights . Amendment was in

the ratification process, since the LRA, if adopted, would. resolve they said) that very question. Neither

of the three is therefbre likely to joid the plurality in the immediate future, and it seems just as unlikely

that Stelsart and Rehnquist (the only dis'senter) will be so inclined.

The frailness of the plurality as demonstrated d year thereafter when -Douglas departed from it to

write the majority opinion in Kahn v. Shevin, 416 U.S. 351, 94 S.Ct. 1734 (1971), a case upholding a Florida

statute that gave widows a five-hundred-dollar property-tax exemption but denied the same exemption'to widow-

CFS. Douglas, after noting tflat the job market as inhospitable to the woman seeking any but the lowest- ,

paying job, and that this disparity was likely ro be greater for a widow, distinguished Kahn in this fashion

(pg. 1737):. .

,This is_not a ease like Frontiero v. Richardson * * * where the Government denied its female
employees*both substantive and procedural benefits grantbd males "solely for administrative
convenience." * * * We deal here with a State tax law reasonably designed to further the
State ,Eolicy of cushioning the financial impact of spousal loss upon the sex for whom that loss

impoes a disproportionately heavy burden.

Two months after Kahn, the Court decided Geduldig v. Aiello, 417 U.S. 484, 94 S.Ct. 2485 (1971), upholding,

as 'against a challenge on equal protection grounds, a provision of California's disability insurance program

which exempted from coverage any work loss resulting from normal pregnancy.9

r.

8. Because the challenge'was.to the federal government, not to a state, the case was decided
unden the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment. _Since 1954 the Court has recognized
that a principle comparable to the explicit Fourteenth Amendment guarantee of equal protection
is implicit in the Fifth Amendment's due process clause.

9. Footnote 20 in Aiello raises a question as to whether the Court, when it eventually confronts
a Title VII case involving an employer's policy.for dealing with disability payments for
time lost because of pregnancy, will rule, as so many lower courts have ruled in Title VII
cases, that discrimination based on pregnancy is discrimination based on sex Footnote 20

is discussed in a subsequent appendix dealing with rmiternity and pre nancy.
-03
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The evidence showed the disability insurance system was funded entirely by contributions deducted from

the wages of participating employees at a rate of one percent of an employee's salary up to an annual

maximum of $85. The Court, clearly impressed by the fact that the program had been totally self-supporting

since its inception, and that income each year was usually approximately equal to expenses, discussed the

alleged invidious discrimination under the equal protection clause in these words (pg. 2491-2):

The classification challenged in this case'relates to the asserted under-inclusiveness of the
set of risks that the State has selected to insure. Although California has createda program
to insure most risks of employment disability, it has not chosen to insure all such risks, and
This" decision is reflected in the level of annual contribution exacted from participating
employees. This Court has held that, consistently with the Equal Protection Clause, a
State "may take one step at a time, addressing itself to the phase of the problem which ems

pmost acute to the legislative mind." * * * Particularly with respect to social welfare programs,
so long as the line drawn by the State is rationally supportable, the courts,will not interpose
their Judgment as to the appropriate stopping point * * *.

* * * The State has a legitimate interest in haintaining the self-supporting nature of its
insurance program. Similarly, it has an interest in distributing the available resources in
tuch a way as to keep benefit payments at an adequate level for disabilities that are covered,
rather than to cover all disabilities inadequately. Finally, California has a legitimate concern
in maintaining the contribution rate at a level that will not unduly burdep participating employees,
particularly low-income employees who may be most in need of the disability insurance.

These policies provide an objective and wholly noninkidious basis for the State's decision not
to create a more comprehensive insurance program than it has.1°

In early 1975, the Court decided Schlesinger v. Ballard, U.S. , S.Ct. 572, a case superficially

resembling Frontiero. Ballard, a male nay officer, had challenged provisions in the United States Code to

the effect that a male line officer passed over twice for promotion was subject to mandatory discharge, while

women line officers were allowed 13 years of commissioned service before being subject to such discharge.

Ballard himself, facinlopandatory discharge_after only nine years' service, alleged the law discriminated on

the basis of sex in a manner prohibited by the Constitution and the rulings in Reed and Frontiero.

rhe Court disagreed. In both Reerand Frontiero, it said, the challenged classifications bAe-d on sex

were not only made for reasons of administrative convenience but were also premised on overbroad generalizations

which could not be tolerated under the Constitution. In Reed, it continued, the assumption was thlt men would

generally be better estate administrators than women, in Frontiero, the assumption was that female uses of

servicemen would normally be dependent upon their husbands, while male spouses of servicewomen would not.

But male and female line officers in the Navy, the Court said, are not similarly situated with respect

to opportunities for professional service, since, among other things, women line officers are not allowed

to participate in combat and most sea duty. Thus Congress might quite rationally have believed, the Court

reasoned, that women line officers had less opportunity for promotion than, their male counterparts, and that

a longer period of tenure for women line officers would therefore be consistent with the goal to provide them

with equitable career advancement programs.
11

10. Brennan, Joined by Douglas and Marshall, dissented on the Ironticro ground that sex was a
sdspst classification and therefore strict judicial,.scrutiny was required.

f

11. Brennan1WOnLe more joined by Douglas and Marshall, again dissented on the basis of Frontierd.
White agreed for the most part with Brennan;k4ssent, but he did not indicate the areas

v of that agfeement. 4
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In March, 1975, while thi.s study was in preparation, the C rt held, in Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld,

419 U.S. 822, 95 S.Ct. 1225, that the gender -based distinction ndated by the provisions

of the Social Security Act, which grant lurvii,ors' benefits based on the earnings of a covered deceased

husband and father both to his widow and to the couple's minor children in her care, but which grant

benefits based on the earnings of a covered deceased wife and mother only to the minor children and not

to the widower, violated the'right to equal protection secured by the due process clause of the Fifth

Amendment, since it unjustifiably discriminated against Women wage earners required to pay social security'

taxes by affording less protection fAitheir survivors than was provided for'men wage earners.

Once, more a majority of the Court carefully sidestepped an opportunity to decide whether sex was a

suspect classification. A three-judge court, in 367 F. Supp. 981 (N. J. 1973), had determined that the

challenged classification in the Social Security Act satisfied the tradition'al equal protection standard.

B1t the court then held that sex was inherently suspect and that close judicial scrutiny was therefore re-

quired. Using this higher standard, the court found that the challenged classification violated the equal

protection component of the Fifth Amendment.

In affirming, 12 the Supreme Court said the gender-based distinction was indistinguishable from that in-
.

alidated in Frontiero, where (and the Court quoted from Ballard) an archaic and overbroad generalization
.

was made about the female spouses of servicemen and the male spouses 9f servicewomen. Wiesenfeld, it said,
, WO*

presented the same kind of archaic and overbroad generalization, namely, that male workers' earnings are

vital, to the support of their families, while earnings of female wage earners do not significantly contribute

to their families' support.'

the government, relying on Kahn, argued that a statute " aso ably designed to further the * * * state
.

policy of cushioning the financial impact of spousal loss u th at sex for whom that loss imposes a dis-

proportionately heavy burden" could survive an equal protectionattilack. To this the Court replied (pg. 1233):
.

But the mere recitation of a benign, compensatory purpose is not elusutomatic shield'which
protects against any inquiry into the ac ual purposes unaerlyirig a statutory scheme.

And in FOOtnote 16 to the opinion, Brennan (pg. 1233):

This Court need not in equal prutecti cases accept at face value assertions of legislative

purposes, when xi examination of the egislative scheme and its history demonstrates that the

asserted purpose could not haVe been a goal of the legislation.

On April 15th, 1975, the uprem4 Court decide tanton v. Stanton, U.S. , 95 S.Ct. 1373,

i

with this quiet aside (pg 1377):

- We find it, nnecessary in this case to decide whether a' classification ba'sed on sex is in-

herently suspect.

Stanton
(

involved a Utah statute extending the period of minority for males to 21 and f6r-fq11 o 18

cl-years of age. It was held that the statute, in the context of child support, denied equal protecti ii.by

establishing a gender-based classification having no rational relationship to the statutory objective, and that

5,

12. Brennan, curiously enough, wrote the opinion, but i it no notice ids taken of the three-judge

court's rationale, namely, that sex was a suspect lassification.
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\J

a divorced mother had standing to challenge the statute's constitutionality when her former husband

refused to pay child support for their daughter after she reached the ak of 18. The support issue, it

was also said,, was not moot simply because the daughter Was now over21, since if the iliusband was Actually

obligated by the divorce decree-to pay support for his daUnter between the ages of 18 and 21, there was

now an amount owing and past dpe.

. /

The decision was based on Reed. Notwithst,.Anding old notions, the Couyt said, that it was man's primary
.

responsibility to provide a home and that it was therefore salutary for him to have an education before he

assumed the responsibility, the fact,remained that Spk,, 1.7,7W .

.

e

,

A child, male or female, is still a chilU,A,...*. *(1 a specified age of minority is, required
for the boy in,order to assure hinf parentek,support while he attains his education and train-
ing, so, too, it is for the girl. To slidAl'nguish between the two on educational grounds is to
be self-serving: if the fem4d',"is 'not to be supported's° 16ng as the male, she hardly can be
expected to attend school as long as:5e do9s;:afi3 bringgi her education to an end earlier
coincides with the role-typing-aoCiety has longArip*d.1

--. .., ,
. ,

11.,

,

I./

- STATE ACTION ,
r.

In sex discrimination cases, as is other,equal protection cases, the equal protection clause is not a

shield against private conduct, no matter how discriminatory,or wrongf,1. Rather, it a shield against

But the courts determine the degree of state i'm'aii,ement necessary to invOke,the 'equal protection clause,

state action.

almost on a case-by-case basis. In urton v. WrImington Parking Authol'ity, 365 U.S. 715,
,

81 S.C. *856 (1961),

fOr,Oample, where there was found t be "state action" when a privately owned re'staiirani on premises leased

.'rom'i Delaware statutory agency and lo Led in a state-owned off-street parking building followed a practice,

luding blacks, the Court said "(pg. 60):
f.

(T)o fashion and apply a preciee formula for recognition of state responsibility under the
Equal Protection Clause is an "Impossible task" which "this Court has never attempted."
* * * Only by sifting facts and weighing circumstances can the nonobvio0Sinvol4rement of,the,
State in priv,41*=Ionduct be attributed its true signifijance.

In U.S. v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745, 86 S.Ct. 1170 (1966), the Court, after noting that the equaltection

claue adds nothing to the rights one citizen has a nst another, said (pg. 1177), "This not to say,

however, that the involvement of the State need b either exclusive or direct."

Cases in subsequent appendices will note situations in which the courts have considered the problem of

13. The mother's victory was somewhat Pyrrhic. The Court remanded the case fOr a determination
of when the father's obligation for support, pursuant to the divorce,decree, terminated
under Utah law. The mother had asserted that, with the clas'sification eliminated,-the
common law applied, and that at common law the age of majority forboth males and females
was 21., rile father had claimed that any unconsti itional inequality between males and
females should he remedied by treating males as a ults at 18, rather than by withholding
the privileges of adulthood frob.women until the reached 21.
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shire action when sex discrimination had been alleged."

A developing line of cases has also begun to invoke the concept of "state action" within the meaning

of the equal protection clause to challenge state grants of tax exemption to an Oliganization that dis-

criminates on racial grounds in its admission or membership .policies. Pitts v. Department of Revenue, 333

F. Supp. 662 (E. D. Wise. 1971); llallcenstein v. Department of Revenue, 350 F. Supp. 887 (Or. 1972).

A related line of cases has invoked Fifth Amendment guarantees in similar situations. Thus, in Green

v. Connally, 330 F. Supp. 1159 (D.C. 1971), aff'd. mem. sub nom. Coit v. Green, 404 U.S. 997, 92 S.Ct. 564 ,

(1971), the lower court said that the Internal Revenue Code could no longer be. construed so as to provide

private schools operating on a racially discriminatory premise the support of exemptions and deductions
41,

federal tax lad'affords to charitable organizations and their sponsors. In McGlotten v. Connally, 338 F. Supp.

4i8 (D.L. 1972),a three-judge court ruled that federal approval o a fraternal organization's receipt of tax-

deductible contiibutions held forth a duty to insure compliance with Fifth Amendmept prohibitions against

racial discrimination. And in Bob Jones University v. Simon, 416 U.S., 725, 94 S.Ct. 2038 (1974), the

plaintiff failed in an effort to restrain the Internal Revenue Service from revoking a tax-exemption ruling

letter issued because the university did not admit blacks as students.

SUMMARY

the paternalistietupproach of Muller and the patronizing approach of Goesaert, in which the Court would, if

necessary, supply a rationale fAr a legislative classification based on, gender, have given way to a quasi-

skeptical'approach in which the Court looks beneath the surface to test not only the purpose of the legislative

classificiktion but also the assumptions on which it is based.

This is not to say, however, the Court's, scrutiny in equal protection cases alleging sex discrimination

will be "strict" or "close." the Frontiero plurality of 1973 would like to apply that kind of scrutiny, but

a majority clearly opposes such an approach. Ihrqe members of that majority oppose even confronting the

issue ef whether sex is a suspect classification while the ERA is in the ratification process, and in the

'cases decided since Frontiero it is evident there has been a certain amount of accommodation to their viewpoint. -

14. In cases involving.the suspension of students by private un sities, it has been held that

mere IncqrporatiOn or the granting of a tax exemption (but see succeeding paragraphs of the

main text on this point) does.not "so insinuate" the state into the affairs of the university

as to
I

constitute state action. Browns v. Mitchell, 409 F.2d 593 (10th Cir. 1969). In Grossner

v. Trustees of Columbia University,.287 F. Supp. 535 (S.D.N.Y. 1968), where disciplinary action

was also the issue, state actionwasxpot establihed simply because (1) the university received .

a large proportion of its income from public funds, (2) it received o r government benefits, such

as a lease of city land to build a gymnasium, and (3) it performed a public function by educating

. ppople. As to the public funds, 80% came from the federal, not the state government, and the mere

ifeceipt of funds from the state, the district court said was not itself sufficient to make the

recipient an agent of the state. Otherwise, all Rinds of contractors and enterprises, increasingly
dependent on government business, would find themselves charged with state action.
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For example, Wiesenfeld, decided below on the ground sex was a suspect classification and therefore strict

scrutiny.was requi't'ed, was affirmed with noticeable silence on the point. Instead, the Court called upon the

"archaic and overbroad" concept enunciated in Ballard.

Thy adoption of a third standard.for re),iew in sex discrimination cases brought under the equal protection

clause began with Reed in 1971, where Burger, speaking for a unanimous Cot&rt, said a classification must he

reasonable, not arbitrary, and must rest upon some ground of difference having a fair and substantial relation

to the object of the legislation, so that all persons similarly circumstanced shall be treated alike.

The practical result of the Court's movement toward a standard of review more demanding than the

traditional "rational basis" is beneficial to all plaintiffs in3,sex discrimination cases brought on equal

protection grounds. The burdens of proof have changed, and Reed, Frontiero, Wiesenfeld, and Stanton prove

such cases can now he won. But as Kahn, Aiello, and Ballard show, they can also be lost. The next great

change will come if, as, and when a majority of the Court finds sex to be a suspect classification.

..S

a
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APPENDIX A-1

EQUAL PROTECTION SUPPLEMENT7-THE POST-CIVIL. WAR

CIVIL RIGHTS ACTS: 42 U.S.C.AAECTIONS 1981, 1983, 1985(3)'

42 U.S.C.A. Section 1981 provides:

All persons within the jurisdiction of the United States'shall have the same,right in
every State and Territory to make and enforce contracts, to sue, -be parties, give evidence,
and to the full and equal benefit of all laws 'and proceedings for the security of persons
and property as is enjoyed by white citizens, and shall be subject to like punishment,
pains, penalties, taxes, licenses, and exactions of every kind, and to no other. ,

42 U.S.C.A. Section 1983 provides:

Every person who, under co/or of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage,
of any State dr Territory, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the
United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any
rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws shall be liable'
to the p'arty injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding
for redress.

42 U.S.C.A. Section 1985(3) provides in part:

If two or more persons in any State or Territory conspire or go in disguise on the
highway or on the premises of another, for'the purpose of depriving, either directly
or indirectlr, any person or class of persons of the equal protection of the laws, or of
equal privileges and immunities under the laws; or for the purpose of preventing or
hindering the constituted authorities of any State or Territory from giving or securing
to all persons within such State or Territory the equal protection of the laws; * **
in any case of conspiracy set forth in this Section, if one or more persons engaged therein
do, or cause to 6e done, any act in furtherance of the, object of such conspiracy, where-
by another is injured in his person or property, or deprived of having and exercising any
right or privilege of a citizen of the United States, the party so injured or deprived may
have an action for the recovery of damages, occasioned by such injury or deprivation, against
any one or more of the conspirators. -

With respect to the three Civil Rights acts:above, the courts have agreed:

1. The Acts have not been repealed by-imp1ication

Act of 1964 which deal with:the same subject matter. Johnson v. Cincinnati,

or by. legislation such as Title VII of

450 F.2d,7,pAiMp 6r, 1971)4

Parmer v. National Cash Register Co., 346 F. Supp. 1043 (S.D. Ohio 1972).

2. Relief may be pursued concurrently and in conjunctaon with Title

and Telegraph Company, 438 F.2d 757 (3rd Cir. 1971).

167, 81 S.Ct. 473 (1961).
-., ..... ..

4. The courts will apply the appropriate state Statute of Limitations. Green v. McDonnell Doug:las:Ger-
.,

.
- fr':1:.

'oration, 463 F.2d 337 (8th Cir. 19V2), rev'd and remanded on other grounds, 411 U.S. 792, 93 S.Ct. 1817;/(4173),

%, :',..Z

5. Back pay, reinstatement, and,injunctive re\. ef are available as remedies. Johns44. Cincinnati?stipTa;
:.'

p . -

:1'.:".
Sanders v. Dobbs Houses, Inc., 431 F,.2d 1097 (5th Cir. 1970), cert. den'd., 401 U.S. 948, 91 S.Ct. 935 (19Mg.:,..,

, ....
'`:.:',!.....

SECTION 1(18..V '44 .

it prohibits private employment discriminationAs to Section 081, a number of circuit courts have held that

on'the basis of race. Young v. International 'telephone and Telegraph Co., 438 F.2d 757 (3rd Cir. 1971). However,

most courts that have considered the issue,of whether Section 1981 prohibits employment discrimination based on

sex have concluded it does not. League of Lademic Women v. Regents of University 'of California,WF. Supp:'636
wl .
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(N.D. Cal. 1972); Williams v. San Francisco United School District, 340 F. Supp. 438 (N.D. Cal. 1972).

Notwithstanding thbse cases, the argument is made, in Sex Discrimination and Section 1981, Spring 1973

Women's Rights Law Reporter 2, that the section is a broad remedial statute implementing the full scope of

the Thirteenth Amendment, and that, though the Thirteenth Amendment halits origins in the movement to abolish

6

slavery, it is directed toward more than race discrimination. The article suggests the term "white-citizens"

should be construed as the standard against which disparate treatment is to be measured, not,as a restriction

on protection afforded. Noting that the courts have held Section 1981 to protect many classes -a persons besides

blacks- -such as aliens, corporations, students, taxpayers, and whites in the company of blacks--the article Con-:

cludes that'this established liberal approach requires that the'statute be applied in the same fashion to protect

(/----- the employment rights of women.

SECTION 1983

In Section 1983 cases involving sex discrimination, there are usually.two threshold issues: one, is the

defendant a "person" within the meaning of theStatute, and two, has the defendant been acting "under color of"

state lbW?1

As to the first threshold question, for example, it has been held school districts are persons within the

meaning of Section 1983.2 But some courts, though recognizing school districts as "persons" for purposes of

equitable relief, extend immunity with respect to money damages.3 A good example of this dichotomy Appears in

Seaman v. Spring Lake' Park Independent S 1 District, 363 F. Supp. 944, (Minn. 1973), and Seaman v. Spring

Lake Park Independent School District, 387 F. Supp. 1168 (1974). In the first Seaman,,the Court granted a pre-,

liminary injunction against a school district in the Section 1983 proceeding. In the second, it said the school

district was not subjectto liability for attorney's fees and payment of sick leave.4 Even in the second Seaman

case, however, it was said the superintendent and individual members of the board of education could be held!

liable for the relief being sought.

The award of back pay, however, is generally considered to be equitable in nature insofar as this dichotomy

is concerned. Thus, in Paxman v. Wilkerson, 390 F. Supp. 442 (E.D. Va. 4975),.it was-said that while a defense

'J

1. The "under color" of law provision in Section 1983 is the same as state action under
or. , the Fourteenth Amendment. United States v. Price, 383 U.S. 787, 86 S.Ct 1152, 1157,

'n.7: (1966).
,:' .

2 :. See Brenden v. Independent School District, 342 F. Supp. 1224, 1229 (Minn. 1972), aff'd
'477, F.2d 12,,92 (8th Cir. 1973); Butts v. Dallas Independent School ,District, 436 F.2d 7.28,
729't5th Cir. 1971). . 4

3. Se'e%Butts, last footnote.

4. This concept of nonliability derives from Monroe v. Pape, supra, where the Supreme Court
said the municipality of Chicago was not a "person" withpzhe meanin? of Section 1983
for purposes of-an action for damages because of alleged,J011-"eacts by police officers.
Courts thae,apprOOn.roe to school districts do so hecailse.ofththr quasimunicipalpature.
For a discussion of why Monroe does not apply to school distr" when only equitable relief
is sought in a Section 1943 proceeding, see Ifarklesv. Sweenylndependent School District,
427 F.2d 319, 321-323 (5th Cir. 1970).

00
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EoN

of immunity from damages had clearly been incorporated into Section 1983 doctrine, the defense did not apply

to claims for back pay, which were an integral part of the equitable remedy of reinstatement

On the more fundamental question of whether such a dichotomy-is proper at all, the Supreme Court has

recently said that, regardless of whether the relief sought is damages or equitable relief, a municipal cor-

porationporation is not a "person" within the meaning of Section 1983. City of Kenosha, Wisconsin v. Bruno, 412 U.S.

'507, 93 S.Ct. 2222 (1973). To the extent, therefore, state law makes school districts something in the nature

of a municipal corporation, Kenosha would mean they are not "persons" within Section 1983. Exactly this con-

clusion has reached, as to Texas, in Sterzing v. Fort Bend Independent School District, 496 F.2d 92 (5th Cir.
0

1974), and as to Florida, in Adkins v. Duval County School Board, 511 F.2d 690 (5th-Cir. 1975). And relying in

part on Kenosha, a three-judge court held, in Lopez v. Williams, 372 F. Supp. 1279 (S.D. Ohio 1973), that a

city board of education, as a political subdivision of the state, was not a "person." To the same

i

effect,

and apparently reying on Kenosha, the Court, in Huntley v. North Carolina State Board of Education, 493 F.2d

1016 (4th Cir. 19'4), said a state board of education was not a "person" within the meaning of Section.1983.

On the other hand, itwas said without discussion in Aurora Educatioh.Association Last A'. Board of Education

of Aurora Public:School District No. 131 nhne County, Illinois, 490 r .2d 434 (7th Cir. 1973), cert. den'd. 416

U.S. 985, 94 S.Ct. 2388 (1974), that a localboaid of education was not a municipal corporation and thus

was not .outside the coverage, at least on that particular ground, of Section 1.983. Furthermore, the Supreme

Court, in addition to denying certiorari in Aurora, has decided many cases in which equitable relief against

a school board was sought under Section 1983,_%ithout discussion of whether the board Was a "person" within

the ambit of Section 1983.5

Aikto the second threshold requirement, the plaintiff mUst show the defenddnt acted "under color of law:"
6

which phrase has consistently been treated a, being the same as the "state a,ction" required under the Fourteenth

Amendment. lhe concept of "sta4aCtionwas briefly discussed in the equal paitectibn appendix, and Section

- 7

1983 cases-dealing with the same concept will be discussed in later appendices.
a

.
.

SECTION 19'85(3) n
.

. .

In Griffin v. Breckenridge,'4U3 U S. 88, 9.1 S.Ct. 1790"(1971), the Court held that Section 1985(3)'does

not require "state aetion"sfor its successful invocation 'againA private conspiracies aimed at invidiously dis-

criminatory deprivation of the e qual rights secured to all by law. The COLirt also said thet a complaint, to

state a cause of action v der Saction 1985(3), must allege that the defendants (pg. 1798,):

.* k * (lid (1) "conspire or go in disguise on the highway or on the premises of another0
(2) "for the purpose of depriving, eithet directly or indirectly, any person or class s.

of persons of the equal protection of the laws, or of equal prrVileges and immunities .

under the laws." It must then assert that one or more of the conspirators (3) did,

5. See, for example, Raney v. Board of Educaiion, 391 U.S. 443, 88 S.Ct. 1697 (1968).

6. Adickes v. S. H. Kress and Co,, 398 U.S. 144, 90 S.Ct. 1598, 1604 (1970).

7. U.S. v. Price, 383 U.S. 787, 86 S.Ct. 112, 1157, n:7. (1966).

o
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or caused to be.done "any acts in furtherance of the object of the c9pspiracy',,',"

whereby atother was (4a) "injured in his person or pfoperty" Dr (4b) "deprived of'
having and exercising any right or privilegpleik a citizen of the United States,":.;

Later in the opinion, the Court said (pg. 1798):

The language requiring intent to deprive of equal protection, or equal privileges
and immuni0.es, means that there must be some racial, or perhaps otherwise class-
based, inviZliously discriminatory anitus behind the conspirators'action.

.
.

,.. .4,...

Griffin involved racial bias,and on pg. 1118,1'1.9, the Court expressly reserved. the question of whether
%

, . a
%

a conspiraci'moti%'ated by in sly discriminatory intent other that raciarbias would be actionahle: In

Pendrell v. Chatham College, Sul*.e 9 FEP Cases 10 (W.D. Penn.4974), however, .it yas herd that
,.. -. . .

.

---'4V

Section 1985(3) could support a cause of action for sex discrimination, since the section dvw its validity :,
0 \

,

equally from the Fourteenth and.Thirtet-nth Ateltdment. Though the Thirteenth Amendment was applicable only to

discrimination against black persons, its restrictiveness, the district court said, was Overborne by the al.1-#0

0_ .

inclusive effect of the equal protection clause of th Fourteenth AmendMent..8 And in Rackin v. University (.4* '.

Pennsylvania, 386'f. Supp. 992 (L.0, Penn. 1974), it was held that,alleged sex discrimination by a..universi;y,
.

. f .

_

anZ1 some of its employees was in fact a ,k,onspiracy and not a single act of discrimination by a single business.'

. entity, and that Section 1985(3) reached inv4dious conspiracies based on gender. 4P

Seemingly contra as to the "conspirac y" question is Cole v. University of ford, F. Supp. , ,
.

10 rtp Cases 477 (Conn. 19'S), where it was held the absence Of allegations that twb university officials a
-1. ,

I
acted ether than in the normal course of their uni-versity duties required dismissal! of a Section 198s(3) action 4he

ViliPby a black former employee who claimed the university and the two officials conspired to engage in racially

discriminatofy hiring practiccsf since the university and its officials, constituted a single entity which

could not.conspire with itself.

AMARY 0

.,

,
, ,

As to Section 1981, .the height of authority seems to be to the effect it will not support an action for
.-,'

.sex discrimination . . ,

,
. .

As to Section 1983,it will support an action.fpr denial of tights under the equal protection clause,
9

,, :k. -----N,,
including a denial 'resulting from sex discrimination. Nwever, the plaintiff must establish the defendant,acted

.
. ,

, -
"under color of law," that is, that there was ''state action" in the sense coqtemp ated by-the Fourteenth Amend-

I .

s

.

, ment. Such instanceswill,be noted in some uf
a

cathe Section 4983 cases discussed ih ubsepeit appendices.

There ds,confusion among lower courts as to hIni.iier a school district is a 'person" within the meaning of, :..... _

'C'
0, I. i ,

Section 1983, but-the better and more recent law would seem to he a school distr sct is such a person (unless

4tiehoslia, stipri,

0

is applicable).
,

-In Section t985(3) actions involving conspiracies aimed,at invidiously disci-I:Minatory deprivation of the_

rights secured to all by law, it isnot necessary to establish the defendant,actd under color of law, eta the

Supreme Cowl has not yet ruled on whether this section creates a cause of action against sex -based discrimination.

if.

.
#

s .

8. Sse also Yendrell v n Chatham Col lege ,. 370 F. Supp. 494 (W.D.

/

Penn., 1974) .
....,

9. Shock
.

v. Tester, 405,;(1 8S2 (8th Cir. 1969), cert. den'd. 394 U.S.` 1020, 89 S.Ct. 1641 (T

/9 (1969),. rehearing den'd. 395 U.S.
.
941% 89 S.Ct. 2004 (1969). t

-

g
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'APPENDIX" B

-7WERP FROM TITLE VII

CIVIA RIGHTS ACT OF 1964, AS AMENDED

r

rJ

Title VII of the,Ci 1 Rights Act of 1964, as amended by the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of l972

-1
'

U.S.C.A. 2000e, et seq.),prolvides in part as follows:

0 2000e

(b). The term "employe?" means a person engaged in an industry affecting commerce ,a5, has 15
or.more employees for eack workintday in each of 20 or more calendar weeks in the °

current or preceding caleWdar year, and any agent of such a person *.-'* (Title VII; § 701)

,

21304.- 2

(a) It shall be an unlawful employment pracitice,for anemployer--
, I

. . *
. el_

Jli to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual', or otherwise to discriminate
against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or prNilegesi
of employment, because of such individual!s * * * sex * * * or ' .r , , .

Y
, , ,

a
. . ,

(2) to Limit,. segregate, or classify his emplbyees or applicants foK employment in,anyoWay which
would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment .opportunities or otherwite
adversely-affect hi; status as ..an empIoyee,, because of such individual's * * * sex A* * .;--410

..-

(b) sIt

,

shall be an unlawful employment practice for anemployment'agency to fail orjefUse to
refer fqr employment, or_otherwise to discriminate against, any indiyidual because of_his
"*.* * sex, * * or to classify or refer for employmput any individual on the basis, of

...

his * *.* sex * * * -,. - - 1

4t-
--,1.. ;,-..

(d) Ft shall be an unlawful' employment practice'for any employer, labor organization, or joint
labor;-management committee controlling apprenticbship.or other training or retraining, in=

y

cluding on-the-job training programs to discriminate against any individual because. -of his
/ * * * sex * *,* in admission to, or'qmployment in, any prograt establIsheS/to provide apprentice-

-... s,;
:ship or other 'training. \ .

-..--
' \ %.1. . 6. II

(e) Nott4ithstanding any other proVision of thif subchapter, (1) it shall not be an Unlawful
employment practice for an employer to hire and employ employees, for an employment.agency,to

. . ...
, ,.

classify, or-refer for employment any individual, * * * ors or an, employer, labRr organization,

or joint lab61-management committee controlling apprenticeship or other training qr retraining
programs to admit or'employ any individual ,in any such Obgram, on the basis of hi.'S * * * sex .* * ..*

4. . . , in those certain instances where * * * sex * * *' is a bona fide.occupational.qualifiatl.on,

) reasonably necessary to the normal operation of that particular business or enterprise Z,*.....

t _ . . > \ : , A . ."..

(h) Notwithstanding any other provision of this subchapter, t shall not bean unlawful employment
practice for an employer apply different standards of_compensatIon, of diffe`rent terms,

_..

.. .

' conditions, or privilege4f emplOymentlursuant to a bona fide seniority or merit system,'
* * * or to employees who work in different locationsw provided that such differences are not
the result of an intention. to discriminate because or* * * sex;4 * * nor snail it be an un-
lawful practice .for an employer to give and to act upon the results of any professionally
developed ability test provided that such test, its administratIon.orAtion upon the results ,,
is notdesigned, Intended or used to discriminate because of * * * sex * . *. It.shall not.be

an unlawful employment practice under this subchapter for any employer to differeniate upon
the basit 4of sex determining thaeamount of the wales or compensation paid or to be Paid to
Aployees of such

29/

if such differentiation is authorized by the provisions pf sectiod
, e06(d) ofTitle 29

. . , . k

(j) Nothing contained in this,sulichapter shall. be interpreted,tp require any employer t * to

. grant,preferentia treatment to any individual or to any group because of the.* * * sex * * *

4 'of-such, individual' or group on account of an imbalance which may exist with respect to the
total numberOPr percentage of persons of any * * *isex * *,,* employed by'any employer * * *

!.. or admitted to, kr employed in, any apprenticeship,or other training program, in comparison
with the total naber or percentage of persons of such * * * sex. * * * dn aliy community, State,

section, of other area-, orBn the, available work force in any community, 4tate, section, or
other area'. (Title VII, '0 703)

. . . , t
. , .

aa
,

0 0.11 0

/.
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77 ,

-.. .2 . ,
(a) It shil,l. b an unlawful .employment practice for an employer to discriminate against any of

his ernpl ,ees or applicants fps' employment, ,forfap emp,loyment 'agency, or joint labor-
nranagement,committeety.ontrolling, apprenticeship or other Mining or retraining, 'including
on-t*-jot 'training progr,amg, to diAriminat'e against any_individual, * * * because he has
opposed array practice made an unlawful 'eniploykent practice by this subchapter, or because ...
he ha§.Inade a',charge, testified, assisted, participated in any manner in an investigation,
proceeding, cal; Hearing under thiA "s'ubchaptd.n.i

4.'e .

,,, 1-. ' ',' t ,
. ,(b) It,,shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer, * * * employment agency, or joint

labor-management Committee controlling appredticeship or other training or retraining, in-
cluding on-the-job"training prograis, to print or publish or iause to be printed or published
an), notice or. advertisement relating to employment by such an employer * * *, or relating to
any classification or 'referral fox 'employment, by such an employment agency, or relating to ad-
mission to, or emplOymerit in, anyprogram established to provide apprenticeship or other.
training by such a joint labor - management committee, indicating any preferences. limitation,

. ,, .. specification., or discrimination, based on * * * sex,,* *.* except that such a notice or
'' advertisement may indicate a preference, litnitation, specification, or discrimination based

on ** * sex'* * * when' * * sex * * * is a bona fide occupational qualification for
,employment. (Title WII, 8 7p4)

..t
§ 2000e-7'

Nothing in the s\bLhapter shall be deemed to exempt or relieve apy pers.oa from airy liability * *

provided by any present 6r future law of any State * *-*, other than any suChakwhich purpOrts,to require or permit Vie doing of any act which would be an unLawful employment pt..a,c:tice uncler
Q\\\ this subchapter. r(Titt vn, § 708)

%

-:.

.... -..__
-=',......---, ADDENDUM EXCENTROM XITLE XI, CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964 -- e

--4,r-

-, .-',. , . . _,
Nothing contailleZmi--4 title oftkis Act shall be nstrued a.s indicat an intent on the.

part of Congress to occupy the_ field-in: wIpt,h-, any suc title operates to the e clus ion of State
laws on the same subject matter..._s-haltrany prov sion of this Act be construed as invalidating
any provision of State law unless sucIT'uollis..o st,Incolisi_5tent with Thy of the purpo/ses of/this
Act, or anyprovision thereof. (Title-Xr,' 41,04)-,.. '-.-.. -'---,_ --...-.. :, 4

1-...... ,

o

1\
'''...".":::...-:-..:. ----:- .;

, ---.^4.-
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PROUIBITIONS

L CONSIDERVTION OF TIT.1.E V11

I!
O\ SEyDISCRIMINAlTp IX EMPL&MEN.7:-'

d
.

\
.

Title VII of the Civil Rights; Attlof 1964', a,amentfed by the :qua] Employment Opportunio Act of 1972,
i . o

Is aimed
*
at discrimination in employ-mint (with eXceptiins outside the scope of this study)flyhen that discrimina-

'

4
'.-..

../ . , .

lion is based on dace, color, religion, sex, orntApnal origin. /,' /

1' ./" ,
In addit}on, Title VII crept s' the bqual:Empdoyment Opportunity Commission (hereafter referred to in

..; s.,
ndments, acquirpd subpoena and court./(iforce-

'

this and subsequent appendicesiasthe 1.(0C),' which, by the 1972,,
" .

dent powers, thus significaptly.stiengthenitIgits exists oncifiationand investigative functions. Further-

ftre, aggrieved pridividuaks, by filingcharges with the F.E.00 within 180 days' after the alleged unlawful employ-
.

/ . . /
ment prattice occurredliAafferent riples.apply when a complaint was made/first-to a state agency) and by

/0
ing acting n tiMely fashien.upotr the LEOC'S 4tattitOry jr6t ice of a right to sue, 'may undertake court ,

action. ,

0

If a court,, in turf, Gpas that an effiployer has 4n.tentiohally,..engaged'in or is intentionally engaging in
.. . ., 4.

.
. ,

. /7
.

an unlawf4/4-employmetit protice charged in the k. iplainty it may enjoin the employer from engaging in the
. ,

, /-
,

,

anlAwfui practice., apt1.4Ider, such a.efirmat)," reliefls may be` appropriate, which may include, is not

hadk pay, or miy other equitable relief it kerns apprpprinte.

two years prior dthe-fi,ling of a charge with the EEOC, and

Or amounts ea'nable with reasonable dil-Lgenk.e, are pe-gmatted. (In.

tory.pins,t:Aement or hiring with 9.eiwith,s;

ck pa pvgy, is not al4bwed,Ar ore th.'.* ; X.-- ". '

. ,.. .... , ;- - -
' = c tail seAfes related io

/
int24.eatn,iu

.' , A ..
. .' ,

.. ,itp:disc:.1:etno,, the court.pqr/aLso./?).4.4 the prevailing party--Other thin the EEOC or -17117-United States--a
. , .., ; '

.....--

/ , -leaspilfitrie 'attorney' s -fee. , .
k, ,

.

- -

-/ - '
'..

., ...-

...,
a ' t

....,..

. ... .'

. ,.
.,. ...)- .

...-

......

...
...... ,

TitleAfilpft.iteCivilllightsAct of 1964 contained a speciic exemption for educat,ionAl institutions.
-,_ ,-J

,'" ,

. -,--

.. That Aempelbn (except liOnarrow Lircumstan,,es not'considered-hore) was removed. by the Equal pnployment
....

, . .
. , .', ./.' _/- ',Opportunity 41ct of f972.-.As a consequence, educational -institutions otherwise meeting the definition of an/ ^ -/- .I'' . , -- ,......, ..... , ^ a - .

,-..
-

"Pemp.loyer," as set out in SectiO'n 701(b) .02 U.S.C.A. Section 2000e (h)1,1 are now subject fo the requirements ,

...- .

, .-

,,.
. / of, Title WI. This being so, tho,following,cases should be con.sitiseed in ai-Werente-ft-AM

.. .
which appli'es the

.
. .

-
. : -:,::-.2,,--

'4 derived ptiniple.to the educational environment, because a couit_4;i0.sion about.employme discrimination
.4:,-

*
_

J
r.r...

.:-

c't'l enterprise
-,- ..%. .

in T fie.- -- business such as i store will moa often than not be in licike to_ ,, ... .7. V! l . t p_ ..

. ,
/ , t, . . -

. .- . ..

educational:institutions (notwithstaqingthe fact educational institutions have pr6lylems unique to their own

:'
.a

. . . .

environment }. By the 4.iime token, such of the fol1owinases as involve racial disarimination arc generally

.,A .

applisailli t0. gexual discrimination, apd the appropriate analogy should be 'ilrawn.- - -
.

rp

k. Appendix'B.

, .

O

t

t

.,-"

..
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This appendix will deal with cases that enunciate ,general principles applicable to Title VII's prohibition

on ;ex discrimination in employment. Subsequent appciiTices will deal with specific Problem areas, such as

t""f
hiring, maternity leave, fringe benefits, and so on. Since cases dealing with generalerinciples also involve'

specific, problem areas', and Lases dealing with spec.ific problem areas sometimes involve general principles,

4 20

they will be occasions, as between this and later appendices, when there are either gaps or overlaps in coverage.

Users are requested to make the appropriate correlations.

\ IL

f t

ENTRY TO TITLE VII--THE "NEUTRAL RULE" CONCEPT 14
N

N
It is convenient, for purposes of classification, to speak of discrimination (sexual or otherwise) as

(
A

acial or tacially neutral. The simplest example of facial discrimination based on sex occurs when an employer

refuses to hire' an applicant pimply because the applicant is female. But if this same employer states that .

anyone who can run the hundred-yard dash in ten seconds will he hired, say, as a hank clerk, this seemingly

neutral rule--if one dS.UMCS for the moment that most men can run the hundred/yard dash faster than most

women and that *peed in 'running has nothing to do with the job perfoimiNte of a bank clerk--results in facially

441..
neutral discrimination against'women. In practice, of course, neutral rules arc not as absurd or patently

40 a

discriminatory.as the one given in the example.

- the leading case on the sdbAct is Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 91 S.Ct. 849. (1971). The

. plaintiffs, who were blacks, challenged several of the defendant employer's hiring and transfer rules, one

which required new - employees to have a high-school education as well as to pass two aptitude tests in order t

I

/`
be as'Aigned to ccrtail more desirable.departments. The evidence showed that white employees hirCd beforb the

requirement was put into effect and who had not completed high school or taken thetiptitGde tests had continued /

s ---

to'perform satisfaceona.14.,in those{ departments. In upholding thCchallenge, the Court said (p. 863-4):

. Under the .,\ct practices, procedures, or tests neutral pn their face, and even neutral in
terms of Intent, cannot be maintained if they operate to "freeze' tlie status quo of prior
discriminatory emplonent practices.

* * *

A, ,
the Act proscribes not only idert-di:Se.glminlitiou but also praLtices-that are fair, in foliftl, but

discriminatory in operation. The tou,hstonc 1.,1 business necessity. If an employment pra ce

which operates to exclude Negroes cannot be shown to be related to job pevformanLe, the ractice
"1is prohibited.. , ,

r

(G)ood.intent or absence of discriminatory intent (foes not redeem employment procediires or
testing mechanisms that opehte as "built-in headwinds" fur minority groups dnd:are,unrelated
to measuring job capability.2 (Lmphals supplied.) ,

0,- . '

N --"A
,Z. The employer contended the aptitude tests were permitted by Section 703(h) (Sec Appendix B),

y7rchauthorizes the use of "any professionally developed ability'test" that is not "designed,
.kbtended,or used to discriminate because of race * * s ." The EEOC has issued°gpidelines'

. 0 .

interpreting this section to permit only the use of-job-related tests, and the Court, in.,
6Pheiding the guideline:, as expressive of the will of .Congress, sjid (pg. 854-5), "The dministra-

ttv2interpretation of the4\ct by.thc enfdrcing.avncy is entitled to great deference,"..
t 1.

q . \
i...1...0a
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What the Court said in Griggs with respect to blacks Is, of course, equally applicable to women.

Practices neutral on their face, and even neutral in terms of intent, cannot'be maintained ifothey freeze the

status quo of prior discriminatory practices--unless they can be justified bytbusiness necessity.

The concept of biisiness'necesSity was analyzed in Robinson v. Lorillard Corporation, 444 F.2d 791 (4th

Cir. 1971), cert. dismissed, 403 U.S. 1006, 92 S.Ct. 573 (1971), at page798:

(T)he applicable test is not merely whether there exists a business purpose for adhering to
a challenged practice. The test is whether there exists an overriding legitimate business
purpose such that the practice is necessary to the safe and efficient operation of the
business. Thus, the business purpose must be sufficiently compelling to override any racial
impact; the challenged practice must effectively carry out this purpose it is alleged to
serve; and there must be available no acceptable alternative, policies or practices which
would better accomplish the purpose advanced, or accomplish it equally well with a lesser
differential racial impact.

Recently this test of "business necessity," i.e., that there must exist an overriding business purpose

such that the practice is necessary to the safe and efficient operation of the business, was appliedt,in a

case of alleged sex discrimination, Palmer v. General Mills, Inc., F.2d 10 FEP Cages 465 (6th Cir.

1975), where it was said an employer's departmental seniority system perpetuated the effects of past sex

discrimination in work assignments Since (1) the system placed any woman considering transfer at a dis-

advantage when competing with men free to enter the same department before discrimination in work assignnients

had ended, an (2) the system was pot essential (but rather, merely helpful in providing training and

experience for employees in the line of progression to better lobs,
. ---,

The "neutral rule" concept was applied in Danner v' Phillips Petroleum Co., 447 F.2d 139, Feh. den'd. 2.

. ,

450 F.2d 881 (5th Cir. 1971), to uphold ae allegation!of sex discrimination in thedischargelef a female
.

. ..

employee with ten years' experience during a company economy drive. Notwithstanding the ten years service,

she had no seniority, bidding, or "bumpipg"..rights, because Phillips had a policy of not, giving such rights

. .

. to clerical employees since their jobs weresnot "unionized."'

)
,

,, ..

Phillips, however, also had a policy of giving nonohion employees. who herd uniopiced jobs the same
. ,,-- .

/ - / .1 ,

`benefits they would have had. if they-had been members of the union. ,T1ip trouble-with this superficially
.

i .

. -- .--- '

, .

neutral rule was, only Ile jobs of utility men and roughnecks were 'unionized," meanly, in'practical effect,
,

.,...-

_only men holding these jobs (not available to women) possessed seniority, bidding, or bumping rights:. All

--":"------=- . _ -----------
.

--.- .

.this .led tile Court tosay (pg. 163): .

.-- __. .'_
. 11,

.......
7 .

.
A "policy" to limit.lcompany'privileg'es to only tfie'class of employees and to exclude others

cannot survive in the name of "company !olicy" alone if the net effect of that policy is to
exclOde all wOmen.3

. .

.
. ,

.

Since the decision in Grins, the crats have carefully examined th e validation
.

procedures for tests used

)

s t *

5._ Ip Local 53 of hit. Ass'n Of Heat and ',Frost I. and A. Wkrs; v. Vogler, 407 F.2d 1047
(5th.Cir. 1969), a union's appnrently neutral membership provision, which excluded
peisonsnot related to present members by blood or marriage, was held invalid,,gince
its effect in anotl-white union was to bar Negroes and Mexican- Americans.
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a

by employers in hiring, promotion, and transfer practices to see if the tests are actually refated to job

V performance. For example, in United States v. Georgia Power Company, 474:F.2d 906 (5th Cir. 1973), where

aptitude and intelligence tests used by the employer had come under,aitack because they excluded from.

employment disprOportionately more blakIks than whites, the employer tried ift defend their validity by intro-

ducing statistical data to prove a relationship between the test scores and job performance. Some of this

data consisted of comparisons made between test scores of existing employees and their job ratings as given

by supervisors. The sample As small and the study excluded the'40 percent of the applicants who had failed

the tests. In holding the validation stud) wds not sufficient to carry the employer's burden of proof on

the question of performance - relatedness, the Court said (pg. 914):

Perhaps, the most absolute bar to the action of the court below in accepting,the work done

by Dr. Hite as'a final validation * * * is the absence of any attempt -to showhthat the tests

. did not screen out blacks as blacks. This minimum is designed to safeguard the key guarantee
which the guidelines and the,Act intend to assure--that the benefit of employment is not denied
to blacks by the apparent neutrality of a facially objective agility est. (Emphasis supplied).

Similarly, in Kil,;ton v. County School Board of Nansemond County, Virginia, 492 F.2d 919 (40 Cir. 1974),

a school board's seemingly neutral rule requirifig teachers to take the National Teachers Examinations and

obtain certain minimum score was invalidated when evidence showed that the testing requirement had esulte

in the elimination Of more black teachers than white teachers ant] that the test did not purport to measure

classrdOm teaching skills.4 / -,
.

In Rowe v. General Motors Corp., 457 F.2d 348 (5th Cia.. 1972), a seemingly neutral promotion procedure

was ,invalidated whenit appeared the recommendation of an eMpl ee's immediate superior was the indispensable

single'most important factor in the promotion prbces, imm, latp supe-riors were given no written instructiong
. - . .

t

pertaining to lhe qualifidations necessity floromotio , the standards which we.tt. determined to be contrdlling .

were vague and subjective, dnd there were no safegu ds to avert discriminatopractices.5
. . .

In another promotion casein which a seemin' y neutral rule was criticized; Wmpez v. Omaha District
. '

/Sales Office, ford Division, 440 F.2d 115" (ith Cir. 1971), it appeared the employer had a policy .of requiring

prior (raiding in Class 7 or 8 field experience in order for an employee to advance to.a Glass 9 managerial
) A

. position. (he plaintiff, a Mexican-American who had, held a Class 6 job f,or many years, cha) ged Ford w4th

discriminatiop in Sailing to give him a Class 9 position as manager of the department in which he was then

working. Nationwide, however, if was Ford's policy never to advance an employee from a Class 6 to, a ClasS-9___,
oo -, \--

position, and the trial court had th-efore
11.

viewed Ford's failure to advance Marquez as being based solely/on
.. ,

,

.

4

"business necessity. ". .
.

4
1

a .
\ . .

.
,

-4. A prorptional sy ,stem dependent upon supervisory recommendation uncontrind by clearly
. .

delineate d objective job c ria and which resulted in dis$riminatory job standards
was p ent-ly i pg. under , 'ac ording_to Baxter v. Savannah Sugar Refining
Corp atisan, 495 F.2d If ath Cir. 1974 .

_ .

.
.

'

1
.-..r.

5. 'Orla case in which there held to be n discrimination even though an initial interviewer
.hatl;plenary power to reject .i applicant a ter the appric'ant, in the actual case a Mexican-
American, hAd..1116sed a prelim nary writ'( e test, see Ochoa V. Monsanto Co,,-335 F.'Supp..53 (5.11:
Tsx, 1971), affi'd. . per curiam, 473 F.2d 8 05th Cir. 1973).

#

ha
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12cappeilate cowt atcepted this evidetiary,premise, even iiewing the promotional policy as neutral

on its face and nondiscriminatory, but it nevertheless rejected the conclusion that Marque-: was not

discriminated against in the application of the policy. Commenting on its rejection, the Court said

(pgs. 1159-60):
c

It is true that the .Civil Rights Act of 1964 is not violated whee an employer's
present system of promotion excludes consideration of an employee because he Is deemed not
quillified solely by reason of lack of ability or experience. Itowever, where an employer's

present advancement policy serves to perpetuate the effectsm< past discrimination, although
neutral on its face, it rejuvenates the past discrimination in both fact jind law regardless
of present good faith.

Since viriggs, too, educational and experience requirements imposed by employers have come under scrutiny

(when they sit seemingly di;criminatory and not demonstrably related to,job performance). Thus, in Roman v.

.

Reynolds Metal Co., 368 1 . Supp. 47 (S.D. Fex. 1973), where a Mexican-American challenged an employ-er.'s require:

ment of a high-sunool diploma for every positionAt said, in language far broader than the fact of the case,

that an educational requirement had tv be job, related of else a bona fide business necessity, and further, that

the rvuirement was objecbionablc if/ imposed merely to maintain 'a high qiyijity of personnel or to ease

advancement.

On the other hand, in SpOlock v. United Air Lines,,Inc., 475 F 2d 216 (10th Cir. 1972), it was said
. t

that where an airline's flight officers underwent a rigorous training program on being hired and then were

required to attend intensive refresher courses to remain at peak performance ability,.the possession of a
.

coll ge gree indicated the applicant hu4 the ability to ,understand and retain concepts given in the atmosphere

Of a cf ssroom or trftin)ng programaand where A person with a college degree, particularly' in the "hard"

sciences, wasmore afft to cope with the yitial training program and tefresher course, the requirement of

a college degree was a lawful'employment standardl notwithstanding it might have inherently discriminatedv

1

against black was as also said that,where a lob required Noigh degree of skill and the economic
.

risks Involved in hiringen unqualified app,1f7cant were great, the employer did ndt bear as heavy a burden to

show its employment Criteria were job .related as when the amount,of skill and training and the consequences

of hiring an unqyalified applicant were 'insignificant.

All thin, or coase,'raises large, as yet unanswered ques ions concerning the requirement' for a Ph.D. for

certain ac demic po4itions if the requirement results in discrimination against women who previously could not

.

get into some' areas df gtaduate ;'study because of sex quOMs.
-% ... ,

. . .

, %
/I, .

AO
THL ONA FIDLJXNEUPATIONL-QUAMPIWION EXCEPTION ;

)1P

,
Not all'Tactarsex'd4scrimination in employmeljt is un,lawful. _Section AmeT of Title VIr provide lt7

4,
.

e U.

Y
; ' .. N. '

9
..

stall not be an'unlAwful employment pragtice for an employer to, hire employees on-the basiS of sex where .

, .
4

17.)P ,

--.

.
,

. 1.

t.- See AppeRdi-X -

II
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''",k

"sex * * is a bona fide_ occupational qualification reasonably noces.sary to the normal operation of diat

particular business or enterprise."'

In the Selqate in"the House of Representatives before passage of Title VII4epresentative,Goodeil

;\ -r
cited as an example of a bona fide-occupational qualification (hereafter referred to irk this and subsqquent

appendices as the BFOQ) an elderly woman in a nursing home who might,desire a female nurse. And the EEOC

guidelines, taking the position the exception should be interpreted narrowly, mention authenticity as a

.

justification for a BFOQ, i.e.,,the need for
/

a male actor to play a male role, or a female, actress to play

. .
a female role. Obviously,, too, occupations such as wet nurse or semen donor, whore a physical characteristic

unique to one sex is'necessary, would meet the BFOQ standards, as would certain Job based on thp norms of

privacy (male attendant for a men's restroom, female attendant for a women's restroom). But once more, actual

court cases involve more subtle BFOQ distinctions.

One of these distinctions--the weeks Kindamental and will be considered in this appendix. Other,

narrower BFOQ'distinctions will be separately treated in the next appendix.

The Weeks Test: "All or Substantially All"

In the leading case of Weeks o. Southern Bell Felephone'and Telegraph Co., 4418 F.2d 228 (5th CirNkZ69),

'a woman who had been a Southern Bell employee for many years brought a Iitle VII action because the company

. refused toconsider her apylication for the position,of switchman.

From the evidence, It was clear she had been denied the job solely because she was female,,notbec,puse

4

she lacked-any qiullification as an indliduaI. the job sometimes required the lifting of items of equipment

weighing in excess of 30 pounds, Ind Soutb(rn Bell felt this and similar aspects of the Job made it too strenuous

for women. It argued the job wa therefore within'the_BUOQ exception.-

Court, citing with approval eettain;LLOCguidelines rejecting the application of the BFOQ exception.

'I

4
to.the Tefusad to hire a woman because of assumptions

44
sumpflons about the comparative employment chriiCteristics of" .

_____women-in general or to the reflisalto hire an individual based on stereotyped characterizations of the sexes,

said: (p4s. 235-6)-.

We conclude-that the princi -of nondiscrimination requires that we hold that in order to
;ely on the bona fide oocOafional exception nil employer has the burden of
proving that he had reasonable,sause to believe, that is, a factual basis for believing, that
all or substantially all women would bepnalile-to pe'rfoiff-04'ely,and efficiently the duties

-of-the lob i4volved.

Southern Bell * * would have us 'ra-s-silme," on the basis,_f a'stereotyped characterizationv
that few or nb women can safely lift 30 pounds, while all men a'e tTeatod_as can.7

- -

(Emphasis supplied. ) --- . 4 . .

r
.

... .

_
4

. In order to invoke the BFOQ exception, therefore, it is not enough to low that-most women would noZ be
___- -- - . .

,

able ,t6-perform the-plfrieniar jbli-.- it dust -be -shown there is a factual basis for believing that all ax
. .

subsrtahtially all ;romen would` not be able to perform-i-ti

.

'7. the burdenof-pOy4ng an exception jo a humanitarian remedial statute -is othe party
claming the exemption. Week, supra; and Phillips Inc. v. Wdlling, 324 U,S.'490,
65 S.Ct. 807 0945).

-

'-
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The difficnity this burden places on the employer was demonstrated in Cheatwood v. South Central Bell
. _ - J .

Telephone and Telegraph Co., 303 F. Supp. 754 (M.D. Ala. 1969)--anotber case in which a female

telephone-company employee was den ed the opportunity to bid on a job the company felt was too demanding

for women.

The parties engaged in a battle of medical experts in an effort to establish significant differences

between the ability of men and women to perform the job in question, and the Court, noting that this and

`other evidence made it clearit was rational, rather than merely capricious, to discriminate against women

O
as a Class in filling the position, nevertheless said the employer had not met 'its burden of proof in the

manner requi;ed by Weeks. It had not shown, in short, there Was a factual basis for'believing that all or

- substaiiiially all women could not meet the job's demands. And even granting that the nature of the job was

such that the employer could legitimately exclude pregnant women from consideration, it could not exclude

all women simply because some might become pregnant.

Some six months after the Fifth Circuit's decision in Weeks, supra, the Seventh Circuit, in Bowe v.

Colgate-Palmolive Co:, 416 F.2d 711 (7th Cir. 1969), considered an employer's rule which allowed men to bid

for jobs on a plant-wide basis while women were restricted to bidding for jobs that did not require their

lifting more than 35 pounds:-'

The trial court had felt that the employer acted reasonably in the interest df the safety of female

employees, and that the rule,was therefore a valid BFOQ exception. The Seventh Circuft. disagreed. °Mille ,

the emplOyer could, it said, retain a 35-pound weight-lifting limit as* a guideline for'all employees, male and

feiile, ihdividual employees had to be affotded a reasonable opportunity to demonstrate their individual

..7

ability to perform more strenuous jobs on a regular basis. t-.

,
. ., _ ,

. .

0.

THE Sa-PLUS FACTOR

Two months-after its decision in Weeks, supra, the Fifth Circuit, in Phillips v. Martin Marietta

---
Corporation; 411 F.2d 1 (1969.), opened the door to an interpretation of Title VII many women's rights advocates

felt Created an exception so large iewoul4, swallow the rule.

Mrs. Phillips, the plaintiff, had submitted an application for employment-An response to a newspaper

ad--as an assembry4trainee. She was to)d, however, that female applicants with "pre-schocil age children"

_ .

were not being censidered. There was no similar restriction on male applicants,with "pre-schook age"
.

. . -,.
. \

. .

,children, and Mrs. Phillilli commericed.a Title VISaetion. .
- .. \

Martin Marietta chose no to rely on the BFOQ exception, but to defend instead on theipremise its policy

. of not, hiring women with pre-school age ch4ldrenswa not se discrimination on'the basis.of "sex,,; gince
o

. ,

. not all women were excluded from consideration. It wps able to show, in fact, that 75 to 80 peicent of

ie c .

. . , , .

__ those who applied for and of those who held the position orassembly trainee actually were women. the Circuit

. G0prt accepteathislaigtiment, sayin (pg. 4): '

:''.,,,, 2...:..-
., . - .. . -..

, .
-,_

- The--ey'tdefiCo:,prgsenIed.in he trial court is quite LoWcing that no discrimilia
.........

against*.

wolven as--a.wbuie or the appellant, individually was%prncticed by Mart4n 144x,jetta -The

,

.--
, , 4

/ ' 1,4

. 1 C.
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r 1 °

qiscrimination was based on a two-pronged qualificatidn, i.e.,a won with pre-school
age children. IdaPhillips was not refused employment becaUse ',she w4s a woman nor becaOse

. she had pre-school age children. It is the coalescence of these two:elements that denied
her'the position she desired.

On a petition for rehearing, 116 r.26 1257 (1969), Judge Brown, in a much quoted dissent, criti4;ed,.T

that majority opinion and coined the phrase4"sex-plus" to characterize the argument it embodied. JudgA

Brown said (pgs. 1259-60). '

, . .:,,i ,

The case is simple. A woman with pre-school children may not be employed, a man with ;.,

pre-school children may. * * * Is this sex-related? To the simple query the answer is 4 .

Just as simple: Nobodyand thas' Includes Judges, Solomonic or life,tenuredhas yet seen ..
a malemother. A mother, to oversimplify the simplest biology, must then be a woman.

, .

. It is the fact of the person being a mother- -i.e., a woman--not the age of the children,,,7,

'which denies employment opportunity to a woman which is open to a man. ''; '.

. ,

If "se,,x-plus" stands the Act is dead. * * * Free to add non-sex factors, the rankest sort of
discrimrtfation against women can be worked by employers.

Judge Brown must hate felt vindicated when the Supreme Court, in Phillips v: Martin Marietta Covonation,

400 U.S. 542, 91,S.Ct. 496 (1971), vacatedsthe decision in 411 F.2d 1, supra. As a result, the concbpt of
ig. .

;
the sex-plus factor isgenerally considered dead. It should be noted, however, the Supreme Court kdpt the

.,- -- -___---- A _ _
. .

case itself alive by remanding it for the taking of evidencelkm the question of whether the existence of

, '. 4

conflicting family obligations among womenand men with pre-schOol age children, if demonstrably more relevtoet

:',-

to job performance fora woman than for a man, could arguably be the'basis for a BF0411,Ception.8::

STATISTICS
.

t

.
.

An effort to use employment statistics.to establish discrimination is common to many Title VII cases, for
..,

- 1 1
"statistics often tell much, and Courts listen."9

. .

In Parham v. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., 433 F.2d 421 (8th Cir. 1970), a Title VII case involving

racial dtsLrimination.in hiring, the plaintiff Introduced evidence to show the proportion of nonwhite employees

had decreased from 1.86 percent in September, 1964, tp 1.71 percent in June of 1966. Of the 54 black employees,

'V six women had obtained positions in the office and clerical section, four of them becoming telephone operitors.

Most of the blaast howe'ver, remainod in the house servile category. No blacks worked as craftsmen, drafts-

women, or in sales. The Court, taking'judicial notice of the 1960 census, to the effect the,population of

.r
1

....,,

8. The parties readied a settlement and the hearing ordered on remand was never held. 4stice .

Marshall, separately concurring, criticized 'the Court's suggestion that a,"bona fide,
f-;.74;

occupational qualification reasonably necessary to. the normal operation's of Martinjlarietta's
N

business .coula be establi,shed by.a showingthat some' women, even the vast majority; with pre-
school age children have family responsibilities which interfere with job performeice, and
that men do not usually have s}rclL responsibilities. .

.

9. Alabama%. United States, 30, F.2d 583, 586 (5th Cir. 1962), aff'd. per curiam-/ pl U.S. `'

37,'83 S.Ct. 145 (1962).

f3+

/,,;

474
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Arkansas, she re the ca,e arose; wa:' 21.9% block, held thSt the 'statistics established a violation of -;

Title VII as a matter of law.

In Wetzel v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Co., 508 1.2d 239 (3rd Cir. 19,75), it was Jaid statistical

evidence showing that only two Of 3,129 claims adjusters hired between July 1, 165 and March 17, 1972 were

woftien, that during the same period 98.84 percent ot all persons hired as clinis representatives were women,

and that the defendant itself had found one-third of its claims representatives were qualified to become claims

adjusters, established a prima facie case of sex discriminAtionthus shifting to the defendant the hurde

of showing the statistics weie misleaaiiTg or of showing InIndisca-iminatory reasons for its poll In the '

.

lower court proceedings, 372 I. Supp. 1146 (W.D. Penn. 1974), aff'd. iu other areas 1 F,27199 (1975),

It was said conclusory statements that the employer had never discrimin-it in hiring were insufficient- to;

satasfy,this burden.]

In Johnson v. University of Pittsburgh, 339 F Supp. 1002 (W.D. Penn. 1973), the plaintiff, an.untenured

female assistant professor who alleged she was about to be discharged bacause of her sex, introduced statistical

evidence to show that out of 401 faculty membeis in the school of medicine, where she was employed, only five

women hnd tenure; that six departments had no women at all, eleven had no' tenured women, and only three had

women with tenM; that the average salary for male tenured prOfessors was 837,500 while 'the average for women

with-tenure was 827,000; that increases in salary were granted at a higher rate to male professors, that

there were four times as many women eligible for tenure'as'mft;, and'ihat during the last six years, seventy

men were given Apure as compared to three womb.

,..'rhe Court found the statistics persuasive, saying (lig. 1008):

We agree that the statistics and 'other evidence of discrimination showing the imbalance
of 'en and women with tenure in the School of Medicine and the Department of Biochemis,tty in

pankicular make out a prima facie case which imposes upon the 'defendant the dut)', to go forward
w4 rebutting evidence. t * We do not neccssarilF have to agree with Dr. Gerald Gaidner
that the probability of'no discrimination shown in these figures is one chance in 400 million

4 butiwe would agree that the chances are very small.

.

'A differerut result, was reached in Green v. Boardof Regents of Fexas lech University, 355 F. Supp. 249
,*

Tex. 1971), aff'd. 474 r.2d 594 15th Girl 1973), reh. den'd.'475 F.2d 1404, a 42'U.S.C.A. Section 1983

casein in which a female associate professor seeking redress for grievances allegedly resulting from sex

discrimination by university of;fi'cials,produ:e3 statistical evidence to support allegations of a pattern of;

discrimination against women in tle:hiring,salary,and promotion practices of her academic Apartment. But

unlike the situation in Johnson, the deferiOant came forward with overwhelming evidence showing'the decision
'

hot to promote the plaintiff was based en ifely on cons ations othOr than sex.

`

In Rowe,v, General Motors Corporation,.457 F.2d 348 (5th Cir. 1972), a racial discrimination action, the
i 0

statistical evidence showed, among other things, that out of a total of 114 employees promoted from hourly

jobs to salaried jobs between' 1963 and 1967, only seven were blacks.

'In discussing the weight to he given tq such evidence, the Court said that while'figures of this kind 0

10. See4pendix A-1. 0

*

wa Flo
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do not necessarily satisfy the whole case, they have critical, if not decisive, significance--at least

in putting on the employer the burden of demonstrating why, on acceptable reasons, the app&rent disparity

was not a real one.

The female plaintiff in Cupples v. Transport Insurance Co., 371 F.,Supp. 446 (N.D. Tex. J974), aff'd.
- - ...

498 F.2d 1091 (5th Cir. 1974), worked for an insurance company.hhving a total of 90 employees in all

A deplrtments: In alleging she had been discriminated against on .the basis of.sex, she said that she was

thebfirst fe ale underwriter trainee the company, had'el,er had, and that,she Otained the yob only as the

result of Lomplaints superior4. Furthermore, shfisaid, Jiro other women had become underwriter trainees

since that time. But in answer to her argument this iiNatistical,evidence of dis,Lriminat.,ion and tokenism, °

the Court said in a fOotnote that while statistics can p°rovediscrimination where there are several thousand

employees, they have less probative,value,when the total number of employees is as low as 90.

$.

When it has been proven there is low employment of women by a particular emplo %er and statistics fail
.0

to establish diso-imination, it may be because the plaintiff.has failed to show there was a pool of qualified

applicants. Thus, in Stone v. E.D.S. Federal Corp., F. Supp. , 5 FEP Cases 924 (N.D. Cal. 1973),

the plaintiff, alleging the aefe dant'had refused to h.i.reher as a systems engineer because of her sex,

nor produced evidence to show that onl five percent of the defendant's sevcral hundred systems engineers were

women. In refusing to 01,9 this nece arily established discrimAnafion, the Court said there had beenhad

evidence to show the pool of a.aila ualified a licants had any different .1-.omposition. Though census

A

figures indiallui that the proporti n of women in occupations such as computer specialists, computer pro-
-

grammers, and computer systems analysts was about twenty percent for each category, none of these categories,

/ k
it was said, described the kind of systems engineers employed by the defendant, all of whom were required to

phtve7(7.717ZTise skills and experience.

On the other hand, an employer .,,annot refute statistical evidence of discrimination by showing that

no womeapplied, espeLilly since the employer's reputation-for discri 'nation migh4 have had a "chilling",-

° effect on inquiries. Lea t. Cone M411s, 301 F. Supp. 97 (M.D.N.C. 1. 9), Cypress v. Newport News General and

Nonsectariai'l Hospital Assn.. 375 F.2d 648 (4th Cir.' 1967).

. ,

BURDEN OF PROO

the "leading case is McDon ell Dou las Corporation v. ,Green, 411 U.S. 792, 93 S.Ct. 1817 (1973).12 The

respondent, a black cill rights activist, engaged in disruptive and illegal activity against McDonnell as

pai:t of his protest that his d scharge as 5n employee and the firm's general hiring plactices,yeTe racially
. ,

motivated. When McDonnell, wh #eh subsequently advertised for qualified petsonnel, rejected his re-employment

)

0 ',
,

11. This burden of proof should beltistingu/shed from that cited_ in footnote 7-, supra.
\

12. Edwin L. Wiegai v. Jurink%,'414 U.S. 970, 94 S.Ct. 293 (1973), vacating 477"F:2d 1038
(3rd Gv. 1973), ndiaates the same proof burdens aro applicable to sex discriminarion

cases: ..

, n 1 . i

04 I

I-
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application on the group the illegal activity, he initiated the present suit, claiming the refusal to re-

hire was a subterfuge to disguise the faci,he-lw-Tr denied dmployment because of his civil rights activities

and his race. In this context, the Court discussed the applicable rules as to the burden of proof and how

it shifts: (pgs. 1824-5):

` N The complainant in a Title VII trial must carry the initial burden under the statute, of,
establishing a prima facie case of racial discrimination. This may be done by showing.(i) that
he belongs to a racial minority; (ii) that he applied-and was qualified for a job for which
the 6'10:Oyer was seeking Applicants; (iii) that, despite his qualifications, -he is rejected;.'

and (iv) that, after his rejection, the position remained opq,1 and the employer continued to
seek applic'ants from persons of complainant's qualifications. * * * - ' 1 .

The burden then fiust shift to the employer to articulate stme"legitimate, nondiscriminatory
reason for the employee's rejection. We need not attempt in the instant case to detail ieliery
matter. which fairly could be recognized as a reasonable basis fora a refusal to hIre. Hare

Torhas assigned respondent's participation in unlawful conduct against it as th cause, 1
Tor his rejection. We think that this suffices tq discharge petitioner's burden of pro f at L

this stage add to meet respondent's prima facie case of discrimination;, . I -
,6

* * *
-

F '
_. . .

. . .

(B)ut the inquiry milt not 'end here. While Title VII does notlithout morecompel re firing
of respondent, neither does it permit petitioner to use respondgnies,condutt as a prete 't for
the sort of discrimination prohibited by Section 703(a)(1). Orrremand, respondent must *,*.
be affOrded a fairApportunity to show that petitioher;ssstated reason for respondent's rejection
was in fact pretext. Especially relevant to such a 4115wing would be evidence that whit employees
involved in acts against peutoner of comparable seriousness 10 the "starl-in" were ne ertheleS-Si , .

retained or rehired. 's..* * r*, . ..

-..4..\
. .::.4 . . .

(
, .

Other evWence that dray be relemant to any showing of pretext ineludes facts as ,t9,..1 e
petit4oner'g'btreatment of respondent dufing his prior term of employment; petitioner's eaction,

vi.-- if day, to respondent's legitimate.civil rights 'Activities; and petitioner's general po icy and
pracIice with respect to minority employment.I3

c t

-BACK PAY r,

. 0( _ f 0

hhetber bacrpay should be awarded at all in .a case ordist_riminatibn 'in employment under Tile \II s

p
ki matter of the trill judge' , discretion, and after a deLi award it has .been made, the for ula of corn A-

',

tat ion and .the'''determination of lie reLipiews are._also matters is discretion. Thornton ./. Iisf leys
.: / N

Motor ireqghts 497 'F.2d 416 (6th Ciii. 1974-). '..

. , . .

Where' buck
(
pay is asked'in an.ktion based on sex discrimination in employment, a court must, balance the

.1

.

various equities between the partlqg; and deLidt upori.a result which is consistent with the purposes of Title

VII and fundamental cont_epts'of`lairness. Schaeffer i! San Diego Yellow Cabs, Inc. , 462 F.2d 1002 (9th ay..,
.

,

°y-e1"1972).

Thus, in LeBlanc v. Southern 'Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.,..333 F. Stipp. 0Q2 (E.D. La.' 1971),

360 F.2d 1228 (5th Cir..1972), cert. c!en'd. 109 U.S.990, 93 S.Ct. 320 (1974), the Court,*while declaring invalid -
-ft

Leitaim state protective laws limiting the number of Fours per day On per week, that women could work, deLlin'ed

,/ o

to award back pay against the employer who, in good faith but in incorrect reliance on their validity, had
: P

0.

w
0 ,

discriminated against women by denying them access to Lertain jobs, and who, ill states where the ere no
. . . .

-.

%

13. In McDonnefiit was also said that the eilasence"of an ITOC ffnding of "r6sonable cause"
could not bar suit under'Title VII, and that court actions under( FitleVI are de novo
proceedings.

e
,--1 1-Z p
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such law1i,id given women access to nese same jobs.14
,

.
, .

P
The award of back'pny, in short, is not punitive in nature, but IS equitalle.,Nnd is intended to

".
restore the recipients to theft' rightful economic status. absent the effsivs of the unlawful discrimination,

of .

Robinson v. Lorillard Corp., 44-1`F:2d 79111th Cir. 19'1), cert. dismissed '401 U.S. 1006 92 -S,Ct.'573.(1971).-

Rack paw also includes more than Straight sagry. Ir includes interest, overtiMe, gh ntials,

and vacation and-sick pay. Pettway't,. American.Cast Iron Pipe Co., 494,F.2d 211, reh. den'd. le96

(5th Cir. 1974). 4

In Meadows v. Ford Motor Co., 510 r4d 939 (6th Cii. 1975), it appearq the trial coat had found

discrimination in huing as to the female plaint! fe and lift class. Ac'cordingly, it awarded attorneys

ctfee anal ordered the defendant to create -a special hiring pool cqnsistin of the plaIntiff.pd membersef
.

.'
0 ,

her Llas,, irra sc.leet on priority detesminedohy the dates each had gOlied fol- work, and to call each
I

individually ;for a jobinterie as'ppportunities arose in a proportion of one to three as compared with
..

i . . .0
gencral'hiring pobl. But tlie trqal court refused to.w.ard back pay, saying, in substance, that-back pay

. .
I . e, .

ould,generally he awarded only in cases of discrimination involving promotion, transfer, or firing, and in
4 .

1

of hiring where it was definiTy slidt.n A individual wuld have been'ent ledto employment -.

air the ,discrimination) on a date:cprteir:---% the present 'case, it said, tiler no way to determine

Vvii3. i.ould.
.

luve been hired,, and when, and vihat Othei- kci,rcumstances might'have inter

f

The SiXthpCircuit disagreed. Back pay,'it'saidn.'as -awardable in hiring discrimination, even if the '
0 . /

%
determindtipn isas' diffkult. Fuilthermoic, it was also appropriate to grant retroactiv seniority, although
1t 2 4f s .

. /
suOil a grarq 'would not depe4 solely upon the 6.'istep-ce of a record sufficient to justify ack pay but would

ilso.incilv'e,Lonsiideration of the interests of t.orkerseaiO'might be displaced as well Xs the intere he
.1'

If. . ,

iployerair retaining :in weriemed_work force. In)addition, other fringe benefits such as penN9n rd s .

. . °
1

and choice of vacation schgdulos,should be retroactively awarded'to the date found to be appropriate f .

i
. .

.

the award'Of b4ck pay. ) .

, -.

to-

.
G.

OTHER EQOITABLL RELIEF
,

Under Title.kII, tae Lourts ary possessed of broad discretionary power to fashion 5 which pr6vent,
.

future - discrimination and remedy, the effects of past d.is rimtruition,eVogler v: McCarty, rite. , 451 F.2d 1,236
0, , 4

(Sth Cir. 419-1), and thepfovisi6n in Trt4t VII that a Court may enjoin and order Such affirmative action as
_ . 0 ,4

'may le'appropriate is to be broadly-read and applied so as to_ effectively terminate discriminatOry,employment

14. To life effect is Kober v. Weslinghousciflecic Corporation, 480 F.2d 240 (aid Cir. 1973
buticontra is Schaeffer, supra, wherd a;feme employee was awarded baCk pay for the extra
hout per day which male employees but not female employees were permitted to work from the
date the employer had knoledge of both a court 4cision invalidating a state Maximum-
hours law and the EEOC's decision in favolof the employee.

Pt
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i '

1. t
et, them.' "neuti-al rile" standards, where an employers present system of promotion serves to -
/,/ :-.

A

.... A

c-7,17171:4....1,;2,7,..,

;:, ,',.. : perpct(o't the effects of past discrimination, the,systetn, although neutral on its face, te-juvenatcfS!.":, ' . .',...

. .). I ,i/';'/ . -.'" ,-
/7. , ttk 4its-tAiscrimination regardless of present good faith. And under these same standards- generalized, -

i' 4 .t ". i :Tit- t! .,7Cintle .tfined, or subjective proMotion (or hiring) practices are suspect..7....
.,, Title, Vil., 4/so recognizes -that some Jobs are such that the sex of the applicant ,or employee is a bonar -Ati.;. i ,. .t

. flde bccupirierial . qua 1 i f icat ion for effective performance of ,that Job . But einployers cannot est abl isb

arbitrafi distinctions in this area. If an employer wishes to exclude women from a particular -job, it muss
_

- .

- carry the burden of showing it has reasonable cause to,,belie%,e, that is, a factual basis for believing, that

l''. all.or substantially all women would be unable to perform safely and efficiently the duties involved.', ..,.....:. . %.---...
- -4"'"":',....:''.. ..1.15"`44dition, an employer cannot avoid the imperatives of rifle VII by uniting sex with a second factor

)I

. . 4f, ,,'. A. -_ . ,,.. :
(

-. . ,- _ (.thC.,so-Z,,,,led "sex-plus fac`tor")io exclude women from a particular Job: Accordingly, the argument.,
. I * (

J11,0 refusal to hire women with pre-school age children is not discrimination based on sex, but rather
. -1 ,( .__,

d/c.ciriiiinratton-Nased on the coalescence of sex and a second factor, of having pre-school age children, fails

.- as aItlefen.e..:uille:>4 the employer can establish the coalescence' itself is a BFOQ. ,

,------_,--- ..; ., . -` --:---z1i---Tit4; VII (44; other) cases ofaldeged sex discriminations statistics' often play a vital rote. The
- / -----,,,t-z- .t -,-,_ -: k\

1 .,..cali be --.ks,RL.i io maltre --1___Erlma facie case, thus requiring the employer to carry the burden of justiTying the appar nt
,. !,- ,. '-",.- - -----lr:2_. -;....:,-*0- . -0, .

.J'" t)1..0:1scilmittaTion:,o)J-legally- acceptable grounds. But-cohclusory statements. by the employer that it had never dis-
- ,, qt,. )1\ ' : ,..1. ._,,_ , . ...,

e,,.-,:'t . -,c-1~1.mfgatecl-gye.1.10-t-cienttto.rneet this.burden. _In a case that is not a class action, however, this burden
: r .-1 f -'," '''' -.-,, --- '... '--- . :'
....,..,,,c,a

irbetilet,,,t1y-_-a slitnling that the plaintiff herself was)lot hired for promoted) because oft consideration unrelated
,--,-. ' r " '''t - :r:,---,-- ' ..-%.- - , .

117:-tv,-ie3c.reVen-..tho.tigh.discrimination against women as a class might have been proven).
, -

n the')Mplovng institution is small, statistics lose some of their probative value. And when statistics

discriminat ion, it iisometimes because the plaintiff has failedto show the existence of a pool

qua) ied applicpnts.-that is,, fg
r sho4 that the pool of qualified applicants has a male female ratio chi-

-
ferent_ om that which the offer* statistics have shown to be characteristic of the particular employer-'s practices.

Title VII cases, the pl.arntiff must carry the 'nit 1 burden of establishing a prima,. facie ease. Then the

r at shiftburden s_ to.t,b,o.en mj7c4ee,a1 show some legitimate, nondiscriminatory JustifiCation for the practice. When- ..

..---.. the employer dcre; tiTiS-',.-theCurden 'shifts to the plaintiff to short the justifi'cation is preteXtual.
z- \ -7'. ": . -

-; _, ..
Back pay,.in Titlr qtt`cas,,es,, is not intended to be punitive. Its allowance i.discretionary, as are the

,...-.--, ,..-..i .. - .

cria-ula:17C-7.o.m}rulation-,ancl_tho,determirtation of recipienti. .A. court _ ort, /must balance the equities between------- ,..---Ty," ...,.......e. .,: .-:, '.: :L., : . f. t 0' ' : ... .
..'sine parti-ok,_a'n& pher ,14 fin*7-exa-mple: anen'IPpyer harelied 1.-n"-- good fa on state ,protective 1..0s prohibiting- ..,-,..---_,,,._ .-- ..
- ,------- -.:-.....v::," . .1- -..=.1:.' - . ..-- --

, -
the empT13ytnc,i2wame.piitt-c.e4ditilitiksit-fbasknpays,:w..i 11 not ofdinarpy be allowed....1:- `-/.., . - Air T - '... d

.. 1' ...I. ..
-,-...... tiv.erm11,-thcfpon-a=7,ktrave.,-.1Droarl 44.screkapnar.xaut.hority to fashion the proper remedy. They Utn require

_ ',..-- .....:=-,:!.;;_V4-: :-: .:,,.,47," :...... ,; 1: ';i''''- affirmative action by-,the-employ,er,v.blek-c-anY,,tetaln, juris,tliction,,over an extended period, and they -can order-- .--,, . . .... -....... . .

, reinstatejLea_a£ t./V.Iintit..f.. elven .4t tt,iff_taind key_ grant_acp-reliminary injunction-if it is likely. the plaintiff
. .- - 4-%,s':., '.7 - .

r,... _--._.-- ..
--....

Wil,1-"p:rev-aii.1-0T1 -the te-rits..._ And they do not have to .find a, specific discriminatory intent On tt-, part-jog' the
-,.

. '-s,-_--/: -:..; ,

i't -;;i1'--.. / -'"/",--, ,If11,_ ,

_ .
....

_ , ... '............. ......
.....

-.. 4 Peinployyt.:..At.....iSyn)y neetssary that the emplayer meant. to dO what it-4eti-.4.that is, that its empippeitt ractice
....---___.;" --;"

1.' ' -;": ' , - - , - , - - - - -- - - _ _.. At .. .. , , .,
J------- tiatl,;11-eir-V:Zzi,tfertfil.1"-t '' - . .. - ... .1

......16 *It .a. t, e-4 r.., 4 , , ,,s4/ ( -. f.: :, , i . - .... , 1 .
' . ; 4- 1. 4...11,....."% L .:',.'.'0 # . '... it -- '`. ' .,--..

, 4.. 71.. 6,.....0,....-:: 4 a -...-..-- - = ----,.. --.4 - - -... , ,,..
. ';. ..*-1" 1, '. ,!, i,, ;to . . -a, . r.... 4A #. , . A

-",.. 7.t'' -- I: ..r.la. t 1% i ...... . , --- - 4..` ----.,,, .29
.: r. i 9- -- ---... ..,.,_ ....._-- -;........_,..

.

re I-. . ... '... '',.. i 1 -

.r.......t.zi..../..*'-; ',.-SZA.r.!; ., .',..'
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. APPENDIX D .., ".-.. Z,....,.. , -
...

SEX DISCRIMINATION IN tMPLOY-NIEN4111.11,ING, iRAN,SFER'

Hiring, promotion, and transfer are treated togethCr he.re,,befigilli'ZDeneral-similar principles are applied

to problems in each of these areas.

The first part of this appendix continues with al examination pf the 00Q exception begun in the previous

appendix, except that here.th fotus is on specific areas of application, namely, customer or similar preferences,

marital status, state protective laws, and physical characiertstics or capabilities.. At the heart of all of them

is the concept, set out in the legislative history' and EEOC regulations,2 and uniformly endorsed by the courts i3

that tlhe BFOQ exception must beinterpreted narrowly.

The second part of this appendix then considers cases involving hiring, prOmotion, and transfer, but not

a.
t.

necessarily involving the BFOQ exception.

t

CUSTOMER AND SIMILAR PREFERFINCES

PART I

',..---
0

In Diaz v. Pan American World Airways, Inc., 442 F.2d 385 (5th Cir. 1971), cert. den'd. 404 U.S. 950,

9 , -

92'1S.Ct. 275 (1971), the plaintiff had been denied a job as a flight cabin attendant,by Pan Am because _no ,ir-

S . /' .

line',,hired only females for the job. At the trial, Pan Am tried to meet the Weeks rule4 by presenting psYglifatric
9

'74.4

testimy to the - effect that an airplane cabin represented a unique environment in which the Lamer had to take

.- . ,,,

account Of the special psychological need; of its passengers, and-that these needliwere far better attended to
.

1

by females: On a parallel track, it presented e,idence-,ttat its passengers overwhelmingly:prefcrred to be served

lh
by female flight attendants, and it argued that the single-sex requirement was, in the words of the BFOQ excep-

1:. S . _,.-
t

4 '

s

tion in Sectiot(.703(e) of Title k II, "reasonably neco dry "Lo the rOdmial apqation" of its business.
^

'
,;.

.`.:,;, .
?

In rejecti4 this argument, the Fifth Circuit said 38 ....1.

;\

We begin with the proposition thdt the use Orthe-'*o0 "necessary",in section
703(e) requires that we apply a business necO6ity test', not a business convenience
test. That is to say, discrimination based tin.'Sex is,yalid only when the essence
of the business operation would be undermi'fwel by-not_Kiring members, of one sex
exclusively,

A. Interpretative memorandum by Senators Clark and Chase, floor managers of the bill.
110 Cong. Rec. 7213 (1964). See also H. R. Rep. No, 914$ 88th Cong., 1st Sess. (1963).

'2. ,29 CFR Sec. 1604.2(a).

3., For example, Kober v. WestingL ase Electric Corp;i325 F. Supp. 467, 469, (W.D. Penn. 1971),
aff'd. 480 F.2d 240 (3rd Cir. 1973).

i4.' See Append ix C.

, 5. A2 U.S.C.A. 20g0e-2(e),/ See Appendix B.
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lhe primary function of.an airline is to transport passengers safely from one point
to another, hhile a pleasant onvironmentb enhanced by the obvious cosmetic effect that
female stewardeses provide a5 well as, according to the finding of the trial court, their
apparent ability to perform the non-mechanical functions of the job in a more effective
manner than most men, may all be important,*they are tangential to the essence of the
business involved. * *

f We'do not mean to imply, of course, that Pan Am cannot take into consideration the
akftlity of individuals teperform the non mechanical functions of the job. What we
hold is that because the non-mechanical aspects of the job of flight cabin attendant
are not "reasonably necessary to the4noTmal operation" of Pan Am's,business, Pan Am
cannot exclude all males simply because most males may not perform adequately'.

To Pati,VIO's argument its passengers preferred female cabin attendants, the Court cited with approval EEOC

guidelines to 'the effect a BFOQ ought not to be based on "the'refusal to hire an individual because of the pre-
.

ferences of co-workers, the employer, clients or custemers,"6 and then said (pg. 389):

While we recognize that the public's expectation of finding one sex in a particular
role may cause some difficulty, it would be totally anomalousif we were to allow
the preferences and prejudices of the customers to determine whether the sex discrimina-
tion was valid. Indeed, it was, to a large extent, thesa very,prejudices the Act was
meant to overcome. Thus, we feel that customer preference may be taken into account, only
,when it is based 'on the company's inability,to perform the primary function or service it

. Offers.%
I

STi4 EROTECTIU LAWS
,!. ..

` Tn,gealing with the argument that state protective lail...reStrictingofor example, the number of hours women
\ .. ..Lk.

\t

can Wprk'nerday,or the maximum weight they can .beallowad to lift, create a BFOQ, of otherwise justify an excep-
.

ion to the Mandates of Title VIII, courts have had to give consideration to Section 7088 and also Section 1104 of
,1, . -

.

Title il.
9 .

n,,j substance, the former purports to exempt from liability a person who disobeys a state law requir-
-';."-;A:,

. ,

ing th0 deOg :kf an act which would be an unlawful emplomment practice undef Title II,, the latter provides that

no part of the Civil,kights Act of 1964 shall be construed as indicating an intent of Congress to occupy the field

\

the Act covers to the exclusion.of state laws on"t0 same subject, and that no part of the Act shall be construed

o.

as invalidating Any provision of a state law unless the provision is inconsistent with the purposes of the Act.

In Utility WOrkers Union v. Southern California Edison Co., 320 ?. Supp, 1262 (C.D. Cal. 197,), the defend-
.

and argued Chrg the "saving" clauses of the two sections cited aboVe reflected a conghssional extent to leave

state protective legislation intact and that the clause's would-be rendered. meaningless if they did not do so. But
1 °

the Court rejected this argument in its entirety. The purpose of the sections,..it said, was simply that of ensuring

6, 29 CFR 1604.2(a) (iii).

7 After reversal andremand, further proceedings were had in Diaz V. 'Pan American World
Airways, Inc., 346 F. Supp. 1301 (S.D. Fla. 1972),,and 348 F. Supp. 1083. Pan Am was
ordered to pay all males who would have"been,hi!rel.at the time of their initial applica-
tion except for their sex and who accepted Par( Am's Differs of employment and satisfactor-
ily completed the training pregAm 'and-prObt.ionary period for flight cabin. attendants
the back pay they could have been expected to earn, with certain adjustments, The second
case vacated thefinal judgment in 346.F. Supp. 1301'for procedural reasons not material
here and provided for the conditional entry of a new - judgment.

8, 42 U.S.C.A. Sec: 2000e-7. See Appendix B.
, ,

9. 42 U.S.C.A. Sec. 2000h-4. See Appendix B.

JSg
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the preservation ut -itate laws that paralleled Title VIA in prohibiting employment discrimination, and ndt that

-

of protecting conflicts. To the same effect is LeBlanfi1 v. Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph 00., 333 F. S4p.
i-

;; .
602 (E.D. La. 1971), aff'd. 460 F.2&1228 *(5th 'cir. 1 72), cert. den'd. 409 U.S. 990, 93 S.Ct. 320 (1972).

When the c'ourts confront state which conflicts with the prohibitions on sex discrimina-
, %,

tion in Title VI;; they face the difficult decision of whether to invalidate the offending state law, or to extend

It to the excluded sex.
10

Another difficult question is= who should oear the colt of the discrimination perpetuated

by such laws? Women argue that they hace lost money because of the protective legislatibn, but through no fault

of their own, And that therefore they should-be-reAbursed. But employers argue they should not have to pay back

wages because they were caught, but through no fault of their own, between conflicting federal and state require-

ments.. In LeBlanc, supra, where the employer's good-faith reliance on a state protective law t.iis_shown, this

exculpatory argument was approted, and, back pay was not allowed.)

With this by the way of background, it is appropriate to consider the leading cases dealing with conflicts

bitween Title VII and state protectiv* laws.

In Rosenfeld Southern Pacific Co., 414 F.2d 1219 (9th Cir. 1971), the plaintiff alleged her employer

had discriminated solely bec/ause of her sex by assigning the position of agent-telegrapher to a junior male

employee after she had applied for it. the job occasionally, required work in excess'"of ten hours a day and

eighty hours a week it was this opportunity to earn overtime, in fact, tit made the position attractive to the

plaintiff) and the lifting of heacy objects. Butibecause this type of overtime and lifting conflicted with re-

strictions imposed on women b.y California labor laws and regulations, and therefore only males could work at the

agent telegrapher jbb without being in cLulati4 on of them, the company argued that the restrictions made maleness

a BPOQ. In disapproving' this approach, the Court said )pg. 1225).

Fhis'argument assumes that Congress,. having established by Title VII the policy that
individuals must be judged as indiYiduals, and not onthe basis of characteristics
generally attributed to racial, religious, or sex groups, was willing for this policy'
to he thwarted by state legislation to the contrary.

. jurtHermore, the (ourt.said, it has implicit in certain LLOC guidelines" that state labor laws inconsistent

,

with the objectives of litle \II must by disregarded, and on these premises it upheld the lower.court's judgment

that the restrictions in the California Labor Code did not er to a 131 Q and that they were invalid insofar as

I

they were in conflict with Title VII.12

10. The same problem can arise, in equal protection cases when a statute unconstitutiionally
differentiates between men and women. See Harlan's,lengthy discussion of the problem
in Welsh v. United states, 3)8 U.S. 333, 90 S.Ct. 1792, 1798 (1970), a case involving
a federal statute dealing with conscientious objectors. .

11. 29 CFR Section 1604.2(b).

12. To like effect are: Ridinger v. General Motors Corporation, 325 V. Supp. 1089 (S.D.
Ohio 1971), rev'd and remanded on other grounds 474 F.2d 949 (6th Cir. 1972) (prohibi-,
'lion of female employment in certain occupations, weights, ho'ors, required rest periods),
Caterpillar Tractor Co. c..Grabiec, 317 F. Supp. 1304 (S.D. Ill. 1970) (hours); Richards
v. Griffith Rubber Mills, 300 T. Supp. 338 (Ore. 1969) (weight); Kober v. Westinghouse)
Electric Corporation, 325 P. Supp. 467 (W.D. Penn, 1971), aff'd. 480 F.2d 240 (3rd Cir.
1973) (hours); Manning v. Geneval Motors Corp., F. Supp. , 3 FEP Cases 969 (N.D.
Ohio 1971), aff'd. sub nom Manning v. International Union, 466 F.2d 812 (6th Cir. 1972),,
cert. defied. 440 U,S. 916, 93 S.Ct. 1366 (1973)(working conditions, hours, prohibited
employment); general Fleetric Co. v -Hughes, 434 1,2d 730 (6th Ci. 1972) (weights, hours).

101
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,

And in Jones Mcp1 Pro ucts Co. v, Walker, 281 N.E.2d 1 (Ohio 1972)', the Ohio Supreme Court held

as against employers subject to Title VII, state statutes requiring employers to provide facili-

tie's, and meal periods for female employees, aVcompelling employers to refuse to employ a f a4Lpecified
0

ocsupations or in excess of a specified number of hours,
,

, ,

Extension, not invalidation, of protective legislation was tile outcome in Hays v. Potlatch Forests., Inc., '

465 F.2d 1081 (8th Cir. 1972). \n employer sought an adjudication that an Arkansas statute requiring womento

be paid time and one-half for all hours worked in excess of eight per day discriminated against men and there-

fore had to be invalidated to the extent it conflicted with Title VII.

The Court, however, held that any such conflict could be avoided by requiring the- emplo

employees the same premium overtime rate it was compelled to pay women13 and distinguished

er to pay male

ses that invalidated .

state protective laws (such as Rosenfeld, supra) on the groom it such laws completely prohibited the employment of '

all member.; of one sex in certain occupations. It would,place an unreasonable burden on employers to require them

f'o extend the "benefits" of such protective laws to both sexes, because then no one could work in these occupations.'

But in the present case, no such unreasonable burden would he imposed by extending thebenefits" of the Arkansas

statute to male employees he Court then quoted with approval the language of the lower court in Pptlatch Forests,

Inc. v. Hays, '318 F. Supp. 1365 (L.D. Ark. 1970), at page 1375 *

. The financial htirden this placed upon Potlatch may fieem onerous, but federal labor
legislation enacted over the last thirty odd years has placed many onerous burdens. on
employers. It is open to Arkansas employers generally to seek repeal of Act 191 of
1915. It is open toPotlatch as an individual employer to rearrange its working
schedules so that nobody works more than eight hours adAy until all employees have

let. lomemakers, Inc. of Los Angeles v. Division of industrial Welfare 356 F. Supp. 1111 (N.D. Cal. 1973),

. .

'orked their 54rst./torty hours in X"'workweek.
.

aff.d.'_, I.2d , 10 FLP Cases 633 .(9t1iCir. 1974), presented an "extension" issL nearly identical to the

-one resolved by the Eighth Circuit in Potlatch. An empl o,er of domestic workers and of persons who car ed for 1

.

the sick in patients' homes sought\to have certain CalifoNnia statutes and regulations requiring overtime pre-

k

mium pay only foi female employees declared invalid. The e loyer had been refusing to pay the overtime,premium

on 'the ground that to do so would he a violation of Title VII. Fhe Division of Industrial Welfhre contended the
1

employer could bring itself into compliance with Title All 1 simply extending the same overtime premium tO men.

In reply, the Court said (pg. 1112-3):

Such an interpretation would constitute ustirmtion of the legislative power that has
been vested exclusively in the:.state Legislature. the Court is aware that the only
authority directly on this issue is contrary. (Here the Court briefly discusses the two
Potlatch eases, supra).

* * ; Defendants urge the Court to make this change, however, referring to EEOC guide-
lines.which say an employer will be adjudged in violation of ritle VII if it refuses to

3

13. lo reach this result, the Court relied in part on a provision of:the Equal Pay Act
(discussed in a later appendix) which requires, an employer payag: an unlawful sage
rate differential not, in order to comply with the law, to reduce tlitage rate o'f
any employee, and in part on ELOC guidelines in 29 CFR Section 1604%2, which declare,
with respect to state laws requiring minimum wage and premium pay for overtime for
female employees, that it is an unlawful employment practice for'an employer not to

el. 4.1
provide the same benefits for male emlloyeesji



.

' hire female employees to avoid payment of overtime or if it fails to provide the same
benefits for its male employees. * * *

The Court agrees that great deference should be given EEOC guidelines and interpreta-
.tive comments, because the EEOC is charged with the responsibility of enforcing the
Civil Rights At of 1964. __*____]! * But tee authorization given the EEOC by Congress is to
issue procedural regulations. Such authdity does not Include regulations Which would
'affect substantive state law to the degree urged here; namely that of adding a. new class
of beneficiaries to those already covered by the California statutes requiring overtime
payments to women. Such a substantial change in legislative intent should be made by
the legislature, not the'cpurts14, 15

J

MARITAL STATUS

In SpreLOs v. United Air Lines, Inc., 444 F.2d 1194 (7th Cir. 1971), cert. den'd. 404 U.S. 991, 92 S.Ct.

536 (1971), the plaintiff, a United stewardess, had been discharged for violating a.company policy which required

that stewardesses must be unmarried. No such policies applied to male flight cabin attendants.

In finding discrimination, and that the no-marriage rule was not a BFOQ.for bosition held by stewardesses,

the Court said (pg. 1199):

United has failed to offer any salient rationale in support of its marital status
policy. The only reason specifically addressed to that rule is that United was led
to impose the requirement after >at received complaints from husbands about their
wives' working schedUles and the 4,ftegularity of their workinsg hours. This la clearly
insufficient. Section 703(e)(1) spdcifially requires the correlation,between taeZ
condition of employment and satisfa42,ruerformance of the employee's occupational

" duties. Thee complaints of'spouse'smde*t suffice as an indicazpr of employee confidence.
Moreover, by its very terms; the narrewmexception in Section 703(e)(1) calls for employers
to treat their employees as individualis:24jnited's blanket prophylactic rule prohibiting

_ marriage unfustifiably punishes a large class of prospective, otherwise qualified and
competent employees where an individualized response could adequately dispose of any real
employment conflicts 16, 17 (Emphasis supplied.) *

In Gerstle v, Continental Air Lines, Inc., 358 F. Supp. 545 (Col. 1973), two ex-stewardesses brought a Title

\II action against Continental, alleging they had-Tes(gned their jobs upon their marriages because of Continental's

rule requiring thal all stewardesses be single. There was no BFQQ question in the case, because ContinenfaTcen-
.

tended' they had resigned_ because of their marriages, irrespective of the rule requiring stewardesses to be single.

14. A year earlier in Burns v. Rohr Corporation, 346 F: Supp. 994(S.D. Cal. 1972),
another California district court chose invalidation over extension as to a regula-
tion of the California Industrial Welfare Commission' requiring certain rest breaks to'be
given to women but not to men. (The defendant also unsuccessfully argued that the
regulation established a BFOQ within thei meaning of-fitle,VII.)

15. In Mengelkoch KAtIndustrial Welfare Commission, 442 F.2d 1119, (9th Cir. 1971), it was .

held that female employees challenging a California.statute limiting the number of
hours Women could be employed in certain estahjishments on constitutional grounds were
presenting a question sufficiently substantieto be heard by a three-judge court, not-
withstanding they'were also challenging ,the tatute-on Title VI1*grounds. Ward v.

Luttrell, 292 F. Supp. 162 (E.D. La. 1968); is c ntra to Mengelkoch on the appropriate-
ness, in a similar constilAgional challenge, o onvening a three-judge court.

"

16.. (he Court:also approed an LEX guideline statill at an employer's rule which restricted
the.employment of married women but was not applic, le-to marled men was prohibited bOtit
Title VII. 29 CFR Section 1604.4(a). ' .

..)

14 'A.
i.

17. In Lansdale v.:AirLine Pilots Association Iht tional 0 F.2d 1341 (5th Cir. 1970), a
t

complaint alleging that a union caused an ai e employer permit male flight cabin

attendants to marry while denying the sa ile e to femay,,attendants was held to state

4.

a claim under Title VII upon which rel,; cot feted. ,

tit
4f
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Ihis argument prevailed, the out saying that even if the "no-marriage" policy did violate litle VII, that

element alone was not sufficient to Justify an immediate finding for the dlleszedly aggrieved plaintiffs. There

had to be a demonstration by tine requiled'burJcn of proof that the policy was the cause of the claimed inJuries,

and the plaintiffs, the Court continued, had failed to demonstrate the "no-marriage" policy was the force behind

their resignations, even with allowance being made for the theory the policy created a "constrictive" discharge

as of the time they married.

PHYSICAL CHARACIERISTICS AND CAPABILITIES

Aside from restrictions placed by state'protective laws on the lifting of olijects'over a certain weight by

women, many employers indepoildditly Fadhere to an equivalent policy, thus excluding Amen from a wide range of

usually better-paying Jobs Butc.employers have been generally unsuccessful in ikoking the BFOQ exception to

Justify such weight-lifting limittations, which die frequently fixed at about thirty pounds--even though women

are accustomed to handling 'this,much weight and more when they care for childien in infancy.

the defect in such a policy, in terms of litleAII, is that it depends on a stereotype about women as a

.

class. Thus, in Weeks s. Sout,hern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co., 408 F.2d 228.(5th Cir. 1969), where the

Court. concluded Southern Be(11had not satisfied its burden of proving that the Job of a switchman was within

the BFOQ exception, it (pgs. 235-6):

l'hey intrciducedno evidence concerning the lifting abilities of women. Ithher, they
o would have*us "assume," on the basis of a "stereotyped characterization" that few or no

women can safely lift 30 lbs., while all men are treated as if they can. hb!le one might
accept, arguendo, that men axe stronger on the average thin women, it is not clear that any
conclusions about relative lifting ability would follow. This is because it can he argued
tenably that technique is as Important as strength in determining lifting ability.
Technique is hardly a function of sex. what does seem clear is that using these class
stereotypes denies desirable posfTens to a great many women perfectly capable of per-
forming the duties involved.

In Rosenfeld v. Southern Pacific Co., 444 F.2d 1219 (9th Cir. 1971), it was said, with respect to work

requiring not only the lifting of weights but the heavy physical gia,prt involved in climbing over and around,

boxcars to adjust their vents, collapse their bunkers, and seal their doors, that (pg. 1225):

'Die premise of Title VII * * * is that women are now to be on equal footing with men.
* * * The footing is not equal if a male employee may be appointed to a 'particular
position on a showing that he is physically qualified, but a female employee is denied
an opportunity to demonstrate 'personal physjcal qualification. Equality.of footing is
,established only if employees otherwise entitled to the position, whether male or female,
are excluded only upon a showing of individual incapacity. * * * This alone accords with
the Congressional purpose to eliminate subjective assumptions and traditional stereotyped
conceptions regarding the physical ability of women td do particular work. (Emphasis
supplied.)

And as was said in Weeks, Supra, the burden of proof is on the employer tb show that there is "reasonable :

cause to believe, that is, a fa.dtual basis for believing, that all or sulistantially all women would be unable to °

perform safely and efficiently the duties of the job involved."

In Long v. Sapp, 502 F.2d 34 (5th Cir: 1974), it was said that if a !female making a claim of sex discrimina-

tion in employment challenges the assumed superior physiCal ability of har male counterpart to meet the job

4.
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requirements, oi,jectivo testing is rquired18
f

C 6.
In Meadows 1,: lord Motor Co., 62 F.R.D. 98 (W.D. , Kent 1973),, remanded on,other grounds, 510 F.2d 939 (6th

_ =

Cir. 19-S), the issue was not the weight tht employee could lift, but the weight of the employee herself. It
.

was held that ttie:amployer had violated Title maintaining/ policy requirind.proLvtion worker to weigh,

a minimum of 150 pounds, Nhere (1) 80 percent of all females from the ages of to 24 in the United States could

not meet this requixement,whereas it could met by 70 perent of all-males in the same age bracket, (2) the

employer had made exceptions for pen weighing, between 135 and 150 pounds but had made no exceptions for women,

and (3) the employer. had made no studies to determine the strength of people relative to their weight.
1, 20

questipn of whether an employer can invoke the BFOQ exception to require pregnant female employees to

take mandatory maternity4leal,es at arbitrarily fixed times during pregnancy is considered it Appendix E, but it

fs noted here that in Cheatwood v. South Central Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co., 303 1 . Supp.' 751 (M.D. :\la.

1969), it was did a telephone tompany could have :1 rule against pregnant women being considered for the position

of commercial representative because of the strenuous nature,of the work. And in del.aurier v. San Diego Unified

School.District, F. Supp. , 10 IFT Cases 3b1 (S.D. Cal. 19'4), it was said that where a school distri..ct.,

had introduced medical evidence relating to/ the declining ability of women in the eighth month of pregnancy to.

perform certain wok effectively and relating to doctors'*miscalculatiomi concerning the 'date of delivery, it

11,1J appropriately establ'ished that (1) t?e unique responsibilities of a school teacherteacher required a four-week mater-

nity leave policy (2) the policy was justified by business necessity, and (3) the policy was 'a BFOQ.

rART II

I4 McDonald General Mills, Inc., 387 F. Supp. 24 (F,D..Cal. 1974), a feMale college student brought a

Title action against employers which had allegedly engaged in sex discrimination in'hiring when they inter-

vrewed at her college. The deendants,appareptly relying on McDonnell Douglas Corporation N". Green, 411 U.S.

792, 93 S.Ct. 1817 (1973),21 where the Supreme Court said a plaintiff in a Title VLI trial should show, among

other things, that_he or she applio0 and Was qualified for the job for which the employer was seeking applicants,

moved to dismiss because the plaintiff bad failed.to allege she had actually applied for employment with'the

42--)

18. In Footnote 5 to Weeks', supra, it was said: "It may be that where an employer sustains

its burden in demonstrating that it is impossible or highly impractical to deal with women
on an individualized basis, it may apply a reasonable general rule."

19. Title VII was violated by an airline's imposing weight and height requirements only On
stewardesses. Laffey v. Northwest Airlines, Inc., 374 F. Supp. 1382 (D.C. 1974).

20. In Smith v. City of East Cleveland, 363 F. Supp. 1131 (N.D. Ohio 1973), a ease involving

- equal protection rather than title VII, an ordinance requiring police officer applicants
to be a minimum of 5'8" in height and to weigh a min!muM.of ISO pounds was held to dis-
criminate unlawfully against women. The height reqpirement excluded 95 percent of all women
(versus 46 percent for men) and the weight requirement excluded from 78 percent to 84 per-
cent of all women (versus 28 percent for men), and neither was rationally related to the job
performanco of a police office it East Cleveland.

21. See Appendix C.
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defendants and been rejeLted. But the ditrict court, pdinting cut that the facts and incidents necessary to

. 4
make a prima' fasie case may Lary, said it.was sufficient for; tfle plainttiff to allege she was deterred from mak-

ing appliutitiom and seeking an inturilet b.2Laust,,the defendant had indicated an express preference
e

for males.
0 . - z

.
f 4

In Cooper v. %Lien, .467 F.12i1 856 (5tb Cir..1972), it appedmilthat the plaintiff, a black who had applied
1 0

-for a fob as al municipal golfpro, had', failed a star inlelligence,test the city administered r6iitinelyror
(

.,.

. . .

some Vents), job categories. InIsucb a situation, the 1 :fq Circuit said, there was no requirement that prior to

the implementation of an intelligence ,testas a hiring criterion, the employer must validate its ability to fore-
r

Last job performance, but once a pl,iintiff showed a discriminatory effect from the test, the urden shifted to
e

. .

ehe'defendant to prove its iilidity. ,Since the particular test was discriminatory, the plaintiff was entitled

to back pay and injunctive relief 'unless the city'could show he mould not have been hired even absent the dis-

criminatory te.stiporequinemcnt.

In Leisnei 'cork lel'ephone Co., 358 F. Supp 359 (S.D.N1. 1973), the plaintiffs were female employees

who hereattaLking their-employer's promotion policies on the management level. \mong other nonvalidated promo-

tion procedures ttriticized_in the Lase because of their discriminatory effect relative to women were the giving

of special height to eLbniLa) degrees, military experience, and prior supervisory experience when teaching was

not included.

Federal Piper Board Co inc. , 479, I .2d 97 -(2nd Cir. 1973)', a mole whom the evidence shipedL

to be li,etter qualified has appointed trffic manager, a position also sought by the -fmares plaintiff. Notwith-'
1

standing that the male has better qualified: discrimination has found to exist because the employer' refused tO

consider her for the position not simply because of her Lick of qualifiLation.but because of-her sex as well.

Her immediate supeVisor told her, in fact, the job "wasn't suitable for a woman,"

In Baxter i. SJiannah Sugar Refining Lorporation, 495'1 .2d 43' (Sth ell- 1974), it was said that a promo-

tional system dependent upgii.superifsoo reLomendation uncontrolled by clearly delineated arrd obfeLtiLe job,
. .

criteria and which resulted in discriminatory job standard) has unlawful under "Nile VII. .

In Pond L. Bran,ff Varhals, InL 50V F.2d 161 (5th Lir. 197), it tins said that where an employer can demon-

strate, with respect to selection or advancement of employees, that it weighed each person's talents in good

faith and then chose thejjan over thehomari (or the roman offer the man'), no case was made under Bile %11.

the'Court added this caveat (pg. 166).

0).

Courts must be extremely careful to determine that the reasons givenfor sel#cting, a
male applicant over a female applicant are pot simply a rase disgwising true discrimanat
tion. Courts must further carefully scrutinize the employer's explanations for its
conduct once the aggrieved employee has proved a prima facie case bf drscrimillation.
If the capacity or competency distinc,6on upon which the employer's selection.is based_
inheres in the nature of an employee as a man or a Boman, or if the emplocr in any way*
permits stereotypical culturally-based concepts of the abilvtles of people who perform
Lertliin .tasks hceauseof their sex to.Lreep into its thinkirrgohen rit vij will come

' to the employee's did. Ihe line that must be drain is,a fine one--heca c interpreting an,,

.cmployer's motives 'on the basis Of its actions is ht h zai , specially when there

exists potentiall;, valid and-seemingly plausible business e an,itions as to such action:,

which in fac,t mask a true intent to discriminate. r

In .Jurinko v. Ldhin I. !sLET,1& Co,, 1-7 1 .2d 1038 fird Cir. 1973) v,icatedcon other groun'ils,114 11.6..970,
.

94 Skt. 293 (19731, it was stated that hiring and promotion praetiLes t'diat.h varied in their 411Labllity to

mailicd females and mailled males constituted JisLrimination on the basis of sex. fiat to make a case, a plaintiv-

must show that the men preferred over her were in fact marrviel()P.
,)
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In Fogg v. New Lngland Telephone and Telegrilph Co., 3;16 F. Sapp. 645 (01. 1972), it was held that althgugh

the telephone company hid discriminated agailist women in its promotion policy; the Oaintiffwas not herself

denied promotion due to her sex where there was no position open when she demanded poomotiont she was an,aggres-

sive employee who anta gonilled her supervisors and demanded, rather than requested, promotion, and her employment

4 record did not substantiate,ker claim She was doing an outstanding, job.

SUMMARY

Customer and coworker and similes preferences are not enough to establish a BFOQ, because the language o

t

Title permitting a BFOQ exception when "reasonably necessary to the normal opeytion" of anpmployer's bust
\.

'ibess requires a business necessity qst. not abusiness cprivenienc'e test.

*

-State protet_tike laws generally do not justify' a 000 exception, and to the extent, but only to -the extent,

,,

they conflict with Title ,II, courts will declare them invalid or else extend them to the excluded sex. Most oft'
A

the decided cases n this area havt. settled for invalidation rather.than extension, usually because of a reluctance

to usurp legistat ve functions, but it i5 impossibge at this'time to say there is a true consns6s.
I

Marital status alone does not justify a BIOQ.& ixcepton,,and an employer who treats female employees who marry
. .

or'are married differently from malt employees who marry or are married is in violation of Title VII.

f 4

lapployer policies excluding women from a particular job becaA of stereotyped assumptions abOut the physical

ability of women in general to hatiale the demands of the job do not qualify for a BFOQ exception. Nor can an

employer's policy requiring females to meet ....eltdin height, weight, and similar arbitrary physical standards

(""
Oalifylas a llfbQ (hen the same policy does nut extend to malts and business necessity is'not ifikolked).

, In other general aspects of Iriring!promotion, and tran,,feT practices, it has been held tl(at a, woman charg-

dngan employer with sex discrimination in hiring does not necessarily have to allege she iitually.?ip plied for
e4S

employment and was rejected in order to state a cause of action if she alleges in the alternative that she was

deterred from making applicarion,becjuse gle employer had indicated an express prefeience for males.

Nonvalidated proceduretfor promotion to management level jobs wiTich have the effect of favoring males over

'females are objectionable. Similarly, promotionalwsystems dependent upon supertisory recommendation uncontrolled

by clearly delineated id objective job criteria and whit_h result in .11s.crimintory J{z b standards violate Title

VII.
$

Lven where an employer promotes a better qualifieki male in preference to a female, actionable discrimination
t

may still exist if the employgr refused to consider the female for, the position because cf her sex.
.

°

1.:0''

1
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APPENDIX 0-1

SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT--tECRUITLNG1

RI.CRUITMENT GENERALLY

Parham v. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., 436 F.2d 421: (8th Cir. 1970), is a leading case on
.

Wed-ok- . -

.../

. , ..,
4Fr)

. . .

mouth.' recruitment. It appeared that the employer obtained most of its new employees throuih recommench:tion
.

, .

and recruitment by existing workers and tlyough acceptance of walk-in applicants. At the trial, the plainti ff',
I a

a black, introduced statistical wdence showing, among otherwthIngs, that at the time he applied for employ-
,

.
spent, 1.82.pefcent of the work force was black, and no blocks worked as craftsmen, draftswomen, or in sales.

° ThekCeurt held that these statistics established a violation of title VII as a mdtter of*'law. The Court
. ,a,

, ;
.

also held that the system 'of recruiting new workers operated tei.diseriminate againsl blacks, but because

t ,

.

,

.
. . ,

.

. ;the employer had in an affIrmatieo hiring plan subsequent to the plaintiff's app'lication for employ-
-4_

. . . . .

. It
r

meat, the Court declined'to issue an 'injunction and, instead remanded the case with.direct, ions to,retain

l- ..- .
"'jurisdiction for a reasonable .peliod'to insufv continued implementation

0of
d polity: of

..
equal

4

employment... .

. . , .. : :,
% ppportunules, ,

) .

A

e
.)bA AC

. In lif S. v.:.'Georgis Power ,Co.,' 474 F.2d 906 (5th Cir. 1973), the plaintiffs, blacks, challenged Georgia
. -. 't

..

,, . t

Power'S-practices/of word-of-mouth recruiting.add of recruiting jr o skilled personnel only at al.white .-,
C

.

i. . ! - . a .

institutions. Tke district court had rejected these challenge's, saying that ddvettiseinent of existing
". 4, -'

vacaroles by Word-of-mOuth on the partlof cOmgany employees,,h ad been its Iles1 means for recruitment, and
, I . v

often!for promotion, from time immemorial, and that it'hadbeen done by both blacks and whites. Nor, the
#

ditrict court had-said, was there ally significance in the.places of conducting Interviews for possible
,

. management personnel. .
... i .

. 1

... /
. .The appellate couibt disagreed and, noting that only 7.2 percept of the company's labor force waS black

,

.'
although blacks contituted a mOZZ larger percentage of the available labor force,,said (pg. 925):

. i

. .

..,*". Under.word-of-mouth h.ining practices, friend's pf.curre t employee! admittedly received .
the first word about job openings. Since most currentemployees are white, word-of-

t ..

, r

mouth hiring alone would tend to isolate Blacks from tie "web of information" which flows
.arold opportunitids at the company. '* * *

. .

K .
0

a
4: . A

.
.

.1;.. t * * Word-of-mouth .hiring and interviewing for recruitMdnt only at particular scholastic
institutions are practices that are neutral on their face. However, under the ,facts of the
instant case, each operates as a "built-in headwind" to Ilidcland-neIther is justified by z.
business necessity. While the CoUrt was without doubt free,to le/ve these practices
available for future use,.its failure to order them to be supplemented by affirmative action
on the part of.Georgia Power Co.,was clearly an abuse of discretion. (Emphasis supplied.)

e-

The Fifth Circuit declined to spell out what those affirmative steps should be, but it suggested for the
A

consideration oflthe district court on remand the use of ad4';iistments of openings in newspapers and

periodicals accessible to the black communities of Atlanta and other Georgia cities, and the giving of public

0b

notice that the company was an equal opportunity employer.. The Fifth Circuit also said that while the company

1. All cases involme Title VII unless otherwise indicated.

2. See also Long v. Sapp, 502 F'2d 34 (5th Cir.

X

.01
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1
/

0

ought not to-be enjoined to ret_rult on all LollegoLampuses, it also ought not/Co be allowed to cunt inue or ".

, ,
to restrict its recruitmento all-white (or predominantly all- white) institutions while maintaining such

4 *

.

. 'a racialll'imba.lanced work force. . ,

''

.

.
. .

In Gresham V. Chambers; 501 F.2d 68,7(2nd Cir. 1974).,-
1
a black female sued to enjoin the president

. , t.

of a community college from appointing a white female as an associate dean. nit principle issue, was

whether the president, in exercising the poker to appoint members of his ttaffat the level of associate
1 r

V

dean, had to use open reJtulting as the metiod ofseleLtion. Tht plaintiff alleged thatta president,
'c 1

by selecting the white female thrLgh In rmzr1 W6rdlof-mouth methods, had precluded the plaintiff 'from being

considered.

The evidence showed that in the latter part Jf 197S, the president had decided to appoint a woman as .

associate dean so'A to give more female representation at the administrative leveL. The president

considered seven women and ultimately, without engagilig in public recruiting or obtaining the faculty's .

aprovat', .aliptipted a wife of a member of his vice- president's staff. The evidence also showed that 5,percent

of the courlt,y in hhichthe college was located was black, 3.6 percent of the 18,Q00.students were black's and-
,

9:8 percent of the 4;0 faculty members were black.

Under these facts, the trial court had denaed preliminary relief, and the Second Circuit affirmed,

saying (pg. 691):,

Only leon a showirig of unlawful discrimination will formal open recpiKting or some
otherrecruiting method be mandattd in.lieu df word-of-mouth fCcrufring. Where a pattern

of past discrimination appears, recruitment 0-oceddres:that might otherwise be classified
as neutral will po longer riievptet.1 ms nun-discriminatory., Additiolal.metho4 must
then be devised to compensate for the effects of past discriminatory prac.tices and to,

guard against their perpetuation or recurrence. * * * However, absent such a showing,

hord.of-mouth recruiting will not be barred. (Emphasis supplied.)
.

A In U. S. .1.-A Central' Motor Lines, Inc., 338 F. Supp. 532 (W.D. N.0 1971),.supplemented 352 j . Supp. 1253

(19-2J, it was held tfigt where a cl.impany had tradiiionly white job Llas,.ifications,, it was unlawful for it to

limit notice of future opportunAtig- in such classificetions.to word-of-mouth recruitment, and it was unix,-

,ful to give false., misleading or incomplete information to blaCks or to fail or refuse to inform blacks

of procedures and .opportunities for obtaining,employment..

In Wetzel v. Liberty:Mutual Insurance Co;; 508 1:-.2d 239 (3ro Cir. 1975), evidence that the defendant's

ckrecruiting brochures for the .job of claims,repreentative described it as'fit for a Queen, that brochures

entitled 1 Management Career in LiUerty Mutual's Clams Department challenged the applicant for the job of

clai uster with the inquiry, Are'yoll this fight Man? and that the training manual for claim' reOresbnta-
--

tives tyR .1plete with,feminine protiouns established, in conjunction with statistical evidence, a prima

facie caAlof sex discrimination as 6tWeen the job Of'Craim; representative and claims adjuster.

4
-Another aspect of recruitment was eqns tiered in kaillowitz v. University of Chicago, 387 F. Supp.

(N.D. 111,, 1974), where vpAt<Faduates of the law school brought an action alleging that the law school,

ki,c-

. A ,

$

'3.. The action was brough't'under 42 p.s.c.A. Section's 1981, 1983. See Appondix A-1.

.. . ft 109.
.

, '..

-'
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ection 703(1)4 .4 :1-
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.1..4
4.1etermination as tb whether particular firms were engaging in ,dis4rils.ailatio'fi:or.,te, proffilpitk'fA&;i1;i:ms._ ,.- y -

. ...IC.*

....... . .. .
from intery Lowing at the law oskhool , since -ttle law school -4.1-44'xerformpd its:ctuty once it recerred- all,

. Z v ,, .- ,
:, ___--,...,..."''

., --- --.
prospective employees, including I, omen ,- tee- law firm fOr emplpfineni',

,
.

.ft"

tin P IN \ V1111 \DS .''
A ......

. ,
In Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Pittsburgh Commission on Human Relations, 413 U.S. 376, 93 if,,Ct. 2553 (1973)",_

- , \:: .''
the Court considered .a. Pittsburgh liuma,o:Refwtions ordinance which prohibited any employer fed`m'publishing

any advertisement relating to "employment" which fndicatevl any discrimination because of sex, a:ri.ein a

later secti-on prohibited any, person fromaicting in t he doing of any let declare.' to be an unlawt;,{ employment
c

practice by the o'rdinqtte. A Pitts11.4gh ntwspape'r was charged with having violateil tho_ordinance by
. ------- \--\.

4 . e ... , ,
o

, 4,

accepting sexIdes4natevl advyytising-columns and thereupon contended the-orvia,nance interfered with its
% ..- , /..,

Firstnmendrgent vigil. But the' Court held otheruise. \one of the ...advettrsements, it said, expressed a. .., - ---
position on whether,: a s a mater of social. polls.), , certain positions ought to 6-'6' filled by members of one

-

or the other sex, ricri.,tlivi any of them criticize the ordinance. Each, -therefare--; w- as no more than a proposal.e

Of ernpiOyment and thus a classiv example of "g. ercial speech," nQrprotected by the First
/

Amendment ..
/1

.,,..
rake YT1. h6 no counterpart to the secttori of:the PPIt'sburgh ordinanve that limde the newspaper's carry-

ing of/scg-de',4nated advertising columns a vi'Mation., However., Section, 704 (b) of Fitle lir' provivtts ill,/..,-
-. . j / ' ,. ;substailve 7i fiat '1't shall he an unlatyful empty erit ueactic.e for an employer or an ?mployment agency to puttlish

i
' I ,/ / / ., ' . , ....NW . .

or 4..:111S,C t/.) be publi-aied any notice,or adkiri'isemkntT'Sketing to employment- indicating a preference or
SI% it.',,,l.,/ i . r t .; . tt-"!.: i ,;. , y . ,1..'.'f 7 ..

i I
i. , c.

..
\.

,

,'L.,

; 4.- ' l 4. ._.51 See 1ppendisx' B. In Karilolv. ft:), it 1,las also said the coiistant use of masculine pronouns
4'1 ? by law farms and friterv.iV,idg,orgarilzati'ons in their J$1)-lescription correspondence'II , / was not, per 9c, an unlawful sex specification indio'ating an initvillingnes to consider"tt . ./ ,%.

.. * /,' women. Cf. Wetzel; .supra'.`
'.11 '-. :,' : ..

.

1 ;I I: -
... 4. ',1 1 P. Hie law st..hoo.1 did not pormit any-firm tyldesignate.v.hleh students .if wanted to interview

;- If and required ,seach firm to intery les. al l'' students wilt) igned up for jittery, ig(vs w about
t f t) regard, to rate, color, creed, sex, ripti ona 1 origin, /class standing, or grace- e.

.104 1.

'.: il r ,,. ;,v n i t e!..(1 States v. Hunter:459 h,,2d 205 (4th ('ii. 19121, cet,. dcn'd. 409 (1* 9:3-1, 93 -S.ct. 255
,..1 iy, 1 (19,7% ) , rejected a. newspaper publ slier' s f irst Aillondmenf 'challenge to Section ,a94(c) C? the;', t ;v,i'vil,Rights Act of 1968, which °tubas the pul4ication of racially discfimitniitory advertise-

,\/ *merle; for thd stile 'ol' rental of : dwelling. ' 4. '
1,tt :'

..7,
12 U.s.e.A. iSdctioti 2000e-3(h). Sec Appendix By

'et

t

i'/7
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....1 A-'-:,-limitatoir baSed"-on..4ace -sot nr,, rel,,,Vpn., se4.,_ or national or igrn ''e:-(..ppt..*.t-it-1.-stw_t, a4npt.icele 4- ;iktNeitice-a,- v-

. , --4-;-,- .

.. &era iftay, indicate 'UsEpreference er 1 teitation, b9sed on religion, gotx; pr.tratifi:9141,- crr}. p,!dhen, religip.tr, 50 x ,
- - a 1.- -7.- .... r-t, . -

pax` .`.),i's, - ... ...". -- -

;,-..--... . , . t '''-';', ' 4. ....-7 V A ,... .. `,:f. '' ". 7- ?.., -"' ,. ..-, -'
' -4 , e . ' --'''t '-r--. . , ,' .. - -.- v.' - .. - ., . _,,,,,!

t,......4 .
Oi-nat,i,cr-f- pLig-ittis V-1)9114. i.dt- oe..iiip3,..t lora I. quatla.fiatlidii.; 1)),...1:96.q.)1ettc6C iXsue0, f Fride firle"t -

-: .a..:74_,__ *:,., ..' ; ' ' , 't (._...- 4 7

the
)s

,.,P i . I -1 1,:.'-.7V 4 /*;;:' 11 'I , . '. ...' '

-4. a..
' e.,..terPrAtsill*eI 1101 741, VI) WO. Vy ing' that. I he pkAceincRE an allItervilsppe.131Act,citurihs c 1 ass 1 fiVid,-bi

.!?..-`f. ., i 11-4,-1,;,, ';', A .,. 4. 441. o' r &---. .,.., --` -14,. -"' -
.:-

-, . .. ... t-,,,,, ..., i 4-, - . -1'..'
on 111.b kasis, bil sex would be -,eons. A atfe-ssion.soC at p,,e:ferpreFe- qv ,.iiiitat ion ba:ecron--., , i f --ei ! . , +4'.

.. `.1 e 1 . 1 - .1 Ai- ', , i . .. - ,
sex, in v,i o,lat,ion zr Tale v...i1-'s . '--:.... .

---.- .,r...,;,.. -7
.. -..., . ,

, ....,-,... ..,
,

-_z:_-.:-.._ / .
publishers

- gl--i ---,,,, . , i 14-A! ,
- knewspappr, ', akot rsarron "Cird'a--44.154in-gt on newspaper- tholk sought. a declaratory Judgment .4, -

-........, - -..
. . ,,

-.., ..'
...-... r . , . . ., ' '. '....'SS......- ' , 1,',
that the.__Egoc... lacAce4-autfigrit.z. To i,s--up., tie guide I ine and al -5o sought to enjoin it from enforLing' the guide- . 4"4 1 1ir,..

4.._ e '. Ne t I.. ,

, ."-.........,....., oe,, ,,..__, . ........ 1er.... 1 , .., : / , .
---,....1-14 Ametri. n -Nei_ -..__..,._,2§Ea.__.1..,-P 1 ,onslrer: Assosziation v. Ale andei., 294 F . 1100 ID-C.:1968) . The ...Court , .1"

_------:. -__ - - ------ 4 -s ' I1 t ..
- ....' t

....

, .

ee.---
... "%, `--A.1,11.w.a5. not a -reKulat ion- hving the force of la;',",-ne.i,ertirede-ss saidid it was a re?..s.onab...lee

- -:-
...

- _ { :I' - ,.-- _--- ------ ; -- --,

f -Sq.ction 704 (b) -and dent _the mc,t-r-on-- preliminary inhilipt,ton.---...
A4-

;Tit T-70

.9E.
r Z)eanrhgcof.

v 'sought to
-

, unde r sppar.
San F-rancisc

-'..-' --- . .. \ e" e e -

on .the theory that li,elp-tianteda.d5 was an '''`ethizttyinseniage-ncy" within the'- _ _ ....
.. , q , . --

...
ection ,-,03(13) . and Section - ,04 of Title ....II, .a Sari Francisco woman tin trip ler employment

' - ,, , -,,
g --a

din,oertain local newspapers frOm_li.ting employment achertise'ments ..-tt ,c),..v,f194.1 sec,tion§, : ". I ,-, . . i :" 1, .,. - .0 _. .., t
re "glen' and ''omen" Iteading's when sex was net A bona fide incupatierial-E4aa,lificalion, Brush y. ".
.',

cert. den'd.

listed under the

. -

News a er erintati -Co.:, 315 P..A-Supp. 577 (\.U. Cal, 1970), aift4AA t-la*E9"'(.9refi Ciif'19772) ,

,. 1 '

An' .:

4 0 U.S 94'34- 93 'F.Ct. 1369 (1973). She alleged' that many of- -kg pots which fyrterested her were
.

I
heading "help Cianted--Alcuir" and that she was effectiielWascouraged

b , -
oforthem dtie to t e inference created by the adve-rtisement that the emplsay-ex F14-11.--Shot want ,t 'hire a aoman,_-A-

, ..
Ldp

- -'
ave made an application if th-e. ads had been listed' withoTt.:4prefe'rcmce for gisa.*although sh

In dismissing th., wilt for failure-of- the complai- nt -to state -a-claim, _the--Cburt-,examined the legigl_ atiSre
_

history an conc10e4tongress had never intended newspapers to be treated-as 'employment agencie., for the.- -

. the'
.

purpose of Title, .1 14 Newspapers, it ..mid, although in the business of publishing advertising -copy presented
. 5 : .,, 4. 1 5 - , .

by employers ,professional employment agencies, find job seekers, 4re 'net irritly' ifither cr ordinary ,Sense
,

21.-.., '. .1 -' t 1 A ' ' . - ''' 7 f
more

.-

engaged in the husinep of procuring employees or employment oppertuniti,e,-rany more than they were engaged
.,

. , ,

in the used car' isinpss or in the real
1

des,igned to bang buyers and sellers together in those fields. -1 -4

;

The samSissue arote and a like result was reached in
,

, 4 PEP Cases 548 tN-0. III. 192).

guideline discussed in merican

,

estate bus mess 'when their accepted .arid ;printed advertising : copy
- ,- -

o ,

? , I.
eri6eld N , F lei& Ehteiprises , Inc,! F. S!Ipp.

,.-1, -.--

g6f.1 t% ! ! ,

!

In add4 f.. Court rejectedian,Atrgumientby the Etoc that the

Publishers Association, slipia ,' inili.vled the want-ad a' Ctiities of
' 1 t,

.
a , . . , -

I 1 .
. . ,

newspapers.: At ictNis opinion, the Court siid,(iiii""552): :t. t.:,: - , I ; "
i , ,, . ' . . ...

J

, 1,

. , , 's i
It setrgs appropriate to suggest.; however, to; he ,d,e_fecwitilitt,,:lrlyer 'gratuitop415;,,Ilint ,

the pos i tj-ob.,6t t4 plaintiffs is .ran idea ithos tithe, has. &me, and that serious conSiderat ion ._

te gi ven _ to! a :icy i gi on of the cla441ficia-iou-pf aciicpsin:'emPTo:vsleiit advertising .1:rithout
referepae-to and free from the compulsion -of the yutdictrah pa.thc* court. I, , 4 4

t ,

S;

4

-..

ee - a.- -

.a. , .
,

.....
- ...- i , -

./. - -:, t .....--.1- -, LI, .---_-;--77--- ..'---'-- t I. t; is ..--- --' i

..4
. i , 1 .

. t -,e '. -4' 8, 29 CFR Section 1604.5 -- .- - .; 5
_

1 vt ". ' : -le , ..7f ;- ,21 , 1:,- /
z

II' ' .ii
i

, 9. 42 11 , S.C. A . Sect ion +00e-2 th y. see Appendix '8`'' , - -.., r 4, ,
-:.;

', i* 1-

,i-'

Is1 e

. - ', , ,4511 -
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. 1. 4.
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: :,;'
Ln vet another, similar 'case, Morrow v. Nicss:',Aik4Egl!,114e22_E2Ik2L111211, F. SupO , 5 FEP

Cases 28- S.D.{ Miss. ,1972), the defendant; arectiling an ansyer denying it JUs art emidokm'ebt agency' 1
1. I.'

- I
iNeki a motion for summa4 judbilent'based on,:the pleadiaigS. ,-Th. motion ;as -

I

as define'd h> Title VII, fi

denied on the narrow ground the newspaper involved carried a. nOil:A in its ant -al sect_ion- stating it

reserved, the right to reject, edit, and-,c,1ass-if;iia,11,cepy. The,Cr rt./azii that if the newspaper "iikid taken__

..

..

an ayt.ixe part in claisi-f-ttrgith.e .obs a dl. er t Ise d in its, In31p,-rwpr e...d.- :l,unn.s,
.

pursuant to Its statbment
I ___.- ,--...,, ...

, i.

k/ .i,'

` of pol rcy , it might qui-iit,f)... is an emploj'inen't 'it' ,,i,,..), qed thprp.-floi.e jthe iikaititiff was ent di& io 'prdc'eet1 P.,-- -; . P . III .I

i..$' ./... . .,' . --.:-,... /4 ,
i" .i i,n her atreapt to,..4frove ,the newspaper via- lac!Pr an agen:zy.''' , Y Y. ; . .

i . -
... _ --

.t, e .- - ., ' ' , , :/, ,,,, I, _

ti ..4 I . .1;....):Tal. TrV t.14:1 of -Is ant-add. issue has inioIlld ir11,4/.1.. v", Un_ ted .lirs_1.10;-;,-,-;4p4-tr,-2d 1006 (5t_al.1..E... 1972j. .
1/1 1.,""'- c "' r ;,"` . :,, A . -,,,:, ;.. .-.,..,. --..

_
,The adifit'ilf,,' a male, read a New Orleans newspapet 'ad for ste4ardis,sscig placed byThfnited in the "Help' .--- 0. -,

.. / '
.

., .

r .. .

'''Hanftkr-''-:(467-.2s`' column. There was no. corresporidIng asiterrisemen,t far ...,Ibin stewar4s in the "Help Ranted -- -..
. *, r _

.--,1:,, ;.'/...-- , -
.

-Mill_ef.'".crt;.anct Ila-ales brought suit Under Title l 11 without e4er having app,ted to United for a job.

pallitc1:.x4Arti}:n.11-,N7Thrgued that sinceehe had never applied for employriept, he had not been injured and
. .....

. .. -
:. th e re fa re liad. SS -113Aciwr,i;vt-o sue. `5.x., rirksv,.. .t he Court said (pg. 1008):.

.

But this position requires too T.ucti. The .very appearance at an employ'er's offices of one
.6- ..,. 1,..Tresitftd xe4 the diScrrminatory ad 6&..t Azertheless continued to seek the job, would

_ "a7Craosj..bii,;:lia'riotiw ebader was not (4etemd by this unlawful practice and therefore

were to bold_ ttikt Hades cannot challenge this advertisement,
ilicnnrrobOirraftriti-twer,spmpl-a_in of this 2ira4fiee which Congress has so directly proscribed.

wea-c-firs&-(.-3"-kisli"tfiat,a mere cns.ual\uader of an advertisement that violates this
96C1,10.- may bring \'"',:"..10- be agg'riere4 'Oder this subsection a person must be able

.'io detodstrete_thde he'517-s.A..f rear, kesent inteiest in the type of employment advertised.
tn'Sdpiltion, that person nti*t_be" able to shOw lie,Was effectively deterred by the improper
-aa:7froiTir applying for such rt-Iflorclit-: (Emphas )

- , %.,:-:` ',. - . . . N r 1, .

,The Court &en remanded ti!V-%:-)ase -4pt 4hZ-81.5triLt couTt ,rqr furthet proceedings avd said that if Hailes _A, .
. %..

prove] all his vapou,s, allegatlops, tlip-lird4d4s,t relief aa11461.e u111'.'te 0 injunction restraining the
- .,_ ,

:-.A,
. .m.

,, 4

: i '''..P*

_ Eruhl 'catio n DE advertisements such as .thp'dne in issue an43fEir!itatiiely reqiiiring United to consider any

joV.appl_ication Miles might choose to slibillii promptly. i:' a, . .\ N.
. 4. Ji . .c, . I,

..-
':.,' .

. t 1,t, i **kt.f:' l'i,.'
. ii S, ` - ...*

-
. .

: L / ..:- ---

' 1 \ ,..
.

. N -4 t 'fs-i* , 1

I `,'N k.,I.
-

. . s a 4 s. -

.

10. Results similaj to trush
, lel I-, were reaclied in the

-_-- :- ffuf fa 1 o Courier -Express ,

, -- : TOT homen v. Gannet t CO.__- - result reached under New
_

t-N.J. 1973).

,'1

%

and dreepfield but involving NeA:cd4 laws, ratlieY\than Title
two New.sYprk cases Cf. Llt.knal Orian;...-gtion for4 'en v.

Inc., l&N.Y. S.2d 608 (S.rt. IOC),Nmia;Nationat , ganization
, Inc., N.Y'S:S,4-: S.2d 570 (S;,., N.A. 177.) . ForN4,kontrary. .

Jersey law \ see Passaic Dail::: News ,).o Bekir, , 308 ,.1*. .:4649
\\ , -

's% \!.,

1
VI N

*;;% 'N,

.

.1 s.
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APPENDIX D-2

SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENTDISCHARGE

' .

In Danner s. IthillipsPetrolcum Co., 44' V.2(.1 159, reh. den'd., 450 F.20881 (5th Cfr, 1971), a female
4

plaht clerk was held to-has.e_een discriminat;ed against because of her sex where she showed that she had
. ,- ...... .....

,4.-,.:
...... 4 r..tazan.gh.s:lasged.0 a plani:esonumy movt-hei-ause ,,he possessed no bumping or llidding seniority rights, that

- --- ....--.....:,.._ . ---7.-- . -
-..

...

1,nozw.or, in- the7plant-,-41.14.-.s.pch--1.4-nds.that, the work she was doing was substantially similar to the work
-,.......1.1:7--- -'---::-*

' ---

, . -...
done by men wlie-diriaC:c.'Unqi-kii,.a,e,bidding rights.

',,,...7.2,-,7, -,......,`. -1

The prdirfttlf5r-p-f_a termination car.,cd h=an ciployeets loss.Of her acemulated 'Seniority bidding rights

z_

- .
. ,. .

when she took
.

a mandatory maternity leave was2-an'Wue in
.

Satty v. astisille as Company, 184 F. Supp. "65

. ,.. )-
Til-Ja.., Tenn:-.1-97,-,_ Such rights were not lost in the case of temporary absence 'from work becajle of other

..... . . .
The plaintiff's principal duties had.involved the posting of merchandise accounts, and the employer,

prior to her pregnancy; had infended to traafer.certain of its accounting functions to itlecomputer-
/ t!

processing department and to dis,:ontinue its.rw:ehaiidise operations. Both steps were taken while the
c .;-." 4 ;

plaintiff was on maternity- leave, and as againther--cihim this, failure it, hold her job open was sex

discrimination, tt waC held -the two business reasons for el,Iganating the Job were legitimate and sufficient.

The issue of loss of seniority bidding Tights was 111 the case because tfic plaintiff, after returning from

'Z A
maternity lease, was given temporSry work which came to an end' a Iiimth later. However, because she Kas

totally frustrated in her efforts to regain'a pertahent position due to the,maternity-lehve loss of hen"

accumulated seniority in job bidding, it yas also held the terminatifOnfvio/lted Title VII,

In Francis v. Lmerican Telephone and Telegraph Co., Long Lincs,pepartmcnt, 55 F.R.DI. 202 (D.C.

t4evidence showed that the-plaintiff, a black female working for the telephone compel, had been late

reporting to work for one-third of the worn days 3.n February, 1966, one -half of the work days in March,

and two- thirds of the work days in May, jilii a day in Septe'mber, whin she had,bPeu late three days I of
..

four during that week, she was called to the:ioffito of a supervisor and reprimatided about her loud personal
;:,

telephone censers'ations, which disturbed Ether employees, She,,/tis-1;arnektli'att if she dial not become more
'kfrf:

:if- 1, ir
punctual and curtail her use of the telephone, ,She would be f9 le Ad. rn N.ov per, she was again reprimanded

.,

A 1 'Y'.4-

for excessive tardiness and phone use, and in FebruarY, 0(07- she was, ix nded for tardiness, absenteeism,
. : , >'

and excessive phone use. That same month she Aled a cramp)' with tr16T.69C, and thereafter there was a

. - , -e,, --:' "/ ,

.

.

pattern Of oppress ivy supervision and constant .su,rvexilaVe until she y/es fplally discharged in May.
Ii.

J :... 'r /
'-': -A:,

The-Court, while finding there had been no disqrimination vita. to the Ling of the EEOC complaint,4
.

1
.

,:/
/

said the actions of,the%telephone company's super'soik'ois After the, ftling oflizb complaint were in retaliation
__. ' f'.,4
and thus in violation of Title VII. ." j"

`f.,
., se

:.1

. t

In another case involving discharge aft" dling of_Momplaint wi.4 the EEOC, it was, said that

the, discharged female employee was entitic444(
. ,,, ,

apunption requitliig the employer to reinstate -her
,,,...

i, .;.

P
,

.

for a 300 -day period fol4owing the filing ,"4 the complaint/I' Inge the disc in and of itself established
*I: ',/,

, 6, : p
t 7," rz,,,I.L...,3

., .,./
, 1.

, . ,,
A

1 ' , II
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4

a primd'fape case of reprisal, which the employer had not rebutted. Hyland v.Kenner Products Co.,

. F. Supp: =,x10 FEP Cases 367 (S.D. Ohio 1974),

In Ammons v: :Zia Co., 448 F.2d 117 (10th Cir. 1971), a female procedures tiriter2s contention that her

employer had discharged her, in violation of Title VII, because she constantly complained of lowpay

based her sex was rejected where thbre was evidence that her complaints about low pay: of which there

were 32, had begun whtle she was still'a junior clerk-steno and had, persisted when she was transferred to

the publications section of the company at a time when she was earning more money than the only other:

wrocedures writer a male, and that, during a period when there was no male procedures writer paid

more than she, she demanded higher p4ay on 14 occasions. The Court agreed with the employer's contention

she had been discharged because of accumulated incidents and not because of her sex, and while laer constant

4 complaints about being underpaid had some bearing on the employer's ultimate decision to discharge her,

this stemmcd from the complaints as such, not as complaints of underpayment by reason of sex. In aditron, she

had persisted in .iolating a company rule prohibiting the bringing of personal equipment to work, she had

(

Improperly used a government typewriter and paper for personal correspondence, she had dramatically protested,.)

an "average" efficiency rating, and she had been using amphetamines and barbiturates for thirty years.1

In frockt v. Olin Corp., 344 F. Supp. 369 (S.D. Ind. }9 2), it was said that a numerical imbalance

between men and ,ten employees in various job classification's, without more, did not establish the employer

had treated the Aaintiff hdYself in a discriminatory fashion, and where the plaintiff was unable to get

afong with supervisory personnel, failed to follow the instructions of her supervisors, and concerned hersel

with duties and responsibilities entrusted to other persons, resulting in the neglect of her on lob, she

wis discSargec bec,aiuse of her misconduct and not because of discrimination proscribed by lit le %II.

1. Evidence which disclosed that a black female probationary employee hired by a state's
department of highways refused to complete some tasks assigned to her, continually
made errors on reports; was late for work on numerous octasions, took three days sick
1Z.4..40..... three days annual leave, any) a one day leave without pay within a seven-month

periods,insubordinatc, and refused to follow instructions, was herd to refute
--....".-cNrgez:,<raclal_and sexual discrimination tinder Title \II. Courtney v. Louisiana

2S2 So.2d 721 (Ia. \pp. 19-3), eert.-den'd. 286 So.2d 363 (La. 19-3).

.

1
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APPENDIX E

StX DISCRIMINATION IN ,

EMPLOYMENTMATERNITY AND PREGNANCY POLICIES'

In general: two main types cfcabcs. arise in connection with sex discrimination charges related to

maternity or pregnancy in employment. In the first, the employee challenges mandatory leave policies 4

Imposed at a fixed time during pregnancy, or mandatary recotery and return periods after the birth of

the child. The leave policies so challenged usually mean no pay during the period of absence from work

and sometimes entail a risk the individual will not recover her job.

In the second type, the employee.challenges the refusal of the employer (or a disability plan) to

extend the same benefits for temporary absence caused by pregnancy as it does for absence due to temporary

disabilities generally.

The two types of cases will be considered below.

MANDATOR', MATERNITY OR PREGNANCY LEAVES t

In most of the cases that follpw: the women plaintiffs introduce medical evidence'to support the
Y

argument they were not physically disabled from performing their duties on the job, while the employers

usually respond with exidenCe io the effect that pregnant women in general require assistance, or that

the particular mandatory rule eliminates the administrative problems involed'in making individual

determinations of disability.

Representative cases are cited below, and are followed by a sampling of judicial opinion from them.

Finally, considerat,nn is given to Cleveland Board of Education x. LaFleur, 414 U.S. 632,194 S.Ct. -91 119-4).

Cases:

Williams v. San Francisco Unified School District, 340 F. Supp. 43S (N.D. Cal. 19-2).
Section 19832 action. For purpose of motion for preliminary injunction, school'district's
policy that pregnant employee absent herself from ilpty without pay.for at least two months
before anticipated birth of her child offends equaf protection clause.

Bravo v. Board of Edaation of City of Chicago, 34S F. Supp. 1S3 (N.D. Ill. 1972). Section
1983 action. For purpose'of preliminary injunction, board of education's policy requiring
pregnant teachers to stop work during their sixth and subsequent months of pregnancy and for
two months ther'eafter offends °cilia' protection clause. Traditional equal protection standard
used.

1. The cited cases are not necessarily brought under Titl,e VII. Where relevant, the
particular law involved will be indicated, Prior to the effective date of the 1972
ariendnent of e 11, of course, challenges to the matcrnity and pregnancy policies
of educational nititutions could not be made under Title If.

6.1

2. Section 1983 here and t'rough the cgst of th'is appendix refers to 42 U.S C.A. Section 1983.
See Appendix A-1.

1 15
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Pocklington v. Duval County School Board, 345 F. Supp. 163 (M.D. Fla. 1972).' Requiring
pregnant first-grade teacher to begin leave of absence after four and a half months of
pregnancy offends equal protection clause.

Heath v. hesterville Board of iducation, 345 F. Supp. 501 (S.D. Ohio 19721. Since no twb
pregnancies. are alike, decisionsasto when a pregnunt teacher should discontinue wo.lt4ig is
matter best left up to woman and her doctor. Regulations of school board requiring-4indatory
resignation of pregnant female employees after fifth month of pregnancy and requiring them to
wait one year following delivery before being eligible for reemployment violative of equal

..protection in that regulation's treat pregnancy differently from other disabilities.

Monell v. Department of Social Services of City oP New York, 357 F. Supp. 1051 (S.D. N1N, 1972).
Section 1983. Summary judgment denied when question of fact existed as to'whether women employees
were compelled in every case to leave their employment at the seventh month of pregnancy except
when eighth occurred during last month of school term or whether individualized medical judgment
was made in each case.

I

Jenks v. Mays, 332 F. Supp. 254 (N.D. Ga. 1971), remanded on other grounds, 464 F.2d 1223 (Sth-Cir.
19-2). Section 1983. Board of education's policy of granting maternity leave to tenured teachers
but not toentenured teachers was arbitrary and a violation of equal protectipn.

Seaman . Spring Lake Park Independent School District \o. 16, 363 F. Supp. 944 (Minn 1973).
Section 19S3. Preliminary injunction/ granted against school district's attempt to force seven-
months pregnant teacher to take imm-6-diate sepester%s leave of absence contrary to her wishes
to continue her team teaching until confinement and to return to,teaching three weeks after
having given birth, since the only apparent reason for schOol district's action was an unalterable
biological se\-related function which did not impair her ability to teach.

Scott v. OpeLika City Schools, 63 F.R.D. 144 (M.D. Ala. 1974). Sec.tiOn 1983. Plaintiff's
request for injunction against mandator) maternity leave policy which required pregnant teacher
to discontinue her employment after seventh month of pregnancy regardless of her physical
capability to perform duties for longer period mooted by change in defendants' regulations.

Singer v.Mahoning County Board of Mental Retardation, 379 F. Supp. 986 (N;.D. Ohio 1974). Title
VII. Policy that pregnant teacher'cannot work beyond fifth month of pregnancy constitutes
sex discrirrimation.

\ewrnon v. Delta Air Lines, Inc.,; 373 Fx Supp. 238 (N.D. Ga. 1973). Title;VII. Airline's policy t,

:,of requiring female grodvd employees to go on maternity leave ht end of fifth month of pregnancy
was not shown to be reasdnably necessary to normal operation of.arrline's business and hence.
violated Title \II. Court, however, did not determine propriety of airl'ine's policy of permitting
those on maternity leave to be permanently replaced, since evidence showed that failure of the '

airline to rehire plaintiff was attzlbutahle to general business slowdown.

Schattman v. Texas Tmployment Commission,. 459 F.2d 32 (5th Cir. 19721. Title VII, equal protection
clause. Former employee alleged that Texas Employment Commission's policy of terminating employ-
ment of pregnant female employees two months prior to expected delivery date violated Title VII.
Held, even if Commission an employment agency within meaning of Title \IL, it was exempt (under
ct as written at time case arose) as a state agency. Also, regulation was not so unreasonable
as to offend equal protection clause. :
Greed v. haterford Board of Education, 4-3 F.2d 629 (2nd Cir.-d73)., Section 1983. School board's,
policy requiring maternity leave without pay to begin not less than four months prior to expected
confinement off- at such tirrk_ as replacement became available arbitrarily forced physically capable

woman to leave her job before being equired to do so for medical reasons and was discriminatorr
Interest of state in health and safety of teacher and unborn child, continuity of education, and k.
administrative convenience not sufficiently promoted by the policyto jugtify such discrimination$
Board not prevented, however, fom considering question of lea_ve for pregnant teachers.on an
individual basis.

Buckley v. Coyle Public School System, 476 F./d 92 (10th Cir. 1973). Section 1983. Regulations
requiring dismissal at end of sixth month of p gnatcy penalized female teacher for being a woman;
it was immaterial whether pregnancy was voluntar State must demonstrate compelling interest,to
Justify the regulation because interest involved i fundamental one in that .(1) it concerns aanowlit- .

edged right of plaintiff to bear children and (2) i lemalids that a schoolteacher select either.
employment or pregyncy. "s4

Excerpts from Preceding Cases

From Williams, supra, (pg.-.443):

In oddition.to the test de,Veloped by the Supreme Court that a questioned classification must
he rationally related to as.lgitimate state goal to he upheld under the equal protection clause,
a mire demandingOtandard m9st be met where, a.ileiltdrthe members of the ClaSs allegedly discriminated

c.
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against assert a threat to their basic constitutional or civil ri'gbts,'.;

Prom Heath, supra, (g. 505).

(1)his Court is 1.111ing to conclude that there are certain ineluctable differences between
men and women and between pregnant and nonpregnant women. Legislation attempting to cIrtii.

a distinction between these groups is not per'se violative of the Lqual Protection
-Clause.. llowe\er, in the Lase at bar the c1J-CriTinZ Board of bdocation has completely
failed to Uqmonstrate a rational, non ,arbitrary basis in fact for the regulations in questioh
and a tenuous 'relationship between th44 and the ends sought to beachqeked. * *

It is the very inflAibility of the Board's policy which casts a light of dubious .

consAltutionality about its regulations. Pregnanes, like law suits, are 'Sul generls, * *

Whale it may he quite true that some A.'omen are incapacitated by pregnancy and would be well'
acOsed to aUopt regimens less, strenuous than those borne by salool touchers, to say that thig
is true of all women IS to define that half of our population in stereotypical terms and to
deal withthem.Artificially. Seual stereotypes are nb less invidloU's than racial or religious
ones. * * any rule by an employer that seCknt to deal with all pregnant employees in ,in

identical fashion is dehumanizing to tht indiellual women involved and is by its very nature
arbitrary and discriminatory.

From Green, supra, (pg. 63:;-6(5

1..

!Continuity of instruction is surely an import 6t yaide. Micro a pregnant teacher provides the

Board,With a date certain for commencement of leAe, however, that value is preserved, an
arbitrary lease date set'at the end of the fifth month is no more calculated to facilitate
a planned and orderly transition between the teacher and a substitute than is the date fired
cloger to corrfinement. * *

Turning to.the additional administrative convenience suggested,of avoiding many "battles of
obstetrician:i',"%e put to one side the thought that the district Court's analysis could as well
Justify a much harsher rule, requiring maternity leave to start at the end of tiiree months of
p!egnancy, or two. More to the point, a disagreement between physicians may arise any time a
teacher's medical problems.might, in the. eyes of the school administration,-inhibit satisfactory
performance of classroom4ohligations at some point in the future; yet the'Board apparently chose
to avoid medical "bat-tles" only in the case of pregnancy.

\s to safety, it is depressingly true these days that violence from students is a p0,tilhllitYx
not pure fancy hnethei. that possibility justifies troating pregnant teachers, differently from male
teachers is 111,211y questionable. When the comparison rs with other femalp.te-acheri, any
justifiLation for focusing solely on Ahose tvho are pregnant is sty-11 MOre dubious in the
abstract and wholly 'so on this record. * An additional state interest -- avoiding "class-
room distractions" lallsedq embarrassed children "poAnting, giggling, laughing and making
sni4e remarks" shout their teacher's condition--emerges from one of "the several cases" to which
defendants refer. le regard:any such interest as almocc too twikial to mention.; it seems

particularly- ludicrous where,,as here, plaintiff taught only high school students. hhat-evr
may-11,6,.been the reaction in Queen lictoria's time, pregnancy is no longer a dirty word. ,

the only substantial iihstifications for, the Board's maternity leave rule relate to continuity
of classroom education and-to administrative efficiency and comeniencei. * * *

w4

.......

Two cases involving mandatory maternity leaves, one from the SixthCircait, one from the Fourth

Circuit,' and brought under Section 1985,4 finally reache'd the Supreme Courf in Cleveland Board of Lducation
. ,

v. LaFleur, Cohen v. Chesterfield County School Board, 414 U.S:'632, 94 SCt. 791 (1974).
-A

* 0

the Cleveland rule required a pregnant teacher to take unpaid maternity leave five months before the

.

3. Lafleur v. Gle\elarfBbavd or Iducation; 4651.42d 1184 (6th Cir. 1972)1 Cohen v.
'Chesterfield County School Board, .174 r.'2,1 395 (4thCir. 19i3).

4. It is a curious aspect of"the decision that, although both ceses were decided in
the lower courts m'equal protection grounds pursuant tbroe4ion 1983, the Supreme
Court itIcif relied on the due process clause.,

L"'

4,,
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expected childbirth, with the application for such leave to be made at least -two weeks before her

departure': Ile teacher touId not return to work until the first next regular semester after her
.

, o

was three Menths.old. The Chesterfield County rale required the teacher to leave work at least

four Ton-til's, ,,ind to give notice at least six months, before the anticipated childbirth. Re-employment was .

guaranteed no later than the first day of the school year afterYhe date the teacher was declared re-

* eligible. Both the Cltveland and the Chesterfield County rules required a physician's certificate of physical

fitness prior to the teacher's return.

In holding the mandatory leave provisions of both rules violated the due process clause of the Fourteenth

Ame9dment,- the Court said (pg. 796): '

5''
fhis Court has long recognized that freedgm of personal choice in matters of marriage

and family life is one,of the liberties protected by the Due ProcesS'Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. * *

By acting to penalize the pregnant-teacher for deciding to-bear a child, overly
ustrictive maternity leave regulations cp constitute a heavy burden oh the exercise

these protected freedoms. * * * (T)he Due Process Clause oT the Fourteenth
Amendment requires that such rules must not needlessly, arbitrarily, or capricioUsly
,impinge upon this vital 'area of a teacher's' constrtUrional liberty.

4

While approving of the advance notice provisions in-the rulbs as being wholly rational a crhaps ,41

,.. even necessary to serve the objective of cont.inuit) ofiftstiuLtion, die, Court found the absol c requirements

. - ,, ,

e s, -

of termination at the end of the fourth oi .ffthmontli.of prCgnancysentirely the opposite (pg: 798)i.

The * * * rules surely operate to insulate the classl-b6M from the presence of potentially

fneaOacitated pregnant teachers. But the question is whether the rules sweep too broadly:

* * * That question must be answered in the affirmative, for the provisions amount to a
conclusive presumption.that every pregnant teacber who reaches the fifth or sixth month of

1410 ati teacher's doctor--or the school board's--as to ny,parileulai teacher's ability to continue
nancy is physically incapable of Lontinutng.t There is no individualized determination by

at her job. [he rules contained an irrebuttable presumRtionof physical incompetchcy, and that
presumption applies even when the medical evidence ;o an.Individual woman's physical status

might be wholly to the contrary.5,6'
....-

t v

Footnote 13 to the opinion provides ,in indieatien as

.

A hbw the Court might view maternity leave policies %-

drafted in resP-Ohse to its.deLision in Lafleur. After .stating that administrative convenience alone was

insufficient to make valid-what otherwise would bj a violations-of due process, the Court continued (pg. 799-800):

0

lhis Is Aot to say that the only means for providing appropriate protection for the rights
of pregnant teachers is an individualized determination in each case and in every circumstance.

d w he are not dealing in these cases with maternity-leave regulations requiring a,termination
of employment at some 'firm date during t4e.last Few weeks of pregnancy. he .thCreforc have no .

occasion to decide whether such regulltions might he justifies by considerations not presented
in these records--for example, widespread medical nsus about the "disabling" effect ofen' us

pregnancy on a teacher's job performance during teelatter days, or ej,idence showing that such
firm cutoffs were the only reasonable method of a&oiding the possibility of labor beginnrng
while sonfe teacher was in the classroom, or proof that adequate substitutes could not be procured
without at least some minimal lead time and Leitailly as to the dates non which thou evibyment
as to begin.

5. The Court aMo approved of t e Chesterfield County rule 'is to when a teacher would

'become eligible for re employment, but disapproved. of the Cleveland return rule, in-

sofar as ft embodied the. provision that a mother had to wait until her chOd reached
the age- of three months before ,the return rule began to operate. Thig% it said, was

wholly arbitrary and irrational.

6. Justice Powell concurred in the result, but stated he felt that e protection

analysis was the appropriate frame of reference, lleemphagize4 that the Court's

opinion endorsed the blanket 'right of,a sL1132$1146rd to demand substantial advance

notice of pregnancy and to restrict the ret OtehOint to the outset of the school '

term fallowing delivery.

1.
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Lafleur, therefofre, does not abolish all mandatory. school-board maternity leave policies. School

boards (and other rriployprs) may still establish policies that do not arbitrarily infringe upon each

individual woman's teaching Capabilities. But mandatory terminatibn and'return dates must be rustified

by sufficient evidence.

Exactly this kind of accommodation took place in de Laurier v. San Diego Unified School District,

F. Supp. , tO FEP Cases 361 (S.D. Cal. 1974), an actiop brought on constitutional and Title VII

..grounds, where the Court, relying on Footnote 13 from Lafleur, upheld a rule re4uiring a pregnant teacher

to take a leave at the end of eight months of pregnancy. The school district presented medical evidence

.relating to the declining ability of pregnant women that late in term to perform effectively, as well as

evidence relating to miscalculations by doctors to the predicted date of, delivery.

With .respect to LaFleur, the Court said there was no,violation-4as measured against the interests of

theeacher, the pupils, and the maintenance of orderly eddcation--of due process or equal protection.

With respect to Title VII, it said the schgel district had met its hiwden of proof and established that the

unique respOnsibilities of a school teacher required a four-week maternity leave policy, thlit the policy,

was justified by hUsiness necessity, and that it was a Br4.

In Bradley v. Cothern, 384 F. Supp. 1216 {C.D. Tex. 1974), aisodecided afteraFleur, it was said that

the action of a\chool district in not employing arbitrary cutoff dates with respect to maternity but

instead allowing a teacher to continue as long as she was able, and requiring her to submit a resignation

when she learned she.was pregnant, was.a constitutional adminitration,of its leave policy where te

resignation was-used as a notific'ation device to promote continuity. bf instruction by 'allowing school

officials to plan for the 'coping semester. But to aoid,a violation of due process, it was. incumbent

upon the district to give such a teacher a priority right to return to teaching when the first available

position in her field'becameyacant, and where a superintendent knew a teacher wanted to return to full-
,

time teaching after the birth of her child, the district's denial of such an opportunity unnecessarily penalized

her for asserting'her right to be- ar children and thus infringed due process. Reinstatement wall ordered

. as of the spr.ing Semester of 19'S, presumably the first full seiel;ier after the issuance of the injunction

inelfovembeT.of 1974.

In another case decided after Larlea, Satty v. Nashville has Company, 384 F. Supp. 765,(M.D. Fenn. 1974),.

no violation of Title VII occurred where the employer) in deciding when a maternity leave should commence,

4

customarilyweaghed the opinion of the employee's doctor, the employee's duties, her contact with the

and her work area, and where, in the partLular case, the pregnant, employee, who failed to report for work

*

on four Lon,ecutiA,e days after a four-dy Cllristmas holiday because'of'problems' with water retention, was

,i required to"take a maternity lea e immediately and gave birth to her child twenty -flye days later.

Lafleur was also applied in xman v. Wilkerson,'.390 F.'Supp. 442, (C.D. Va. 1975), with respect to a

school district's polity of requiring ,iteaLher who became pregnant prior,to roportirig for'duty.at the

beginning of the year to obtain a release from her contraLt. :BaLk pay was allowed to a teacher dismissed

because; of the policy.

4 (4
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\nd in Holthaus v. Compton 4 Sons, Inc., F.2d , 10 PEP Cases 601 (8th.Cir. 1975), Title VII

was viylated where a female employee who had 'to be absent from work because of complications during

0;

pregnancy was discharged, vidthe eviden,Se showed that (1) the employer ha o defined maternity leave.

policy, (2) the employer:historic.01) permitted employees who were absent from work because of illness

to draw on accumulated vacation time and then to go on sick leave without pay, (.3) the employer could

not substarhiate its "business necessity". argument that the employee's work was piling up and no one

else could handle it, and (4) the employer had previously discharged two other employees who had become

pregnant.

A

I\CLUION OF PRLO.A\CY-RILAIED DISABILI1IIS IROM DISABILIT1-131-NLMS COVERAGE
. . , . .

i - N

The HOC guidelines' provide in suostaffLe that femtile employees must receive maternity benefits if
....,,

.

wives of male employee; receive them, that disabilities caused by pregnancy, miscarriage, abortion, chid-

birth, and recovery therefrom are, for all job-related purposes, temporary disabiltties, and should be

treated as such under any health r temporary disability insu.ranLe'of sick -leave plan available in connection

with ,employment, that benefits under any health or temporary disability insprance or sick-leave plashould

be applied to disability due to pregnancy or childbirth on the same terms as14they are'applied to other
0

1

temporary disabilities, and that where the termination of an employee who is Temporarily disabled is caused

by an employment policy under which insufficient or no leave is available,such termination violates

'Title VII if'it has a disparate impact on etiPloyees of one sex and is not justified by business necessity.

The guidelas are entLtled-4)__great deference by_the_courts8:but_they_are not binding on them.

These guidelines, however, and the pregnancy-related problems with which they deal Have been extensively '

considered in two important recent cases, Gilbert v. General Electric Co., 375 E. Supp. 367 (1.D. Va. 1974),

and Wet:el v: Liberty Mutual Insurance Co., 372 F. Supp. 1146 (W.D. Penn. 1974).9

Gilbert is on appeal to the Fourth Circuit, where argument was heard in January, 1975. Wetzel was

7. 29 aR Section 1604.9(a), ()),(d); SectIon.1604.10(b), (c).

8. Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 -U.S. 424, 91 6.Ct: 849 (1971). See Appendix C.

9. In Farkas v. South Western City Schcfl District, F. Supp. , 8 FEP Cases Z88 (S.D. Ohio
1974), aff'd. 506 F.2d 1400 (6th Cir. 1974), it was said a board of education violated Title VI'
when it put a pregnant teacher on unpaid leave of absence instead of permitting her to use
her accumulated sick leave, notwithstanding that pregnancy was not within the ambit of an
Ohio stlitute governing the payment of sick leave to employees of hoards of education and in
effect at the time the controversy arose. See also Scott v. Opelika City Schools, 63 F.R.D.
144 (M.D. Ala. 1974)', a Section 1983 proceeding where it was said teachers who had been.denied
the right to use accumulated sick lease for maternity-related disabilities were entitled
to a choice of immediately recovering the monetary award representing the accumulated sick
.leave they could have taten at the time of their pregnancies or retaining their present
numbef of accumulated silk days unaffected by the provifus school board policy of excluding
maternity disability from sick -leave coverage. But see Newmon v. Delta Air Lines,nc.,
374 F. Supp. 238 (N.D. Ga. 1973), in which the guidelines' were rejected and it was said
pregnancy was neither a sickness nor a disability, but instead -71 voluntarily imposed condition
demonstrating that a'woman was q fte healthy and normal.

-I
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affirmed In 511 F...]d 199, (5.rd Cii.1975), and is beqieved to be on its hay to the Supreme Court. Snce
t

Iletzel was affirmed after the decision of the Supreme Court in Geduldtg v. Aiello, 117 U.S. 481, 94 S.Ct.

243S. 9741,10 Aiello will be considered before it in the paragraphs, that folloh.

.In Gilbert it appeared that the weekly notkoccup:itional sickness onid accident henef .it payments
4

General Ilect3provided to its employees excluded sickness or other disabilities arising f/om pregnancy,

miscarriage, or childbirth. li hetzel, it appeared that the contributory insurance plan for continuation

of incoMe Liberty Mutual prosided its*Omployees,for illness requiring treatment by a doctor of eight or

more cAlendar days which 'causes absence fiont work excluded 11:ability due to pregnancy.

In finding that these exclusionary policies etiolated litOe \II, both trial courts rejected the

argument pregnancy could be excluded from equality of treatment because it was a voluntary condition. Or

as the Court in hetzel put it (pg. 1158):

PregnanCy is J natural condvtion, it is an expectable condit ion, it is a statistically
foisevable ciondition, and ultimately it is a necessary condition: It is n condition
limited to women, not by statutory lats'or tastom,but by biological law.

As to the argument the cost to an employer of maintaining sickness anniccident benefits would increase

substantially if pregnancy disability here to be the CcAirt in Gilbert said (pg. 582):

Primary, of course, is the principle thst business necessity constitute amuilid defense
only$to a situation hitere the alleged discrimination arises from a policy neutral on its
face, and in its intent. The instant case does not fall in this category. Additionally, it

is doubtful in the first instance if cost alone would constitute a proper defense. * * *

The business necessity rationale is premised on a policy of justification by virtue of a
showing that the suspect conduct is necessary to the safe and efficient operation of the
business. * N.o such situation exists here.

Butstho months after this )cision, the Supreme Court- decided Geduldig v. Aiello, ?upi7a, in which

the rourt upheld,' as against ,c challenge on equal protection grounds, a provision 9f California's disability

i insurance program which excluded from coverage any work loss resulting from normal pregnancy. liNs hats noted

in Appendix A, the Court was clearly impressed by the fact that the program had been totafey self.supporting

and that income each year was usually approximately equal to expenses. In finding that the classification

system used by California did not iesult in invidious discrimination offensive to the equal protection clause,

it said (i-kg. 2491):

Although California has created a program to insure most risks of employment disability,
it has not chosen to insure all such risks, land this decision is reflected in the level
of annual contribution exacted from participating employees% This Court has held that,
consisfently .with the lqual PrOtettion Clause, a State "may take one step at a time.,
addressing itself to the phase of the problem which seems most acute t6 the, legislative mind."

Because, however, the minority in Aiello suggested that the majority was departing from certain recent

Supreme Court precedents, the majority, in Footnote 20, added this further explanation (pg. 2492):

line Californin insurance program does,not exclude anyone from benefit eligibility because of
gender, but merely removes one physical condition--pregnancy-t,from the list of compensable
disabilities. While it is true that only women can become, pregnant, it does not follow that
every lOgislativeclassIfication concerning pregnancy is a sex-based classification * * *.

The lack of identity hepeen the excluded disability and gender as such under this insurance
program btComeslear upon the most cursory analysis. The program divides potential r cipients'

.10% Sec Appendix A.
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into two groupspregnant women and nonpregnant persons. While the first: group is -

exclusn,ely female, the second includes members-of both sexes. The fiscal and actuarial
benefits of the program thus accrue to members of both sexes,11

The footitote, of course, raises a question as to what the Supreme Court will do wtien it,evelktially.
4 0

confronts a Title VII case involving sOilar issues.
4

In Communications Workers of America i. Amerman Telephone and Telegraph Co., Cong Lines Department,

4
.94

379 F. Supp. 679 (S.D. N.I. 1974), for example, and relying essentially on Footnote 20 to Arefi15k thVI
.

trial court dismissed complaints alleging that pregnant female employees had been denied, in violation of

Title VII, the same'benefits as were made .'Bailable to male employees under'temporary disability. The

trial cpurt% however, certifie4 the Iiello question Involved to the Court of Appeals, which remanded the

case for a trial on the merits,in r.2d , 10 FEP Cases 435 (2nd Cir. 1975,)f

) 1e appellate court said that Footnote 20 ofAiello concerned only .equal prOtectiOn.standards of

ihdicial scrutiny appliczible to California's legislative 'classification of pregnancy; that thefootinotqA,

made no reference to or the 14.0C guidelines which 'prohibit disparate treatment of pregnancy

drsabilities,
0and that it was inconceivable the Supreme Court would Arcumscv.be the reacle;af Title

VII 'and invalidate the guidelines without mentioning them; and that'ih-e issue in thp coo was 011.9,
-

of ,statutory interpretation, not constitutional analysis.

. '

The same result was readhel in Wetzal v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Co., 511 F:2d 199 (3rd Cir. 1975)%
12

4

supra, where the Court said (pg. 203):

In Geduldig v. Aiollb, the Supreme Court held that the Stave of, California could choose
not to include cl,isabilitieslr,elating to 'normal pregnancy within itsdisability insurance
program and not be violative of the Omteenth Amendment's prohibition against sex,
discrimination. lice Court relie4heacily.on the fact that California's program was totatly
self - supporting, "never dramAillwn_gencral state revenues." *4 * 4 We are not faced with an
insurance program similar to and we need not ittempt to balance 'public social .welfare
interests ,with the Constitution. 0 examination of California's program showed that only

. .

.11. See 112.,..4r v Industrial Commission, 480 P.2d 565 (Col. 1971), where it- was held
a spee44 statatory classification with respect to t;nemiloyment.compqnsation payable
in the e4p.t of pregharlby did apt constitute an unreasonable discrimination against
women wo 14es. (rt is,only where the woman worker has becomOpregpant, the Colorado

i4k
said, that she is treate differently placed 411,a, separate classific5t/172dSupreme 6

from tAber., en and women corker'.) And IR Turner v. Dept,of Employment Security,
5

10 Fr1505SOS 122 (Utah 19-51, it was held that a Utah statute denying'unemployment benefits i

to a pi.ignant woman in the weeks_ immediately before and after the,date of ,delivery of her
"to'child did not, as't a woman who had' been separated in from her job for reasons

not related to pregrtincy, offend tliC equal protection conee s extended by the Utah Constitution.
But see also International Union United kutomobile, Aerospa e and Agricultural Implement
Workers of America, UAW v. Dir. 0nd Michigan f'pployment Sec Commission, F. Supp.

,

9 [PD P 9879 (L.D. Mich. 1974), decided a month after Aiello, in hich it was held the practice ;
of denyihg benefits biltler the Michigan Lmployment Security Act to moMen bmployees who were
forced out of'ework due toso-called mandatory maternity le'ave clauges in contracts or to

ea

unilateral employment policies was unlawful as contrary to federal lhw.

12. See'alsb Vineyard v. Holliter School District, C. Supp. I,T.P Cases 1009(N.D. Cal.
1971), where \iello was distinguished on the ground that in Aiello there had been'a showing -

of strong economic ivstifIcation for the e)1cMion of pregnant teachers from disability
benefits and on the further ground that Congress intended Title VII to have-a broader reach,
than the equal flrotection To like effect are Sattx v. NasOille Gas Co., 384 F. Supp.
765 (M.D. Fenn. 1974) 01 Sale v. Board of Education, 390 F. Supp. 784 (N.D. fa. 1975).
however, in Seaman v Spring Lake Park independent School District, 387 I. Supp.,1168 (Minn.
1971), a Section 1983 rather than a 'litle VII case, the Aiello reasoning wa's used to uphold
a bargaining agreement in which it was Agreed maternity leave would be leave without pay.
The classification was raildhal, it was said, because if sick pay were af1,44.ed for maternity
leave, -it would drain,aay mgney the school board and the teachers themselves would rather
have available for'salaries Orether,purpoes.

.11
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v
normal 'pregnancy'and delivery disabilities were excluded from the be efits, while Liberty.
Mutuarexcluded all pregnancy - related disabilities.

So, for the moment, the,majority of the ioury that have confronted the question raised by Footnote 20
e

InlVe concluded that Aiello roes not apply to /6btle VII Cases.

MISCELLANEOUS ,..
. _

4
,

In Doe v. Osteopathic Hospital of Wichita,'TWL, 333 F, Stipp. 1357 (Kansas 1971), it was held that where

.
S ( ',

the fact.of pregnancy aloe did not adversely affect a female office worker's job performance and her.

termination was in fact based on h marital state, that is, that she was unwed, the employee,tho was
N.

approximately five and a half months pregnant at the time of her discharge, had been discharged in violation .

ofaTitle VII. t

In Dani lson v. Board of Higher Education, 358 F. Supp. 22 (S.D. N.Y., 1972), the defendants' motion ,

4

to dismiss for summary judgment was denitd, the, Court holding tn.: h complaint alleging'that a hus6and!s

right to equal protection had.been violated by the defendants' refusal to extend to him,the same thild-care

leave privilege eitended to women' solely -because he was a man, allegirg'that their refusal to pay his.wife

for the 12-d,4, period during which she galO6 birth bleprive.d her of property in violation of the Fourteenth

amendment, and alleging denial of the right of personal liberty and an invasion of the right to privacy

Yaised"colorable" constitutional claims on which relief might be granted at a trial on the mgrits.13

In Andrews v. Drew Municipal School District, F.2d , 9 FEP Eases 235 (5th Cir. 1975), it was

said a school district's policy of refusing to employ unwed parents-as ,teacher's aides.t,iolated both the

, s

equal pro tection and thilkAlue process clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment. Unwed parenthood, the Court said,

was not necessarily evidence of present immorallty, and there were reasonable alternative means by which to

. remove or suspend teachers engaged in immoral conduct. Furthermore, there was no evidence to support ;Ile

school district's f:ontention,unwed parents were improper role models after whom students might pattern

their lives, nor was there evidence to pport the contention the employment of an.unwed female parelit. in ,

the scholagt-rc environment contributed the problem 1f schog-girl pregnancies.

In Drake V4 Covington Country Board of Fducation, F. Supp. 8FF.P. Cases 168 (M.D. Ala. 1974), a

Section F983 action, lit Was said the board of educition violated the eonstitational right of privacy of a

tenured, unmarried preznaiit teacher when r t c ancelled her employment contract pursuant to a state statute

authorizing such action for immorality, where (1) the evidence upon which the board acted had its source

13. Ackerman v. Board of Aucation of the City of New. York, 387 F. Supp. 76 (S.D. N.Y. 1974),
denied a "tisk pay" award to.a male junior-high teacher Ao took a leave on his'own
volition when he was denied _leave under the board of education's bylaws granting child-
care leave to female teachers; only and who did not apply to teach as a substitute (a
p ivilegc given female teachers who took chilpcare leave) because of his belief tie

w s not in,goolrstanding with the board. The case arose prior,- to the time Title VII

vered educational institutions, and the boaxd.soCeducation subsequently amended its
bylaws to eliminate this type of alleged discfimination.

g. .*

. f
,
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in diTVbres the superintendent of eduLutiop solicilimid'from\the teacher's physician regarding heg
. i

4-4. ,

.

. v .
. -- S. ' -4 , '": , y

p regnancy,`,`() the evidence failed to show the tt.,hr consened to the physician's disclosure atc.. '.A,

her private Onmiunications with hi in, and (3) the buardsmieno fin the teacher's claimed imp?Irfy
A ,

.: , . 'Y.: ;
. . . % '..,... fPZ:

' 4 .-

j
."

had affected heiZ'colveteney Or fitness as a teacher.

\
/In Wardlawv.

,

Aiigtin Independent School Distrit, Civ. No. A77S-CA-1)%. P..Supp.:-' ' (*;V. Tex.
',.. , '"

' 71N, , TT :''., \ . .,...: .-

19-3), an unmariled'te:Oier who was transferred from her classroom teaching position after tlyi notified her

,I '' j,"
superiors of her pregnancy 'was denied,injunctive and declaratory relief. The Court sale the teaching .

. - I
.

termination was' justified ti5t, legitimate edoeatitinal concerns because the,class she tau4fft,cotposed of -4

..,,i. ,

1 .

special education students, iarticularly nee led a'learning environment free of 1.1e di+ption and tension.,
1

.

likely

to he engendered by any public controvkrsy, which might arise, and there .was no rx sliscrimination
..

, - 4 :4

.e
5

because there Was no evidence males were treated differently.t, (It is believed the suit involved allegatipns
4 .

I/
1

i

. of.infringement,of rights to privacy, tree association, free expression, and due procetsias well as a I

... l 0

;:laim of discrimination based on,sex--though whether on Title kIl or equal protection ;rolnds is not known.

The ease is expected to be appealed.; i

k

fo#
SUNNARY ti t

k
fhe courts have made clear that Mrldatory maternIty leaves imposed by employers on pregnant employees

at arbitrary times during their pregnancy will no lot4r be tolerated. Stereotypes 'about the capability
/ ,

of pregnant women to work at their jobs ;e objectionaOle, as are stereotypes abo'ut the amount of time4e

woman must remain may from her job after childbirth. The courts are constantly emphasizing that each

pregnancy is different and judgments as to when a particular preannt employee's Maternity leave shoultl_
,

begin must be made on an indi:iduali:ed basis: notwithstanding any administrative inconvenience to the

fremployer.

On the other hand, emphoyers might be permitted to. make blahket regulations, the Supreme Codrt has

hinted, requiring mandatory termination of employment of some firm date dbring the last few weeks of

preinanLy (provided there is evidence of a medical consensus about the "disabling" effect of pregnancy

on job performance during these latter days, or eiidence showing such firm cutoffs are the only reasonable

method of avoiding the possibility Of, dabor,heginning while the employee is at work, or proof that a

replacement cannotbe procured without at least some minimal lead time andywaintyas to when the replace-

ment's employment is to begin). But the fact that employers cannot, in general, impose4mandaiory maternity

letes On their employees at, say, the fifth month of"pregnancy does-not necessarily meanan employer must

be willing td consider,for employment a'job"applicant who is five Months pregnant. And in Cheatwood v.

South Central BeLl Telephone and Telegraph Co., 303 F. Supp."754 04.D. Ala. 149),14 it was said that while .

an employer Could not have a rule excluding all women from an allegedly strenuous job simply because some

of them might become pregnant, it Gould have a rule against pregnant women being considered for the position.

Employer-S. of Lourse, are entitled to make reasonable rules concerning the time ofreturn to work by

oi

Xt." A"
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the employeea.f.ter chi4dlitrth. In taflein% ' the: uprqme Count sound reasoha)ile a rifle that .4
i teacher tsofeld ,

c . _.'s , '.. , - '
, .,- ..

become eligible for re-employment updn,sitlimi:ision of a medical certificat0e.lroia tier physician, with .,
, \ ...

. _ .
. ,. , , - , , '

return to work 1300g, .guaranteed rib later than .the beginning_of the-iii.xt..s-choor year following the
. , ,

eligAbility determinatIon. /Vt the tinle. tirri,,,:;he tpirit, found it imiysonable to require the mother to
_ N /4 ': i' . .' .

, . ,

wait until her child reached the age of three months before :the 'return rule began ,to operate.
.

r
,

V, : "s 4

Many courts have held, with respect to Title VII dr6 the liE0C guiddlines concernin reg4ancy,r

; '

t t

'
that a female employee who leaves work temporarily liesauk,ii'f pregnancy must r4eeive the samti benefits and

--

privileges as are accorded other ehyloyees who are abseric frofftwurkbecause.of temporary di'stbilities.
_; -,-

the fact that pregnancy may be voluntary, orthat extending such benetit And privileges. ta pregnant female
,

employees may he expensive, is not a sufficient reason, these courts hayb said, to depaft from,the ruTe.
,

The Supreme Court, however, has not considered Whether'fitle VII, as the EEOC guidelines mlinta-nt,,,

requi res extending such benefits and privileges to pregnant employees. In Aiel lo, ttioush,' that a
.

state disability insurance program which excluded normal pregnancy from coverage was not 411,,iikonstitutiortal :"
.4* 0

classifi4ition as far as equal protection was concerned. The decislt7n, and one of its footnotes, creates

uncertainty as to exactly how the Court will eventuallydeal with this aspect of Title V11.
, ;
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APPENDL'X F

i
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. .

,SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMEN--,FRINGE BENEFITS'

.\ %

''.\
to

4.
1.1/4

Section 703(a)(1) of Title.VII2' provides in part that it shall be an unlawful employment practice dis-
-\

. 1 %

criminate with respect to "compensation, terms, conditions, or'privileges of employmen ".because of sex!,%
1,1. .

The cases in Appendix E dealirigswith employers' maternity and pregn ncy 6byd hincorporated (
yr

policies ar ncorporateer.%

reference to the extent they relate to the question of whether maternity leave and disabil\Sy pay is for kl-
.

.

, \\
Another major area for the application of this part of Title VII is, of course, pension b

\
enefits. But the

concept of "pension benefits" involves at least these four separate subconcepts:

09

\\\

,

%
:. ' \

'1. The.iquality of actual periodic payments received by male and female pensioners. `
,

t
' .

2.. Theequality of. monthly contributions made to the pension plan by male and female ,t
;, emt,loyees. ,

.

.\, ,

, , _-,1 '.
. . equality. \

.

5.- The equality. of monthfty conitibiAbilsMade,to the pension plan on behalf of male \06
andlemale'Oployeesitiy ..lrie emgdy'ert:Ii.,;,:

,

, t ..- '4
k 1\N;

: 4. The lengtb.df'service,nicessarY"ttp4Uati6 Ibr,a pension (as between men and women), \

or the age at which an impioyeepay (or TWit) retire (as between men and women). l (,

The courts have agreed that length of service or the age ,at which an employee may (or must) ietire cannot 't`,`\

..

_
11.

.

`..
be different as between men and women employ.egs, and by implication they seem to have said, insofar as Title III .

pancy are fringe benefits of employment within the language quoted above.

is concerned, that periodic payments received by male and female pensioners should, in most cases, be the same.

There is.also authority to indicate monthly employee contributions should not be different as between the two

sexes.

Thus, in Mixsin v. Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co., 334 F. Supp. 525 (N.D. Ga. 1971), it was held
s'

that a widow had stilted

s ,

on the lyasis of prove ions in its pension plan which qascriminated against her fesband and male emp,loyees as a

% ,!'.....,,,."'
.',-

clasS because of their sex. Specifically, She allegeVhe i havilbeen denied en anntity because her husband, when-.. .t. .

he died, had been 59 years and 10 months old and thus, orr:ieached thc.ftquired,retirement-age, fixed under

-

the pension plan at 60 years for males and 55 years for fema:fgg:' ,

---

.-, % .
.-,

%

In,Bartmess v. Drewrys U.S.A., Inc., 444 F.2d 1186 (7th Cir. 1971), cert. den'd>. 404 U.S. 939, 92 S.Ct. 274
i

a cause of action when she alleged her husband's employer had denied her an annuity benefit

(1971), a female employee challenged a reitrement plan which provided that femle employees must retire at age

0

. ! :

1. All cases.involve-Tille VII unless otherwise indicated,:
s

1. 1 1 ,

2. 42 u.s.c.A. Section i0004
t

2(a)(1). See Appendix B.
, .

EhOC guidelines piovide that it shall not be a defense under Title VII' to A charge of
sex discrimination in benefits that the Cost of such benefits is greater with respect
to one,sex thanithe.other, ', 29 CER Section 1604.9(f); Flut the Labor. Department's guide-

lines provide, withespect4o employer contribution's fclr insurances pen-
: sions, welfare prsgiamslandAother similar benefits, *ha% the emplpyer,wilt not be in

Nriotatign if its,,contrir4titits are the same -for men And !women g7 if the resulting benefits

are .equal.. 41 CER.SictiOn1-20.3(c). The guidelines for ther"Equal Pay Act (see Appen-

dix Q) aresubstantWly,qhe same. 29 CFR Section 800.116(d). :;

-, / ' ''''.

. . 1:.,. a"
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male employees at age 65. In upholding the in also ruling an employee's interest in his

-er retirement plan has sufficiently important to a171,4% a challenge to the plan in advance of retirement when

`,', '

it has believed to violate Title \11- -the Court said (Ohev1189):
,

A plain reading of the s.tutute indicates, ;etirevert plans which treat men and
women differently with respect to their ag?s oretirement are prohibited. The plaintiff
here, by virtue of the plan, is forced to give up three years of work together with the
money she would have earned during that period. Such a fosced retirement is tantamount

to a discharge. Moreover, the classificatio2 o%'employees on the basis of sex is, of
itself, contrary to the intent ofTitle VII. '4,

. _

% like opvion was expressea Rosen v. Public Servre& Vlectric and Gas Co., 4-7 F.2d 90 43rd Cir. 1973),5

,where males were the plaintiffs. It appeased that under the c.4pany's original pension plan, male employees

could retire at b5 with 25 years of service, with mandatory retirement at age -0, while female employees could

. retire at age 60 with 20 years of service, with mandatory, retireeht at age 65. The plan also provided for

early retirement for male employees at the age of 60 upon completion of 30 years of service, but male employees

taking this early retirement had their benefits reduced b>.4 specified rate.

"bhile the Rosen ca:e.was in -am courts, the company an its union negotiated a new collective-bargaining

agreement effective May 1, 19o-, which. among ogler things, mo fied.the pension plan by reloving the differences

in the optional and mandatory retirement agel f4r men and wo en. The godified plan also provided for early

retirement for all employees at age 60, on a reduced pension, fter 2U,<ears of service, but female employees

electing early retirement hould not suffer any reduction in bene on account of service prior to May 1, 196-.

\o similar provision has made-for male employees electing early retirement. .

The Court found that the ,revised plan still violated Title VII because it differentiated between men and
3

`.women solely on the basis-of,ei, and it rejected the argument that the revised plan has valid because it Aq.54.1ted

from collective bargaining.
6 \s a remedy, the Court proposed that male employes who retired early after the

effective date of Title VII and before May 1, 196- shouldbe compensated for reduced peisions they received ;imply

because they were men and not women. It also held that the retirement credit of active male employees 'should, be

increased for the relevant period between the effective date of Title VIIand May A, 1967.

! .

\ S:. Similaily, in Chastang v. Flynn 6 Emrich Company, 365 F. Supp. 957 (Md. 1973) and 381 F. Supp. 1348 (19'4),
4. 144
s-

s it was heId7that two retired male employees were discriminated against in violation of Title VII when they
NO:N.

1LN re pectively retired en 1968 and 19b9, and received only 50 percent.of their vested interest in a retirement trust

,find a opposed to the 100 percent of the vested interesx_a female employee in the same situation hould have received.

v i itzpatrick v. Bitter, 390 F. Supp. 278 (Conn. 1974), which considered a Connecticut statutory Alm

\ .

-

\ ,1

.;4,.
W,\ .

..

NV,,,,
.tiz.. 4.

Approva 14as also given to --what is now 29 CFR Section 1604.94f), which states that a differ-

N,±414,,s ence in o 1Tial or compulsory retirement ages based on sex violates Title VII.

-, 7.6. See also Peso '4vr. Public Service-Electric and Gas Co., 409 F.2d 775 (3rd Cir. 1969),
.11 i:'. and 328 F.,Su 7154 {N.J. 1970), 'tile case on appeal in 477 F.2d.90. .

',..lt;
,

'. ... =4. In Robinson v. Loiiilard Corp., 444 .2d 791, 799 (4th Cir. 1971), cert. dismissed, 464

'..A4 11-.S. 1Q06, 92 S.Ct". i73 (1971), it was said: "The rights assured by Title Vii are not
.4='\

..",- ....
-, rights can be blOaided away--either by a union, by an employer, or by both acting .

4,.-tin_concert.", V
A'

e--)t-)
1s
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retirement scheme for s\..ertC employees, it has said that herc, too, retirement plans which treated in and women

differently with respect'to permissible ages for retirement and computation of benefits violated Title AII.

The problem of unequal month': retirement contributions by male and female employees .as at issue in

Manhart '. City Of Los Angeles, Department of hater and Poker, 38- F. Supp. 980 IC.U. Cal. 19-5). Female

employees here granted a preliminary injunction enjoining tneir employer's practice of requiring tnem to make

larger monthly retirement-plan contributions than males -- notwithstanding the argument tne practice ).as'jUstified

oy actuarial taoles showing that ..omen as a class lined longer than men and .ere thus more likely to recelie

retirement oenefits for a longer duration. The argument has faulted because tme practice applied general

actuarial characteristics of female longeity to indi.idual female employees .no in reality mignt or mignt not

outlive Indi.idaal mule employees.

ner se is a frin4e 7erefit of emplc:ment, u-d exec-aet: to -ales, -ast 7e extended

to ferules .7 am eu...alc7: si:uat.o7 s pr.-..ple .as eninclateu .7 _caner :'ceroleum

Co., 14- 7- ,11 1S9 :3tm cir 1?-1 . -mere a female e-ployee .::n :en years of ser.lce .as disc7arged during a

company economy ar..e oecause sme 7..12 acce...rea no seniority 31,1 no 7.:7p.-g

her male counterparts had sucn ^r niiene Lour: saic: 'pg. 17,i'

or ',IL:ding even though

A "policy" to l:m:t company prilileges to only one class of employees and to
exclude others cannot sury.,.e in the name of "company poiicy" alone if the net
etiect or ,7a. poi icy is ,o t c. -11 wow -,en.

\nd in Triett Tri-State Container Corn.. 368 F. Sapp 13- L.P Tenn. 19-3 , it .as said that erployers

which lay off female employees while retaining males .1th less scn.ority coamit ah'unla.ful e-ployment practice

if the discrimination against -;,.c.1 fenalts is owed on'sex It .as also in.:I.len:ally said tmat requiring women

to stay at their posts whale men .ere allowed to check out at a ti-e-cloy, .as !PmprOper, as .as fatling to proidj

progrim of testing and training to enable .o -err to gain c\pericnce with oerta,,,c4F,ao'lines so they .coald compete

with males for nigherTpail jOD..z.f

Other, less tangible ispects of fringe benefits here insoIted in Liffey %. \orthhest Airlines, Inc., :oo

F. Supp. ;63 ,0 C. 19-3). .here di,,:rimination has found not only 7ecaase female stehardes?e, .ere paid lower

pensions than male pursers, but'also because (1, ste.ardesse, .ho neoame parsers did not get credit for their

stewardess seniority on the parser seniority list, whereas eqii.alont males .no necame purse did get such

credit. (2) stewardesses were required to -hare notel rooms on layo.ers hnereas their male courittrparts here

The concept of "seniority" inlolses two bundles of rights. the first is concerned with
increments in pay and fringe benefits an employee acquires through years of sertice, the
second with competiti4e relationships between employees in terms.of bumping and bidding
prp.ileges. The court cases hate mostly im,olted the latter problem. See, for example,
the subsequent appendix on Layoffs Pursuant to a Seniority System.

8. Xs to the problem of recently hired homen being laid off because most males have more
seniority in .situationsshhere there has also been a history of discrimination, see also
layoff% Pursuant to a Seniority System, Appendix 6.
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not, and (3) stewardesses did not receive a "cleaning allquance' given to their male counterparts(

knother kind of "fringe benefit" problem was considered in Shipley v. Fisk University, F. Supp. ,

FLP Cases 244.04.D. Tenn. 1973), ,here the issue has free rent to 4 male dean but not to a female dean. It was

held that the denial of free rent to the female dean ltnot a form of improper compensation'when the male dean

'has also a resident-hall director with extra duties sufficient to justify his rent-free status.

an el.en more tenuous concept of fringe benefits has somewhat at issue in Cupples v. 'transport Insurance

Co., 371 F. Supp. 146 (N.D. Tex. 1974), aff'd. 498 F.2d 1091 (5th Cir. 19-4), where it was said an employer did

not illegally ,,rant special priilegcs to male employees by holdings an annual golf tournament and ztag for male

employees when it was also planning a style show and luncheon'for female employees at the same time..

Finally, in Rogers Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 454 F.2d 234 (5th Cir. 1971), cert. den'd.

1.16 U.S 93-, 9: S.Ct.. :058 I19-2 it uas indicated that an employee's psychological as well as economic fringe

,crefit, :.ere protezted.,,. Title.. II, and tna- this protection included the right to work in an environment not

zharged discrimina:13n pressure-;
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APPENG

SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT--LAYOFFS

PURSUANT TO A SENIORITY SYSTEM

.1. ,

,I1 light of the recent economic climate, the problem of how'to reconcile layoffs due to business conditions

with the federally imposed requirements of nondiscrimination in employment has acquired increasing importance.

In many institutions, traditionally, a "last hired, first fired" policy is in effect, either formally or informally,

and if the particular employer has been' unionized, the policy is most likely part ;,f a collective bargaining agree-

ment. In any event, if such seniority procedures operate, members of the discriminated-against group last hired

are going to be predominant in the group first fired. Does seniority, therefore, defeat the intent of remedial

legislation such as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended? ConsiderAtion of the 'question is com-

plicated by the fact that Title VII itself, in Section 703(h),I provides in part that:

Notwithstanding any other provision of this subchapter, it shall not be an unlawful
employment practice for an employer to apply different standards of compensation,
or different terms, conditions, or privileges of employment pursuant to a bona fide
seniority or merit system * * * provided that such differences are not the result of
an intention to discriminate because of race, color, religion,_sex or national
origin * * *. (Emphasis supplied.)

The cases below which have considered the problem have generally involved minorities rather than Women,

but the principles drawn from them apply equally to women, and even though the cases involve unionized environ-

ments (with ,the exception of Loy v. City of Cleveland, infra, where layoffs were made pursuant to a modification

of Civil Service Commission regulations), the principles drawn from them would apply, if there were a bona fide

seniority system wi,thin the meaning of Section 70!i(h), to segmeRts of a particular educational institution not

actually unionized.

Quarles v. Philip Morris, Inc., 2'9 F. Supp. 505 (E.D. Va. 1968), though not involving layoffs, contains

an extended discussion (pgs. 515-17) of the legislative history -of the seniority provisions of Section 703(h), and

the Cou4, after reviewing this history, said it indicatood that a discriminatory seniority system established

before the Act could not be held lawful under the Aet,!but that it also indicated Congress did not intend to require

"reverse discrimanation," that is, it did not intend that blacks be preferred over white employees who possessed

;
employment seniority. It was also clear, the.Court said, that Congress did not intend to freeze an entire genera-

tion of black employees into discriminatory patterns that existed before the Act. And nothing in the legislative

history, o'r in Section 703(h) itself, the Court said, suggested that a racially discriminatory 'seniority system

established before the Act was a bona fide seniority systefi'under the Act.

In Local 189 United Papermakers and Paperworkers v. United States, 416 F.2d 980 (5th Cqr. 1969), cert. den'd.

397 P.S. 919, 90 S.Ct. 926 (1970), another case which did not involve layoffs, it was said (pg: 988):

It is not decisive * * * that a seniority system may appear to be neutral on its face.
If the inevitable effect (of tying the system to the .past is to cut into the employees'
present right not to be discriminated against on the grounds of race. The crux of the

1. 42 U.S.C.A. Section 2000e-2(h). Sec Appendix B.

1.1:0
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problem is hov":' far the employCr,must go to undo the effects of past discrimination.2

Later in the-opinion the,Court said (pg. 995): 114

It is one thing for legislation to require the creation of fictional seniority for
newlv,hiredNegraes, and quite another thing for it to require that time actually worked
in Negro jobs be given.equal status with time worked in Whitb jobs. -To begin with, requir-

°Ing employers to correct their pre-Act discrimination by creating fictional seniority
for new Negro employees:would not-necessarily aid the'actual victims of the previous
discrimination. There would be no- guaranty that the new employees,had actually suffered
exclusion at the hands of the employer in the past, or, if they_had, there would be no
way of knowing whether!; after beifig hired, they would have continued to work for the same
employer. In other words, creating fictional employment time for newly-hired Negroes would
comprise preferential rather than remedial treatment. The cle3r thrust of the Senate debate
is directed against Suci preferential treatment on the basis of race.

Watkins v. United Steel Workers of America, Local No. 2369, 369 F. Supp. 1221 (E.D. La. 1974), was the first

case in which a court had to judge a seniority system from the standpoint of layoffs instead of promotions.

The plant involied in the.litigation had been in operation for many years, but, with the exception of two

blackS,who were hired during horld War II,' only whites were hired until 1965. At7i,the end o 1966, there were

three blacks--including the original two--out of 410 hourly employees. The plant begak hiring some blacks in

1967 and 1968, and hired blacks to a substantial degree in the years 1969, 1970 and 1971. At one 0-Oint in 1971

there were, according to the evidence, over 50 blacks among ,a total of 400 hourly employees.

/ Beginning in 1971 and continuing through-1974, there had been a substantial cutback in employment at the

plant. By April of 19'.3 there remained only 152 hourly employees.) Pursuant to thi terms'of the union contract,

/ r
whencr,er there had to be a cutback in employment, layoffs were to be made on the basis of total employment

/
seniority. The last map hired would be the first to be laid off' and laid-off employees would be placed on a

recall list and re-employed, as needed, in the reverse order of the layoffs-A.e., the most senior employee ,err

recall would be the first to be re-employed. As a result of following these procedures, all the blacl employees

hired after 1965 had.been laid off, and the- plant' present, work force was all white, apart from the two blacks

hired during World War II. Moremer, the first 138 persons on the recall list were white. Accordingly, the Court

said, if the recall procedures established by the contract were valid, the plant could not be expected to employ

anothef black for many years.

The Court then considered -two lines of cases, one consisting of cases striking doWn depvtmentalseniority

systems on the ground that blacks hired into less desirable departments under old discriminatory practices and

who then transferred into a mQre desirable department would lose their accumulated seniority and be junior to

2. The court then discussed three different theories of employer action (as developed
in Title VII, Seniority Discrimfnation, and the Incumbent Negro, 80 Harvard Law
Reyiew 1260 (1967)), "freedom now," "rightful place," and "status quo." Under the
"freedom now" concept, an employer'would immediately give blacks with more plant
seniority the jobs of whites with less plant seniority but with more job or depart-
mental seniority. A "rightful place" theory would prohibit the future awarding' of
vacant jobs on the basis-of a seniority system that "locks in" prior racial classifi-
cation. Under it, the Court said; white incumbent workers should not bumped out of
their present positions by blacks with greater plant seniority, and plant seniority
should be asserted only with respect to new job openings. Under the "status quo"
concept, an employer could Satisfy the requi rents of the Act merely by ending
explicit racial discrimination, but it woul- lot have to correct the effects of

past discrimination. 131- ."
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whites who had been hired later but who had been in the depart.thent longer, and the other involving unions which

gave priority in work referrals to those with long work experience under the bargaining contract, whole blacks

had been excluded from stork. 7
(

These tWo sets of cases, the Court said, shared a, singlb principle: employment preferences could not be

Allocated on the basis of length of'gThrice or seniority, where blaCks were, by virtue of prior discrimination,

prevented from accumulating relevant seniority. And the same principle, it said, invalidated the layoff and re-

call rules in the present case. %ccordingly, it issued--after giving the parties an opportunity to confer--a

remedial order3 wl..ch directed the employer, without laying off any incumbent employee, to recall enough blacks

to restore the racial percentage of the work force that existed as ofthe date the last new employee was hired.

If future layoffs had to be made, they were to be allocated between ',Mite and black employees so that the ratio

of blacks to whitcs_yould remain unchanged. (Watkins is gon,appeal to the Fifth Circuit and was' argued in January,

1975.)
4

In Loy v. City of Cleveland, F. Supp. , 8 PEP Cases 614 (N.D. Ohio 1974), female police officers

obtained a temporary restraining order against the city of Cleveland, which was planhing two days later to lay

off 89 officers, 13 of when would be women, because of financial problems.1 In effect* this would mean that while

8' percent of the women hired in 19'3 would be laid off, only 42 percent of the men hired in that year would be

laid off--even though women constituted only 8 percent of tOse hired in 1973 and only 1.9 percent of the'total

police force. In view of the disparate effect on women and the likelihood the plaintiffs would bes614gle to show

-

a history of discrimination against female applicants, the Court, relying on Watkins, ordered that those laid off

be not-more than 8 percent female. (The casel!was subsequently mooted when the city abandOned the layoff, 8 PEP.

Cases '617) . 4.

In another case influenced by Watkins, Delay v. Carling Brewing Co., F. Supp. : 10 me Cases 164

(N D. Ga. 1974), it was said that attirmative ac ion was required*to redress racial discrimination resulting

from layoffs on a seniority j:lasis.

ID Waters v. WAscensin Steel Works; 502 F.d 1309 07th,Cir. 1974), the first appellate decision on the

issue oediscriminaiion in layoffs based on see tority, a "last hired, first fired" seniority.system for brick-

. . 0

which gave full credit to all .brickla

claim-it would perpetuate the

.

after certain whites who might not otherwise have d seniority had the employer not discriminated in hiring

for their actual length of service. was upheld, as against the
A

imihaLon(since blacks' would be laid off before and recalled

prior to 1964).

3. 8 FEP Cases 729 (1974).

4. Watkins was criticized in Cox v. Allied Chemical Corp., '382 F. Supp:'309 04.D. La. 1974),
because the Watkins court had not required a showing that individual blacks had,been
prevented from acquiring the necessary seniority "by virtue or prior disCrimination,
hiit instead had imposed an absolute quota system om the plant.

ilk) A.
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The Court said (pgs. '1319-20):

4,

Title VII mandates that workers of every race be treated equally According to their
earned seniority. It does not 'require as the Fifth Circuit Said, that a worker be
granted fictional seniority, or special privileges because of his race.

Moreover, an employment senioritysystem is prdperry di5tinguished. rom job or
department seniority systems for the,ppuoses of Title VII. Under the latter, con-

4 tinuing restrictions on transfer and promotioncreate unearned or artificial expecta-
tions of preference in favor of white workers when compared with black incumbents having
an equal or greater length of service. Under the employment seniority system there
is equal recognition of employment seniority which pfeserus,only the earned expecta-
tions of long-service employees.

Title VII speaks only tc"419*.:Suture. Its backward gaze is found only on a present

practice which may perpetuate past discrimination. An,emp, &it seniority system
, c

embodying the "Last hired, first fired" principle does not tself perpetuate
o past discrimination. To hold otherwise would be tantamoun kling white

employees with a burden bra past diseiiimination created not by t bir, by their

employer. Titid VII was not designed to nurture such reverse discrifiator pre-

ferences.. ,(Emphasis supplied.)

Sex discrimination in layof , not racial discrimination, was alleged in Jersey Central Power and Light Co.

v. 4ocal 'Unions 32', 749,.1298, 1303, 1309 and 1314 of the International Brotherhood of ElectricalmWdrkers,

F.2d 9 FEP Cases 117 (3rd Cir.. 1975). In,effect, Jersey Central reached the same conclusion'as Waters,

. 74t
but there,I;ias an additional, factor in Jersey Central not present in either Waters or Watkins.

1.
,,,>.: 4 4;

It appeared that the company had signed an 110C conciliation agreement, also signed by the:Onions with which
,

..

K .
' ..

the company dealt, designed tb settle certain claims of discrimination and obligating the company to use its

best effort's to increase the percentages of female and minority employees in its work force over a'five-year period

.

to the percentages
e

that these groups represented in the relevant labor market. The qtestion was, did this con-
.

ciliation agreement supercede an earlier colleCtide bargaining agreement Ahich included a "last hired, firs fired'

system for determiniu layoffs?

The Court, influenced by the absence of seniority or layoff provisions in the EEOC agreement, particularly

4

in view of the ELOC's unsuccessful attempts to include such clauses, answered the question in the negative, and

thcn went on to say (pgs. 128-9):

Our reading of Title VII reveals'no statutory proscriptiOn of plant-wide seniority

systems. To the contrary, Title VII authorizes the use of "bona fide" seniority systems

* * *. While the legislative history of Title VIPis largely uninstructive with respect
to seniority rights, it is evident to us that Congress did not intend that a per se
violation of the Act occur whenever females and minority group persons are disadvantaged

by reverse seniority. layoffs.5

0

SUMMARY

Iwo Circuit Courts, the Third and the Seven& have said, in effect, that Section 703(h) permits an employer

to lay off employees pursuant to a plant-wide "last hired, first fired" bona fide seniority system even if such

-a system perpetuates past sex-discriminatory practices. The Fifth Circuit, in Watkins,
6

is about to rule-on the

5. In Bales v. General Motors, F. SOpp., , 9 FEP Cases 234 (N.D. Cal. 1975), female
employees were denied a preliminary injunction,to prevent their layoff pursuant to a seniority
sytem where, among other things-, a claim_by4the.employer ad the union that the seniority
system was bona fide made it difficult to say the plaintiffs would prevail on the merits.

6. And also in Dawkins v.. Nabisco, Inc; F. Supp. , 7 FEP Cases 535 (N.D. Ga..1973),.

1-33
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%----

saM6 issue, and undoubtedly the issue will proceetliin due course- to the SupTeme Court.

Even given the holdings of the'hird and Seventh Circuits, there is at present no case law on whether

an informal or unwritten but consistently followed "last hired, first fired" seniority system (as opposed

A
to one formalized by an employer-union contract or incorporated in Civil Service or similar regulations)

would qualify 'as bona fide for purposes of excepting layoffs from sex-discriniination charges pursuant to

Title VII.

1

40

"40 1' I
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APPENDIX H

SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENTNEPOTISM,

In Lewis v. Spencer, 468 F.2d'553 (5th Cir. 1972), a case which arose prior to the time Title VII

applied to educational institutiofts,,a female biology teacher at a public junibf college brought an action

under 42 U.S.C.A. Section 1983 1

challenging the action of the college in not rehiring her for the 1969-70

school year because of a newly adopted policy that a husband and wife could not teach in the same depart-
.. s

ment. The power of the college to adopt a policy forbidding husband and wife from teaching in the same

department was apparently not in issue, since the plaintiff had conceded the validity in general of such

policies, but the case is mentioned here for what it has to say about the rationale generally underlying

such rules (pgs. 554-5):.

There is evidence that other colleges and universities hhve similar policies, some even for-
bidding any concurrent employment of two spouses in the college or university, whatever
their assignments. Some of the undergir6ing reasons given for such policies are tp
discourage nepotism and favoritism, pr ent emergehce of disciplinary problems, inhibit
perspnal and professional cliques in w ich husband and wife will_ side with each other,
and prevent one spouse's frequently t king the teaching assignment of the other.

The Fifth Circuit remanded the case for consideration of whether the adoption of the policy, without

a recognition therein of the plaintiff's and her husband's unique situation (viz., recently married and the

______

only couple in the school to whom the policy was applicable) through such a dev).ce as a grandfather clause

or prosipectiVe application, would make impermissible as applied to her an otherwise constitutionally valid

policy.2

In Harper v. Trans World Airlines, Inc., 385 F. Supp. 1001, (E.D. Mo. 197A), a Title VII actione it

appeared that the plaiptiff, atfemale, was first employed by TWA in 1969 as .a.telephone sales agent in

bits Reseri.ations department. In 1970, she met her future husband, also an employee in the same department,

and married him in May, 1971.

TWA had a policy which did not permit relatives, including a husband and wife, to work in the same

department. Pursuant to this policy, the plaintiff had been told that, following her mairtuge, either she

or her husband would have to transfer out of the department, take a leave of absence, or resign. But neither

made any election, and TWA therefore terminated the plaintiff.

Based on the evidence, the Court found that a number of opportunities for potential work conflicts

existed when relatives were employed in the same department, and since the Reservations,,department operated

around the clock, 365 days a year, employees were always concerned with What shift they might be assigned

to, as well as with what days off they might be allotted. Accordingly, if a husband and Wife were employed

in the sAine department, they would naturally attempt to arrange similar working schedules and, if they

were unable to do so because of company needs, this might have an adverse ea'ect upon.their performance or

. See Appendix A-1.

2. On remand, in 369 F. Supp. 1219 (S.D. Tex. 1974), aff'd. 490 F.2d 93 (5th Cir. 1914),
the trial court found against the plaintiff. 1 35
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cause inconvenience to the company in attempting to aLcommqdate their.requests. Promotional situations,

the Court, noted, also presented another potential area of cqpflict, ifiqply, the close proximity n

. .

'which employees worked in the Reservations department might prodistracting 'because it afforded
, .

ample opportunity to discuss personal matters and other family problems. In upholding the policy, the
V7

Court said (pg. 1003):

,1
The Court findsi.that the policy was not designed to discriminate against men or

4

women and, inact, ,it did not have such effect.' The policy was enacted to achieve
legitimate business purposes and objectives and represented what defendant TWA
consideredeffective measures taken to obtain these objectives, i.e., effectiveness of
employee perforliiance, and not for any discriminatory-purpqsd or design forbidden by
the act.

In Sanbonmatsu v. Boyer, N.Y. Supp.2d , 8 EPD P9704 (N.Y. A.D. 1974), a case'brOught under

New York's Human Rights Law, it appeared the plaintiff and her husband were speech professors at a state,

university. A so-called,nepotiF rule prohibited certkiin,relatives,, including the husband or wife, of any

member of the academic or nonacademic staff of any college fiom appointment to any position at the same

college. As a result, the plaintiff had been denied a "term" appointment to the staff since her marriage,

although she had been employed regularty'on a " temporary " appointment. Becadse of the nature of these

"temporary" appointments, extending over a period of five years, she had been denied fringe benefits and

tenure rights, and when she subsequently akied for a. maternity leirre (a benefii accorded to "term"

appointees), hci sLiv2Les Iserctermista

In striking down the nepotism rule, the Court pointed 'gut that, although thete,hadvbeen 27 nepotism

cases at the state university, in none of the had the husbarvl been required to accept a temporary

appointment. Che,htisband always received a term appointment and the wife eitheewas temporary or obtained its

.Or

alvaiver which permitted her to receive a Berm appointment. In some Lases the rulp had been'waived

the university sought to attract a "star" ppyfessor and his wife also wante4t6 work. thesb and

other examples/if uneven application of the rule, the Gourt fdund that ft unlawfo.11y discriminated against

women.

.

°

,,
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APPENDIX I

SEX' DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT--GROOMING

6

.
. t

To dater the cases alleging sex discrimination in employment because ofgrooming or lifestyles have

been brought by males, and generally the courts have held tha'the employer -acts complained of do not

constitute sex diirimination.

In Roberts v. General Mills, Inc., 337 F. Supp. 1055 (N.D, Ohio 1971), however, a male employee of

a a food processor brought a Title VII action on the ground the employer, by. its rule that men wear hats and

women wear hairnets, and by refusing him permission to wear a hairnet, had Seprived him of equal employment

opportunities. ourt, in denying.the employer's motion for sumitiry judgment, said...(pg. 1057)

This cas ys quite similar to the. "protectilie" law Cases. The'upshot of the
"protective" laws is the exclusion of women from ceAain,pgsitions on a generic
basis by stating that they are not. physically or biologically suited for such

employment. Apparently, this is a carry-ovei of the stereotype that females are the

weaker sex. * ** The further test * * * is * * *'whether the rule is 'Made on an

individual basis or on a generic stereotype basis. In this case it was obviously the
latter. 1

Beards and hair length were involved in Rafford v. Randle Eastern Ambulance Service, Inc.,. 348 F. Supp.,

316 (S.D. Fla.. 1972). The Court,stating that it was a fundamental.principre of Title VII that a, employer

could not apply a hiring or, retention Standard to one se not the other, t1iie dismissal of long-

haired males could obviously be equated to refusing tohire an individual based on stereotyped ch.Xracter-
o

izaTions of the sexes. But the firigg orMales who refused to shave their beards, the Court said, was an-

other mattbr, and it rejected the plaintiffs' claim that discharge for failure to shave off facial growth,

admittedly a special male characteristic, discriminated against them because of theirs x. 'The thrust

of the plaintiff's argument was that males who do....natshave cannot work, while females+ who. do not and

need not shave are allowed to work. But in reply, the Couft said that the discrimination was ibil"favor of
4

' men 016 shaved, off their beards and.mustaches, and that this did not involve proscribed sex discrimination.

In FaariAk-.11r67777771717ggister.Co.,'481 F.2d 1115 (1973), it was held that the requirement by an

employe; that technical service employ.ees, whose duties included visiting offices of the employer's customers

. ,

for the purpose of servicing andN.epairang the employer's equipmeisit; keep their4 hair neatly trimmed and

combed and that the hair taper down the back of their. head and terminate abbve the collar, did not constitute

1. In Lindquist v. City of C (al Gables, 323 F. 5ppp.'1161 (S.D. Fla. 1971), an action was
brought under 42 U.S.C.A. Sections 1981, 19B3, and'198S3) (See Appendix A-1) to
challenge a rule of a fire department which prohibited members from wearj.ng sideburns

extending below their ear lobes. The defendants argued that the fire department was a
paramilitary organization in which dlobedience could not be tolerated and that the
plaintiff's' failure to obey his superiors' instructions regarding sideburns justified his

dismissal. In addition, they argued that lengthy silebUrns constituted a serious physical
danger beC4sehair w.as highly flammable, and that lengthy sideburns could not be allowed
because the4prevented a satisfactory seal on gas masks. But the evidence showed that the.

length Of the plaintiff's sideburns did not actually interfere with the wearing of)any
Nquired equipment, and also that the defendants had never conducted any tests to determine

'what length sideburns should bepermitted to be.worn by firefighters. Findingithae-the

regulation was unreasonable, the Court ordered the plaintiff reinstated with full' retro-

activity Of tenure, status, and salary.

1.37
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sex discrimination prohibited by Title VII, even though the employer, which had no female technical service'

employees, assertedlyltad no policy with regard to the manner in whicln-women employees hadto wear _their

hair. As I I.

t

In Willingham v. Macon Telegraph Publishing Co., 482 F.2d 535 (5th Cir. 1973), an employer'sgrooming

code requiring different hair lengths for male and femalejob applicants and employees was said to discriminate

.on the basis of sex within the meaning of Title VII, despite the contention boDi).sexes were treated equally

in that all applicants and employees were required to groom their hair according to the prevailing community

standard. But since a grooming code,requiring different hair lengths for male and female job applicants

might be justifiable as a bona fide occupational qualification, the Fifth Circuit remanded the case for

the taking orezidence on the BPOQ defense.

Subsequently, however, the Fifth Circuit Oanted a petition for rehearing, the cicisior rn whit') was

han d down in Willingham v. Macon TelegraphePublishing Co., 507 F.2d 1084, ( *5th Cir. 1975). The new

ect ion vacated the remand and held,that a hiring policy that distinguished between men and women on the

asis of grooming policy or the length of their hair was related more closely to the employer's choice of .

ow to run its business than to equality of/employment opportunity, sine e distinction was based upon,
..-

s mething other than immutable or protect 4d characteristics. To like effect, and decided slightly earlier"

e Baker v. California Land Title Co., 507 F.2d 895 (9th Cir. 1974), and Morris v. Texas and Pacific

R ilwa Co., F. Supp. , 9 FEP Cases al 4M.D..-la. 1975).

. 1

An employer's rule, however, forbidding welders from wearing beards was upheld in Dripps v. United Parcel
-

i

of Penns lvania, Inc., 381 F. Supp. 421 (W.D: Penli. 1974), as a sound, bona fide occupational qualifi-

c= ion based on reasonable concern for, safety, and showing no discrimination based on,sqx.
\ .

\ .)
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APPENDIX J

.. '.
'A.',. SEX DISCRIMINATI6N'IN EDUCATIONAL- EMAOYMENT

s. ti .: '. / 4 , J ,, .., -

'-' ; 4'/f t ' . i 7 '
. k I: "4 -,N, ,...".,:,,,,k, g - , .., ;',st .

,Some 9f ".Cases in this appendiZ have appeared in other app ices, but cases cited in Appendix EiP
and dealing }pith the maternity or pregnancy policliSs o.l. educationh Institutions are excluded entirely..

t

here, as are, cases in Appen Q dealing with pay difiyirentials betake toi male and female custodial
'., `: ..

.

%.,
,employeesiof educaticinal institdtwions. - 1,,

"1?;
the case s are arranged by the three topics of Hiring., Promotion,-?For convenience,

ktl,le applicable prinCiples are

AI.
HIRING

generally the same,,,' r

Z

and Termination,

... , .

In Van De Vete b. Boling, 379 "F. Supp. 925 (E.D. Tenn. 133-743-,--a _female 3410 failed, .to,-gret,,a -job as..Er ..,,,......-- ....- ----. ,........,....,--......--
. ..- __-

music teacher with the University of Tennessee brought an action under 42 U.S.C.A. Sections 1981 end .-
....,,,- .... -..--- . -- "...

...9 t
19831 (hereafter referred to in this appendix as Sections 198iiiatidiki.9831 for Adnbfary damages against ----

,

.
agent of the university and for injunctive relief against the univeksity itsg.E.--,.."511441-ad--t'a-ught in thetr.- -- , --

_,. - f . .. ,
music' d,epariment part time at the beginning of 1967, worked on her,,,i4e.torate during most iot the remainder

.11,,
of 1967, and taught at another college during the academic year 196E49. 'Ii- November, 19694,;she applied,

,

to the university for a permanent job and was told there were no

* f J ,

hire her was a/discrimination

/effect th/atithe refusal was based on personality clashes.

based on sex, while the university

7
I, finding for the defendant, the Court expressed

frecwenitrylast this type of -educational, dispute is

, e"-.--' 4.

openidg:
,..

uShe. allegedYthig tefusal to
% :_. '.../

alleged and
i
.pip:fluced. evidence to the

s i.;-:, .
\'4 4:4

sentiments certain to be heard more and.more

adjudiCated (pg. 929):
, , ,, s: 41

11..' It is -not a co ) rt's prerogative to interject itself into the educational institution
, And to require uch institution) to either hire or not hire-awofessor... Whie such

, . .;
.../.,7 an institution cannot 1:, permitted to refuse employment on unlawful anl-impermissible.

'..c. grounds, its exercise of discretion in refusing to hire an applicant bacause,it is felt
that such person could not harmoniously perform his or her duties should not be disturbed
by a court in an action of this 'character.2

Fn, O'Connell v. Teachers College, 63 F.R.D. ,638 (S.D. N.Y. 1974), an action brought under Sections 1981

and 1983 and under Title VII, the female plaintiff applied for a position as an assistant professor of
f

speech communication and was interviewed for the position along with another woman and

- .

1. §ee Appendix Al.

a man. The man

. . ...,

2, The Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania, in Slippery; Rock State College v. Pennsylvania .1
Human Relations Commission, 315 A.2d 344 (1974), overturned a decision of the state 7.

'Human Relations Commission directing a college to'offer a contract of employment as a
_full-time agsistant professor of English to a teacher who claimed shehad -been °discriminated

\ against on the basis of sex. The evidcepe sh wgd she had been frequently notified she
, sw,ould have to get her doctorate jerf 's1,} wanted /full- time, employment.full-time. employme'nt . To the argument ,that

the requirement for a doctorate,`,wasin sham i tended to hisp. sex discrimtrfritAn, the Court
rid, dia,t,,wile reasonable minds might diffeit as to whether, the EnglishiPepartment should

,,ha:ye a policy requiring, an otherwise qualified teacher '6 have a doctorate as a condition
to full-time employment, particularly when other departinents in the college 'did not have
s. requirement, the establishment of such a policy was, nevertheless the prerogative of

sth& ecutive and administrative officers lof the college,. '

' .1p9
4. ,
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was hired'and'the defendants alleged, in response to
......

the charge of discrimination based on. sex, that he

was hired because he was the 'best qualified candidate. The case contained no de ion on the merits,
. --' r r

r ..'
but the, Court granted motion for summhxy,judgment as to the claim under 'section 1981 because, it said,

'SeCtion 1981 applied Only-to racial dIscitination.
----

In Gresham v. Chader,s1 '501 17.2d 687 (2nd Cir. 1974), a Section 1985'ation,3a black female faculty

member sued -to enjoin the ptesident of her' college from appointing a nonfaculty white female as an associate A

*dean,. e principal issue was whether the president must, in exercising.the power to appoint members of

is staffat'the level_pP-associate dean, use,open recruiting as the method of selection. The plaintiff

t.f,2he'presideht, by selecting the white female through informal word -of -mouth methods, had

'preoltidedthe plaintiff from peinvselected.

Theevtenee showed that in the latter part of 1972, the college kesident had decided to expand his

-,.

staff to include a woman as associate dean soas to give more female representation at the administrative

_level. The president considerece seven women and ultini'ately, without engaging in public recruiting or,

t

(k

obtaining the faculty's pproval-; appointed a wife of a member of his vice-president's, staff. The evidence

also showed that 5 perce t...qf the county in which the college was located. was black, 3.6 percent of the
,,, :. ,,

.

18,000 students were black, and 9.8 'percent of the 450 faculty members were black.
. ,

Under these facts, the Second Circuit upheld tile' trial court's denial of preliminary relief, saying
-.$

. ) :.; '., /
. .0'

that only upon a showing of unlawful past discrimination will formal open recruiting or some other
.

, . ,

. recruiting method be ianaated in lieu of Word-Of-mouth recruiting,4 ',..
.

ii- '' l' .,, //
,t

/ . '

/ / :
. . t!

r .

1

v.

In Green u.7Board of Regents of Texas Tech University, 335 F. Supp ;449 (N.D. Tex. 1971), -ff'd. 474

F.2d 594, i'.ghe1:den'd. 475 F.2d 1404 (5th Cir. 1975),,a'Sgation 1983 acPiog, the evidence showed .that the
.,

.. 1 .,

.

plaintiff3, 4 apociate professor of English who 14"..been teaching almost twenty-five years at Texas Tech,
1..

A ''_ , -\\

had been aping periodically since 1962 for appointliNnt to full profess**. At the trial she produced
,

. ,. * .
%. 1,

. . ... I i .

statiiii4ltevidence to support, her allegations of a pattein of discriminatkon against women,in the employ-
r ,.

PROMOTION

, ,rer (.

0

`-',f 4

,: / ', . . -. .

ment.practiceS of the English Department, as well as evidence of her professional competence and achievements.

/;.' / .

..-

. 'e

But the}testimony/produced by the defendant demonstrated that the decision not to. promote the plaintiff,
'2% . /

at each stage of the review process, had been made solely on her record, Kip:no thought being given to her

sex. In dismissing the complaint, the Court said (pg. 250):
-0

i "//,`
.

.

The%Cri.teria for promotion to 'full professor are especially exacting, as that is the A
highest faculty status which can We awarded by a university. The:Court finds that these

/ .

3. Section 1981 was also bOolved. See Appendix

4. In league of Academic Women v. Regents of University of California, 343 F. Supp. 636
(N.D. Cal. 1972), it was held that an action to.prent alleged discriminatory hiring
and other employment practices based on sex could noltfe%hyought under Section 1981, and that
in.an action for equitable relief, the Regental Corporation and inLlividual regents were
"persons within the meaning of Section 1983.I 0
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criteria are reasonable, that they bear a rational relationship to the duties of a full
professor, and that they were reasonably applied in this case. * * * It is indisputed
that such evaluations are necessarily judgmental, and the Court will not substitute its
judgment for the rational and well-considered judgment of those possessing expertise in
the field.

,In Braden v. University of Pittsburgh,'477 F.2d 1 (3rd Cir. 1973), the lower court had dismissed a

/.

Section 1983 action by a female assistant professot alleging discrimination by the university against

women in professional positions, the ground of dismissal being theretwas insufficient state involvement
11
6

to invoke Section 1983. The fact, the lower court had said,'.that 0/ere were state-appointed trustees on

i .4 .

the private university's governing board, that the state contributed approximately one-third of the
.... .4 s '

uniV4iiity's annual budget, and that the university's bonds milt from state taxation (all of .li
1

t"

whiA6.incidents of state involvement had been mandated by a 1;966 st4t teD still was not sufficient
& i

ito qiulow the university with the attributes of a state agency. . r \

i

'1 :,
$

lln reversing and remanding, the Third Circuit noted that the 1966 statute seemed to provide that 15
:If.

of the
le!

36 trustees would be representatives of the state, and that there was np information in the record

to indicate how the trustees actually functioned, what their tenure was; and'how they were paid for their

services. Also cited. was a section of the 1966 statute, not discussed by the lower court or counsel, which

provided that the university was to be an "instrumentality" of the state's system of higher education. The

use of the word "instrumentality" suggested agency, the opinion said, and accordArly there should be a

development of the record on that point.

In Rackin v. University of Pennsylvania, 386 F. Supp. 992 (E.D. Penn. 1974), an action brought under

42'U.S.C.A. Section 1985(3), 5
Section 1983, and Title -VII, a female, assistant professor of English at the

University of Pennsylvania, a state-aided institution, alleged she had been denied promotion and tenure,

because of her s ex?, In response to a motion to dismiss, the Court held that the'plaintiff had a cause of

action under tach of the three theories (but not under Executive Order No. 11246, which was also involved).

As to Section 1985(3), the,Court held that it protected against invidious conspiracies,based on gender,

and that the alleged discriminatiOn by the university and some of its employees was in fact a conspiracy and

-not a single act of discrimination by a single business entity.

As to Section 1983 and the question of whether the University wa under color of statqtlaw,
tb

the Court said there were five factors to consider in this type of c

.4
1. The degree to which the "private" organiiatiqn is dtpenden governmenta11 ,aicd.

k

2. The extent'ad intrusiveness of the goVernmental regulator scheme. '4,',
4wr

3, Whether the scheme connotes governmental approval of the ctivity or whether the assistance
is merely provided to all without such connotation.

2).

.4. The extent to which the organization serves a public'function or acts as a surrogate for the
state.

5. Whether the organization has legitimate claims to recognition as a "private" organization in
associationalor other constitutional terms.

Each -of these,faCtors, is.material, the Court_saidnd_no one factor is conclusive, but after reviewing,
7

5. See Appendix A-1.
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in terms of the enumerated factors, th\background of university-state relations, state apprivriations

the university, state financing of uniVersity buildings, and related matters, it found the

necessary "state action" to exist.
.

As to Title VII and the argument it did not apply because the alleged acts of discrimination which

i

were the gravamen of the complaint had occurred prior to-March 24, 1972, the date Title VII became
. )

applicable to educational institutions, the Court said (pg. 1006):

It is true that Dr. Rackin was denied promotion and tenure * * well March 24, 19'2.

However, her employment at the University has continued and in her amended complaint she
has alleged that her discriminatory treatment has continued and that she still experiences
the effect's of the University's earlier discr minatory conduct in regard to, inter alka, her
pay, her being deprived of teaching courses in r area of scholarly specialization and the
unprecedented requirements set by the Universit r her being readmitted and reconsidered
for promotion and tenure * * *. The law is quite c ear that relief may be granted under
Title VII to remedy present and continuing effects of discrimination which occurred prior to
the effective date of the Civil R hts Act of 1964. (Second emphasis supplied.)

TERMWTION

In Shipley v. Fisk University, F. Supp. , 7 FEP Cases 244 (M.D. Tenn. 1973), a Title %II action,

the plaintiff's allegation she had been terminated as dean of women because of sex discrimination has

successfully rebutted by evidence of her absenteeism, tardinessoinability to deal with the needs of the

students, and lack of the educational requirements needed ip a reorganized student personnel office.

Johnson v. University of Pittsburgh, 359 F. Supp. 1002 (W.D. Penn. 19-3), has the first case in hhich

apreliminary injunction was granted to an academic woman under Title %II. The plaintiff had been employed

in 14, for three years as an assistant professorwithout tenure in the school of medicine. In 19-0, the

appointment was renewed for an additional three years, but in January, 1972, the plaintiff has notified

her employment was going to be terminated. She sought a preliminary injunction restraining her discharge

Until the determination of her action under Title %II, and in support of the injunction, produced evidence

that the medical sdhool had granted tenure after seven years to a male professor, applying different standards

than those which were applied to herself althodgh each of.them taught some of the same courses and had

substantially the same evaluation as a lecaurer, thaf'the medical school consistently paid less compensation

. .to the plaintiff than it paid to male members of th' faculty, and that the medical school had consistently

granted tenure to men employees and not granted it to women employees. In addition, she produced evidence

of damage to her professional reputation, impairment of her ability to get a job, and an adverse effect

upon a grant which had been given to the medical school for research to be done by,her. The Court, finding

a strong-likelihood of her success on the merits, granted the injunction.

(The defendant had also argued that since the plaintiff was notified in Januarf, 1972 of her discharge,

to be effective in June, 1973, the discharge and failure to give her tenure were completed acts before

March 24, 1972, the date educational institutions came within the ambit of Title VII. The Court held,

however, that the 1972 amendments could not be rendered nugatory by making a decision before March 24, 19-2,

to becolie effective thereafter as' a discriminatory discharge, and that a refusal to grant tenure thereafter

was as much a'violation of Tittle VI;I as any other sexual discrimination.)

1
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In Faro v. New York University, 502 F.2d 1229 (2nd Cir. 1974), a Title VII action, a female Ph.D. in

anatomy also sought a preliminary injunction, in this case to restrain the New York University Medical

Center from terminating her.

. The evidence showed that the'plaintiff had come to the medijal center in 1965 as one of some

fourteen members of a research staff whose work was funded by special funds. Due to funding problems in

19'1 an 72, the plaintiff and other employees were offered new appointments without tenure possibilities

but with continuation of their current salary and fringe benefits. The plaintiff, considering this a

demotion, requested consideration for a tenured position which, she was subsequently advised, the
OP

university's financial and academic siti,lation precluded. Its financial condition, in fact, forced it to

terminate the plaintiff's employment at the end of 1973.

At the hearing on the preliminary injunction, there had been evidence of the hiring of other medical

professors who were male, but the evidence, the Circuit Court said, showed no professional c(...aparison

between these professors, their experience, skills, and the purposes for which they were hired, and

the plaintiff. In upholding the denial of tne application for a preliminary injunction, the Court said

(pg. 1231-2):

Of all fields, which the federal courts should hesitate to invade an take over, education
and faculty appointments at a University level are probably the least suited for federal
court supervision.

In practically all walks of life, especially in business and the professions, someone must
be charged with the ultimate responsibility of making a final decision--even as are the courts.
The computer, highly developed though it be, is not yet qualified to digest the,punch cards
of an entire faculty and advise the waiting and expectant Onlookers of its decision as to
hiring or promotien.6

In Jaroch v. Board of Regents, University of hiscons n System, 372 F. Supp. 106 (E.D. Wisc. 1974)

a case brought under Section 1983 anj Title a fema e college teacher alleged that, her imminent

termination was the result of sex discrimination and asked for a temporary restraining order to enjoin

her umiversity employees from removing her from her job. The request was deniedbecAse she had notyet '

been terminated,, she had not suffered loss of pay or benefits, and before the termination could become

effective she entitled to an administrative hearing at which there were appropriate provisions for

due process. In addition, the aniversty chancellor would review the results of the administrative hearing,

the board of regents would review the chancellor's findings, and ultimately judicial review would be

provided by theddisconsin statutes.

IlkJn Pendrell v. Chatham College, F.Supp. , 9 FEP Cases 10 (h.D. Penn. 1974), it was held that a female

6. Another court, in considering this same question of judicial noninterference in a
related area--alleged sex discrimination in the hiring, practices of a law firm--said:
"There is no doubt that hiring a professional requires weighing, many subjective factors
contributing to the applicant's qualifications as a whole, above and beyond the more

objective academic qualifications: he cannot agree, however, that this fact immunises
discripinatory practices in professional fields from attack on a class basis. * ',"

Put another way, anough a law firm is undoubtedly free to make complex, subjective
judgments as to how impressive an applicant is, it is not free to inject into the
selection process !tie a priori,asSumption that, as a whole, women are less acceptable

professionally than men." Koliti v. Royall, Koegel & Wells, 59 F.R.D. 515, 521 (S.D. N.Y. 973).

4'
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professor of anthropolop7Vould bring an action for nonrenewal of her contract of employment against a

private college under 42 U.S.C.A. Section 1985(3).-. In an earlier decision in the same case, 370 F. Supp.

494 (1974), the Court had refused to entertain a Section 1983 action because the defendant was a private.1

college and there was no state involvement.

In McRae v. Goddard College, F. Supp. , 10 FEP Cases 143 (Vermont 1975), it was held that the

defendakt college did not violate Title VII when it refused to renew the contract of a black college counselor

4
who had participated in illegal and disruptive occupations of the college president's office and who had

refused to discuss standards of conduct appropriate to college employees, since (1) the counselor had

failed to show that he was subjected to different treatment because of his race or that his employment

f dispute was predicated on his race, and (2) the counselor's conduct justified his termination. Additionally,

it was held that the college did not violate Section 704 of Title VII7 when it refused to renew his

contract after the illegal and disruptive occupations of the president's office, allegedly to protest

the racially exclusionary nature of the college's Third World Program, since (1) there was no evidence to

support the contentions that a minority-group professor on whose behalf the counselor had protested

was terminated because of,his race or color, or that the counselor's termination was related to his

activities on behalf of the professor in question, air (2) if the counselor had actively protested the

exclusjopary aspects of the Third World Program, his termination was related to that protest.
8,9

MISCELLANEOUS

In Koplowitz v. University of-Chicogo, 387 F. Supp. 42 (N.D. III. 1974), a Title VII action, women

graduates of the law school alleged that the law school, through its placement service, maintained a

policy of allowing employers which the school knew or sliouhl have known engaged in discrimination ,against

women to' use its facilities to interview and otherwise seek to hire law students and graduates of the

school. The Court said'the school was "an employment agency" within the meaning of 'Title VII, b'ut

)6

Section 704 makes it finjinlawful employment practice to dfscriminate against an
employee because. the employee opposed or protested an employment practice prohibited
by Title VII. See Appendix B.

8. In a Section 1983 case not direCtly involving sex discrimination (thpugh one guesses there
was a double standard hidden somewhere in the woodpile), Fisherv. Spyder, 476 r.2d 375

(8th Cir. 1973), a middle-aged divorced high-school teacher who had been advised by her
school board's secretary it was permissible to have overnight guests in her one-badroom
apartment since public accommodations in the rural community were limited, was discharged
for having such overnight guests as a male contemporary of her twenty-six year-old son.
The lodging of such guests, it was held, did not provide a basis for the school board's
inference there was a strong potential for sexual misconduct, and therefore that her
activity was social misbehavior not conducive to the integrity of the school system.
Reinstatement was ordered.

9. In Burton v. Cascade School District Union High School No. 5, 353 F. Supp. 254 (Ore. 1973),
aff'd. 512 F.2d 850 (9th Cir. 1975), another Section 1983 case not involving sex discrimination,
a female homosexual was discharged under an Oregon statute authorizing dismissal for
"immorality." The standard was held unconstitutionally vague and also lacked any nexus,
between conduct and teaching performance. Damages and attorney's fee were allowed, but
reinstatement was denied.

1 I.
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that when it had not permitted any firm to designate which students it wanted to interview and

required each firm to interview all students who signed up for interviews without regard to sex, it could

not be required to make a determination asIto whether. particular firps engaged in discrimination,

nor could it be required to prohibit those firms from interviewing at the school 'since the school,

performed its duty once it legally referred all prospetive employees, including women, to the law firms.

4

K.

5.;
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APPENDfX4K

SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION--ADMISSIONS

e nineteen - sixties, women bought state actions to compel all-male Texas

A. M. to admit female students. At the time, the Texas sy tem of hi' er educltion com. ised of 18 institu-

tions, each of which, with the exception of A. & M. and Texas Women's University, was open to both sexes.

The first case, Heaton v. Bristol, 317 S.W.2d 86 (Texas 1958), cert. den'd. 359 U.S. 230, 79 S.Ct. 802

(1959), involved women who wanted to attend A. & M. principally because they lived in the community in which

it was located. The second case, Allred v. Heaton, 336 S.W.2d 251 ( FAXas 1960), cert. den'd. 364U.S. 517,

81 S.Ct. 293 (1961), involved women who desired to attend A. & M. not only because it would be more convenient

but also it would be less costly than attendance at any other school.. In both cases, the Texas Court 09,f CivAl

°
Appeals held that the plaintiffs' constitutional rights had not been violated by thelitr exclusion.

But in early 1970, women managed to gain admission to the all-male University of Virginii at Charlottesville.

Kirstein v. The Rector and Visitors of the University of Virginia, 309 F. Supp. 184 (E.D. Va. 1970),

In Kirstein the evidence showed that the education offered at the University of Virginia at Charlottesville

was of higher quality than at other state-supported universities and colleges and branches of the University of

Virginia elsewhere, and that at Charlottesville there was a "prestige" factor notavailable at other Vi inia

institutions. Citing these facts, the Court said Virignia could not, in view of,the equal protection clause,%

deny to women, on the basis of sex, educational opportunities at Charlottesville not afforded in other institu-

tions operated by the state, but it specifically declined to go further and hold that Virginia could not operate

any educational institution separated according to the sexes.
.

Later that same-year, men tried to gain admission tp all-female Winthrop College, a state-suppo ted

Lion in South Carolina, but failed to do So.4 Williams v. McNair, 316 F. Supp. 134 (S.C, 1970),33ff' 401 U.S.

951, 91 S.Ct. 976 (1971).

In Williams, however, there wasino'evidenct to suggest there was any speci,a1 feature connected with Winthrop

which would have made it more advantageousoeducationally to the male plaintiffs than any number of other state-
s

supported insti utions, and the,plaintif could name no courses peculiar to Winthrop in which they wished to

-4, °

enroll, although some plaintiffs estip fished it was more convenient geographically to their homes.1 Citing these

matters, the Court said it could not declare as apatter of law that a legislative classification, premised on

'respectable, pedagogical opinion, was without any rational justification and violatid Of the equal protection

' clause.2

14 One wonders whether the presence as plaintiffs of female students attending Winthrop might
have made a difference to outcome.

2. Separate actions by Congressmen Edward's and Waldie of California to have women admitted
to the Air fovce and Naval Academies were consolidated in Edwards v, Schlesinger, 377 F.
Supp. 1091 (D.C. 1974), rev'd. and remanded for trial on merits; 509 *F.2d 508 (D.C. Cir.
1974). The lower court had said the refusal of the two academies to consider females for
appointment did not deny equal protection, in that such a policy-was reasonably related
to furthering a legitimate governmental interest of prgparing young men to assuthe leader-
Ahip roles in combat.

4
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In Bray v. Lee, 337 F. Supp. 934 (Mass. 1972), the plaintiffs were a group of girl students who took an

examinationin early 1970 for admission as seventh-grade students to the Girls Latin School in Boston the next

On, the examination, they scored from 120 to 133, and, nevertheless, were not admitted in the fall of

1970. Boys, however, who applied for admission to Boys Latin School for the.same academic year were admitted

if they made a score of 120 or better out of 200 possible points. [he plaintiffs alleged they had been denied

equal protection because girls with scores from 120 to 133 were excluded from Girls Latin while boys with the

same scores were admitted to Boys Latin. Because the plaintiffs were all eighth-grade students by the time the

case was ready for disposal, they asked to be admitted to Boston Latin the next September as ninth-grade students.3

If the school administration had not used separate cutoffs for boys and girls, but instead had used one cut-

off for both boys and girls measured by the total number of,AatA available in September 1970, the merged cut-
,- 4= ,

off would have been a score of 127, and the Court, in finding for the plaintiffs, ordered that all of them who

had scored 127 or better be admitted to Boston Latin as ninth-grade students the next fall. The Court con-

cluded by saying (pg. 937):

I rule that the use of separate and different standards to evaluate the examination
results to determine the admissibility of bo s and girls to the Boston Latin schools
constitutes a v'.olation of the Equal Protect Clause of the fourteenth Amendment,
the plain effect of which is .to prohibit ejudicial disparities before the law. Ihis

means judicial disparities between all citizens, including women or girls. I further

find * * female students seeking admistiOn to Boston Latin School have been illegally
discriminated against solely because of their sex, dnd that discrimination has denied
them their constitutional right to an education equal to that offered to made students at
the Latin School.4

A similar problem Ithough it arose not from seating capacities of two buildings but rather from a school-

distric.q policy) was considered in Berkelman v., San Francisco Unified School District, 501 F.2d 1264 (9th Cir.

1974). The plaintiffs, all girls, challenged the school district's standards for admitting students to Lowell k

Uigh School, a college-preparatory public high sLhool which accepted each year those applicants whose prior

academic achievement placed them within approximately the top 15 percent of the junior-high graduates in the

district. The school district, in order to maintain equal numbers of boys and girls in the sLhool, applied

higher admission requirements to girls than to boys.

4.

In holding that this procedure denied the plaintiffs equal protection the Court said (pg. 1269):

An unsupported notion that an equal number of male and female students is an essential
element in a good high-school education was apparently the justificAion for the schobl

3. The problem of the differential admission standard apparently arose because the Boys
Latin building had a seating capacity for approximately 3,000 students and the Girls
Latin building had a seating capacity for approximately 1,500 students. Because of the
disparity in the seating capacity of the two buildings, school officials, in evaluat-
ing the results of the examinations, first determined how many seats would be avail-
able in the Boys building. They then counted down from thelstop possible score of 2
until they had accepted a number of boys equal to the number of available sects, whi
thus established the cutoff of 120. A similar technique with reference to the number o
seats available in Girls Latin resulted, in the cutoff Of 133.

The remedy devised by the Court, that is, to admit girls with a score of 127 or better, '
does not solve the problem of discrimination against girls who Scored from 120 to 127,
because, although it is true they would not have been admitted if a merged cutoff had
been used in Sentember41970, a merged cutoff was not used, and therefore boys who scored
from 120 to 47 at that time were admitted. The 'problem ls, however, that taking-care
these girls at the time of the decision would result in discrimination against other Incom-
ing ninth-grade students the foljowing September, since, there would then be fewer seats
'available for them.

7'



district's policy requiring highei grade-point averages for females than for males.
While that policy is not based upon'an invidious stereotype such as was present in
Reed and Frontiero, we do not read those cases so'narrowly as to sanction all other
sex discrimination. No actual proof that a balance of the sexes furthers the goal
of better academic education was offered by the school district.8

As a matter related to sex discrimination in admissions, see Sex Restricted Scholarships and the Charitable

Trust, 59 lowa°L.R. 1000 (1974), for a theoretical discussion of scholarships for men only as a form °I ex dis-

crimination. .THere are apparently no cases in this area yet,6 although there are many cases in which attacks

1have been made on charitable trusts because of restrictions in them related to race and national,origin.7, 8

5. The Court also said that had the advanced' courses given at Lowell been offered in each
high school, rather than in a separate high school, and had the school district applied
the same, similar admission standards, the admission standards would have been,am
illegal discrimination on the basis of sex under Title IX of the Education Amendments
of'1972, 20' U.S.C.A. Section 1681. See Appendix S.

6. A 1973 Women's Rights Project Legal Docket of the American Civil Liberties Union
indicated that a suit to be entitled Lach v. University of Minnesota, to enjoin

\ higher Minnesota educational institutions from participating in the Rhodes Scholar-
ship Program (since the Program will not consider women) was in preparation. No
reference to this suit has been found in any legal reporting service.

7. As to another matter tangentially related to admissions, see Viandis v., Kline, 412
U.S. 441, 93 S.Ct. 2230 (1973), where a female married student successfully challenged
on due process uounds a Connecticut statute mandating an irrebuttable presumption of
nonresidency for thepurposes of qualifying for reduced tuition rates at a state
university. Student's husband was lifelong resident of Connecticut and after their
marriage, student transferred from 'a California to a Connecticut' school,. Connecticut
classified her as an out-of-state student, notwithstanding couple had established a home
in Connecticut and she had a Connecticut driver's license and had registered to vote
there:. (An, unmarried female student under similar facts--except as to rriage - -was
also successful in this challenge.)

8.

A

As to residency rules for tuition purposes, under which a married female student is
presumed to have the domicile of her husband, see Samuels v. University of Pittsburgh,
375 F. Supp. 1119 (W.D. Penn. 1974). Though the presumption could be rebutted by con-
vincing evidence,, there was a denial of equal protection when married female stugents
constituted the only group whose classification for such tuition purposes was tied
to 'the classification of someone else.
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APPENDIX L

SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION--ATHLETICS

to.

.
c -

Cases alleging sex discrimination in athletics seem to fall into two categories--those in which

girls desire to play in interscholastic athletic competition on boys' high-school teams, and those in
. .

which girls desire to play on boys' Little League baseball teams. The categories will be considered

in order..

HIGH-SCHOOL INTERSCHOLASTIC COMPETITION

It appears that all the fifty states have some kind of an organiAation (whose members are high schools

or school districts operating high schools) which establishes rules governing interscholastic athletic

competition among the high schools in the particular state., Until the recent past, many, if not allAef

' these organizations had rules providing that females And males could not compete on the same team. This

had two discriminatory effects: one, it kept girls,out of interscholastic competition in many sports,

and, two, it meant girls could not plpy certain sports oven in their own high school.

ln.the early ninetgen-seventies, individual girls, each of whom happened to be exceptional in her

sport of interest, began to challenge, at about the same time, the sex-restrictive rules of these various

int-rscholastic athletic associations, and in the decided'cases, as will be seen below, the courts have
t

distinguished between so-called contact and noncontact sports. The cases have generally seen brought under,

42U.S.C.A. Section 19831 (hereafter referred to in this appendix as Section 1983).

In the first case, Reed v. Nebraska School Activities Association 341 F. Supp. 258 (Neb. 4372)',the

plaintiff, a femle high-school student, obtained a preliminary injunction enjoining the interschool

activities association and various school officials from prohibiting her from participating on the boy's'

golf team. The activities association had a rule excluding girls from playing on a boys' athletic team,

and her school had no girls' team.

The Court quickly disposed of the threshold questions. First, it, found that the activities association

,,was a "person" within the meaning of Section 1983 insofar as injunctive relief was concerned. Second it

fouthl that the association Was sufficiently entwined with the public schools of the state to cause its
_

actions to be under "color of state lqw." the Court then reached the merits of the case, saying (pg.

One justification advanced by the, defendants for the rule prohibiting girls from playing
'golf with and against boys is that golf, toylike educatiOn, is a privilege, rather than a
right. Even assuming that interschool competition in golf is not educational, the privilege-
right distinction is not viable. * * * The issue Ls/not whether Debbie Reed has a "right"
to play golf; the issue is whether she can be treated differently from boys in an activity
provided by the state. Ilsr right is not the right to play golf. Her right is the right to

be treated the same as,boys unless there is a rational basis for her being treated

1. See Appendix A-1.

Nto
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diffe,tntly. The burden on that issue rests upon tht state--the defendants.

In the next case, Brenden v. Independent School District, 342 F. Supp. 1224 (Minn. 1972), aff'd.

477 F.2d 1292 (8th Cir. 1973), one of the female plaintiffs was an outstanding high-school tennis

player, the other excelled in cross - country ansl in cross- country, skiing. They, too, challenged a similar

exclusionary rule promulgated by the Minnesota State High School League. As in Reed, the Court quickly

found that the State High School League and the school districts were persons within the meaning of

Section 1983 and that they were acting under color of sate law.

The court, though finding for the plaintiffs, emphasized that it was making a very narrow ruling.
0

First, it was not deciding'whether participation in interscholastic athletics was of such importance as

to be-fundamental innatifk second, it was not deciding whether sex, as a classification, was suspect,

in the historical sense; third, t was dealing only with the rights of two exceptionally qualified female

high-school. students in three sports. 0.

At the trial there was a great deal of expert testimony concerning physiological differences between
,....___

males and females with respect to heigh muscle mass, size of heart, breathing capacity, and running

ability as related to the construction o the pelvic area. The trial court, saying that such physiological
r

differences might, on the average! prevent the great majority of women from competing on an equal level with

the great majority of males`, and that, the differentes might form a basis for defining class competition on

the basis ,of sex (for the purpose of encouraging girls to compete in their own class and not in'a class

consisting of boys involved in interscholastic athletic competition), concluded that these differences had

little relevance to the situation of the plaintiffs in this'particular case. The trial court Aso rejected

an argument by the defendants that to grant the two plaintiffs the relief requested would hamper the

development of other girls' athletic programs in the future.

In affirming the trial court's decision in Brenden, the Eighth Circuit said (pg. 1295):

Having stated what this case is about, we would also like to tehaSize what it is not
about. First, because neither high school provided teams for feigns in the sports in which
Brenden and St. Pierre desired to participate, we are not faced with the question of whether
the schools can fulfill their responsibilities under the Lqual Protection Clause by providing
separate but equal facilities for females in interscholastic athletics. * * * Socond, hecatise
the sports in question are clearly noncontact sports, we need not determine if the High School
League would be justified in precluding females from competirig with males in contact sports such
as footba11.2

Later in the same year that Reed and Brenden arose, a different result was reached in Bucha v. Illinois

High School Association, 351 r. Supp. 69 (N.D. III. 1972)- _The case was a class action by female high-school

students challenging high-school association bylaws plac limitations on girls' swimming uompetitan which

were not applicable to swimming competition among boys. y he time the Lase came to trial, the association

.had amended its bylaws to allow interscholasticswimming meets or gills, but with respect to such meets,

therewas prohibition, on organized cheering, a one-dollar lim at Ion on the value of awards, and a

prohibition on .overnight trips.)

,

f.
The Court, in finding against the plaintiffs, emphasized that the Easedid not deal with the total

0

,r.

k,1 4 1"
1

Although Title IX of the education amendments of 1672 was not involvedCourt -- .

said (pg. 1228), "Discriminatioh in high school interscholastic athletics constitutes
A. discrimination. in education."

r-i
i

fl
.A.0,........
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absence of as girls' Athletic program. It then went on to say (pgs."74-5)1:

Since the instant inquiry probes only the rationality of separate programs for the
sexes, this courttakes jadicial notice of the fact'that at the pinnacle of all sporting
contests, the Olympic games, the mens times in each event are consistently better than
the womep's. * * * Moreover, plaintiffs' claim that the physical and psychological+.
differen ces between male and female athletes are "unfounded assumptions" is refuted by
expert_testimony presented and received in a case,which plaintiffs themselves cite in their
favor." All of these facts lend substantial credence to the views expressed by women
coaches and athletes in, defendants' affidavits that unrestricted athletic.coMpetition
between the sexes would consistentl lead to male domination of interscholastic sports And
actually result in a decrease in fe le participation in such events. This court finds

,, that such opinions have a rational sis in fact and are a constitutionally sufficient
reason for prohibiting athletic interscholastic competition between boys and girls in
Illinois.4

, . .

In Morris v. Michigan State Board of Education, 472 F.2d 1207 (69i;Cir.11973), the plaintiffs, high-

school girls, had been prevented from compering in interscholastic tennis matches by a.rule of the Michigan
, ,

High School Athletic Association which excluded girls frainterschOlastic athletic contests when part

. ,

or...01 oil the membership of one or both of the competing teams was composed of boys... ,A lower court entered
,_.,

* .. --.,

a preliminary injunction invalidating the rule and enjoining the association from preventing the plaintiffs

*If

\
.

-,,

r any other girls in Michigan. from participating fully in varsity interscholastic athletics because of,

th 1r sex. The Sixth ,Circuit remanded with instructions to modify the injunction so as to make it apply

only to noncontact sports.
5 A

, - .. ,

.

In Ritacco v. Norwin School District, 361 F. Supp. 93a (W.D, Penn. 1973), the plaintiff failed in an'
.-:

N . ,
i . .

attempt to challpnge by a class action an interscholastic athletic association rule which required separate
, . *.

.

girls' and boys' teams for interscholastic noncontact sports, as she had graduated from high school a few

months earlier and therefore was no longer a member of'the class' she sought to represent. But even if

A
this decision were wrong, the Court added, th2Ye would still be-no denial of any constitutional right,

because the association had implemented a rule which required the maintenance of separate noncontact sport

teams for males and females, and the plaintiff herself had been able to participate in girls' tennis,

%gymnastics, and swimming at her high school. The ...ourt briefly considered the "separate but equal" problem
_

in these words (pg.-932):

Superficially, the maintenance of separate sports teams suggests the possibility of a
denial of equal protection of the laws, but sound reason dictates that '"separate.but,
equal" in the realm of sports competition, unlike that of racial discrimination, is
justifiable and should bp allowed to stand where there is a rational basis for the rule.
* * * Sex, unlike race, is not an inherently suspect classification. Indeed itseems
clear that where the opportunities for engaging in sports activities are equal, as-is
true here, the rule requiring separate teams based on sex fosters greatei participation
in sports. A

-.1

3. Brenden at the district court level, supra.

4. In Hollander v. Connecticut Interscholastic Athletic Conference, Civil No. 124427 (Lonn. Super.
CZ., New Hdven Cbuoty, 1971); appeal dismissed in 295 A.2d 671 (Conn. 1972), the trial court

,' refused to enjoin the statewide athletic conference frorNharring high-school girls from
competing in cross-country even though no separate program existed for women. The ,court ter

theorized that men Would avoid participation for lack of incentive if forced to compete against
women. Another state court reached an opposite result, as to golf, and where the great
majority of, high schools in the state did not maintain interscholastic athletic programs for
girls, in Haas v. South Bend Community School Corporation, 289 N.E.2d 495'(Ind. 1972).

'5. The,Court, however, did not pass on the precise question of whether a class'ification based
on sex was permissible in contact sports. Inst1Vhe remand seemed base(' on the ground the
Injunction was broader than the pleadings., .1
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,

Gilpin'v. Kansas Statd'High School Activities Association, 377%F. Supp. 1233 (Ka. 1973), similar in

character to the preceding cases, involved a challenge to a rule oC the activities association which was '

claimed to have preitented the plaintiff from parti cipating in cro4-Country competition solely on the

tl basis of her sex. As in the previous case, the Court had "no dgficulty findillg that the association was
, m.

Orson and was acting "under color of state law" within the meaning of Section 1983, but in holding for

the plaintiff, it specifically limited the application to thovpart4cular factual situation before it and

did not pass on the basic constitutionali'' or unconstitutionality of the association's rule aS applied

to girls in general.

In summarizing, it can be seen that'the courts are mostly in accord as to the impropriety, i terms

''of Section 1983, of a high-school association rule limiting interscholastic noncontact athletic competition to

boys only. The practical result has been that many of these associations throughout the country are now chang-
. . ,

6

ing their rules to accomodate what the courts have said on the subject. But-there seems to be a reluctance

f

on the part of the courts to extenthe principle to contact sports, and even with respect to noncontact

sports, there is as yet little judicial opinion on the question of whether "separate but equal" facilities would

meet constitutional requirements.

.4`

THE "LITTLE LEAGUE" BASEBALL CASES

In Magill v..Amonwoith Baseball Conference, 364 F. Supp. 1212 (W.D. Penn. 1973), a ten-year-old girl

sought indunctive relief which would permit her to participate with boys of approximately that age in a

summer baseball program run by the defendant, ABC, a non-profit corporation chartered by the state of

Pennsylvania When the,plaintiff had first pplied to join'the program, the ABC directors had unanimously

voted to contin e tb limit the program to participation by boys only.

The action' was brought under Sectibn 1983.,' and the case was decided on the ground that there was not

the requisite degree of "state action" to invoke Section 1983.' It was not enough, for example, the Court
/

7said, that the State had granted a Ilh4rter to ABC, or,that the municipality permitted the ABC to e a commune y-
,

baseball, field free of charge, o'that the local school board permitted the ABC to use two other base all elds.

The Court went on to say, holever, that even if suffi;:ient state action existed to invoke Section 1983,

it would still decline to issue.an injunction, because the classification system used by the defendant was

rational (pgs. 1216-7):, ' /

l'he director of the baseball conference assign two reasons for their action. First, that
they believe that young girls would be endangered physically if allowed to compete with boys
in organizedtbaseball and second, that to /permit the girls to compete would destroy the program
already underway because the boys would drop out.

et,

6. A rec newspaper.article indicates that a Pennsylvania lower court, at the request of the
Penh lvania Attorney General, has invalidated one-sex rules, as they apply to noncontact
sp6 s, of the State's activities association.

7. 1 U.S.C.A. SectiOn 1985--presumablj, Section 1985(3)--was also involved, but the Court
aid this section protected Only against discrimination which occurred under "color of

'state law." For case law to the'contrary; see Appendix A-1.
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_The:directors, male_and female, were unanimous in their opinions that baseball is a contact
sport:at,eNas and at. times the contact is violent, We can take judicial notice of the fact

f. ...and find that baseball is a contact sport. * * * : , _ , ''

i''
I ;

,

.* t *
.,.

. ..
,

_ .

.

, . AcOrdingly, we hold that sex is a rational distinction where a contact sport is involved.
. .,)

Magill was vacated and remanded in an .unpublished opinion.:iii:497 F.2d 921 ,(3rd Cir. L974).
.

King v. Little League ,Baseball Inc., SOS F.2c1264 (6th Cir nothing c4 substance to the
, .. ! -.';

.
0 ... ' `"-

.gdneral law in tnis area.

Little League

Inc., sWhich in tupi,.vias, ar
, Lt appeared_th4L Alen

:

the national lAt:tle:League

The illaintiff was a"twelke-year-,olkl.girl wanting to play baseball' with a local

The local Little League was chartep4 by th4 defendant, Little League Baseball,

federally chartered corpo/ation!

the local Little League lade a
. ,

threatened'to and then finally*

e . !

'.:
6. I.

:- /

deVskin to let the plaintiff play oh its 'team,

i . .
daBo9riey4e the local's charter. But by the time

the Section 1983,proceeding had been begun, a municipalnY,Aaa Ica off the use of its facilities to the
.

.

defendant and the .041nti.ff, was playing with
.

the local Little Lea ilb on municipally owned playing fields.

Under these eircumA'ance, the Court said, there was no state action as:6r as the national Little League

organization-was concerned.
.

_

In Fortin v. OnxlingtOn Little League, Inc.., 376 F. Supp. 473 (R.I. 1974), now on appeal,, the Court f

,. -",:. ci ' --7''

.

were violent. Fhe goal of safety, it continued, was .1 legitimate concern of the defendant, and fit that reason

, ir

the defendant's rule excluding girls betUeen the age; of eight to twelve years'from participatini in its base- '

ball games could not be said not to be rationally related to the effectuatien,Of that reasonabl go11,8
,

\

.

The courts seem inclined to sustain challenges to.state athletic associatio n'rules (whgnathe associ.tion's
. .

members include I0x-supported public high schools) which deny girls the right to participate on boys' teams
e

,

-

f
th-ciTC:vas -sufficient gtate'-action for the purpoies of Section.1983 when, among other things, the baseball

...-.... ..-
._ ---m.*.

!.. :.. 8
-

.

,... .....r.,,,,,
tiiiiii:tirtis utilized bx,thee:efenclant,Little League were owned,by the city and were available for,public re rea-

_,...m...-__
. .. !

. , .!,, "-- --: I

ti:ZWiin adherence by tbe%*.14-.. to the League's specifications for such fields was primarily for the
t- - .,
-..7._--:..--. "--.___

'......1,
..,...._ "----. (

..A arei.l.gaglie.amd only.ink:Idetrally for other groups of youths and the' general public, and when the g 4eral
.7--.---,... - .,

public was precluded i-om utilizing the cityts facilities, as a result of tge heavy schedule en ged in
. -

, . . . .

by the League.
...1

-..:

However, the :-.ourt took judicial-II-once that baseball was a contact sport andllbat at times s c contacts

SUMMARY-

nowhen there is no girls' team insofar as noncontact sports are concerned. These rules, or tleir implaentation,

e
oonstitute "state action" sufficient to invoke Section 1983 and the equal nrotection clause/.

,

It also seems the courts are generally inclined not to sustain such challenges when4ntact sports are
.

Involved, but, even in this area there has, been little discussion of what Airls must be prEvided in the
t

r . -

8. In National Organization for Women v. Little League 0a4ball, Inc.,

agency to have
spt to materia

1
k/

'l.

Ct, 1974), it mms said that expert testimony on anato
maturation' permitted a state civil - rights enforcement
girls of ages eight to twelve were not as a class sal'
injug While p1144z2aseball than boys of the,same

318 4:2(1 33 (N.J. Super

relation time, and
fou0 as a fact that

Ily.&eater hazards of

-.
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way Of substitute facilities when they are excluded from participqi.ng in contact spots. There has
/

satfsfy constitutional requirements.also been little discussion of whether "separate but equal" facilities

In the Li le League cases, there is disagreement not so much as to whether baseball is a'contact

sport, but as to whether playing it presents more of a hazard to girls in the approximate eight-to- ,

twehie age bracket than, it does to boys in the same bracket.9

Constitutional callenge's. aside, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 wil open for judicial

review numerous aspects of possible' discrimination by sex in the athletic programs operated by educational

institutions.

4

t

,

9. By P.L. 93-551, Dec. 26, 1974, Congress amended the national Little League's
federal charter to open the League to girls as well as boys.,

1
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APPENDIX M

, SEX DISCRIMINAtION IN EDUCATION--RULES AFFECTING STUDENTS

RULES ABOUT PREGNANCY OR MARITAL STATUS
ik

In Perry v. Grenada Municipal Separate School District,,300 F. Supp. 748 (N.D. Miss. 1969), the two plaintiffs,

unwed mothers of school age, brought an action under Ai Section 1983 (hereafter referred to in this appen-

dix as Section 1983) 1

challenging a policy of the, school boarkWhich denied admission to unwed mothers. The

plaintiffs introduced evidence tending to show pat unwed mo who were allowed to continue, their education
1.-

were less likely to have a second illegitimate child. The dere dants arguediblat the presence of unwed mothers
.. . ,

,,,.

in the schools would be a bad influence on the other students s-a-vis their,presence indicating society's approv-

al or acquiescbnce in the illegitimate births, or vis-a-vis the association of the unwed mother with the other

students.

But a rule which forever bars an individual from obtaining an education, the Court said, was too rigid. It

held, therefore, that the continued exclusion of the plaintiffs without a hearing or some other opportunity to

demonstrate their qualifications for readmission was unreasonable and arbitrary. At the same time, it emphasized

that lack of moral. character would certainly be a reason for excluding a child from public education, and if the

bo 'ird were convinced a girl's presenCe would taint the education of other students, exclusion would be justified.

But the inquiry should be thorough, it continued, and weighed in keeping with the serious consequences of pre-.

venting an individual from attaining a-high-school education.

A few years later, the judge who wrote the opinion in Perry reaffirmed it in Shull v. Columbus Municipal

Separate School District, 338. F. Supp. 1376 (N.D. Miss. 1972), where a school district excluded the plaintiff

from the tenth grade solely because she was an unwed mother.
2

In Ordway v. Hargraves, 323 F. Supp.'1155 (Mass. 1971), the plaintiff, a pregnant unmarried high-school

senior, brought an action under Section 1983 against school officials who had informed her she was to stop

attending regular classes, but who had also said she could make use of such school facilities as the library

and teaching resources on any school day after the normal dismissal time of 2:16 p.m. School officials had

further said she could participate in senior activities, such as,class trips, obtain tutoring at no cost if

J

I

necessary, and take examinations periodically. 7.

At the hearing for a preliminary injunction, the plaintiff's physician tost;.fied she was, in excellent health
, -

to attend schdOl, and he expressed the opinion the. dangers in attending school were no worse for her than for a

1, See Appendix A-1.

2. But in Houston v. Prosser, 361 F. Supp..295 (N.D. Ga. 1973), where an unmar'r'ied,
fifteen-year-old; mother was denied readmission to high school as a regular daytime
student, though shewas permitted to attend night school, it was said that because
high-school students who became parents were normally more precocious than other
students, the policy of daytime exclusion was, rationally related to the legitimate
state purpose of maintaining discipline. It was a denial of equal protection, how-
ever, to impose on her the customary night-school requirement that such students
pay tuition and provide their own textbooks.
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nonpregnant girl student. Another doctor testified the exclusion of the plaintiff would cause her mental

anguish which would affect the course of her pregnancy. A psychiatrist expressed the opinion that young girls

in the plaintiff's position whlwere required to absent themselves from school would become depressed, and that

this depression of the mother would have an adverse effect on the child. The psychiatrist also said that from

a psychiatric point of view, it was desirable to keep a person in the position of the plaintiff in contact with
N,..

//her friends and peer group, and that she should not be treated as
:

having a disease. A social worker testified

that social workers who specialized in working with pregnant unwed girls felt it desirable to give the girl a

choice of whether to remain in class or have private instruction a4er regular class hours. Finally, the chair-
t.

man of the Guidance Program of the Harvard Graduate School of Education testified that in his opinion the type

of program the school officials had established for after-hours instruction wlp not educaticmaliy the equivalent

of regular class attendance. #

Based on these facts, the Court gr ted the injunction, saying (pg. 1158):

It would seem beyond argument that the right to receive a public school education
is a basic personal right or liberty. Consequently, the burden of justifying any school
rule or regulation limitidg or terminating that right is on the school authorities.

* * On the record before me, respondents have failed to carry this burden.'

p

MISCELLANEOI.

Mollere,V. Southeastern Louisiana College, 504 F. Supp. 826 (E.D. La. 1969); involved the question of

whether a coeducational state college's requirement that all, unmarried women students under 21 not living

with their parents or a clot, re ative live in on-campus residence halls was offensive-to the equal protection

clause. Another rule requi d ma e freshmen to live on-campus, and.it was undisputed that the college's sole

reason for requiring women under 21 and male freshmen to live in college residence halls was. to meet the financial

obligations which had arisen out of the construction of the dormitories. The Court, in finding that the system

of classification as to women under 21 (the rule as to male freshmen was not in issue) Could not stand, said r

(pg. 827):

0

For purposes of this case it might be conceded that a state university may require
all or certain categories of students to live on-caaptis in order to promote the educa-
tion of those students. * * * It might also be reasonable for aiuniversity to require
on-campus living of students in order that the university may more closely supervise
them and protect their welfare as parens patriae when they are away from home. The
sole issue in this case, on the other hand, is whether the College may require a certain

3. In a case not directly involving sex discrimination, Romans v. Crenshaw, 354.F. Supp.
868 (S.D. Texas 1972), the exclusion of the sixteen-year-old plaintiff from participa-
tion in many extracurricular activities simply because she was a divorcee was-held to
be a denial of equal protection. And in Holt v. Shelton, 341 F. Supp. 821 (M.D.Tenn.
1972), the exclusion of a married female high-school senior from participation in extra- -

curricular activities was held, absent a showing of a compelling state interest, to
deny equal protection. For cases involving a married malt student similarly excluded,
see Davis v. Meek, 344 F. Supp. 298 (N.D. Ohio 1972)-and Hollon v. Mathis Independent
School District, 358 F. Supp. 1269 (S.D. Texas 1973).

113f)
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group students to live on-campus, not for the welfare of the students themselves
but simply to increase the revenue of the housing system. * * * Why should the

particular students who are the plaintiffs in this case bear any more of the financial
obligation of the College housing system than any of their fellow student's? * * *

The sole reason offered by the College is that the plaintiffs comprise the precise
number of students required to fill existing vacancies. If students with black eyes
had filled the bill * * they would have done equally well * * *. This is the type
of irrational discrimination impermissible under the Fourteenth Amendment.4

The female college student in Robinson v. Board of Regents of Eastern Kentucky University,'475 F.2d 707

(6th Cir. 1973), cert. den'd. 416 U.S. 982, 94 S.Ct. 2382 (1974), was challenging curfew regulations applicable

only to female students. During their freshman year, female students were required to be in their dormitories

by 10.30 p.m. Monday through Thursday. The curfew hour on Friday and Saturday nights was 1.00 a.m., and twelye

midnight was the Sunday curfew.

Beginning with the second year, fema:e students could ha.e the privilege of unrestricted hours with no cur-

:el. if they maintained a certain academic average, paid a S15 00 fee per semester,5 and if under 21, had their

parents' written consent

During tae pendency of tne lausu;z, the defer:cant nade new regulations. First-semester women were required

to be in their dor7itory midnight Sunday tnrougn Thursday and oy 2 00 a.m. on Friday and Saturday nights. All

Other woraz. students could nave self-regulated nours oy paying a S10 fee per semester and gaining the permission

of their parents, if under 21.

plaintiff commenced her action when she was a freshman, alleging that the defendant, by. imposing

dormitory hours for wom4n, wrILle grant.ng self-regu1ated hours to male students, had violated her right to equal

protection. The.action was dismissed by the lower court at a time when she was a sophomore.

On appial, she claimed that e.entnougn, under the presently applicable dormitory regulations, she could

and did nae self-regulated hours with her parents' permission, the fact she bad to get such permission while

male students did not, ..g<tedjn a :ontinuing denial of her equal protection rights. *Thetot;it disposed of

the case without deciding that issue, saying .(pg. -11).

tiln ;his case we can find neither a fundamental right at issue nor a suspect classi-

fication being applied. The right whirh is the sub)ect of regulatich here is the right

to hate self-regulated hours without parental permission. This is not fundamental. lie

reaffirm that classification on the basis of sex is not a suspect classification, There-

4. In Poynter v. Drevdahl, 359 F. Supp.1137 (h.D Mich. 1972), the university had a rule
requiring all single undergraduates not residing with their parents or legal guardians

to live in on-campus residences. An exception was made, however, for members-of three
fraternities given such off-campus permission prior to the formulation of the rule. It

was held the exception did not discriminate against females (within the meaning of the

equal protection clause), absent a showing that similarly situated suLorities bad been

denied permission to estatflish off-campus residences. And in an *earlier case not direct17

involving sex discriminarlbn, Prat: v. Louisiana Polytechnic rhstitute, 316 F. Supp. 872
(W.D. La. 1970)0aff.d. 401 U.S. 1004, 91 .Ct. 1252 (1971), it was held to be not unreason-

able to have a rule requiring married stu ents not living with a spouse to live on-campus
even though married students living with a spouse could live eff-campus, The rationale was

based on the inadequacy of dormitories o iginally constructed for single-sex occupancy.
In a more recent case, also not directly involving'sex discrimination, it was said not to
be improper under Section 1983 for a state university to exclpde marriabatiliinotth
children from quarters provided for Married students without children. The classification

was rational because it had as one basis a concern for the safety of such children. Lau_
v. Toll, 512 F.2d 2S2 (2nd Cir. 1975).

.7?5. The fee was to defray the cost of security guards. 1.
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fore, we conclude that the rational relationship or traditional standard of equal
protection review is applicable here.

The State's basic justification for the classification system is thai of safety.
It asserts that women are more likely to ,be criminally attacked later at night and
are physically less capable of defending themselves than men. It concludes that the
safety of women will be protected by having them in their dormitories at certain
hours of the night. The goal of safety is a legitimate concern * * * and this
court cannot say that the regulations in question are not rationally related to
the effectuation of this reasonable goal.

The appellant claims that the safety justification is undermined by the shifting
curfew for different nights of the week asserting that the streets are no safer at
12:30 a.m. on Saturday than they are at 12:30 a.m. on Wednesday. We hold, however,
that the State could properly take into consideration the fact that on weekend nights
many coeds have dates and ought'to be permitted to stay out later than on weekday
'nights.

In Bond v. Virginia Pol, technic Institute, 381 F.'Supp.c1023 (W.D. Va. 1974), an action by female graduate

and undergraduate students challenging the constitutionality of tpe institute's student health plan, it was held

that a policy of nohinclpsion of pap tests and gynecological examinations did not violate equal protection when

.

the complaint did' not allege there were any r/skS from which men were protected and women were not. (Ip'dismiss-

ing the complaint, the Court relied on Geduldig v. Aiello, 417 U.S. 484, 94 S.Ct. '2485 (1974), where a state,

insiiranco progiti which excluded coverage for disabilities due to normal pregnancy was upheld on the
.

grount-thrtetnal protection clause did not require a state to choose between attacking every aspect of a problem

. or not attacking any at all_ Aiello is discussed in Appendices A and E.)

k residency rule for college tuition purposes; in which a married female student was presumed to have the

domicile of her husband, has held to deny equal protection in Samuels v. University of Pittsburgh, 375 F. Supp.

1119 Civ.D. Penn. 19-4). Though the presumption could be rebutted by convinci evidence, married women constituted
dt

the only group whose classification for such tuition purpOses was tied to he classification'of someone else.6

6. In Wallace v. Ford, 346 F. Supp. 156 (E.D. Ark. 1972), a case not directly involving
sex discrimination, secondary school dress regulations prohibiting skirts more than
six inches above the knee and excessively tight skirts and pants were upheld, while
those prohibiting "knicker suits," "jump suits," and skirts more than six inches below
the knee were not. The student dress code, however, was applied uniformly to both sexes.

-/
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APPENDIX N

SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION--TRACKING

Women concerned with education have objected to school policies which either exclude female students

from certain courses (such as auto repairing or metal work) or require them to fake certain courses (such

as home economics) whether they want tb or not.

It is known that numerous cases have been brought in this area, some of them by the American Civil

Liberties Union, and it is also known that some of these have been settled, with the defendants agreeing'

to abandon the particular tracking involved. If any federal court cases have been decided in this area,

however, they have not as yet been officially reported.

4

, \ 1'9
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APPENDIX 0 I

SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION -- TEXTBOOKS

Women concerned with education have objected over many ars stereotyped presentations of the

female role in society, particularly in elementary-school read g texts. An extensive search of federal

court decisions, however, reveals no reported cases in this are , undoubtedly due to First Amendment

problemS.
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APPENDIX P

EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 11246

0

..,

Executive Order No. 11246, as amended by Executive Order No. 11375,1
requires a government contractor

or subcontractor or.any contractoeworking on a federally assisted construction project not to discriminate

on the basis of sex, to take affirmative action to remedy past discrimination, and to counteract

discriminatory barriers to equal employment opportunity. Regulations apply the Executive Order to

contractors and subcontractors holding contracts for more than $10,000, with sometimes more stringent

requirements imposed on contractors holding contracts for $50,000 or, more and involving 50 or more employees.

The roach of the Order is, to all employees of the contractor, not merely those doing the contract work

or in !pp facilities where the work is done, and review to determinewhether a contractor is in compliance

with the ExeCtrtive Order may be initjated by the concerned federal agency or by the employee affected.

In appropriate ciricumstances, contracts may be delayed, suspended, or terminated for noncompliance, and
/

V%
contractors may be denied eligibility for future contracts.

In 1969! the Women's Equity Action League initiated the strategy of filing formal complaints with .

the Department of Health, Education and Welfare in cases where it felt that educational institutions holding

federal contracts were in v_iqJation of the Executive Order. In November, 1974, the Women's Equity Action

League, joined by the National Organization for Women and other, women's groups, sued HEW and the Department

of Labor, alleging, among other things, a governmental pattern of nonenforcement of the requirements of the

Executive Order as they applied to educational 'institutions.

The use of Executive Ordeis to prohibit employment discrimination by government contractors began with

1

Executive Order No. 8802,2 issued by President Roosevelt in response ,to complaints by black labor leaders about

discrimination by defense contractors. The Order established a committee to investigate complaints of .

employment discrimination, but it could not administer sanctions and was considered ineffettive. In 1954,

an Executive Order extended the negative obligation not to discriminate to upgrading, demotion, ,traasfer,

rates one'recruitment, layoff, rates of, pay,, and selection for sp ciaL training. In 1961, a new concept- -the one

we have today--was introduce\d% The contractor, in addition to agreeing got to discriminate,*had to agree

to take affirmativg_action to ensure that applicants were employed and employees treated during
.

employment

without discrimination.
4

In 1967,, Executive Order No.'113755 amended Executive Order No. JI246 to include
,

"..,.. ,

-., .

sex as a prohibited discrimination.

During all the years, however, in which the concepts now present in Executive Order No. 11246 were

I. 3 CFR 169; 42 U.S.C.A. Section 2000e.

2. 6 Fed. Reg. 3109 (1941)

3. Executive Order lid. 10557,,19 Fed. Re. 5655 (1954).

4. ExectiLive Order No. 10925, 26 Fed. Reg. 1977. (1961)ici

5. ,32 Fed. Reg, 14303 (1967).
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evolving, there was never any direct court challengeJto the fundamental legality of the Orders themselves.

But in, a concurring opinion in Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. v. Sawyer,-343 U.S. .579, 72 S.Ct. 863 (1952),

Justice Jackson discussed the associated limitations of executive power. Jackson analyzed presidential

action substantially as follows;

1. When the President acts pursuant to an express or implied authorization of Congress,
his authority is at its maxims for it includes all that he possesses in his own
right plus all that Congress'can delegate. In these circumstances, and in these only,
he may be said to personify the federal sovereignty.4* * * If his act is held unconstitutional
under these circumstances, it usually means the Federal Government as an undivided whole
lacks power.

2. When the President acts in absence Of either a congressional grant or denial of authority,
he can rely only upon his own independent powers, but there is a zone of twilight in
,which he and Congress may have concurrent authority, or in which its distribution
is uncertain. herefore, congressional inertia, indifference or quiescence may sometimes,
at least as a practical matter, enable, if not invite, measures on independent presidential

% responsibility. In this area, any actual test of power is likely to depend on the
// imperatives of events and contemporary imponderably rather than on abstract theories of law.

3. When the President takes measures incompatible with the expressed or implied will of
Congress, his power is at its lowest ebb, for then he, can rely only upon his own
constitutional powers minus any constitutional powers of Congress over the matter. Courts
can sustain exclusive presidential control in such a case only by disabling the-Congress from
acting upon the subject. Presidential claim to a power at once so conclusive and preclusive
must be scrutinized with caution, for what is at stake is the equilibrium established by our
constitutional system. , .

In Contractors Association of Eastern Pennsylvania v. Secretary of Labor, 442 F.2d 159 (3rd Cir. 1971),

cert. den'd. 404 U.S. 854, 92 S.Ct. 98 j1971)Lthe legality of the so-called Philadelphia plan, established

under the authority of Executive Order No. 11246 and requiring contractors in a five-county area to submit,

as a precondition of federal assistance, an affirmative action program containing goals for minority hiring,

was at issue. The Court, after citing Jackson's three categories of presidential power, said the President's

authority to impose nondiscrimination provisions in federal contracts fell within the first category,

because it was irction pursuant to the express or implied authorization of Congress. In all its procurement

activities, the Court reasoned, the government had an interest in seeing that suppliers were not increasing

costs and delaying programs by excluding from the labor pool available minority workmen.

,, When Congress authorized an appropriation for a program of federal assistance, the Court continued, and

authorized the executive branch to implement the program by assistance to specific projects, it must be

deemed--in the absence of statutory,regulationS to the contrary--to have granted the President a general

power to act for the protection of federal interests. In the case of Executive Order No. 11246, it said,

three presidents had "acted by analogizing federally assisted construction to direct federal procurement,"..

and if such action had not been authorized by Congress (Jackson's first category), at the very least, it

fl ,
fell ithin Jackson's second category, so that if no congressional enactments pro the presidential

j/u
. .

ac ion, ,sifch action would be valid. 6

. . 64,, In Savannah Printin S ecialties and Pa er PrOducts Local-Union 601 v. Union Cam Co %,

350 F. Supp. 632 (Ga. 1972), it was said that Executive Order No. 11246 is based on. the
inherent or implied power of the executive branch to determine the terms and conditions
under which the United States will 'contract, that it is a vaNd exercise of the vresiden sal
authority, and that it possesses the forcetDfttUtory law. . .....
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In Contractors Association, the Court also rejected the argument that,Congress, by dealing

comprehensively with employment discrimination in Title VII, had occupied the field.7

The contractors also argued that even if Title VII did not.prohibit presidential action in the area

of fair employment on federal or federally assisted contractk, Section 703(3)8 provided that Title VII

should-not be interpreted to require any employer or-labor orgahization to grant preferential treatment

to any individual or group because of the race of such individual or group on account of an imbalance

which might exist with respect to the percentage of persons of any race employed in comparison with the

percentage of persons of such race in the available .worl, force in the community. As to this argument, the

Court said that while Title VII possibly could not compel an employer to
'

embrace a program such as the

Philadelphia Plan, the issue was extraneous in the present case, because the challengedcOntract

provision was imposed by the Executive Order, not Section 703(j) of-Title VII. Title VII, in short,

was a limitation only upon Title VII, not upon other federal remedies.

Next, the contractorsargued that the plan violated Title VII because it interfered with a bona fide

seniority system, contrary to Section 703(h),9 Which"provides that it shall not be an unlawful employment

practice for an employer to have different terms or conditions of employment pursuant to a bona fide

seniority system. The unions, the contractors said, referred me.nfrom the hiring halls on the basisof

seniority, and the Philadelphia Plan interfered with this arrangement ince feu minority tradesmen had;high ,

t.

seniority. But the Court said, as it had with Section 703(j), that Section 703(h) was a.liMitation only urlort
. .

5 : .
Title VII, not upon other remedies. er-. I, .

.

' . ts

And finally with respect to Title vil, the contractors argued that since,the Philadelphia'Plan requi;red
.

them to agree to speLifiGygoals for minority employment 'and required a good faith effort to achieve those .

1

goals, they would have to refire to hire some white tradesmen and ,to classify employees by race, all in
,

violation of Section 703(a),10 ulna provides that it'shall'be an unlawful employment practice to fairte

hire any individual because of such individual's race or to classify'employees in any way which would deprive

1

any individual of employment opportunities because of such individual's race.

To read Sectii 7n!( a) in this manner, the Court replied, Would be to attribute to Congress the

intention to freeze t atus quo and to foreclose remedial action under other existing, means for

4

correcting existing

\e

s.

The courts are \4ess at ease when dealing nbt w/th "goals," as in Contractors Association, supra, but

with"quetashus,incartery.Gallaglie.r,452F.2d315(8thCir.1971),cert.den'd. 406 U.S. 950.

4e.

rn 9Adition, the Third Circuit had previously held that the remedies established by
TitleVFI were not exclusive. i',oung v. International Telephone and Telograph,Co.,
438 F.2d 757 (1971). .

8. 42jr.Z.C:A. Section 2000e-21))* See Appendix B:'

9. 42O.S.C.A. Section 2000e-2(h). )'See Appendix B.

, 10. 42 Section 2000e-2(a). See Appendix B.

. ,

1 C,
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92 .Ct. 2045 09724," the Eighth Circuit accepted the frjal court's finding Oediscrimination in the

hiring of firemen but could not accept the trial court's remedy- -to fill the next twenty,vacancies with

minority persons. FoCuNg on that remedy, the Eighth Circuit said (pgs. 330-1):

The absolute preference ordered by the,:trial court would operate as a present infringement
on those non - minority group persons who are equallyor superiorly qualified for the fire,
fighter's positions; and we hesitate to advocate implementation of one constitutional,
guarantee by thesoutright denial of another. Yet'we acknowledge the legitimacy of erasing
the effects of past racially iminatory practices.. * * * (T)o accommodate these
conflicting,considerations, we4 ink some reasonable ratio for hiring minority persons
who can qhalify under the retrise_ qualification standards is in order for a limited period
OftiMe, or until there is a fair"approximation of minorityrepresentation consistent with
the population mix in the area. Such a procedure does not constitu te a "quota" system because
as soon as the trial court's ordbr is fully implemented, all hirings will be on a racially.

nondiscriminatory basis, Aid it could well be that many/shore minority persons or less, as "11

compared to the population at large, over a Pbng period of time would apply and qualify for the
'positions. (Emphasissupplied.)

Reasoning in this fashion, the Court said it would be min order for the trial court to mandate that one

out of every three persons hired by the Fii,e Department would be a qualified minority individual until at

least twenty minority persons had been so hired."

In a similar ,vein, it was said in United States v. Wood Wire and Melal Lathers International Union,

,

Local No. 46. 471 F.2d 408 (1973), cert. den'd. 412 U.S, 939, 93 S.Ct. 2773 (1973), that while quotas merely

to attain raciabaldnte in employment are forbidden by Title VII, quotas'to correct past disclaminatoryop

practices are not.

One problem inherent in Executive Order No. 11246 is that once an employee or applicant for employment

has filed a complaint with the appropriate federal agency, he or she has no control over the proceedings.

In Farkas v. Texas Instrument, Inc., 375 F.2d 629 (5th Cir. 1967), cert. den'd. 389 U.S.-977, 88 S 480

(1967),,a, former emploYee,of a government contractor tried to invoke h third-party beneficiary concept to

io'
the contractor for a violation of his rights under Executive Order No. 11246. The Court cited with apkova the

deeition in Farmer v. Philadelphia Electric Co., 329 F.2d 3 (3rd Cir. 1964), where it was said that the pistory

of the Executive Ordeij,.the rules and regulations made pursuant to it, and the actual practice in
/
the enforcement

of the nondiscrimination provisions Were all strong persuasive evidence that the threat of a private civil action

was not centehplat,ed;13

11.
t''

12.

13.

cs

.600

The case involved 42 U.S.C.A. Section 1981 (Spe Appendix B), not Executive Order No. 11246.
0 r,

In suggesting this approachthe,Eighth Circuit relied on Swann v. Charlotte-MecklenbuiMBoard 0
of Education, 402:U.S. 1, 91 S,Ct. 1267 (1971), where it was said the use of mathematical
ratios as "a starting point in the process'of shaping,a remedW was not unconstitutional an
was "within the equitable remedial discretion of the District Court."

. . ,

In neither Farkas nor Farber had the plaintiff exhausted his administrative remedies. In
Chambers v. United States, 451 F,2d 1045 (Ce". of Cl. 1971), it was held that7under an
Executive Order directing equal ,employment opportunity for all civilian4employees and

*applicants for federal employhent, the,plaintiff who, but for scrimination because of
race, would have'bpen employed on a'certain date, was entitled recover back pay from
that date until the date she was actually employed, less any amount ".he might have earned
irothe. interim. '

1C

v
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aIn litaden.v. University of Pittsburgh, 343 P. Supp. 836 (W.D. Penn. 1972), rev. on other grounds,

477 F.2d X. (3rd Cir. 1973), a femaleassistant professor, alleging that the university discriminated

against Wmen in all areas of employment, brought one of her causes of action under,Executive Order No.

11246.'..It was held the Executive Order created no right in an individual to seek injunctive relief

or to assert a claim for damages against an alleged noncomplying contractor. To the same effect is

Rackin v. University of Pennsylvania' 386 F. Supp. 992 (E.D. Penn. 1974).

In,ThOrn v. Richardson, F. Supp. ,.4 FEP Cases 299 (W.D. Wash. 1971), a case in which women

welfare recipients seeking entrance into a job-training program authorized by the Social Security Act
k.>

alleged they were discriminated against by regulalions giving entry priority for welfare recipients to

4 unemployed fathers, it was said the plaintiffs were entitled to a judgment in the nature of mandamus,

requiring the federal agencies involved to comply with and enforce the provisions of Executive Order No.
. >

11246. In freeman v. Shultz, 468 F.2d 120 (D.C. Cir. 1972), a class action to enjoin government officials 4

from awardintg further contracts until the employment practices of a certain contractor complied with 0

Executive Order No. 11246 was dismissed because the plaintiffs had not availed themselves of their admini4rati4e

.
remedies.0 filing complaints with the particular government agencies involved. The Court indicated, however,

that if tilt plaintiffs did not obtain relief through the administrative agencie, they could then seek the,

aid of'the judiciary. And in ,Legal Aid Society of Alamosa County v. Brennan, 381 F. Supp. 125 (N.D, Cal. 1974),

it was also stated that mandamus lies against federal officials charged with the duty of overseeing affirmative
.

action programs required by Executive Ordex No. 11246 to compel them to disapprove such programs not meeting

:the requirements of the Order. finally, in Lewis v. Western Airlines, Inc., 379 F. Supp.-684 (N.D. Cal. 1974),

it was said that when an employee alleges he or she has exhausted all available administrative remedies under

Executive Order No. 11246, he or she then has standing to maintain a private cause of action under the'

Executive Order against the employer, and that mandamus was cls'o ivailable to compel federal officials to

comply with their durieS under the Order.
14

SUAMARY

The courts agree that-Exe cUtive OrderNo. 11246 is aproper exercise of presidential power, that it has

the force and effect of statutory law, that it has not been preempted by Title VII,"and that it.does not
,

conflict with Title VII.

With respect to affirmative action programs, whether required by Executive Order No. 11246, mandated

by the courts, or entered into as part of a consent decree, the courts seem to agree_that the use of,

'goals,' in which an employetrhas to use its "best efforts" to achieve the goals does not create an unlawful

14.* In'Taliaferxo v. Dykstra, F. Supp. , 10 FEP Cases 441 (E.D. Va. 1975), it was
said that a discharged college teacher_was entitled to file a charge of alleged sex
discrimination against the college. with HEW seeking'Personal redress under the
Executive Order, contrary to the college"s claim that the lkiutri.ve Order provided no -

remedy for an individual.

0.-
4-
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4
preference There is a gray area, however, when such affirmative action programs impose quc\tas. Some'courts

have imposed, something in the nature of a quotaofor "one time only" to correct the effects of past

discrimination. In such effdrts, the use of mathematical ratios as a first step is permitted, but the

direct osition of permanent quotas is not- The gray areas between these two poles will have to be

deTined, b bl? on a case by case basis, in future litigation.
/-

A numberOf courts ,have said that an aggived employee or applicant for employment has no right

to sue contractor directly under Executive Order No. 1124b, either as a third-party

beneficiary.or otherwise,' particularly if'administrative remedies have not been exhausted, but there

is authority to the effect that an aggrieved individual can bring an action for mandamus against

government officiAls charged with administering the pi-ovisions of the Executive Order. There is also

recent authority to the effect that if an,agg'rieved individual has exhausted his or her administrative,
v

V'
remedies, he or she may'even sue'the govOrnment contractor directly.

In essence, ho(ever, the primary sanction is the threat of termination or suspension of the

government contracf.15

/Y t

- ;

IS. TIWDepFtment of Health, Educat...ton and Welfare, delegated enforcement responsibilities for
:e4,cational Institutions, has never debarred any such institutions from holding federal
contracts, although itthas delayed the awarding of contracts in some cases.
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THE EQUAL PAY ACT, w
ii, \

\
...,

TA \ k

. lk \'' ,

The Equal Pay Act of 1963 (hereafter referred to in this appendix as A), wAi h.added
. - 4

subsection (d) to Section 6 of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938,
4
as amended,'ded,' in part

0
. .P .

E.as follows:
't'*,
;,41.

(1)No employer having employees subject to ariy provisions of'this section shall As '

discriminate, within any establishment in which such employees are employed, between ..-

employees on the basis of sex by paying wages to employees:in such establishment q, 4

at a rate less than the rate at which he pays wages to employees of the opposite'Sex
in such establishment for equal work on jobs the performahcopf which requi/es equal
skill, effort, and responsibility, and which are performed under similar working
conditions, except where such payment is made pursuant to (i)d seniority system;
(ii)a merit system; (iii)a system which measures earnings bytquantity or quality of
production; or (iv)a differential based on:any other factorother than sex; Provided,

ithat an employer who is paying a wage rate!differential in violatron Of this subsection
4 4-

shall. not, in order to comply with the'proVisions of this Augsecttion, reduce the wage S

mate of an employee. ,
.

: . .
. .

Section 6 covers (with. exceptions not material here) every emploiee who "is engaged in commerce or in

%a

41
.
't ":.

the production of goods for commerce or is employed in an enterprise engaged in commerce or in the pro-
.,

-duction of goods for commerce," 2 but Section 13(a)(1) of the Fair 1.4or Standards Act (hereafter referred

to in this appendix as the FLSA)3 exempted any employee empl6pred "iff a bona fide executive, administrative,
. .

or professional capacity." The Education Amendments.of 1972 removed this gemption, and such previously

-exempted employees are now covered by the EPA.

, '%

1
.

.
.

The EPA, it has been said,4 was intended as a broad charter ofxwomen's,rights in the economic field,
, .

whrch sought to overcome the age-o14 belief in women's inferiority and to eliminate the leprpssing bffects

standards
t .

1

on living t of reduced wages for female workers and the economic and social consequences that flow
I

4 from it.
.

f ,
. .

.

Under the EPA, an agirieved employee cap file suit againgt an ,employerand.ask for, amongother things,

I I , 1 ..

back pay, and an additional equal amount41.i4Uidated danages,,and is entitled to, reasonable Attorney's
1 ,.

. .

fees if successful. The Sgcretary of Labor can also bring an action to recover back wages or he can ask for

an injunction, but pnce the Secretary sues, the employee's right4to do so is terminated.
.

' An EPA plaintiff, the Supreme Court ha-s recently saad,s gla.the burden of prOihg the employer pays

, .
different wages.to-employees of opposite s es 'for equal word. ork yobs the performance of which requires

r

.

5.

. 1 .
,

I. The Equal Pay Act is found, ni. 29 U.S.C.A. Section'26.yT. .

.V. 29 U.S:C.A. Section 206(a): 1'1

''
.

, .

3. 29 U.S.C.A..SectioW 213(a)(1). "Y I.

. % 4 I
.

4, ,15huftz v. ,Wheaton GlaS's Co., 421°,17.2 59 (3rd Cir.0(1970), :c1rt. den'd. 398 U.S.. 90k
,i

90 S.Ct. 1696 (1q70)., : ;
, . i '(

,. iririt .

'S.. Corning Glits1;,Works v. are , 417 U.S. 188, 94 S.Ct. 2223 .(4974). t ,p
q1.- ' .4 ts '- if

: k: r ,,........v__1
-.I. .,v .

*
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equal skill, effor5,,and responsibility, and which are performed'Alnder similar wdrking Conditions."

. It also sal , wit respect to the EPA's four exeptions,-a seniority system, a merit system,
-0 , q

'... ,

a system uhieli"measures earnings by quantity or quality of production. or arry tither factor other

than sex-INal once a plaintiff has carried the burden of showing the employer pays workers of one

sett more than workOs of the opposite sex for equal work, the burflen shifts to the employer to show

'the-differential is justified under one of these, four exceptions. This view, it added, was consistent 44

withOp general rule. that the application of an exemption under the FLSA was a matter of affirmative

defense on which the employer had the burden of proof.
1,7

It-is now appropriatetto consider some of the judicial decisibns interpreting the main elements

of Section 206(d).

'

'
.

EQUAL WORK *ill

For4the*first few years of the EPA, there was uncertainty as to .thether its legisiftive history

t

'required the erm "equal work" to be treated as the equivalentof "identacal work." Than, in the landmark

;case of Shutt: v. Wheaton Glass Co., 421 F.2d 259 (3rd Cir. 1970), cert. dep'd. 398 4f..S.:905, 90 S.Ct.

1696 (1970), it was held that the compared jobs need not be identical but.only "substantlally equal."
A s,

In Wheaton, male selector-packers in a bottle factory received approiimately ten P4cent more per

.hour'than female selector- packers. Selector- packers worked at long tablesand visually il;spected bottles

for defec'ts as they emerged an a conveyor. In the dePartment there was mother category 9f employees known

1
as snap -up boys, wtio crated and. moved bottles and functioned as handymen. They were paid few cents per,

! ;

hour more'than female selector- packers, and there here occasions when_ malk selectorippackeri spent a limited

A
,6 n ,

portion of their time doing the work of snap-up boys. For this reason? the defendant argu41 that male

I .

;
and femile selector-packers were not performing "equal work." It alsolargued that the dextbiliti of the

males,,i.e., the fact they could be available to perform the work of.sapp-up boys, was a-1'f ctor other than
I 11., . *

sex," thus justifying a wage differential. This argument, too, was quickly rejected, the C urt saying that
. -

one of the serious imperfections in the claim of flexibility was the.ahsence ';Of any Eric& or explanation

1 :
.

why, ,ax,ailability of men to perform work which pays two Lents per houtivore than.women re<ei e should result in
. .

f 1

. f
. .4

ovetall payment to men of 211-2 cents more than women for their:commonlwark."
:

:
..

,
i 1, .

rile degree of "equality" necessary is difficult to define. In 'Irian v. Cit Stordt, Inc , 479 F.2d
, . '. i

235 (5th Cir. .1973), for example, it was said (pg. .238-9): i 0 i ..4 - IP!

.
,

. .
;

t'
t: 1 :

... .t

While the standard of equality is clearly higher tdan
,

merq lomparabiliq.yet lowe
than absolute identity, there remains an area of;leclualityjupder:thelctthe metiet

of equality under the Equal Pay Act is susceptibte/of deliktion pply by contextb 1
and _bounds of which arc still indefinite. *1* pke ma/lot-lief:legal concetils; that

,

/

t I I
study. 1 /

qi 1

As one example of this "contextual" study, in Broantn;4.4qophis Ele;: Co-op., 11)44.4385 F. Supp. 581
.

. 4
$(F.D. Okl. 1974), there wfis no EPA violation when the,emprov 0a4111 maAe,payr011 anilma prials clerk

t
. . t

o
' J 4z...,-,. '

;,
. t , . .0

, , , ,

$3.55 per hour while payinigetwn cashier,receptionivs,', 4 hi:1 in$ cl rk, '44 a capita)..e it-cterk, all
.

8: ., ,, . /1,- t e
t s

. .
.. /

females, only $3.20 per ,kur, here the 'Idle ompliVe's joblo.r.mak ng condo, payro& epiug an inventory
/ .... If . .4 CO it

. : i ,.. I 0

' 1 r% '':1! : ""k. -:. A i ' ! . t .. re .,,
,

f ? , W fi' ool
1,;. ' '. l ; V.' L

: ..
$ . 1

V. 1 I .
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A

of company materials, ascertaining average prices on all inventory items, and preparing reports fRr the

general manager all required mora.skill, effort and respongibility than the jobs of the female employees

in collecting utility payments, sending out utilittiNs, and computing capital credits.

In wirt5-y. Rainbo Baking 'Co., 303F: Supp. 1649 (E.D. Ky.'1967), it was said that while small

differences in job requirements can easily be-made, they make no real difference where the work is

substantially the same. On the other hand, the EPA does not authorize courts to equalize wages
6

merely

because they find that two substantially different jobs are worth the same monetarily to the employer.

Hodgson v. Miller Brewing Co., 457 F.2d 221 (7th Cir. 1972). At the same time, the courts are not to

defer to overly nice distinctions in job content and therefore permit employers to evade the EPA at will.

I
Brennan v. Prince William Hospital Corp., 503 F.2d 282 (4th Cir. 1974).

Furthermore, jobs can have different titles and still, be substantially equal. Hodgson v. Food Fair

Stores, Inc., 329 P. Supp. 302 (M.D. Penn. 1971).
foa-

Company job descriptions are not controlling on the question, and testimony by employees as to their

actual duties is customarily entitled to more weight. Hodgson v. Brookhaven General Hospital,, 436 F.2d

719 (5th Cir. 1970). The controlling factor, in short, is job content. Hodgson v. Behrens Drug Co., 475

F.2d 1041 (5th Cir. 1973). Cert. den'd. 414U.S.'822, 94 S.Ct. 121 (1973).

In Food Fair Stores, Inc., supra, it was said that where primary duties were essentially the same, .

difterences subsidiary tasks did not render them.unequal, absent a showing the subsidiary tasks required

significantly greater skill, effort, and responsibility than was required for the common primary functions.

A job performed by women on a day shift which is substantially equal to a job performed by men on the

night shift must have the same bNse pay (though a "shift" differential is allowable) and a company cannot

cure a violation of the LPAby opening the night shift to women while continuing to pay women performing

the same job on the day shift a lower rate.. Shultz v. American Can Co.-Dixie Products, 424 F.2d 356 (8th

Cir. 1970).
'T,

A°

It is not necessary that the two sexes be employed simultaneously for there to be a violation. For

example, in Hodgson v. Behrens Drug Co., 475 F.2d 1041 (5th Cir. 1973), cert. den'd. 414 U.S. 822, 94 S.Ct.

121 (1973), a female replacing a male as a supervisor of a data processing department was paid approximately

50 cents an hour less, and discrimination was found.

But in Krumbeck v. Jbhn Oster Mfg. Co.,313 F. Supp. 257 (E.D. Wis. 1970), a woman claimant employed

as an armature balancer failed to prove she was dissriminatgd against in violation of the EPA, where during

the period involved no male had ever worked at that job Or any other job with substantially similar duties.

In Brennan v. Woodbridge School District, ' F. Supp. , 21 WH Cases 966 (Del. 1974), it appeared

the, school district employed a female as a teacher and girls' softball coach,,and a male as a teacher and

boys' baseball coach. Both had no particular experience in coaching, but the male was paid one-third more.

6. 29 CFR Section 800,110 interprets "wages" to mean "all payments made to or on
behalf.of the employee as remuneration for employment." This concept includes

most fringe Henefi.ts. ...

7.!
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The Court, noting that the duties of both coaches consisted of recruiting and supervising teams,

accounting for equipment and uniforms, and arranging schedules of practice and outside games, said

(pg. 967):

There may exist incidental differences in the jobs performed by the male and female
but such differences are inconsequential and are not performed during any substantial
period of time, nor do they require greater expenditure of skill, effort and/or
responsihility.7

The language in the EPA to the effect that'"equal work" must require "equal skill, effort, and

responsibility" has been held to require three separate tests. Brennan v. J. M. Fields, Inc., 488 F.2d

443 (5th Cir. 1973), cert. den'd. U.S. , S.Ct. , 43 U.S.L.W. 3215 (1974).

EQUAL SKILL
4

The administrative interpretation of "equal skill" provides that skill includes such factors as

experience, training, education, and ability, and must be measured in terms of the performance requirements

of the job, furtheriore, possession of a skill not needed to meet requirements of the job cannot be

considered in making a determination regarding equality of skill,'and the efficiency of an -mployee's

performance in the job is noe'in itself an appropriate factor to consider in evaluating skill.
8

In Shultz v. Kimberly-Clark Corp., 315 F. Supp. 1323 (Tenn. 1970), it was said various assembly-line

jobs in a paper factory were equal in "skill" because the work was capable'of being learned by observation

and practice without prev'ious specialized education or experience, even though some Persons might be able

to handle certain jobs more easily because ofdkdividual aptitude.

In Brennan v. Houston Endowment, Inc., F. Supp. , 21 WH Cases 561 (S.D. Tex. 1974), tie Court

found that the skill required by male custodians for the operation of floor buffers and similar devices

and the-4111,required by female custodians for cleaning venetian blinds with tools were "equal." Thus,

\even if the duties are different, there can still be equal skill if the two jobs are fundament'ally'similar.

In Hodgson v. Brookhaven General Hospital, 436 F.2d 719 (5th Cir. 1970), it was recognized that work

. .

performed,by male orderlies but not by female aides, such as catheterization, setting up traction, helping

in the application'of heavy casts, and subduing violent patients required special skills. But this did

not justify paying orderlies more than aides when only an insignificant portion of the orderlies' time

was spent on these duties and the aides performed other duties requiring as much skill.

An opposite result was reached in Hodgson v. Golden Isles Convalescent Homes, Inc., 468 F.2d 1256

(5th Cir. 1972), where it was said that insertion of a catheter by a male orderly was a skilled nursing

7. the Court also cited with approval 29 CFR 541.3, General Regulations, which states
in part that the term "employee employed in a bona fide professional capacity" in
Section 13(a)(1) of the FLSA includes an employee whose primary duty consists of
the performance of teaching, oring, instructing, or lecturing in the activity
of imparting knowledge and who* employed and engaged in,this activity as-a
teacher in the school system or e cational establishment or institution by which
he is employed.

. .

8. 29 CFR Section 800.12S.

14is
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function, which no aide would perform on males; Orderlies also set up oxygen tanks and performed

several other functions not performed by aides. This justified a difference in pay, the Court said,

1 and distinguished Brookhaven, supra, as follows (pg. 1258):

In Brookhaven, where there was a larger number of orderlies than in the case'at
bar, the court found that both orderlies and aides were assigned eqdal numbers of
patients, that the primary duties of aides and orderlies were the same, and that
the secondary and tertiary duties whicli were thought to distinguish the jobs either
did not differ significantly from the primary responsibilities or were performed by
aides as well as orderlies.

In Hodgson v. Fairmont Supply Co., 454 F.2d 490 (4th Ci4 1972), il was said a male employee at a

stock desk-did not perform tasks requiring greater skill and effort than those performed by females in

exercising authority to add new items to inventory, establishing a data phone system, advising the

purchasing agent of inactive inventory items, and in being responsible for the transfer of inventory

items between the cqmp ny's other branches./ 6

Even where th0e is a special skill, greater pay for all hours ..orked is not proper if the skill is

used for limited and identifiable times. Shbltz I,. Wheaton Glass Co., 421 F.2d 2
1

`(3rd Cir. 19-0), cert.

den'a. 398 U.S. 905, 90 S.Ct. 1696 (19-0). But a ..age differential is proper for the identifiable period

during which-the duty is performed. Hodgson v. Daisy Mfg. Co., 31- F. Supp. 538 (l.D. Ark. 19-0), aff'd:

per curiam, 445 F.2d 823 (8th Cir. 1971). '

EQUAL EFFORT

In Hodgson v. Brookhaven General hospital, 436 F.2(1 -19 (5th Cir. 1970), supra, the Court analyzed the

meaning of "equal effort," as employed in the EPA, iri these words (pg. 725):'

The equal effort criterion has received substantial play in the reported casesto
date. As the doctrine is emerging, jobs do not entail equal effort, even though they
entail most of the same routine duties, if the more highly paid job, involves additional
tasks which (1) require extra effort, (2) consume a significant amount of the time of all
those whose pay differentials are to be justified in terms of them, and (3) are of
economic value commensurate,with the pay differential. We are persuaded that this .)

approach to the application of the statutory "equal effort" criterion is in keeping with
the fundamental purposes of the Equal Pay Act, and adopted here. Employers may not be
permitted to frusttate the purposes of the Act by calling.for extra effort only
occasionally, or only from one or two male employees, or by paying males substantially;
more than females for. the performance of tasks which command a low rate of pay, when
performed full time by other personnel in the same establishment.

To justify a pay differen ial because a job r9Quires greater "effqrt," therefore, it is necessary to

satisfy each of the three.dqu rement set out move.

The administrative interpretation of the EPA defines "effort" as the measurement of mental as well

as physical exertion needed for the performance of a job.
9

This concept was approved in Hodgson v. Daisy

Mfg. Co._, 317 F. Supp. 538 (W.D, Ark. 1970), aff'd per curiam 445 F.2d 823 (8th Cir. 1976, where men did

harder physical work but women operated certain high-speed presses which posed a constant risk of injury

I

9." 29 CFR Section 800.127
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to the operator and thus required extreme mental alertness.1°

A number of cases have considered the "equal effort" question in comparisons between the jobs of

male nnd'female custodians employed by educational institutions. For example,- in Hodgson v: San Diego

Unified School District, - F. Supp. , 21 Iv H Cases'123 (S.D. Cal. 1972), it appeared male custodians

were operating and maintaining electric scrubbing and.polishing mac Ines, emptying heavy trash cans, moving

heavy furniture, and climbing ladders to clean wails and windows and to replace ceiling lyghls. But the

evidence showed female custodians were physically capable of operati the scrubbing anipolishing machines,

and did not do so only because of school policy. The evide-nce also showed,theq,,..were'responsible for collect-
:

ing and, emptying all trash and debris found in their work areas, and that,o6ny.of the tasks ;hey,,were expected

t"
to perform, such as, carrying bags of wet towels, involved work, jgst as -vh5Ivy" as that performed by male

custodians. In finding a violation of the EPA, the Court said (pg,_127): , lr

..- ,

rhe additional duties performed by custodians, ihtl", uding clyablitil'h-tgh ladders,

working on scaffolding, operating floor scrubbing and buffinOachines-", yi;a.. not
require a degree of skill, effort and responsibility which differs.ili:am:appreelable, way

from that required of the matron custodians in the perforVarice of' their roqt4ne duties.
Moreol,er, these additional' duties performed by the custodians occupy only:-an insubstantial
amount of each custodian's time.11

A useful summary of these general concepts appears in Brennan y. Prince William Hospital Cor., 503

- re,
F.2d 282 (4th Cir. 1974), where it was said higher pay is not relted to extra duties when onea Por more

of the following circumstances exist: some male emploYees receive higher payvi:thout dbing'e/ xtra work;

. _
female employees also perform extra duties of equal skill, effort, andresponsibility,"qualified female

A
employees are not given the opportunity to do the extra work; the supposed extra duties do not in fact

exist, the extra task consumes a minimal amount of time and is Of peripheral importance, and third persons.

who do the extra task as their primary job are paid less than thd male employees In question--

EQUAL RESPONSIBILITY

The administrative Interpretations state that "responsibility" is concerned with the degree of account-

ability required in the performance of the job, with emphasis on the importance of the job obligation.12

In Hodgson v. Daisy Mfg. Co., 317 F. Supp. 538 (W.D. Ark. 1970), aff'd. per curiam 445 F.211 823 (8th

Cir. 19'1), it was argued that since male press operators rolled containers of part's-an-tHr"Ocirareai--

(while female press operators did not), greater responsibility was required in that negligence in rolling

containers of parts might result in lost time or accidents, to others. But the Court said it was doubtful

10. See also Hodgson v. Oil City Hospital, Inc.
Brennan v. Sterling Seal Co., 363 F. Supp.

11. Sealgo Hodgson v,

363 F. Supp. 419 (W.D. Penn. 1972), and .

1230 (W.D. Penn. 1973).

Education,-336 F. Supp. 524 (Mont. 1972), and
Brennan v. Board of

Montana State Board Of
Education, Jersey City, New .Jersey, F. Supp. 817 (N.J. 1974).

12. 29 CFR Section 800.129

b-le).

P
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the possibility. of carelessness by. ma-les while handling material came within the concept of job

responsibility as defiOd in the administrative interpretation, supra.

In Hodgson v. Behrens Drug Co., 475 F.2d 1041 05th Cir:), cert. den'd. 414 U.S. 822, 94 S.Ct. 121 -7

(1973), males and females checking merchandise to be shipped agapt customers' orders performed equal

work even though gn males checked narcotics shipments,'which entailed increased responsibility..

The mechanical aspe ts of 4,0 task, however, merely required preparation of a few extra forms, aad,male

and female cheCkers therefore performed equal work.

In,Wirt: v. Muskogee Jones Store Co., 293 F. Supp. 10341(E.D. Ok. 1968), a wage differentiat was held

0'u...improper where one male department head, in addition to the responsibilities'he had in common witch'.
women department heads, was also in cliarge of the warehouse and home deliver.y.. .

In Brennan v. Victoria Bank and Trust Co., 493 F.2d 896 (5th Cir. 1574},pit appeal-A the duties of a

male exchange teller were more complicated than those of a female note teller, and were such that errors

could not be easily corrected in the internal operation of the bank, while thos4 of a note teller could be:

In addition, an exchange teller hadto keep informed as to the current rates of exchange, becalise an error

there would be thinNuit to correct and the chame or loss to the bank-was grea er than with any duty of the

'note. tellers. And even when a note teller temporailey took on the dutie's of an exchange teller, the

particular exchange teller was not relieved of accountability and responsibility. Under all these circumstances,

the Court found different pay justified.

Sometimes differences in the degree of supervision maintained over employees creates-differences in the

"responsibility" they carry. A Wirtz v. Dennison Mfg. Co., 265 F. Supp. 787 ,(Mass: 1967): ay4e differential

was'found properwhen male emplOyees were unsupervised one-half their shift and female, employees were

supervised throughout their entire shift. In other cases, the degree of supervisioNexercisq by the

employee can establish greater "responsibility."

SIMILAR WORKING cONDITIONS

.There is no viglation of the EPA if otherwise equal jobs are performed under 4.ssimilar working.condition5,.

-In Corning Glass Works v. ,Brennan, 417 U.S. 183, 94 S.Ct. 2223 (1974), the Supreme Court, in holding

that a person working a night shift and doing the same work as a person on the day shift did not have

different "working condi.tions," noted that Congress had'aeliberately used phrases in the EPA which had

specific meanings in the language of industria1l relations. "Working conditions" was one of these phrases,
,

and It encompassed, in tile' language of industrial relations, two supfactors: "surroundings" and "ha.zards."

' N _
"Sui.roundings,",the CNourt said, measure the elements, such as toxic chemicals or fumes, regularly encounters

' , by a worker, their intensity, and their frequency. "Hazards" take into account the physical hazards

regularly encountered, their frequenc ; and the severity of injury they can cause.

As. to the judicial meaning of "similar," it is less exacting than "equal," and in Hodgson v. City Stores,

. .

Inc.
332 F. Supp. 942 (M .D. Ain. 1971), aff'd. sub nom., Brennan v. City Stores, Inc., 479 F.2d 235

1.-----'

w-e01
rSth Lir. 1971), it was said that work performed in essentially tlisameksurroundings would not justify a

.
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pay differential based on "dissimilarity" of working conditions.

Work OrforMed by male and female custodins in different parts of a school building does not

constitute dissimilar working conditions. Brennan v. Board of Education, Jersey City, New Jersey,

374 F.' Supp. 817 (N.J. 1974).

In Hodgson v. Sears Roebuck and Co., F. Supp. , 20 WH Cases 611 (W.D. Ken. 1972), ,it was

said the mere fact jobs are in different departments of an establishment does not necessarily mean the7,w
3.

are performed under diSsimilar working conditions.

THE SAME ESTABLISINENT

The EPA provides that no employer shall discriminate "within establighment" on the Basis of sex by

paying'Wages "in such establishment" at a rate less than the rate at which he'pays wages to employees of PG

opposite sex "in such establishment."

The EPA does not define the, word "establishment," but the EPA is part of the ELSA, and the Supreme

Court has interpreted the word, as used in the FLSA, to mean "a distinct physical place of business"

rather than (!an entire businls or enterprise." Phillips, Inc: v. Walling, 324 U.S. 490, 65 S.Ct.. 807,

810 (194S); Mitchell v. Bekins-Van and Storage Co., 352 U.S.'1027 77 S.Ct. 593 per curiam (1957).

In acdOrdance. with the foregoing, the administrative regulations (29 CFR Section 779.304) provide.

that the unit store',in a chain operation constitutes the "estabrishment," not the individual departments

within the store, and-this interpretation was approved in Hodgson v. City Stores, Inc., 332 F. Supp. 942e'

(NE.D. Ala. 1911,, aff'd. sub nom. Brennan y. City 'Stores,. Inc.,,479 F.2(1 235 (5th Cir. 1973).

However, in Hodgson v. Waynesburg College, F. Supp. 20 WH Cases l42 (W.D. Penn. 1971), a

,

comparison baween a male Lustodial emplee working in one college building and female custodial employees

working in several-college buildings was held. to be proper, since the college, the Court said, was a single

5

"establishment" with each of its units functionally cohesive with the others. It appeared that fourteen

females were iiariously employed in three women's rehddnoe halls and two Meii's residence halls scattered

-
'

oughout. a 'a-tiny-acre ca*s. The residencectrailnere an integral part of the defendant's overall
- - ,

operation, and administration, purchasing, maintenance, rid related services and facilities were all handled

centrally. .Residents and personnel were alloWed to transfer, in appropriate situations, between residence

halls, and the college itself regarde,d each building on its gamplis as part of a single enterprise. After

setting forth these facts, the Court said (pg. 145):

4111/' Thus we are initially faced with the issue gf whether comparison between a male working
in one building and females working in other buildings is proper. Clearly if 'each
building constitutes a separate establishment, such a comparison muse fail.

Issues such as this must be decided on facts-of the particular case. The defendant college is
constituted of numerous classroom, research, administration and residence buildings located on
a thirty-acre campus in a rural community in western Pennsylvania. Defendant clearly regards
itself as a single integrated operation' Maintaining centralized administrative, bookkeeping and
personnel offices. Employees and students work and utilize all of defendant's facilities as if
the confines of the campus set the outside houndry (sic) of a large building or distinct physical
place of b-usinet. (Emphasis supplied).

The Court then cited the administrative interpretation of the term "establishment," as qet out in 29 CFR

Ir.
,
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Section 779.23 (essentially the Phillips definition, supra), and §aid (pg. 145):

The official administrative into retations of the Fair Labor Standards Act, while not
binding on the courts, are entitl to be accorded "great w4ght,", and the Court may
properly mesort to them for ante * * *.

This phraseology does not limit an "establishment" to a single building. An "establishment"
may, in fact, consist of multiple buildings as indicated by two recent decisions undei the
Equal Pay Act. * * *

The facilities of the defendant college constitute a functionall,y cohesive unit, and.we
therefore hold that the defendant is a single establishment within;the peaning of,the Act.

//

A similar result was reached in Brennan v. Board of education, Jersey City, New Jersey, 374 F. Supp. 817

(N.d. 1974), where, in'a case involving male and female custodians, job and pay comparisons were made

throughout a school districtconsisying of 35 schools and an administration building, and the Court made

a finding of fact that the school board viewed each custodial worker as working within one

integrated school system, which constituted a distinct facility or place of,business:

Although the concept of the "same establishment" was not an explicit issue in Board of Regents of the

University of Nebraska It. Dawes, F. Supp. , 9 LPD P9963 (Neb. 1975), comparisons of salaries of male

and female faculty members and administrative employees at the university were apparently made by using the

university's system-wide job-classification data on three different campuses and at a county experimental

station connected with the.College of 'Agriculture.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

3

Even though a plaintiff has proven all the elements required to establish a violation of the EPA, there

is nevertheless no violation, if it can be shown the difference in payments,to men and women was made pursuant

.11

-A.

to.(1) a seniority system, (iija,merit system, (I'll) a system which measures'earnings by quantity or quality_,,,

rf 44^ Zof production, or (iv) a differential based on any other factor other thansex.
13 o

.01
-

Under these exceptions, a de facto seniority system justified higher payments to a male who had been -1

..

hired two years before the female complainant in Kilpatrick v.'Sweet, 0262 S. Supp. 561 04.D,Fla.

-

With respect to merit systems in general,-in Rackin v. University of Pennsylvania, 386,F. Supp. 992
1

:^.

(E.D. Penn. 1974), it was said that material issues of fact as /o whether a university violated the EPA 'by

systematically discriminating against female faculty members regarding their pay'solely on the basis of

sex or whether the plaintiff's_teaching job was within its exceptions bagse the pay-of full, associate,

and assistant professors was.based on merit and the quality of their worKproducts, p \ecluded summary judgment.

1n Brennan v. Goose Creek Consolidated Independent School District, F. Supp. , 21 11I Caks 25

(S.D. Tex. 1

A 4

specific cr.ltria for determinku,k1c1; employees were better and where within a salary range an employee,

_

should be paid; (2)the merit raises had not been given female employees; and (3) the,merit system and its

operation had never been communicated to any Qf the involved employees. See also Hodgson v. Industrial Bank

the Cofirt rejected a merit system because: (1) the employer Sitgeneral guidelines but nb

'

13. 29 Us.G.A. Section 206(d)(1).
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of Savannah, 347 F. Supp. 63 (S.G Ga 1972).

r

In Wirtz v. First Victoria National Bank, F. Supp. , 19 WH Cases '684 (S.D. Tex. 1970), aff'd:

sub nom. Hodgson v. First Victoria National Bank, 446 F.2d 47 (5th Cir. 1971), approval was given a merit

system in which officers and directors of the defendant bank held quarterly meetings for the purpose

of evaluating employees, and officers in charge of the various departmpnts expressed their views asto

the competence, interest, and value to the bank-of the employees in question.

Nevertheless, an employer cannot consistently hire women at a lower starting wage and then be immune

to an EPA action because some women, after long periods of service, ultimately reach higher salary levels

than men subsequently hired. With respect to such a practice, it was said in Hodson v. American., Bank of
a

Commerce, 447 F.2d 416 (5th Cir. 1971), that (pg. 421):

The mere presence of a few women in the upper part of the wage scale would permit
widespread discrimination against women as a group. This could result' automatically
through general periodical increments adde to a discriminatory starting salary, or .

deliberately through the selection of a few women.for favorable treatment.or a few
men for unfavorable treatment--the result of which would be to give protectivelloratibn
to a generally discriminatory pattern. (Emphasis supplied.)

On the other hand, where there is a bona fide seniority or merit system but, the starting wage is

discriminatory, the seniority or merit system is not invalidated. Rather, the starting wage for affected

employees has 'to be retroactively adjusted. Shultz v. Saxonburg Ceramics, Inc., 314 F. Supp. 1139 (W.D.

,..

Penn. 1970). Furthermore, the last wage an employer paid to each male employee is the minimum rate the employer
.

/

4

is legally obligated to pay women performing substantially the ame job under similar working conditions.

Wirt: v. Mehae Mfg., Inc., 285 F. Supp. 812 (Kans. 1968).

The fourth EPA exception, that of the paymenf of a differential based "on any other factor other than

4111141

, 1

ix," has, by its very nature as a catch-all, generated the most litigation.

Under appropriate factual circumstances, prior work experience and superior formal education are factors

which an employer is entitled to consider in establishing wage rates so loog as these faCtots,are applied

without lkistinction as to the sex of the employees.
14

However, in Hodgson v. Brookhaven General Hospit4,

"436 .2d il9 (5th Cir. 1970), it was indicated that an employer must demonstrate the relevance,ctf.

faptors Aformal,education to the duties the employees are called on to perform.
--

It has been held that the alleged higher employment costs for women as a group than for men as a group
.....'

,

fwith respect to unemployment compensation, workmen's compensation,,afld accident and health. insurance) are

not a "factor other than.sex" for the of justifying a wage differential.
15

Similarly, the fact that
lc

_ . ..

an employer's bargaining power is,greater with respect to women does not make the power a "factor other than
3

---

. ,
r .

._.

sex" within the meaning of the statutott-exception. Brennan v. Victoria Bank and Trust Co. 493 F.2d 896
,

f ',.

r - ..
I"

(5th Cir. 1974).

4 4;).

14. In. Wirtz v. Citizens First National Bank, F. Supp. 18 WH Cases 472 (E.D. Texfs1968),
male employees who were college graduates were .entitled to greater'eompenscution than female
employees who were not.

. r
15. Wirtz v.' Midwest Mfg. Corporation, P. 'Supp. 18 WH gases 556 (S.D. Ill. 1968).

17G
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The employer in "Uodgson v,,Robert Hall Clothes, inc., 473 F.2d 589 (3rd Cir. 1973), cert. den'd.

sub nom. Brennan v. Robert Hall Clothes, Inc-, 4.14 U.S. 866, 94 S'.Ct. 50 (1973), however, qualified for

the exemption even though salesmen in the men's department of its department store were paid more than

saleswomen in the women's depaitment. 16
The employer argued that the wage differential was based on

economic factors, namely, the higher profitability of the men's department allowed it to pay the men

more, and the lower profitability of the women's department forced it to pay the women less. The government,

on the other hand, argued that "any other factor" did'not literally mean any other factor, but rather meant

any other factor other than sex which was related to job performance or was typically used in setting wage

scales. Economic benefits to an employer, it argued, did nOt fall within this exception.

In rejecting the governments narrow interpretAtronof the statutory exception, the Court said (pg. 597):

The overwhelming evidence whth showed that the men's department was more profitable than .

the women's was sufficient to justify the differences in base salary. These statistics proved
at obert Hall's wage differentials were pot based on sex but instead fully supported. the

reasoned business judgment that the sellers of women's clothing could not be paid as much as
the sellers of men's clothing. * * *

While no business reason could justify a practice clearly prohibited by the act, the'
legislative' history set forth above indicates a Congres-mipnal intent to allow reasonable
business judgments to stand. It would be too great an economic and accounting hardship to

. impose upon Robert Hall the requirement that it correlate, the wages of each individual with
'his or her performance.17

In Maqhart,v. City of Los'Angeles, Department of Water add Power, 387 F. Supp. 980. (C.D. Cal. 1975),

it was said by way of dictum'that a differentiation based on actuarial tables whereby women had to make

larger monthly retirement-benefit contributions than their male counterparts ceUld not qualify as a "factor

other than sex."

Many of the °factor other than sex" cases involve employer training programs, which if bona fide and

applied regardless of sex, can in appropriate circumstances justify unequal pay. But where a maleNeMployee

has remained in such a program overlong, the courts have unifb-rmly rejected ,lhe programs as' violatixe-of
O '

the EPA.18 Where, in most instances, male employees supposedly in a training program were unaware anys4
,

such managehient training program existed, no male employee followeda specific, rotation in a written manage-

ment training program, and no women, even those with college backgrounds and extensive working experience,

14 ever qualified as a management trainee, the program would not be considered bona fide.19

16. Only men were permitted to work in the men's department ands only women were permitted to
, work in the women's department, but this was not in issue in the case. 'Tie trial court had

0
found that the employer had a valid business reason for segregating pales personnel, 1,e.,
"the frequent necessity for physical contact between the salesperson and thccustomex,which

uld embarrass both and would inhibit sales unless they were of the same sex'."

17: An opposite result was reached in Hodgson v. City Stores, Inc., 332 F. Supp. 94t (M.D. Ala.
1971), aff'd. 479 F.2d' 235 (1,073), where men in the men's department of a retail store
received more than Olimen in the women's and children's department. However, the employer did
not allege, as did the employer in Robert Hall, that it made a higher profit on men's clothes,
than it did on women's and children's Clothes.

18. Hodgson v. Fairmont Supply Co., 454 F.2d 490 (4th Cir. 1972); Shultz v. First Victoria National
Bank, 420 F.2d 648 (5th Cir. 1969).

19. Hodgson V. Secutity National Bank Of Sioux City, 460 F.2d 57 (1972). A

rAs
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A training program whith'h4d never admitted women because women.were Oot considered suitable for

g)
traveling was rejected in Hodgs;on v. Behrens Drug Co., 475 F.2d 1041 (1973), cert, der",d. 414 U.S. 822, 94

S.Ct. 121 (1973). In reply to the employer's argument that its training program was "bona fide" so long

as it was executedin good faith without fraud, The Court said (pg. 1047):°

Although the traditional, common law definition of "bona fide" may be as liberal as
Behrens' claims, * *-* the term as used In the regulation at issue here must be copstrued
4n light of the statute which that regulation implements. The Equal Pay Act clearly
mandates the demise of sex-based.wage differences except in special, narrow circumstance
A bona fide *training_ program to constitute a valid exception to the Equal Pay Act must et
repTesent more than an honest effort; such a program must hav4substance and significance
independent of the trainee's regular job. (Emphasis .supplied.

In Shultz v. First Victoria NationaPBank, 420 F.2.1 648 (5th Cir. 1969), the training progrm could not

qualify as "bona fide"-for purposes of the sta 'tutory exemption when the program was informal and unwritten;

the rotation of a trainee through the various departments was unpredictable',sporadiL, and unplanned, with

the time spent in each department beihg based not on any concept of training but on the banks' prsonal-nteds;

there was no definite understanding between, the banks and their male employees concerning a training program,

.wothen weresxcluded from the program but followed a department-rotation similar to that of the male trainees,
.

and male employees were started at substantially higher salaries°than female employees perforthing the.

same tasks even though it wa. l not known, at the time Of hiring, which particular empLoyees would betitAild-d,'
5,

to be bank officers. After noting all these shOrtcomings, the-Court said (p. 657).,

0
.

Important as are the exceptions, to sustain these so-called training programs as a
justification for disparate pay would mean that vthe exception will swallow the Tule." * * *,
And, this "rule"--equal pay. for equal work- -was not laid down skmplyloutiof concern about the .
injustice of discrimination, important as that was. It was also laid d

7'

n out of concern .

about the economic and social consequences of disparate wages paid to a major portion ofthe
nation's labor force. Such wages not only depressed the living standard of those who received
them, they also depressed wages for all workers.* * *. , 41 i

$6
....

.

.
1

sr i

CORNING ..__
. '

'.>--

4,, ..

Ten years after the effective date of theEPA, the Court decided its'fitst EPA case in Corning Glass
's.

. Works v. Brennan, 417 U.S. 18 &, 94 S.Ct.2223 (1974) Aus resolving Lonflicts)jtil,een the Second and Fhird
.

,Circuits.

e .
The principle question posed waS whether Corning violated_ the EPA by .paying a higher base wage to wale

night -shift inspectors Wan it .paid to female inspectors performing thesame,tasks on thPday shift, where

the higher wage was paid in addition to a separate eight-shift differentiatpixd to employees for, night

work. Corning argued these was no violation because the night shift was a dissimilar "working condition.-"

As noted earlier in tkis appendix, the Gourt held that the time of day an employee woikedewas not a "working,

condition" within the meaningof the EPA.

Corning also'argued that even if a violation.had occurred, it had been LorreLt6din 1966 when night-
.

shiftoiobs had been opened t6 women, and even if this'had not corrected thb Aglation, it'had been Lured in

4 . . s I , .;
'1969 when the day and night base wages had been equalized, except for existing employees on the night shift,.

. .

who received a higher "red circle" hav wage.' fri4olding_that neither of these corrective actions was
. _ .

. . TT

sufficient to cure the violation, the Cout said (pgs. 2233-35)
,.. .1._ . .., .

But.the issue before 9e is not,. whether the company, in some abstract.sense, can be said
to tipvitreaed men the same asowdmeri after 1966. Rdther, the queftion is whether the ,vmpany

... . a

17°3
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'
1

remedied the specific violation oT the Act which the Secretary proved. We agree with the ,

Second Circuit,- as well as with all other circuits that hare tad occasion to consider this
issue, that the company could not cure its, violation except by equalizing the base wages of
female day inspectors wig the higher rates paid the night nspector'S. This result is implicit

in the Act's language, its statement of purpose, -Rptidlt egislative history.'

* * *

The company's final contentionthat, it cured'its violation of the Act * * * on January 20,

1-4

1969- -need not detain us long, nil the new agreement provided for equal base wages for

night or day inspectoL.$ hired aft'el t date, it continued to provide unequal base wages for ,
employees hired before that date, a scriminatton likely to continue for somq time into the
future * * *. ;We therefore conclude that' on the facts of this case, the company50,s continued
discrimination in base wages between night and day workers, though phrased hi ter iv of a

neutral factor other than'sex, nevertheless opdated to perpetuate the erfects-of The company's
prior illegal practice ot Oying women less%than men for equal work. -

SUMMARY
'

The Equal Pay.Act is Intended as a broad charter of women's rights in the economic field, and it

Ao'tires that women be paid the `me for equal work as men. Thus, in Board Of Regents of the University of

Nebraska r. Dawes, F. Supp. , 9 LPD P9963 (1975), it was said that alstate univer;ity,did not violate.

the EP% when, in seeking to comply with the EPA's requirements, it implemented a salary` equalization formula

by ;hick the ibelaries of female faculty members and administrative employees w,ere adjusted to bring'them
Y

more into lint with those of male employees.: The fact that a formula for adjusting salaries was not applied

to male employ-ees did not amount to a violation in the absepce of any eridem:e.males were actually being paid

less than their female counterparts.

The plaintiff has the burden or proving the pployer pays different wages to employee of oppOsite
. .

.

5.sexes "for equal work on fobs the performance of which requires equal .111, effort, and responsibility,;

and %hitch are performed under similar working condations".in the same-ostablishment.' The phrase "equal skill,

effort, and responsibility" requires three. separate tests. Once the pliiiintiff has carried this 'burden,-
:41.1

the burden shifts to the employer to sfiow the differeptial is"justified by a seniority system, a merit system,

a system which measures earnings by.quantity or quality of production, or any other factor other thin sex:

"Equal work" leans dot the compared jobs must be!'siih;tantiallY equal," but the degree of "equality
.,-,

'
necessary is difficult to define precisely and must be determined. contextually. However, iv( is the job

,

content and
ii

not the job title which is controlling. And a jop.tterformed by *omen on a day sllift which .is

( '
.

. S

substantially equal to a job performed by men on a night.,shift must have the same base pay. (though a "shift':

1
differential is alloi.ableF.

.

as

'Equal skill" includes such flctors as experience, training, education, anS ability, and mist be measured

in terms of the performance` requirements of the job. iut even if the Q;ties in two comp4ed jobs are:different%

there can still be equll-SkIll if thrjobs are. fundamentally similar. Even where special skills are required,

a pay differential is not justified if this-part of the job requires alt insignificant amount tof.time. And

it aditferential is justrfied, it shoUld be applied only .tc7the inlenti,fiable period during which the.A
v

special skills are employed. ''' 7 1 1.7
4

"Equal effort"iacludes mental as well as'physlcal exertion, and to justify a.differential it mast be .

A
. % t

shown that the more highly, paid jot; (1) requires:extra effort, (2) consumes a signifidant.amount of the time
.,,,,

of all the whose paTdifferent,ials are' to be justified im terms of'j 60 (3) is of economic ialue .

,
.

.

, A. . ,
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1.t

commensurate with the pay differential. I
. ..,

"Equal'responsibilit;," deals with the degree of accountability required in the performanc'e of the

'Tk
job. Differences in the degree of supep

l
isionmaintained over an'employee, or difference5 IA the degree of

supervision he or she exercises, can sometime justify such differentials.
o

i -,
.,.

"Similar waiking conditions" is a phrase given a liberal construction. 11*i performed, for example,
. i T

.. .
by male and female custodians in different4atAs of a school building does not constitute dissimilar

....

working Conditioq. ,The fact jobs are in different'yartS of a larde-establishment does not necessarily ,

t
, ..s

_

mean they are performed under diAsimilar working conditions. And work performe d on a night shift does not,
, 0., .

jheiT compared with the same work on the day shift, constitute different "working conditions."

The EPA does not define the meaning of the word "establi§hment," buf. courts have employed the kening
.. ..

A

. -. u. ,given the same word in the FLSA by the Supreme Court: a distinct physical place of business rather than

an entire business or enterprise. Thus, a uni6tore in a chain operation weu4l.constitute the. "establishment."
..,

0 ,

s
,:,

-....: ,

On the other hand, different buildings in a small college.and in a city schooT,syste'have been considered
% .

.
.

.
, -...., _

the Same "establishMent" for purposes of comparinthe pay of male and female custodial workers. Ail&-a.,-
.. ...,----r..

.

arge university rec tly mktde pay comparison7s betwdo faculty members and administrative personnel on

different 4impuses f4 purposes of EPA compliance witiit having to meet the contention that the campus
. .1

were separate ablishments. (Tills is not to say, howel'ar, that.different campuses do represent the same

.: 4
, ....--.: ,-; ..-

. '.........:
0, .

,,....--.....,establishment,) ,..

.- :,-."... -,
,,

.

An employer's affirm,ftiv-Z>fen-ses In support:of in\laYierwiJe prohibited wage differential can be basdq

on a seniority system, a merit system, a system %dip:h...measures earnings by quantity dr quality o
'

. ;-- . .

p?oduct6S:
\. -,-

l',

.- -

or any other factor other than six.
"..----,..

-.. 11,- .
meDe facto as opposed to formalized seniority systems can sik Ltis qiialitfy.: a can merit systems with

.. .. t -,-..z. ?.... .,.-..,

.. _.... ., ,_

specific. criteri4 and a formalized proueddre. But those haLng only geneilii.t.-.guidelipe cannot, Merit syse(ems
-

)

-,....:

-t .,...-unknown to tie very employees inVolued are suspeEY.
e

'., .7:!..::..;,:4:".:.Y4

.--"4 - .e...4.14.
Where there is a bona fide seniority Ormerit system and the starting wage is nevertheless ulT ripitatory,

' --

the seniority or merit system is not4invalidated,,but the starting Wage for affected-employees has to be

retroactively adjUsted.
,

A

The fourth jostifttation far 4 wage differential--any other factor other4han sex--has, because of/its

-cjtch-all character, Produced the most litigation.

or appeep*a4..!,,circvmstances, vrior'wOrk experience''and.Superior formal education can be a-"factor

"..;.-
,`.,z,:.7 --. :;,,

- .
.ft... 0

'o,ther.pan se.:( Kit the emplqyer has to show;that, the prior experience or the superior,formal education .

. _

is relevant to the _rob i7r-quesnon. :,
o .

, :'--,..:
1 s "If

,:,/ .--,i

Higher employment costs for women as a group, howevv, are pat a, ...tau other thagsq, Nor is. the .,

Mtr
-

. .-'4", ,.-
,. . / Afact womeu at-a weaker bargaining position in the mirket.place. . ;':. , A ' .-...

On. the Other hand, there has been judicial rejection of,a narrow Lonst tion urged,by the government,
i /.0 ://'' ... ,

.

/.1%,

namely that a "facidr other that; sex" must always be a factor'direct1j7 relatedto job perfofmance or P
. , ° '' ril I,'.

.. .
.

typiCally used in S4tting wade rates. ' . %. 4 :.6, ,,,/ ,*. ,' S.- '''

....4.

Imployer training programs are frequently invrlAn "other than sex" litigation and can,' aNheienre..
(...,-,./

0 1
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l t .. .

subst tially formalised and open to both sexes, justifyla wage differential. But;such,programs cannot ke
.. .,

sustai ed simply because they were conceived and executid in good fAith if they ace otherwise discriminatory,

O

even without design.

O

a

/ ' /
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APPENDIX R

RECONCILIATION OF TITLE VII AND THE EQUAL PAY ACT

The essential difference, of course, between Title VII and the Equal Pay Act is that Title VII

covers all conditions of employment, while the EPA affects only compensation. Section 703(h) of

Title VIII specifically take),cognizance of the EPA as follows:

It shall not be an unlawful employment practice underNthisvbchapter for any
employer to differentiate upon the basis of sex in determining the amount of
the wages on compensation paid or to be paid to employees of such employer if
such differ ?ntiation is authorized by the provisions of section 206(d) of Title 29.

It

A
tm

In Shultz v. Wheaton Glass Co., 421 F.2d 259 (3rd Cir. 2970), cert. den'd. 398 U.S. 905:90 S.Ci.

1696 (1970), it was said (pg. 266): ' ,

Althougl; the Civil Rights Act is much broader than the Equal Pay Act, its provisions
regardihg,discrimination based on sex are in pari materia with the Equal Pay Act
This is recognized in the provision of Section 703(h) * * * that an employer's
differentiation upon the basis of Sex in determining wages or compensation shall not "4*
be an unlawful employment practice * * * if the differentiation is authorized by .

(-----7..------th

e Equal Pay Act. Since both statutes serve the same fundamental purpose against
discrimination based on sex, the Equal Pay Act may. not be construed 4n a manner which
by virtue of Section 703(h) would undermine the Civil Rights Act.

. .

To like effect is Ammons v. Zia Co., 448 F.2d 117 (10th Cir. 1971), where the Court, aftef citing ,

Wheaton with approval, said that.if a prima facie case of discrimination is established under Title VII,
0

the burden of proof falls' on the employer to prole that tae differentiation was authorized by Section

703(h), that is, that it was authori'zpd, for example, by one of the exceptions set .out in 29 U.S.C.A.

Section 2061d).-such as a factor other than sex.
4 - .

Again, in Hodgson v. BrookriNV-General'Hospital, 436 F.2d 719 5th Cir. 1970),a'cage involving an

e4ual pay question as to male hospital orderlies and female aides, it was said with respeyt to 42 U.S.C.A.
.

Section 2000-2(a)(2), 2
which declares it to be an unlawful employment practicp, to segregate or classify

6

. -
.

s e- t' .

employees in any way that would deprive an individual of'employment opportunities because of such
- . .

individual's sex, that the Title VII provision and the EPA were interrelated, and that the two provisions

A.'
must in some way be "harmonized." It was also noted that there was dictum in Wheaton to the effect that

,e qual pay should be required for a "male" job and a "fem le" job which are in'fact unequal if the

reservation of the higher-paid job to males would be imp rmissible under Title VII. On the other hand, in

Hodgson v. Golden Isles Convalescent Home, Inc., 468 F.2c 1256'(5th Cir. 1972), an EPA action, the Court

und that the jobs'of A male orderly and a female aide were not substanttatly,equal, but it declined to ; 0

'^e

' ifecide whether the job of'orderly .should be open to females, or whether the job of nurse's aidd should be
/

iolpened* To males. Those questions, it said, had to
'S

If :-/

esolved in Title VII actions,'and eopyts must be .

1. 42 U.S.C.A. Seciicni 2000e-7(h). See Appendix B.
4

. See Appendix B.
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cautious not to apply improperry one congressional act to achieve a purpose or which another act

was intended.

In Hays v. Potlatch Forests,,Inc., 465 F.2(.1 10e1 (8th Cir. 1972), where an employer sought to in-

validate, on the ground it discriminated against men in violation of Title V.'', an Arkansas statute

requiring the payment. of a daily overtime premium to., women but not to men, the Court instead chose

to extend the overtime premium requirement to men, and in doing so, relied on a provision of the

EPA requiring inequalities in pay to be corrected by raising the lower rate, not by lowering the

higher.rate.

And in Piva v. Xerox Corporation, 376 F. Supp. 242 (N.D. Cal. 1974), it was said (pg. 24'6):

Title VII * * * overlaps, to some extent, the Equal Pay Act, the National Labor
Relations Act, and the Railway Labor Act. In the early years of 1,itle VII's existence,
it was argued by those who sought to cir&imscribe the effect of the.new,law, that resort
to federal courts under Title VII should be precluded,by appropriate deference to other
institutions already dealing with employment discrimination,* * *. * * * These argumentsT-

, however, have been consistently rejected; and the clear pri4ciple has emerged that Title VII
rights are independent of rights created by ether statures * *, and that where remedies
overlap, a plaintiff may select the avenue of relief that seems to him most appropriate.
* * * Thus, in the instant case, where plaintiff's claim is cognizable under both the
equal pay laws and Title VII, she may pursue her claim under 'the latter statute as part of
a comprehensive action, if she so chooses, provided only that she fulfill the two
jurisdictional prerequisites to the bringing,of a title i.e., timely filing of
a charge wah the Commission and filing of suit within 90 days of notice froM the Commission
of the right to pi'oceed.

In a recent case, involving both Title \AI and the LPA, Orr v. Firank R. MacNeill & Son, Inc., 511 F:2d°
4

166 (5th Cir. 1975), the female plaintiff had-been the head of the accounting d epartment in an insurance

-e)

agency employing forty-people. The other departments, fire insurance, casualty insurance, and claims,

were headed by men, who had been paid more. In addition, the male successor to the plaintiff as head of

the accounting department, though havirig less experience, received' almost the same salary.
,.,

the lower court had found that the success of the insurance agency depended on the efficient function-
,

..- . a/
ing of"ell its departments,and that the.work performed by each department /wad was substantially equal. '.

. . ..,

- The appellate court agreed that alI departmpts had. to function efficiently but took issue- wi.th the concept .
.

.... _...... 1

. .

a14 dkagaxXment heads, were therefore pet forming s,ubsta.ut.wlly,equal work. . In a similar vein, 4t took issue (______. .u...., ,41... , . .-. ,% O.'. ' y

with the-prtipommtolz.-tEe-re_as--m2o7; discriMination if the.male.succeeding the plaintiff as head of
........--

. .
accounting received almost 'the_.same salary, absent evidence the worlk of. the successor was inferior.
,

- i A .

To establish a case under Nile VII, the Fifth Circuit said (and it/was obviously drawing on the
-

.

language of the EPA), it must _be 'proved that a wage differential was. based upon sex' and that there was the

.geiforlliance,of equal work for unequal compensation. .

/ ir

% ' ' '-' '. ,,,t, V

- . I. ,....,
e,..3. This qualgivatign, however, is not necessarily an EPA requireiliedt. Most EPA cases

suggest thattf.probt of a wage differential between- menrand women establi.shes.the .

diffeFOtial ba4ml-ou'sex. .

,
.

'
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APPENDIX S

V EXCERPTS FROM TITLE 1X, EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972,

AS AMENDED BY P. L. 93-568, Dec. 31, 1974

Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972, as amended by P. L. 93-56$, Dec. 31, 1974 (20 U.S.C.A.

ection 1681, et seq.), provides in part as follows:

§ 1681

1

(a) No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, bevexcluded from participa-
tion in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination 'under any educa-
tion program or 'activity receiving Federal financial assistance, except that:

(1)"inregard to admissions to educational institutions; this section shall apply only
to institutions of vocational education, professional education, And graduate higher

t. education, and to public institutions of undergraduate higher education;

(2) in regard to admissions to educational institutions, this section shall not apply
(A) for one year from June 23, 1972, nor for six years after June 23, 1972, in the
case of an educational'institution which has begun the process of changing from
being an institution which admits only students of 6ine sex to being an institution
which admits students of both sexes, but only if it is carrying out a plan for such
a change which is approved by the Commissioner of Education or (B) for seven years
from the date an educational institution begins the process of changing from being
an institution which aditits only students of only one sex to being an institution
which admits students of both -sexes, but onl; if it is carrying out a plan for such
a change-ntlich is approved by the Commissionel- of Edttcation, whichever is the later-,

(3) this section shall not apply to an educational institution which' is controlled by a
religious,organization,if the application of this subsection would not be consistent
with the. tligious tenets of such organization;

(4),this section shall not apply to an educational institution whose pr,imary purpose is-

. the training of individuals for the militarY services of the United States, or,the
merchant marine; 4

(5) in regard to admissions this section shall not apply to .any public.institution of,,
undergraduate higher'education nhich'is an institution that traditionally and cones"
tinually from its establishment has had a policy of admitting only students of
one sex; and

(6)This section shall not apply'to membership practices--

° (A) .of.a social fraternity or social sorority which is exempt from taxationinder
section 5014a) of Title 26, the active membership of which 'consists primari%
of studensoin attendance at an institution'of higher education, or

(B) of the Young Men's Christian Association, Young Women's Christian Association,
Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Camp Fii'e Girls, and voluntary youth service organiza-
tions which are so exempt,'the membership of which has traditionally beeelidited
to persons of one sex and principally lo persons of less than" nineteen years of age.

, 1 .
0

b)- Nothing contained in sdbsection (a) of this ection shall be interpreted to require
any educational institution to grant preferential or disparate treatment to the
members'of one sex on account of an imbalance which may exist with-respect to
the total number or percentage of persons of that sex participating in or receiv-
ing the benefits -of%any federally supported program or activity, in comparison
with the total number. or percentage of persons of that sex in any community,
Stztte, section, Or ether area: Provided, that this, subsection shall not be
construed fa prevent the consideration n any heart r proceeding under this
chapter of statistical evidence tending to show that su an imbalance exists 4
with respect to tfie participation in, or receipt of the ehefits of, any such

1: The f9t4 Amendment is shown by underlining.

/.. (*v.
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,program or activity by the members of,one sex.

(c) For purposes of this chapter an edtcational institution means any public or private
preschool, elementary, or secondary school, or any institution of vocational,
professional, or higher education, except that in the case of an educational
institution composed of more than one school, college, or department which are
administratively separate units, such term means each such school:college, or
department. (Title IX, § 901)

§ 1682 , 46.

Each Federal department and agency which is empowered to extend Federal financial
assistance to any education program or activity, by way of grant, loan, or conti4ct
other than a contraq, of insurance or guaranty, is authorized and directed to effectuate
the provisions of section 1681 of this title with respect to such program or activity
by issuing rulet, regulations, or orders of general applicability which shall be ,

consistent with achievement of the objectives of the statute authorizing the financial
assistance IR connection .11h which the action is taken. '14 * * Compliance with,any
requirement adopted pursuan* to this sectn may be effected (1) by the termination
of or refusal to grant or tu ntinue assistance under such prograr or activity to
any recipient as to whom the 10 has been an express finding onjhe record, after
opportunity for hearing, of a 'tailure to comply with such requirement, but sue31
termination or refusal shall be limited to the particular political entity, or pari
thereof, or other-recipient is to whom such a finding has been made, and shall be
limited in its efect to the particiff5r program, or pail thereof, in which such
noncompliance'has been so found,' or (2) by any other means authorized by law
.* * *.(Title IX, § 902) ...! ;

-- -,

, § 1685
- .

.
.

Nothing in this chapter sha3.1 add to or detract frobany existing authority with respect
to any program lr activity"uridey which Federal financials,assistance is extended by way of a

contract of insurance or guaranty: (Title IX,_§ 9059./ 0
-... ,, .

§ 1686

, (

.\ \
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this,, chapter, nothing contained

herein shall be construed to prohibit any educational fnaitution receiving funds under
this Act, from maintaining separat living facilities for th.i different sexes. -(TV IX,
§ 907)

.. '
',;

.

8 ,

v,

1

7
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t

TITLE IX OF THE EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972

. . -J
Title IX piovides in substance that no person shall, on the basis of sex, be wbjected to discrimination

i

under any educationProgram receiving federal financial assistance. With respect to admissions, however,

Title IX applies only to institutions of vocational education, p4fessional education, graduate higher

education, and to public institutions of undergraduatp higher education. (One-sex institutions changing to

two-sex institutions have grace periods not material here, and traditionally one-se* public undergraduate' .

institutions/do not have to change present admission policies.) Title IX also exempts from its operation certain

religious, military,1 and merchant marine educational institution4

ellegrettablY,

reported cases deal

absence of cases is

initiation of a.cas

individuals have

However, s

has to be said that as of the time this study was in preparation; there were no officially

ng with thiimp67rtant legislative addi,tion to the rights of women in eduCation. This

due iil-part to a delay in issuance of guisielines, in part to the normal delay between the

and a decision on the merits, and in part, probably, to uncertvaty as to wht-er aggrieved

1

fight to sue under.Title IX.

4
nce Title IX is generally considered to be modeled on Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

..::

(42 U.S.C,A. .1000d et seq.), 'it is appropriate to look to Title VI for guidance on the question of a

private righ to su . In Bossier Parish School Board v. Lemon, 370 F.2d 847 (5th Cir. 1967), where black children
. .

,

----,
, ,_

'
.

sought inj nctive,r lief against a schoo/Aboard, it was said (pg.'82):

Section 601 states a reasonable condiIion that the-United States may attach to any
grant of financial assistance and may enforce by refusal or withdrawakolf,federal

./ /
assistance. But it also states the law as laid down in hundreds of decisions,_____
independent of the statute. In this sense, the section is a prohibition, not an ad-
monition. In the absence of a procedure th ough which the individuals _Protected by
sectioh 601's-prohibition may assert their ights under it, violations-of the law,

- -,:are cognizable-by the courts. * * * The Negro school children, aS-btheficiaries of
the Act, have Standing to assert their 601 rights. (Emphasis suppied.) -. --.

._
-- -.

-' -'---=
Furthermore,

4

in Lau y. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563 , 94 S.Ct. 786 (1974), Chinese students'hrought a Title VI
.

- . -- -.. ... ..
. .......

..ac .. tO -obtain courses.in the English language, and even though neither the.questicia of "right to sue" not

notion of administratiw,remedies"- Was in issue, the Court_ acceged the Case and gTantedyel&pf.,

In addition to the December 34, 1974 amendment of TitireIX n Led in fhetiarqviottsappenix, Congress has
- :=

-:..:':enacted other legislation indirectly affecting-Title IX, *ION ws-i_
1 - -------.,

1. In Section 44 of Title- TIlr--617the Education-Amendments of.1974, it
- ,1

directed the 4:cc-.
ietary of Health, Education and Welfare to publish proposed regulations implempnting -

- .-

Title IX-not rater than thirty days after the date of enactment of-the Education Amend,
ments (Aug. 21, 1974), which regulations-were .to- include, with respect to intercollegiate
athletic activities, " reasonable provisions considering the nature of pazticulat sports-,-u-

In Section 509(a)(2) of Trtto....Y of the Education Amendments -of 1974, Congress mandated .-
. .

that-the HEW guidelines fbri,-Tille .1X be ildhpitted-to.Cmgress concurrently with their
publication, I:11-'0e Federal. Registef, and detected that such-guidelinesyould become: .-

effective hot -less_ than fotty-five,daYs after-such transmission unjess Congress, by con---.

cufx:ent reselution, disapproved a particular gqidelfne or guidelines, in which case, . .,
.it or they, as the case.-might be,- would not 0-eco* effective/. ,

1

. .

, ate 1974, there was movement in Congress to pass an amendment prohibiting HEW
. regniring,sehool systems to prepaxe.or maintain fecords or statistics pertaining

o- '"---
to the_ser-of teachers or studenti;-A,S=Pagsed, howeyer,-la the Supplemental AppropriationV

,-At,-1975.(P.L. 93-554), the amendment as amended; reads:- "Provided fUrther, That tone .

4
°V thesefunds shall-be used to, compel an)041clip1 system as-a cenditionfor receiving'

.--' -,
i,....L CI .) -- .. - - -

A A4 A
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grants and other benefits from the appropriations above, to classify teachers or students
by ! * * sex * * or to-assign teachers or students to sdhools,,classes, or courses for
reasons of * * * %ex * * *, except as may berequited to enforce nondiscrimination pro-
visions of Federal law." . ,

.

As an incidental matter, supplementing the congress nal action noted.above with respect to intercollegiate

r
e

athletic activities, it was said by way of dititum in Bre den v. Independent School District, 477 F.2d 1292 (8th

iCir. 1973), that discrimination in high - school interscholastic athletics co6stitutdd "discrimination in educa-
,

tion" within the meaning of Title IX:*

In November, 1974, the Women's"Equity Action League, the National Organization for Women, and other women's

',groups brought suit in the District of Columbia against HEW and the Department of Labor under Title IX and other

laws, alleging an overall pattern 6Ttnonenforcement, as against educational institutions, of federal prohibitions

on sex discrimination. Similar thqugh not as sweeping suits have been instituted elsewhere.

TITLE VI ApDENDUM

Section 601 of.Title,VI of the Civii Rights Apt of 1974 (42 U.S.C.A. Section 2000d) provides':

No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin,
be excluded, from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to dis-
crimination under any program or. activity receiving Federal financial assistance.

Many of the cases that have arisen under Title VI involve complicated racial segregation problems in no way

rdlated to the problems likely to arise'under Title, IX, but in view of the fact Title IX is generally modeled.on

°°.'
*

Iitle VI, and that there are presently no officially reported Title IX decisions, the following Title VI cases

are noted'briefly in -view of the'ir possible applicability to Title% IX situations.

The ultimate responsibility for determining the,constitutionality of school desegregatio6 plans rests with

the Court, but the guidelines of HEW are entitled to considerable weight/ Kemp'v. Beasley, 352 F..2d.14 (8th Cir,

1965).

Plough the provisions of title VI are couched in declarltory terms and_providv no explicit method of

enforcement, the federal courts are not powerless to acti Ranjel v. City of Lansing, 293 F. Supp. 301 (W.D.

. ,

Mi-Ch., 1969), rev'd. on other ground%-417 F.2d 321 (6th Cir. 1969), cert. denTd. 397 U.S 980, 90 S.Ct. 1105

(1970), rehearing den'd. 397 U.S. 1059, 90 S.Ct. 1352.
.4

.9

In Board of Public Instructioilof Taylor County, Florida v. Finch, 414 F.2d 1068 (5th Cir., 1969), considera-
-,,.,

tion was given to a provision of Title VI4authorizing terminat)On of federal funding for failure to comply with

..-
SeLti.on 601-Init., limiting suclr termination to the "particular program, Or part thereof" in which such noncompliance

. - 1
.

,

.

was foundr,-.At Issue was an HLW termination (after a finding that the school board's progress toward student and

4' b
9

lr_ tqacher desegregation was inadequate, and that the board wa,1,trying',to perpetuate a dual school system) of all
. - ,--.. ,

-funding under three separate, statutory grants for, respectively,:fhe edpLatiori of children of low - income' families,'

.'the educat-ion'ofadult, and supplementary.education centers.

.

: 7 .

1: Sedi8:9602.,Pf-ilitleVr (.42.U.-S%O.A. Section 2 0rid-1) . Section 902 of Title IX

contalns,:aftp,,.r.language, -See Appendix-S.
:
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;

HEW defended the blanket termination on the ground that the word "program" in this provi-gibn meant the
.

schbol program as a whole. The Court, however, interpreted the word "program" in the particular provision'to

refer to the statutory grants and concluded that blanket termination was Improper, since individual strutory

grant programs well be Insulated from otherwise unlawful activities. Findings of noncompliance, in short, .

must be made for each such progrlim; each was entitled to its day itA court.

It is to be noted, too, that in HEW's first proposed guidelines for Title IX,2 Finch is quoted (pgs. 1078-9)

for the proposition that federal funds may be terminated upon a finding they are administered in a discrimina-

tory planner,anner, or if they suppprt a program which is infected by discriminatory environment * * *."

And since Finch did not interpret the meaning of the word "program" as used in Section 601, it is arguable.

that the prohibition on discrimination "under any program or activity receiving Federal financial,assistance" in

Section 601 (and by analogy, in Section 901 of,Fitle IX)3 has a broader remedial'sweep than the carefully restrict-

tine language ofthe Title VI provision ,,I,thcfrizing a termination of funding. Under this reasoning, Section, 601

(and Section 901 of Title IX) would prohibit discrimination in the overall educational program offered by a' y

beneficiary of federal funds even though the federal funds could ,Qot be directly traced to a particular allegedly .4

discriminatory part of the overall proi;ram.4

On the other hand, in Mct&od v. College of Artesia, 312 F.Supp: 46-8 N.M. 197 , black students claiming

discrimination in their disciplinary suspension were denied an inlunction nder Title Fl when there was no show-

ing of a relationship between the alleged dierinlnatory practices and th college's use of.approxtmatelyg41600.

of federal funds to support a work-study program.
r, 1

In Adams v. Richardson, 480 F.2d 1159 (D.C. Cit. 1973), where its was said that HEW could not continue to
. ..

.

channel federal funds to segregated school systems deTaulting on the obl4gations under Title 'II, the Court
.7. 4

*
1Z t

. . .. !

indicated that the judici4ry would recognize certain practical diffi iltiei HEW might face as itmoyod to t

1 .0
....

jimplement the prohibitions of Title VI (pg. 1164):
.,

1
1 ,

el
A

:

o i

4
(W)e are also mindfub that desegregation problenls in colilegesland universitaes.differ
widely from'those in elementary and ses:ondary schools, acid tha,..t HEW admittedly lacks

. experience in dealing with them. It has not yet formula:ted glidelines for desegregating
state-wide systems of higher learning * * *. As regrettlible 4's these revelaions are, f

the stark truth of the matter is that HEW must carefullyiasse, the significance of a .

variety of new factors as it moves into an unaccustomed ;area. None of these factors
jus-tifi,p.s a failure to comply with a Congressional mandate; tl y may, however, warrant ,
a more delitierate.oppOrtunity to identify and accommodate the . ,

.

.

In Goodwiny. Wyman..330 F. Supp. 10S8'(S.D. N.Y. 1971), aff'd. 406 . 964, a2 S.Ct. 2420 (1972), it

was said `that essentially the same showing was required to dstablish a vio nen of Title M.prohitiiting dis,
A

.

2. 39 Fed. Reg. 22,228 (1974). P

3. Section901 of Title IX uses the words, "education pi-ogram or activity." See Appendix S.
-

i-
.

.

%
4. In Lau v7 Nichols, 414'11.S. 563, 94 S.Ct. 786.(1974), supra, the Court did not consider

.,\ the meaning df the words "program or activity" as u d Section 601, hut nevertheless
found that the Chinese speaking students were denie a meaningful opportunity to particf-
'rte in the school district's, "educational program.P Relief was ranted, however, sub-

\ stantia 7---on_/he ground that thedistrict, as a condition for receiving federal financial
- \

assistance, had age ide by Title VI and die HEW. guichglines, Those guidelinesN

. , required a sch3o1 district to to , irmative ,fiction where minority children were

iandicapped by an inabilit)i. to understand English., See also Bossier Parish School Board
1,', Lemon, 37gF.24 847 (5th CIT. 1972), supra. .

-I .)q
. ,.. a . , ..it.(._, -_,
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crimination under federally, assisted,programs on the,ground of race, color, orspational origin as was required

to make out a racial discrimination violation of the equal protection clause.5

In Anderson v. SanTranciscp Unified School District, 357 F. Supp. 248 (N.D. Cal. 1972), a school dist ict

was Oijoined from putting into operation a plan which..would have granted virtually all administrative assignments,

appointments, and promotions to minority personnel where the plan had not been.shown to have been undertaken to

correct past discrimination and where the effect of,the plan would have been to give white, nonminority employees

little opportunity for administrative positions or promotions.

5. Goodwin involved an attack on a state Mt,: r ulating welfare.

;
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;
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APPENDIX U

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH MANPOWER TRAINING.ACT OF 1971

,

AND NURSE TRAINING ACT OF 1971

db.

Each of these_acts, among other things, amend Title VII and Title'VIII, respectively, of the Public Healtg

Service Act of 1944, as amended, to prohibit sex discrimination as indicated below:

42 U.S.C.A. 8 295h -9

The Secretary' max not make a rant, loan guarantee, or interest subsidy payment
under this subchapter to, or for the benefit of, any school of medicine, osteopathy,
dentistry, veterinary medicine, optometry, pharmacy, podiatry, or p4pli health or
any training center for allied health personnel unless the applicati or the grant,
loan guarantee v or interest subsidy payment contains assurahces satisfactory to the
Secretary that\the school#or training Center will not discriminate on the basis of

A sex in the admission of individuals to its training programs. The Secretary may not
enter into a contract under this subchapter with any such school or training center
unless the school or training center furnishes assurances satisfactory to the Secretary
that it will not discriminate cyp the basis of sex in the admission of individuals to
its training programs, In the case of'a school of medicine which- -

(1) on the date of the enactment of this sentence is in the process of changing
its status as an institution'which admits only female students to that of an
institution which admits students without regard to their sex, and .

- -

(2)ts carrying out such change in,accordance with a plan approved by the Secretary,

the prov ision of the preceding sentences of this section shall apply only with respect to a
grant, contract, loan' guarantee, or interest subsidy to, or for the benefit of such a school'
for a fiscal year beginning after June "50, 1979. (Title VII, § 799A)

a

42 U.S.C.A. @ 298b-2

The Secretary may not make a grant, loan guarantee, or interest subsidy payment
under this subchapter to, or for the benefit of,"any school of nursing unless the
application . for the grant, loan guarantee, or interest subsidy payment contains as
surances satisfactory to the Secretary that the school will not on the

basis of sex im the admission of individuals to its training prograffis. The Secretary
may not enter into a contract under this subchapter with any school unless the school
furnishes assurances satisfactory to the Secretary that it will not discriminate on ;he
basis of sex in the, admission of individuals to its training programs. (Title VII ,

'0 845)

There- appear to be no officially reported cases involving these two sections, and since, they speak for them-
.

selves, this appendix is limited to noting that they, too, are involved in the suit mentioned in Appendices P and

T, brought in November, 1974 by various women's groups against the Department of Health, Education and Welfare'

and the Department of Labor for failing to enarce federal prohibitions against sex discrimination in eduLitional

0
.0.

institutions,

1. The Secretary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

o

4

A

.4

0
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ENDIX V

OTHER FEDERAL LAWS OF CONCERN TO WOMEN' IN LaleATION

The following federal laws, too recently enacted to have apy judicial history, and therefo re outside the

scope of this study, can and will affect the rights of women in education:

Women's Educational Equity Act of 1974 (20,U.S.C.A. Section 1866)

Equal Credit Opportunity Act'(15 U.S.C.A. Sections 1691 et seq.)

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (20 U.S.C.A. Section 1232g)

,

Employee Retirement Income Security Act of i974 (variously codified in 29 U.S.C.A. Section 1001
et seq., the Internal Revenue Code, and 'elsewhere) :

o
. Equal Educational' Opportunities Act of 1974.(variously codified in 20 q;s.c.A.)

,.6

Also outside the scope of this study are:

National Labor Relatqons Act (29 U.S.C.A Section 151 et seq.)

Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959 '(variously codified in 29 U.S.C.A)
. 1

Fiir Labor Standards Act (29U.S.dX Section 201 et seq.), except as to the Equal Day%
/-

A'ct cif 1963. Vt.

s

Empl

EnTorty Insured Student

::
.6StudeneLoan MarIceting Xs;

Amendments -Of 1972)

*2-`

oyment Avt Of 1967. (29 U.S.C.A._ Section 621 et seq.)
e rzA

Loan Act of i969 (29 U.S.C.A.,Section 1078a-and elsewheEe)

ociation (20 U.S.C(A. Section 11987-2, part of the Education

.0

*.

Also outside the ;cope ofthis study ark the many federal programsAr enactments in which sex discrimination

is prohibited, by,staiute. In appropriate circumstancesg-these_programs or enactments, ause of their prohibi-

tion on sex discrimination, can enhanceOle rights Of women in education. Solely for pur oses of illustration,

a few of th'ese laws aye listed below: (
.

Fedgal program or statute

Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964
(49 U.S.C.A Section 1601 et seq.), sex

e
discrimination prohibited in Section 1608

610mni;us Crime antrol Act of 1970, as
)amended by the Crime Control Act of,1973
(variously codified in 42 U.S.C.nand
felsewpvre), sex discrimination prohibited
in Sqcker 3766 ,

Fedekai Water Pdatution Control Act'
4 , Amendments of 1972 (variously bodifjed ;-

in 32 U.S.C.A1 and elsewhere), prolAibitidn'
on sox discrimination in note td Section
1251 in form ofordferenae to Section 15,
Pbb. L 921:500\ ";

Stipple of situation, in which program or statute
I' tould apply to women in education

6 t,

Section 1607b authorizes fellowsilios.in urban trans-
portation in public or private institutions of higher
education, Sectio 1607 authorizes grants to institu.
Lions of higher education to carryout urban traNpor-
tation research.

Section 3746 authorizes contracq,witkeducattnnal
institutions for law-enforcement training, asSistance
to teachers, and grants for research in Jaw enforcement. r

sY, .

e

Scholarships authorized in Section 1261,'

4



! r
Comprehensive Employment are, raining
Act of 1973 ( variously codified in 29
U.S.C.A. and elsewhere), prohibition
on seaylisciimination,in Section 991,

Domestic Volunteer Service Act of 1973 °

0 (variously codified in 42 u.s.c.A. a'nd

elsewherel, sex discrimination prohibited
.in Section

..

0

/
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. ki .. ..

Section 881 authorizes grants ..ia private nonprofit
organizatioris for purposes oflimproving the methods,:
of meeting minpower and braining krograms. SeCtiori

885 authorizes training for §pe,kializedland supervisory
personnel. it"'

,

Section 4974 authorizes grants to encourage sfildeRts
.-P'

in secondary, seccfRdarr vocational, and post-secondary -(

schools to participateiin service - learning programs. f

k... 4. 0
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